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dependable network G(V,E) to so many j 2 V , without whom this book
might never have been brought to completion. In this network, I am i,
and i owe gratitude and honourable mentions, g, to all of my connected
j:s like:

g =

|V |X

j=1

f(Hj ,Wj) (1)

where g is gratitude as a function of academic and practical help and
advice, H, and friendly support, W , given by each and every j.

First of all, g computes very highly for my supervisors Magnus
Lindmark, and Ann-Kristin Bergquist at Umeå University. Without their
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i have also particularly benefited from the H of Lena Andersson-Skog
who, like Tomas Pettersson and other peers at the department, have
given patient attention and pivotal comments on my manuscript. So has
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this now; if you have still never answered a forum-question relating to
your expertise or never enhanced a Wikipedia-page, i kindly ask you to
reconsider whether the time you’ve set aside to read this book couldn’t
really be better spent. An interconnected world awaits your good deeds.
Through complex networks they will ripple beyond your horizons, as did
those countless ripples that have reached me and helped me advance in
the work with the thesis at hand.
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ABSTRACT

Networks that Organised competition - Corporate Resource Sharing between Swedish
Property Underwriters 1875-1950.
Umeå Studies in Econopmic History (50) 2019.
ISBN: 978-91-7855-112-5
ISSN: 0347-254-50
Author: Josef Lilljegren

Doctoral dissertation in economic history at the Unit for Economic History at Umeå
University.

This thesis investigates the corporate networks of Swedish property underwriters 1875-
1950. During this period, networks of increasing intensity was an essential part in the
organisation of the Swedish property insurance market. Corporate resource sharing al-
lowed underwriters to accommodate the ever-changing industrialised demand for prop-
erty insurance. Interlocking directorates, ownership ties and membership in collaborative
organisations were the vessels of this corporate resource sharing.

This study proposes a network perspective on the organisation of competition and col-
laboration. It finds that networks lowered firms’ cost-threshold for underwriting diversi-
fication, causing well-connected firms to expand into new markets more easily. An es-
sential resource to underwriters was information, and information exchange motivated
several interfirm rapprochements. The driving forces for the organisational shift towards
increased networking were, however, complex, and included both socioeconomic and stra-
tegic factors.

Through networks of mutual resource sharing, the consolidation that appears in the in-
dustry after 1950 was preceded by a long historical process in which firms who would
later merge developed measurably clustered network structures as early as in the 1910s.
In the 1920s the networks already contributed to a high market concentration. Networks
thereby conditioned the underwriting operation of individual firms as well as the structural
evolution of the Swedish insurance market as a whole.

Keywords:
corporate networks, business history, property insurance, interfirm, insurance history, in-
terlocking directorates
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Notations in network analysis

Concept Notation Interpretation

Network G (V,E) A network graph G made up of nodes in V

linked by arches in E.

Node n 2 V A point in the network graph representing a
company, director, or an organisation.

Arch eij 2 E An arch in a network connects two nodes. The
two linked nodes are typically noted i and j.

Density |E|
|V | Arches per node of a network. A network-level

measure of the number of links normalised by
the number of nodes.

Centrality nc Different node-level measures. The simplest,
degree centrality, equals the number of arches
connected that node n.

Bipartite G

⇣
V

[1]
, V

[2]
, E

⌘
Bipartite network are affiliation networks
where nodes of one kind (V [1]) are linked to
nodes of a different kind (V [2]).

Multiplexity G

⇣
V,E

[1]
, E

[2]
⌘

The multi-layered network with one set of
nodes (V ) but multiple sets of arches. Each
set of arches constitutes a network layer.

Network layers V
[x] Multiplex networks consists of multiple layers.

Layer x may be noted as an intiger or as a
network layer notation like ID, OW or OR.

Interlocking
directorates

ID Firms with interlocking directorates share at
least one director.

Cross-
Ownership

OW Firms with ownership ties own each other or
are co-owned within a business group.

Collaborative
organisation

OR Firms linked by collaborative organisations are
affiliated to the same cartels.

xv



1 Introduction

No corporation is an island entire of itself. They depend on their sur-
roundings with which their resources and internal organisation are in-
terdependently connected.1 The sum of these connections constitutes a
complex system of interfirm affiliations.2 Such corporate networks have
been argued to play a defining role in the shaping of the organisation of
both firms and markets. If firms are not “islands of planned coordination
in a sea of market relations”,3 what is the nature of that organisational
solution to bridge the division between otherwise insular firms?

The organisation of firms and markets are key themes in business
history. Over the past quarter-of-a-century, important contributions to
the understanding of firms and markets have come from a wide range
of studies of the history of corporate networks.4 They have explored
various features of the interdependence and relations of corporations.
The literature on corporate networks has shown that implications of
considering a networked corporate organisation are many. It has caused
business historians to rethink central questions in business and economic
history. How do market structures arise? How, and why, have companies
shared resources with each other; and what have the implications of their
resource sharing been?

This thesis will examine the corporate networks between Swedish
property underwriters in a Swedish context. It will propose a new his-
tory of the evolving organisation of this information-intensive industry.
The main argument is that the evolution of several kinds of relational
ties between the underwriters formed network structures that shaped

1Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 12-13 and pp. 40-41.
2G. B. Richardson (1972), p. 892.
3G. B. Richardson (1972), p. 883.
4See Stokman et al. (1985); Rauch and Hamilton (2001); Windolf (2002); Cronin
(2011); David and Westerhuis (2014)b.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

the conditions for competition and collaboration on the property insur-
ance market. Swedish underwriters were very far from being islands. In
fact, the organisation of the insurance market depended heavily on the
corporate networks within the industry which until now has received
little academic attention.5 This thesis will argue that networks altered
the organisational trajectories of both individual firms and the property
insurance market as a whole and that they enabled coordination of re-
sources between firms that largely defined the structure of the property
insurance market.

Since industrialisation, the firm has been the juridical and adminis-
trative vessel for industrial growth,6 and its changing organisation has
been a central topic to business historians.7 Where the business histor-
ian Alfred D. Chandler attributed change primarily to decisions made
within the firm, advocates of transaction cost theory, like the economist
Oliver Williamson, saw organisational change as rooted in the avoidance
of costs appearing outside the firm.7 Network studies instead focus on
the organisational implications of what occurs between firms.8

Firms engage in a wide range of types of connections from cartels,
trade-associations, trade-agreements, interlocking directorates, or joint-
ventures.9 These have in common that they stabilise the otherwise un-
certain access to resources. They also lead to a lower degree of uncertain-
ties.10 Firms can use their connections to better know what to expect
from partners, competitors, or their surrounding in general. Inter-firm
ties are also rooted in socioeconomic structures where softer resources
like friendship and interpersonal trust matter in economic transactions.11

5Notable exceptions are Lönnborg and Larsson (2016) and Gustav Petersson’s 2011
thesis which both cover Swedish insurance cartels. The latter, as well as writing in
passing by insurance historian Karl Englund (1982, 1993) also includes abundant
statements about ownership relations in the insurance industry.

6Penrose (1959), pp. 8–9.
7See Chandler (1992) advocating for the firm as the unit of analysis (p. 492). Compare
with Coase (1937) and Williamson (1985), p. 41.

8Stokman et al. (1985), p. 9.
9Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 144.
10See Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 145: Jeffrey Pfeffer and Gerald Salancik argued

that uncertainties give incentives to firms “to establish linkages with elements in
their environment and use these linkages to access resources, to stabilise outcomes,
and to avert environmental control”.

11Granovetter (1973), p. 33.
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Networks to Organise Insurance

Such socially embedded business advantages can motivate firms to stra-
tegic decision to cultivate their networks and pursue networking as part
of their strategy.12 Not only have network ties been found to have been
useful to firms. The sum of ties between corporations constitute a sort of
map of the resource sharing and information-flow between them.13 These
structures, in turn, have implications for the evolution of the organisa-
tion of markets overall.14 Market structure namely, as far as networks are
concerned, consists of more than the sum of its firms and their relative
market shares. They amount to more than the sum of is parts. Take for
example the structural feature of market concentration. A market with
few actors and fewer dominant firms has an oligopolistic organisation,
while an evener distribution of market shares amongst a larger number
of firms is symptomatic for competitive markets.

Where companies draw competitive advantages from their network
ties, a market organisation has arisen where the degree and character
of the companies’ network ties also define competitiveness.15 Were com-
panies to use their relations to coordinate their resource allocation, it
would be done at the expense of the markets’ function of allocating re-
sources. The market would be put out of play by networks. It was the
competition-aspect of corporate networks that interested American legis-
lators when an inquiry was launched into America corporate networks in
the early 20th century.16 Particularly companies that compete with each
other, it was argued, risk turning the collaborative efforts in resource
sharing into collusive behaviour that hampers competition.

In recent decades, the interest in networked forms of organisation
has resulted in a wide range of new research in business history and ad-
jacent disciplines. Network advantages to firms have been suggested to
arise from different types of interfirm relations, which have in common
the aspect of resource sharing between firms.17 Networks of interlocking

12Uzzi and Spiro (2005).
13Davis (1991).
14Munro and Slaven (2001); Boyce (2003); Brookfield et al. (2012); David and

Westerhuis (2014)b.
15Rotundo and D’Arcangelis (2013).
16Windolf (2002), pp. 27–28: The Pujo Commission created in order to investigate

interlocking directorates and presented their report in 1914. The immediate result
of the commission’s findings were restrictive anti-trust legislation.

17Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 71.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

directorates (the sharing of the same board member between two firms)
have been argued to facilitate the sharing of information as well as the
diffusion of organisational innovations.18 They are also affiliated with
the exercise of interfirm control and influence since. effectively consti-
tute the sharing of company boards which wield the power of the firm’s
strategic decision making.19 Through cross-ownership, firms can share
financial resources and coordinate strategies within business groups.The
third level of interfirm relations, namely cartels and similar cooperative
organisations, have largely been covered outside the literature on corpor-
ate networks.20 Cartels are agreements between firm on how resources
should be directed in the market on which they operate.21 As early as
during the Swedish industrialisation, all three of these aspects of inter-
firm ties have been present in the organisation of the Swedish insurance
industry.22 Against this background, property insurance presents itself
as an interesting case. Insurance, and property insurance, in particular,
was an information intensive industry that constantly wished to reduce
uncertainty.23 Underwriters found themselves in the business of minim-
ising insecurity when buying risk while simultaneously being connected
in multiple ways to their competitors - connections which have never been
the subject of systematic investigations of previous research in Swedish
insurance.

The first collaborative insurance organisations in Sweden launched
in the 1870s. The Insurance Organisation (1875) functioned to coordin-
ate the otherwise unregulated insurance market. It was followed in sub-
sequent decades by cartel organisations in marine and other lines of prop-
erty insurance. Insurance organisations consolidated contacts between
the social spheres of leading insurance men. They also knew or knew
of each other through an increasing number of multiple directorships.
Directors who sat on the boards of multiple underwriters were able to

18Davis (1991); Eelke M. Heemskerk et al. (2013); Rogers (2003).
19Stokman et al. (1985); Fligstein and Brantley (1992); Ottosson (1997).
20Fellman and Shanahan (2015).
21Fear (2006).
22See Englund (1982), pp. 260–262; Petersson (2011), p. 108; and Boksjö and

Lönnborg (1994).
23See Petersson (2011), p. 14; Hägg (1998), p. 169; Nordisk försäkringstidskrift,

(1922), p. 251.
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participate in strategic decisions of multiple firms and to transfer in-
formation and experiences between underwriters. Such interlocking dir-
ectorates became increasingly common. By the early 20th century, most
national underwriters had come to share at least one director with at
least one competitor.24 Following the economically turbulent years after
the First World War, a transformation of ownership structures in the in-
surance market also led to increased within-industry cross-ownership.25

The market structure of the century leading up to the 1950s thereby
consists of independent and competing yet collaborating and increas-
ingly interconnected underwriters.

The long process of the buildup in interfirm rapprochement until
1950 is of interest to the understanding of the evolution of the market
organisation. Network structures can be seen as an organisational form in
its own right.26 In insurance, they are part of the organisational solution
to the demand for insurance of the capital stock of the Swedish industri-
alisation and early 20th century growth. Historical studies of corporate
networks of single industries are, given the insight they offer into compet-
itiveness and collaborative potential of market organisation, surprisingly
rare. In spite of a rich literature on the history of organisational forms
of insurance, both in Sweden and elsewhere,27 little is known about the
extent and implications of their networking.

1.1 Aim and questions

The focus of this study is an examination of thec corporate networks
between Swedish property underwriters 1875-1950. The need to under-
stand how market organisation arose through networks, however, exceeds
that of scholars focused on the history of the insurance industry. It has
been argued that networks can be said to constitute a separate kind of
organisational form.28 The extent to which this kind of market organ-
isation conditions competition and affects markets and firms has been
reoccurring themes in the corporate network literature. This literature,

24Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1950).
25Englund (1982) Very few company mergers nevertheless occur until the 1950s, when

a strong consolidation of the market begins to unfold. (Englund [1997])
26G. B. Richardson (1972); Casson and Rose (1997), p. 2.
27See Pearson and Yoneyama (2015).
28G. B. Richardson (1972).
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however, has largely focused on ties between banks and industry,29 or dis-
tinguished the evolution of different national network patterns.30 There
is a lack in historical understanding of how corporate networks evolve
over time and how it have affected conditions for competition on markets.
Yet, competitive implications of network relations are the most tangible
within the same industry where firms share the same markets and sim-
ilar organisational challenges and where, consequently, firms would have
larger potential gains from resource sharing.

In insurance history, no systematic mapping of the resource sharing
networks has ever been undertaken. It is well established, however, that
widespread collaboration characterised the market of 19th and early 20th

century underwriting in Sweden.29 Still, market conditions also included
fierce competition. The market has been described during this period as
being organised along lines of both competition and collaboration.31 Since
networking has implications for the competitiveness of the market, it
could be argued that historical research on competition and collaboration
in Swedish underwriting has, until now, overlooked a critical aspect of
the market’s organisation.

The aim of this study is therefore to understand the dynamics and
implications of the interfirm networks of the property insurance industry
in Sweden at the time of the long network expansion between 1875 and
1950. The following research questions will guide the study and target
the intersection of the missing knowledge in the history of Swedish un-
derwriting and within-industry corporate networks, respectively:

1. What was the nature of the industry’s interfirm connections?

2. How did the networks develop over time?

3. How could networks affect underwriters’ ability to compete in the
Swedish property insurance market?

4. How did networks affect the collaboration between firms in the
market.

29 Gogel and Koenig (1981), p. 119; Ottosson (1997); Ziegler et al. (1985).
30Stokman et al. (1985); Windolf (2002); Westphal et al. (2006); David and Westerhuis

(2014)b.
31Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), p. 139; Bergander (1967), p. 325.
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5. What kind of driving forces behind changes in the industry’s net-
work can be observed during the covered period?

In order to answer these questions, an analysis is required which
can distinguish network effects on firms and markets. Network analysis,
which interprets networks as mathematical graphs, has proved to be
a powerful tool to understand the relationship between units and the
patterns formed by their connections.32

Network analysis captures a kind of interdependence between ana-
lytical levels, which is characteristic for the organisation of markets.
Cooperation and competition are conditions that affect each company
but operate in the relations between each firm and the sum of other
firms in the market. One way to capture this interdependence between
the smaller unit (the firm) and the structure in which it exists (the
market) is to address the interfirm relations as network graphs. This
methodology draws on previous literature in corporate networks and
Swedish insurance history and is outlined in the following chapter. A
series of specific investigations that operationalise the research questions
will have different designs depending on the research question at hand.

The first two research questions are inherently descriptive. Given
that the corporate networks of Swedish underwriters are mostly unex-
amined, the systematic mapping of interfirm relations in the market is
in itself a contribution to the understanding of its organisation. These
two questions will be answered by describing the historical development
of the structure, distribution, and other network characteristics of the
different interfirm relations in the market.

The third and fourth research questions address network ffects on
competition and collaboration, respectively. They will be answered us-
ing specific investigations into the use of networks to share information as
a corporate resource to gain competitive advantages. In order to isolate
any network effects, it will be necessary to first map the social back-
ground of the leading insurance men and separate the creation of net-
works as a functional strategy of firms from those that merely reflect
contemporary elite formations (see Chapter 6). Only then can the result
from network analyses of market and firm-level network effects on com-
petition and collaboration be appropriately interpreted. In addition to
the actual network analysis, the answer to these two questions would be

32Newman (2010); Brandes and Erlebach (2005)b.
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incomplete without a contextualisation of their results through a histor-
ical narrative which illuminates the processes of change in collaborative
and competitive market structures.

The fifth question intends to capture driving forces to these pro-
cesses of change. The causality of structural change in networks is, how-
ever, elusive. Answering the first four research questions therefore in-
creasingly relies on an analysis interweaving the historical context of
the network formation. Results from the network analysis will be paired
with secondary qualitative sources describing strategical and organisa-
tional changes in underwriters and connect these to the firms’ relations
to other firms. These secondary qualitative sources consist of insurance
publications and journals of various insurance organisations as well as
business historical monographs of underwriters. The core of the source
material in this study, however, consists of different printed historical
sources that account for the different types of resource sharing corporate
networks of the Swedish property underwriters. This historical network
data is used to construct multiplex network graphs containing complete
data of all national underwriters and their ties to each other at 20 chosen
benchmark years during the research period.

The main contribution of this thesis is a network-aware history of
Swedish property underwriting. A comprehensive mapping of interfirm
ties and their implications on market organisation unveils how conditions
for competition evolved with corporate network structures in the Swedish
property insurance market. It provides a new understanding of the evol-
ution of market structures which can not be grasped without a network
perspective. Specifically, this study contributes to the understanding of
the history of Swedish insurance, but it also exemplifies processes of
changing market organisation more generally.

1.2 Scope and delimitations

The specific kinds of interfirm relations that will be examined in this
thesis are interlocking directorates (ID), ownership ties (OW), and formal
collaborative organisations (OR). These have all been pointed out as or-
ganisationally important relational aspects of firms.In the literature on
corporate networks, interlocking directorates and ownership ties are ar-
guably the most frequently analysed types of relations, but it is rare that
studies consider more than two types of interfirm relations at the time.
Yet all these network levels seem to be important for the organisation
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of the property insurance industry. Swedish underwriters were also well
connected via a national network of directors,33 and 20th century car-
tels and other collaborative organisations, which have their roots in the
late 19th century.34 Subsidiary constellations and the formation of so-
called insurance groups were also important in the definition of interfirm
relations of Swedish underwriters.35

By the late 1920s, Swedish underwriters began to form groups in-
creased collaborations. These groups were increasingly defined by in-
tricate cross-ownership ties.36 They later merged leading to a strong
consolidation of the industry in the 1950s and 1960s.37 The starting
point for these mergers was the regulatory change introduced in 1948
which encouraged market consolidation and directly enforced several re-
constructions of property underwriters.38 That regulatory change marks
the beginning of the end of the era of distinctively networked organisa-
tion in Swedish insurance. The scope of this study therefore ends in 1950,
before the property underwriters begin to merge.

The years 1875-1950 is a timespan within which the network dynam-
ics underwent considerable change. In the last quarter of the 19th cen-
tury, corporate networks of Swedish underwriters was in its infancy.39

During these 75 years, the underwriters develop a dense and complex
network structure. Structural change during the peak and maturation of
the Swedish industrialisation caused the insurance industry to interact
with new technological paradigms.40. The organisational of the market is,
however not characterised by corporate mergers, as it would be following
the comprehensive re-regulation of Swedish insurance after 1948.41

The scope of this study is limited to Swedish property underwriters.

33Ottosson (1997).
34Petersson (2011), pp. 55–56; Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 252.
35Englund (1982).
36SOU 1949:25-1, p. 208.
37Englund (1997).
38Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), pp. 57–60.
39Few interlocks existed in this study’s first benchmark year (see Chapter 7 on

p. 151. Ownership ties were largely confined to a few dedicated subsidiaries, and
the Insurance Organisation was founded in 1875 as the first of many comprehensive
collaborative organisation of the industry.

40Schön (2006).
41Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Hardwick et al. (2014), p. 957; Englund (1997).
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It excludes a relatively small market share of foreign firms who are gov-
erned and run from abroad.42 Property underwriters are defined by their
underwriting activity. All firms which underwrite any line of Swedish
non-life insurance are thereby included in the sample of firms.43 Four 19th

century underwriters also underwrote life insurance, but are included in
the sample on their merit of being property underwriters. These firms
were Svea, Skandia, Skåne, and the short-lived Sverige. Since smaller
companies run in the thousands, the sample includes the hundred-or-
so largest regional and local underwriters that are covered by the pub-
lic statistics. The firm sample covers a very high market share overall
benchmark years. No substantially sized underwriter is left out. Some
constraints have been put by data availability, which is relatively good,
though not perfect. The tradeoff between obtaining complete data and
achieving trustworthy results is discussed further as a methodological
issue in Section 2.2.2 (p. 47).

1.3 Analytical framework

In order to analyse the dynamics and implications of interfirm net-
works, several dimensions of analysis are required. The following ana-
lytical framework will be drawing on transaction cost theory while in-
corporating key elements in the so-called resource-dependency theory of
corporate networks. The network analysis itself formalises connections
between firms in network graphs, the statistical analysis of which rests
upon the mathematical field of graph theory.44

Networks are made up of individual connections that together form a
larger network structure. For that reason, corporate networks naturally
comprise different analytical levels. At the micro-level, the firm is the
actor that engages in networking by connections to other firms. At the
macro-level, the sum of the connections between firms of the industry
makes out the market structure. The firm is a smaller comprising unit in

42Foreign firms generally had a smaller portion of their business in Sweden. Their
boards never reside in Sweden which effectively excludes them from the boardroom
networks even though foreign firms do participate in some cartels and collaboration
schemes.

43Fire, marine, automobile, and the underwriting of other physical risk are regarded
as property insurance.

44Newman (2010).
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a larger system. That firm-to-market relationship is mirrored in math-
ematical graph theory as the relationship between nodes and networks,
where connections between individual nodes give rice to network graphs.
Network analysis aims at understanding the complex structures formed
by these connections.

Drawing on network literature, the reasons for why corporate net-
works emerge, can be simplified into the social or the functional categor-
ies.45 In the former, the organisation of businesses depends on demands
and conditions that evolve of socioeconomic elites.46 The concentration
of economic power into social elites has been a popular topic in a leftist
analysis,47 which in turn has been criticised for drawing hastened conclu-
sions about the evil of such concentration.48 The functionalist theories
instead argue that networks can be a tool for firms in order to obtain
advantages relating to the access of corporate resources.49 For example,
better information, cheaper research, or cheaper capital all have the po-
tential of increasing a firm’s competitiveness. On the other hand, col-
laborative relationships like cartels decrease the level of competition on
markets. These two competing perspectives give precedence to, either
socio-economic circumstances or the organisational functionality offered
to firms by network connections as the predominant driving force behind
the formation of network structure.

In Table 1.1, the implications of interfirm networks are divided along
these dimensions. In the top-left square, interfirm networks can be in-
terpreted as the result of social structures and their implications for
individual firms. The underlying rationale is that the social background
of directors and managers, their friendships, shared socioeconomic back-
ground, or patronage cause firms to be connected to other firms. Since
socially homogenous groups of company leaders developed friendships

45Stearns and Mizruchi (1986), p. 522. Note that Linda Brewster Stearns and Mark
Mizruchi named the two camps as intraclass (social) and intraorganisational (func-
tional).

46Useem (1984).
47See Rothkopf and Eklöf (2008), and, for a Swedish analysis, the works of C.-H.

Hermansson (1965, 1981).
48Stokman et al. (1985), p. 1. See also the argument by Mizruchi (2013) that the

breakdown of a historically established network of American corporate elites in the
1970 led to the fracturing of a culture of social and political engagement.

49Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 71, 145; Stokman et al. (1985), pp. 6–10.
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Table 1.1: Analytical chart for corporate networks

Micro-level Macro-level

Social Socio-economic qualities of
people in firms.

Influence of elites over mar-
ket organisation.

Functionalist Performance of individual
firms.

Concentration and collabor-
ation on entire markets.

which in turn could be called upon to benefit the firm,50 social and func-
tional origins of network relations may well have overlapped. A strictly
functional network tie, on the other hand, would have come into existence
because a firm benefited from a function that the tie provided. In the-
ory, a firm would strategically choose interfirm connections to function
to facilitate access to capital, information, or other vital resources.51

In the macro-level analysis, the focus is on network implications for
the entire market. The rationale is that the influence of changing so-
cioeconomic elites was important to the trajectory of industrial devel-
opment in Sweden.52 The outcome of these trajectories were market
organisations which relied strongly on collaborative efforts and cartel
agreements in different markets.53 Market functions like competition,
or indeed the absence of competition, are the implications of corporate
networks in the bottom-right square of Table 1.1.54

1.3.1 A sliding scale of horizontal integration

On the functionalist side of the square in Table 1.1, the reasons for firms
to create ties with each other has been theorised in the seminal (1978)
work by Jeffery Pfeffer and Gerald Salancik. They emphasise the import-
ance to firms of access and control over resources. They argue that firms
are organisational units in a constant battle with constraints brought

50Nordlund Edvinsson (2005), pp. 219–221.
51Meeusen and Cuyvers (1985).
52See Glete (1994), pp. 72, 75 which emphasises networks of owners in Swedish in-

dustrial development.
53See Karlsson and B. Å. Berg (2014).
54See Windolf (2009), who argued that networks have a nation-wide coordinative

effect on its industries.
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about by their surroundings.55 Firms, they argue, form ties with each
other in order to mitigate such negative impacts. In inter-organisational
network ties, firms, they argue, can share resources or gain access or
control over external resources.

Ronald Coase makes a critical distinction between resources that are
external and internal to the firm. In his seminal paper (1937), Coase
defines the firm as an organisational unit which shields the internal en-
trepreneurial resource allocation from the market allocation outside the
firm. Inside the firm, the entrepreneur-coordinator can allocate corpor-
ate resources. Outside the firm, however, resources are allocated by the
market at a cost. The market begins where the firm ends.56 the boundary
of the firm, is compatible to Pfeffer’s and Salancik’s view of the firm’s
need to control external resources. When firms engage in networks, they
overcome the line between firms and markets since entrepreneurs of one
firm reach over the sea of transaction costs to direct resources in an-
other firm. This is what defines the connection in a corporate network,
namely that resources in firm j can be directed by firm i.57 The level of
networking can variate, over time, and between firm populations.

Figure 1.1: A sliding scale of resource sharing and mergers

Atomistic market Networked actors Completed mergers

A sliding scale of the extent to which resources are directed from
within other firms can be drawn between two extremes, as in Figure 1.1.
On the left-most extreme, there is a complete absence of interfirm connec-
tions. Economic transactions occur purely as market exchange with no

55Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 19, 43–44.
56Coase (1937); Alston and Gillespie (1989).
57Note that all three network layers defined in this study imply that resource direction

within a firm will be performed from outside that legal firm’s boundary. Interlocking
directorates literally entails that “foreign” directors govern the firm. To firms ad-
herent to cartels, the decisions on contracting and product prices are outsourced.
Cartels effectively cause strategic desertions on price setting to be made outside the
firm. In structures of cross-ownership capital flows are intertwined because firms pay
dividends to their owners.
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enduring relations.58 Without any networks, firms are organised along
what Brian Uzzi described as a “atomistic market exchange relation-
ship”59 between firms. In this state of organisation, firms consequently
have clear Coasian boundaries, engage in no networks, and share no
resources. With every rightward move along the scale in Figure 1.1, an
increasing amount of resource allocation is managed between firms. Since
corporate resources are no longer directed from inside the firm, Coase’s
delimitations of the firm is eroding, or becoming “fuzzy”.60 In the preface
to the 1995 third edition of her classic book, Edith Penrose argued that
this “fuzzy” border of the firm created a particular condition for com-
petition. Networks, she argued, might “call for a new ’theory of the firm’
and changed views about the behaviour of markets and effects of ‘free
market’ competition”60

Connections between firms can be used to direct resources by, price
agreements, joint ventures, client or information sharing, or all of the
above. The larger the extent of these networks, the less distinguish-
able the features of the firm/market boundary. The “erosion”61 of the
firm-to-market boundary is consequently the result of increased network-
ing. Almost at the far-right of the scale, operational rapprochement could
theoretically connect firms to such an extent that only the legal shell
of distinctive co-organised legal entities still separated the firms. In this
state, the firms have almost seized to be individual firms. The last step of
merger ultimately interiointeriolises all control over corporate resources.
On the right-most extreme of the scale in Figure 1.1, the firm delimita-
tions are dissolved as firms also merge in the legal sense.

1.4 Theoretical perspectives

The sliding scale between atomistic market structure and mergers is a
scale of network intensity, but could also serve to reason around his-
torical changes of interfirm networks when network structure changes
over time. To aid in this reasoning, a theoretical framework which makes
use of resource dependence and transaction cost theories will be applied.
The former is an often-used assumption in network analysis, namely that

58Podolny and Page (1998), p. 59.
59Uzzi (1996), p. 675.
60Penrose (1959), p. 242.
61Sornn-Friese (1998), p. 6.
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firms are capable of agency of their own and organise in interdependence
with their environment. The latter assumes that the economic transac-
tions are subject to a market cost, and that information and uncertainty
can be treated as costly for firms.

1.4.1 Interorganisational resource management

Fundamental to the resource dependency theory of corporate organisa-
tion is the 1978 book The external control of organisations by Jeffrey
Pfeffer and Gerald Salancik. They suggest a perspective of firm organisa-
tion in which no firms are self contained.62 Instead, firms are dependent
on their surroundings through institutions, business cycles, tax policies
or other circumstances outside the firm’s control - most notably the in-
terdependence to other organisations or firms.63

Pfeffer and Salancik suggest that the internal organisation of firms
into sub-units also are affected by interdependence with a wide range
of factors outside the firm.64 To Alfred D. Chandler, who described
the mechanisms of the emergence of multidivisional firms, the develop-
ment of firm strategy precedes organisational change. The organisational
change ultimately decides the structure for the firm’s resource alloca-
tion65 Strategies derive from within firms, and thereby stands in contrast
to the resource dependency perspective which underlines outside forces.
The two perspectives are not, however, irreconcilable. The resource de-
pendent firm namely possesses a great deal of agency, and is capable of
self-serving organisational change for strategic purposes.66

An important distinction is that to resource dependency theorists,
a firm’s strategy is, at least in part, affected by the strategy of other
organisations. That firm is in turn connected to the firms that surround
it. This relationship is interdependent. Interdependence implies that the
power which one firm may have over another by controlling a critical
resource may be running both ways.67 Firms are thereby dependent on
other firms but simultaneously affect the actions of other firms too. Firms

62Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 10, 19.
63Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 40–41.
64Pfeffer and Salancik (1978).
65Chandler (1962), p. 15.
66Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 45, 111.
67Cobb and Davis (2010), p. 24.
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would like to use their power over other firms to direct resources to their
advantage, but also to defend themselves from being affected by other
organisations’ influence.68

The resource dependency perspective has been crucial to the study
of networked forms of organisation for several reasons. Firstly, because
the concept of interdependence reflects the complexity of market organ-
isation in that many not entirely independent agents (firms) simultan-
eously affect each other. Network analysis is particularly apt at hand-
ling this type of complexity. It considers precisely the complex struc-
tures that form through the connections of smaller units.69 A networked
form of organisation,70 can thereby be analysed as having emerged as
a result of the interdependent strategies and actions by multiple firms.
Secondly, since it ties the organisation of firms to various types of outside
forces. The three network layers of this study, for example, ownership
ties, interlocking directorates, and collaborative organisations have all
been described as channels for outside power over resource allocation in-
side firms.71 Thirdly, resource dependence theory resonates with network
analysis since it links resource dependency and competitiveness.

1.4.2 Transaction cost theory

In transaction cost economics, the use of markets to perform an economic
transaction is theorised to be affiliated with a cost. Transaction costs
theorists argue that this transaction cost makes out a fundamental force
on the organisation of economic activity, and organisational solutions
emerge as the outcome of attempts by economic actors to avoid transac-
tion costs.72 Since Coase first explained the very organisation of the firm
using the concept of transaction costs,73 the transaction cost paradigm
has attributed a range of organisational phenomena to solutions to avoid-
ing them. Among them are good institutions, interfirm collaborations,

68Compare with Edit Penrose who described the firm as a “major actor in the eco-
nomic game called ‘the allocation of resources” ’. Penrose (2008), p. 1117.

69Brandes and Erlebach (2005)b, p. 216.
70Compare G. B. Richardson (1972).
71Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 48, 165–166, 177–178.
72Williamson (1981). See also Riordan and Williamson (1985), pp. 367–369 for the

econometric argumentation.
73Coase (1937).
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and other kinds of interfirm networks.74 George B. Richardsson argued
that shareholding, long term contracts, and or informal agreements can
provide lower transaction costs to firms.75

The transaction cost paradigm originates in Coase’s seminal work
from 1937, where he defined a firm as an organisational unit in which
the transaction costs of the market do not apply. Within the firm, he
argued, the “market transactions are eliminated and in place of the com-
plicated market structure with exchange transactions is substituted the
entrepreneur-co-ordinator, who directs production”.76 From this follows
that the size of the firm may be determined in part by transaction costs
outside it. A firm may grow to incorporate competitors, suppliers or
distributors when transaction costs of dealing with them in the market
become too high.77 Outside the firm, however, transaction costs con-
stitute friction to resource allocation. Williamson makes the following
metaphor:

In mechanical systems we look for frictions: do the gears mesh,

are the parts lubricated, is there needless slippage or other loss

of energy? The economic counterpart of friction is transaction

cost: do the parties to the exchange operate harmoniously, or are

there frequent misunderstandings and conflicts that lead to delays,

breakdowns and other malfunctions?
78

In a wider definition, the frictions of transaction costs has been taken
to include other obstacles to perfect market functions.79

Oliver Williamson emphasised importance of bounded rationality and
uncertainty,80 to transaction costs. They are both rooted in the absence
of complete information. He argued that there are organisational out-
comes when firms try to avoid uncertainty on markets where the bounded
rationality of human actors constitute friction. These are very social mar-
ket problems. In corporate networks, information flows can be facilitated
and impacted by bounded rationality that diminishes when actors can

74See Jones (1997) for an overview of network analysis and transaction cost theories.
75G. B. Richardson (1972), pp. 884–886, 892.
76Coase (1937), p. 388.
77Coase (1937), pp. 396–397.
78Williamson (1981), p. 552.
79See Jones (1997), p. 9 and Williamson (1975), pp. 207–209.
80Williamson (1975), pp. 207–209.
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rely on social structures to make market decisions.81 Within corporate
networks, the flow of information could thereby be understood as an
organisational solution for overcoming information costs.82 Sociologists
have, however, downplayed the importance of transaction costs in the
analysis of firm relations, in benefit of trust or other more obviously
socially embedded phenomena.83 Indeed, transaction costs rather fits a
functionalist level rather than a social level of analysis (see the analytical
table in the previous section on p. 12).

1.5 Previous research

The division into social and functionalist perspectives that is made in
the analytical framework above stems from the decades-long debate in
network studies over the origin of corporate networks.84 Linda Stearns
and Mark Mizruchi have referred to these perspectives as the interclass
and the interorganisational perspectives respectively.85 Each represents
a substantial body of research which grants precedence to interpretations
of corporate networks as the result of either social elites or strategic func-
tions to firms. This debate has, however, been inconclusive. It seems that
national circumstances and historical and national contexts trump any
efforts to formulate a general theory on the origin of corporate networks.

Both above perspectives have in common the fundamental import-
ance attributed to social orders in which economic transactions are em-
bedded. The American sociologist Mark Granovetter formulated this the-
oretical paradigm.86 He argued that social networks affect economic out-
comes through information flows and trust,87 and has distanced him-
self from what he called the “under-socialized” neoclassical economic
analysis.88 Consequently, the firm should be regarded, he argued, as
an organisational unit entangled in social structures. Its organisational

81Uzzi (1996), pp. 676–677.
82Williamson (1991), 283–284, and 290-292.
83Podolny and Page (1998), pp. 65–66.
84Stearns and Mizruchi (1986), p. 522; Bohman (2012), p. 14.
85Stearns and Mizruchi (1986).
86See Granovetter (1985), or Sornn-Friese (1998), pp. 3–5.
87Granovetter (2005), p. 32.
88Granovetter (1988).
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strategies emerge not only from the social vacuum in a neoclassical pro-
duction function. Actions and strategies of firms have important pre-
requisites like information, reputation, and trust, which are dependent
on relational factors between actors.89 Together with the notion that
social structures can be mapped in graphs whose characteristics reveal
socioeconomic phenomena, it forms a theoretical cornerstone in network
analysis.90

1.5.1 Networked market organisation

The literature on corporate networks departs in the notion that the struc-
tures of observable ties between firms is telling of the conditions for eco-
nomic outcomes. This notion has long been connected to the competition-
collusion dichotomy. More than a century ago, the Pujo Commission was
charged with investigating American corporate networks and their poten-
tial for illicit collaboration.91 The competitiveness of American capital-
ism, it was argued, was jeopardised by interfirm contacts, and as a direct
result, antitrust legislation followed the result of the Pujo Commission’s
report. The radical legislation is connected to the organisation pattern
of American capitalism.92

Other countries, developed other industrial structures of market or-
ganisation than the United States. These were accompanied by different
styles of legislation as well as other structures of firm ownership and or-
ganisation.93 Chandler distinguished a competitive American managerial
capitalism from a British personal capitalism and a German Cooperative
Managerial Capitalism.94 British, and to a larger degree, German in-
dustry was allowed much higher degrees of interfirm coordination. The
latter would also correspond the most to Swedish circumstances. Early

89Granovetter (1993).
90Brandes and Erlebach (2005)b, pp. 6–8.
91Windolf (2002), pp. 27–28.
92See Hall and Soskice (2001). Peter Hall and David Soskice juxtaposed systems

defined as liberal market economies, like for example, in the USA (p. 19), and co-
ordinated market economies. In the introductory chapter of his seminal work on
Varieties of capitalism, the latter is described as operating through “extensive rela-
tional or incomplete contracting” and “network monitoring based on the exchange
of private information inside networks” (p. 8).

93Eelke M. Heemskerk (2007), pp. 18–19.
94Chandler and Hikino (1990).
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20th century German ownership was more concentrated, and production
cartels were legal and common, just like they were in Sweden.95 Drawing
on the notion that interfirm ties are symptomatic of levels of financial
development, of competition, and of uncertainty, network historians have
investigated and compared the patterns of corporate networks in differ-
ent countries.

A seminal work in comparative corporate networks is the 1985 antho-
logy Networks of Corporate Power which compared structures of inter-
locking directorates in ten countries.96 The authors found that networks
occurred in different forms in various countries and that the structure
depended on their respective country’s type of capital markets. They
also noticed that interlocks were symptomatic of industrial ownership
groups and that large firms not in retail were more likely to share its
board members. Several studies of the historical trajectories of interfirm
structures have since addressed the connection between networking and
competition.97

Paul Windolf, too, found different network structures in different
countries. In Germany, and countries, where cartels were natural parts
of the economy, the formation of corporate networks, is described as
“a transformation of earlier cartel structures”.98 The German network
peaked its density in the late Weimar Republic. After the Second World
War, within-industry interfirm ties were used to coordinate markets
where previous means to do so through cartel organisations had dis-
appeared due to antitrust laws. In Finland, corporate governance in-
stitutions, including a dual system of company boards, created more
potential contact surfaces between firms. Finnish directors also main-
tained close ties to the political sphere.99 Much like in the other Nordic
countries, a corporative organisation enabled Finnish interfirm contacts
to facilitate that coordination. The development of national structures
of industrial networks depended on several nationally endowed circum-
stances like geography and national legislation. Decisive too, were the
different characters of structural changes during industrialisation which,

95Storli et al. (2015), pp. 22–24.
96Stokman et al. (1985).
97See Bohman (2012) for a Swedish context, but also Eelke M. Heemskerk (2007),

pp. 3–4; Bartolomeo and Canofari (2015).
98Windolf (2002), p. 6.
99Fellman, Kari-Matti et al. (2014), p. 238.
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to many countries, became formative for their network trajectories.100

In Sweden, Jan Glete ha argued that corporate networks were im-
portant to the evolution of characteristic features of Swedish industry.101

Swedish industrialisation peaked between 1890 and 1910. Beside scaled
production in forestry and pulp production, several later very success-
ful engineering industries were founded with their products rooted in
new technology. Glete has argued that crucial connections between their
entrepreneurs and industrial financiers, who moved in adjacent social
circles, enabled financing of such entrepreneur-run firms like ASEA, Alfa-
Laval, AGA, and SKF.102 These structures, in turn, built on ownership
and power structures developed during pre-industrial and early indus-
trial circumstances. Before the 20th century, ownership of the Swedish
industry was held though big stakeholders. It was often connected to the
same powerful families that first founded and then owned and managed
industrial firms.103 Even though Glete acknowledges underlying social
spheres as meaningful to industry organisation, his main focus is on the
structures of ownership and control of industrial firms. He argued that
these structures conditioned the ability of Swedish industry to accom-
modate industrial transformation.104

In the late 19th century, the structure allowed for the rise of new
innovative big business. In the second quarter of the 20th century, innov-
ation instead occurred within established, largely bank-controlled units.
With the modernisation of the Stockholm stock market, Swedish banks
became increasingly involved in industry financing through stock owner-
ship. This strengthened the commercial banks’ influence over industrial
ownership and established some powerful banks as structural centra in
the organisation of Swedish industry.105 A structural break occurs in
the 1920s, after which new ownership structures took shape as a result
of the deflation crisis in which banks’ ownership of industrial firms was
reshuffled.106 The banks then covered their losses, and traded financial

100David and Westerhuis (2014)b, pp. 13–17.
101Glete (1987); Glete (1994).
102Glete (1994), p. 339.
103Glete (1987), pp. 53–54.
104Glete (1987), pp. 75, 286: The industry has this function, Glete argued, since it

facilitates technological and structural change.
105Glete (1994), p. 24.
106Glete (1987), p. 126.
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services for ownership control in industrial firms.107 The structural shift
also included a new political elite that diverged from a previous polit-
ical and economic elite. During the 1920s, Glete argued, Sweden thereby
settles into a new network structure that remains stable through most
of the 20th century.108 While emphasising the changing structure of net-
works, Glete also noted the historical continuation in network structures.
For example in the evolution of how banks had been active as owners
and controllers in Swedish industry also before the 1920s.109 Banks had
been able to coordinate investments in Swedish industry since the 19th

century.
The special role of banks is arguably the single most studied phe-

nomenon of corporate networks of different industries - both in Sweden,110

and internationally.111 Banks have been of special interest due to their
central function for capital supply and, in many economies with bank-
oriented industry-financing, ownership of industrial firms. Consequently,
the relationship of banks has been of particular interest in corporate net-
work analysis, where banks have been found to have central positions in
the networks of firms.112

Jan Ottosson found that Swedish banks had central positions (as
defined by centrality measures of network graphs) in a network of larger
Swedish firms from all sectors during the first half of the 20th century.
Despite some legal impediments to direct ownership of other firms by
banks, centrality, Ottosson argued, indicated the importance of banks as
vessels for control over industry groups. In agreement with Jan Glete,
Ottosson argued that this effect was made stronger by the crisis of the
early 1920s, where banks ended up taking over industrial firms as col-
laterals for their investments. Interlocking directorates, which was the
type of interfirm linkages studied by Ottosson, was therefore taken to
reflected both ownership and control.113

107Glete (1987), p. 16.
108Glete (1994), pp. 27–28; Glete (1994), pp. 86, 332. Glete argued that the network

structure of the late 1920s had more in common with that of 1990 than it had with
the structure in 1890.

109Glete (1994), p. 86.
110Josephsson (1921); Bohman (2012); Ottosson (1997).
111Colvin (2014), p. 1.
112Ottosson (1997).
113Ottosson (1997).
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The network patterns studied by Ottosson, Glete, Windolf, and oth-
ers, primarily treated the structural level of corporate networks. Their
effect on competitiveness is more tied to the relation between network
structure and national industrial regimes than to the network effects on
single firms. Stokman et al. (1985) did not, for example, elaborate on
the mechanism behind firms’ performance. They could link firm per-
formance to networking only in some of their ten countries.114 A wide
range of network implications have, nevertheless, been proposed by oth-
ers, many of which directly affect the firm’s competitive abilities.115 As
for any general rules dictating the relationship between networking and
firm performance, more than two decades after Mizruchi asked What do
interlocks do,115 the research remains inconclusive.

1.5.2 Network implications for the organisation of firms

In theory, networks between organisations have been proposed to have a
wide range of direct effect on firm performance and behaviour. Interfirm
connections have been suggested to 1) provide information about other
firms’ activities, organisational solutions, and technologies,116 2) be used
to negotiate commitments and uphold them through the creation of
trust,117 3) legitimise the firm’s actions or presence through the endorse-
ment by their peers,118 4) be useful to control other firms and direct or co-
ordinate their resources,119 and to 5) foster a social or political cohesion
amongst people of connected firms.120 These claims share Granovetter’s
basic assumption that social structures affect economic outcomes.121

Given the many implications of shared resources of firms, corpor-
ate strategies could actively include actions taken through the firms’

114Stokman et al. (1985), p. 56.
115See Mizruchi (1996) for an overview on 20th century literature on the implications

of interlocking directorates on firms.
116Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 145–147; Podolny and Page (1998), pp. 63–64;

Uzzi (1996), p. 678; Ingram and Roberts (2000), pp. 393–394.
117Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 145; Uzzi (1996), p. 678; Jensen (2003), p. 470.
118Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 145; Jensen (2006).
119Mizruchi (1996), pp. 282–283; Uzzi (1996), pp. 678–679.
120Useem (1984); Mizruchi (2013).
121Granovetter (2005).
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networks. This is what characterises the functionalist approach to in-
terfirm networks described in the analytical framework above. In other
words, the ties are worth something to the firm. Brian Uzzi, for example,
showed that financial institutions received more beneficial loans through
complementing types of social relations between banks and clients.122

Functionalist explanations to the evolution of interfirm ties suppose that
network structure emerges from firm-level driving forces to networks.123

That principle might seem simple, but identifying those driving forces
have proved difficult. The difficulty lies partly in the complexity in which
network dependent firm advantages are entangled. Consequently, empiric
studies of the network effect on company performances have often proved
difficult to capture.124

It seems as if network advantages are not linear. Uzzi found a dimin-
ishing advantage to firms from the organisation in networks.125 Through
a similar logic, the financial and artistic success of broadway show-writers
were found to benefit from the intimacy of networking between writers
only up to a threshold point after which advantages diminish.126 The
reach of network effects is not limited to the direct ties of firms. Gutam
Ahuja showed that the evolution of ties between chemistry firms allowed
for innovation spillover between directly connected firms.127 Indirectly
connected firms did not transfer innovations directly. They could nev-
ertheless diffuse through the networks to indirectly connected firms.
Consequently, the network effects to single firms could depend on their
place in the overall network structure in addition to their most immediate
connections.

Gerald Davis and Henrich Greve performed a study of corporate
strategy adaptation of the “wave of takeovers” during the 1980s.128 They
tracked measures against hostile takeovers among Fortune 500 firms.

122Uzzi (1999), pp. 499–500.
123A firm’s decisions to form ties can themselves depend on the structure of sur-

rounding networks. Compare with the interpretation of output from network ana-
lysis using Exponential Random Graph Models. Such models (ERGMs) model the
structure of a network on the prevalence of its structural components and covariate
predicting variables. See Hunter et al. (2008), pp. 4–5.

124Cronin (2011).
125Uzzi (1996), p. 692.
126Uzzi and Spiro (2005).
127Ahuja (2000).
128Davis (1991), pp. 584–585.
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They found that organisational innovations spread through the network
of firms, so that firms with a high number of connected firms already
having adopted measures against hostile takeovers were more likely to
adopt that measure as well.129 The network effect, however, was not
one-dimensional. Two different anti-takeover measures spread at different
speeds, and through different layers of interfirm networks.130

All in all, different types of network ties, non-linear network effects,
and the general complexity of network structures make general rules for
the creation of interfirm ties challenging to observe. Advocates of social
explanations of network formation attribute such challenges instead of
to what they claim as an altogether different explanatory model. They
argue that the creation of interfirm ties arises mainly through underlying
social structures. Corporate networks are thereby not primarily driven
by any functional advantages to firms, they argue.131 The importance of
social contacts to organise business activities have been shown essential
to business ventures across different markets and eras.

A group of historical studies of social contacts in the history of busi-
ness have concluded that economic ties often have been consolidated
through social ties. Families (as social groups) wielded economic influ-
ence and gained success in part through the use of such socioeconomic
ties. The social dimension of economic transactions is the focus in Jon
Stobart’s book about the English grocery market 1650-1830.132 In addi-
tion to merchants, British economic historians have studied the connec-
tions and formation of elites in tobacco, cotton, and glass- industries.133

Marja Taussi Sjöberg has approached the wholesale sector of Stockholm
through the perspective of power relations of important merchant fam-
ilies in Sweden in the 18th and 19th centuries.134 She emphasised how

129Davis (1991), pp. 603–605.
130Davis and Greve (1997), pp. 3, 32: Poison pills, the contractual discount on stock

purchases by all other owners if one stakeholder reached a predetermined owner-
ship share, spread through shared directors and accelerated quickly when enough
adaptors had penetrated the boardroom network. golden parachutes, or generous
post-takeover severance packages for top-level managers, instead of diffused geo-
graphically through regional elites. As a result, the strategy of severance packages
spread slower than that of poison pills.

131Useem (1984).
132Stobart (2013).
133Pearson and D. Richardson (2001), p. 658.
134Taussi Sjöberg (2009).
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economic power and social ties were (often literally) intermarried through
strategic ties between the important merchant families. The, now, classic
network material by John F. Padgett described similar mechanisms at
work in the intermarriages between the florentine noble families.135

Brian Uzzi’s studies of social contacts in business focused on the
mechanisms which make such social ties important.136 He argued that
the very mechanisms of market exchange rested upon underlying social
structures. Through these, the market exchange is created in what his
respondents refer to as “market making”. That is when financial sector
employees negotiate deals with known contacts rather than relying only
on hard public figures.137 The buildup of trust between business part-
ners, he argued, determines the organisation of the transaction and is a
crucial aspect of any market exchange. Uzzi differentiates between arms-
length relationships and long-term partnerships. Firms choose deep and
longer relationships with fewer firms making their organisation of busi-
ness ties dependent on network relations. Other firms, instead choose a
larger spread of less strong contacts.138 The trust which is built up in
these relationships are essential to how the exchange is organised both
to individual actors and on entire markets. These relations can be com-
pared with the Chinese concept of business relations known as Guānxì
networks.139 The sum of such relations form a guānxìwǎng (s˚Q),
or network of guānxì. Their structure, it has been argued, affects the
structure of the businesses they connect.140

135For the original paper on intermarriages, see John F Padgett (1994), and for eco-
nomic and political ties see John F. Padgett and McLean (2011). It is worth noting
here that Padgett’s data is famed in the network community as a pedagogical ex-
ample in network analysis. Most students of network methodology ought to, at
one time or another, have come in contact with this distinctively historical data
set that once was “the most extensive collection of historical network information
ever assembled” (1994 p. 1).

136Uzzi (1999), p. 501.
137Uzzi (1999), pp. 487–488.
138Uzzi (1996), p. 690.
139Barbalet (2015), pp. 1039–1040, 1045: Guānxì (s˚) refers to socially embedded

mutual partnership relations. Guānxì is based on trust and the expectation that
connected individuals will honour agreements and perform counter-favours, but
also promotes social bonding.

140B. Ren et al. (2009).
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A large number of economic and business historical studies of net-
works have pursued a more traditional historic methodology with re-
gards to networks.141 These generally reject the structural measurements
in network analysis on the basis that it overlooks essential information
of the character of network ties which, it has been argued, would best
be captured by qualitative assessment.142 If firms exchange information
though networks, what actual information is it that they share? As a res-
ult of the methodological choices of this historiography, most studies of
Swedish historic networks (including all studies of Jan Glete cited in this
thesis) do not contain any network graphs. They nevertheless manage to
describe the very mechanisms outlined by Mark Granovetter, Brian Uzzi
and other scholars of the network paradigm, particularly with regards to
the importance of social contacts, social embeddedness of transactions,
and the formation of in-group trust.

Such in-groups fostered a group identity143 Michael Useem, regards
the firm as a vessel of the elites consolidated influence of an “inner
circle”.144 He attributes agency to individuals and saw the formation
of market structures as a result of this elite’s interests as members of an
elite class. Much like the many studies that compares national patterns
of corporate networks, the characteristics of social elites have been com-
pared in different countries.145 In Sweden, Therese Nordlund Edvinsson’s
study of the ritualistic masculine bonding of leading members of the eco-
nomic elite is one example.146 The Swedish hunting club functioned to
forge informal contacts between business leaders. The playful, but chau-
vinistic, atmosphere of the hunting club (studied from its foundation in
1890) gave members the opportunity to escape from responsibilities of
high positions but also forged exclusive homosocial in-group loyalties.

141Pearson and D. Richardson (2001); Stobart (2013); Taussi Sjöberg (2009);
Nordlund Edvinsson (2005); Nordlund Edvinsson (2010); Glete (1987, 1994);
Hasselberg, Müller et al. (2002); Hasselberg, T. Pettersson et al. (2006); Stenlås
(1998).

142Hasselberg, Müller et al. (2002), pp. 10–11.
143Hasselberg, T. Pettersson et al. (2006), pp. 41–43.
144Useem (1984).
145Carroll and Fennema (2002). See also Massol et al. (2010) for a comparison of

French and German elites. For a historic study on Swiss elites, see Bühlmann et
al. (2012), p. 207 and the democratization and entry of women into the Dutch
corporate elite, see Eelke Michiel Heemskerk and Fennema (2014).

146Nordlund Edvinsson (2010).
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Niklas Stenlås’ thesis Den innre kretsen,147 explored the political action
which was consolidated within and wielded by the socioeconomic elite in
Sweden in the 1940s.

1.5.3 Historical networks and Swedish insurance

Previous research of the organisation of Swedish insurance has never sys-
tematically explored the industry’s networks. Several adjacent themes of
its market organisation, however, have been studied thoroughly, namely
firm collaboration in cartels, the distribution of companies’ organisa-
tional forms, and consolidation and fusion processes.148 Chapter 3 in
this thesis contains a historical background to the industry based on this
research. The remainder of this section outlines how previous research
has concluded with regards to interfirm relations in the industry.

Alexander Boksjö, Mikael Lönnborg, Karl Englund, and Mats Larsson
have all made contributions to the understanding of organisation of the
insurance industry along both competition and collaboration.149 On the
one hand, Swedish insurance companies have been characterised, they
argue, by periods and market segments of fierce competition. Some ex-
amples are the competition from foreign firms during the late 19th cen-
tury,150 Judging by the rate of establishment of new firms, and lack of
premium harmonisation, Bosksjö and Lönnborg regarded the 1920s as
the period with the highest level of market competition.151 On the other
hand, a long history of deep collaboration follow the development of the
Swedish insurance market. In the 19th century, interfirm collaboration
reduced market uncertainty in the absence of appropriate institutions.151

Market collaboration also came about as joint efforts to try to force less
serious actors out of the market, to lobby for legislation, and due to
the political threat of nationalisation.152 Competitive and collaborative
structures thereby coexisted on the Swedish insurance market.153

147Stenlås (1998).
148See for example Lönnborg and Larsson (2016); Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Jia et al.

(2011), and Englund (1982).
149Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), p. 139;
150Bergander (1967), pp. 62–64.
151Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), pp. 143, 153.
152Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), pp. 252–255.
153Bergander (1967), p. 325.
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National insurance companies had close dealings with each other
already in the late-19th century. Such exchange included resource and
information exchange as well as social contacts between insurance men.
Sveriges Allmänna, for example, extensively shared actuarial informa-
tion with its sibling organisation Städernas Lösöresförsäkringsbolag in the
1890s.154 Through reinsurance, direct underwriters and reinsurance com-
panies had contractural dealings with each other.155 Such contacts per-
mitted actuarial information and contractual knowhow transfer between
the firms. The reinsurance companies of the 19th century were often
controlled subsidiaries of larger national underwriters.156 Such actual
within-industry cross-ownerships later became more common when the
underwriters began to consolidate into business groups in the 1920s.
Ownerhip ties between underwriters of the 19th century were mostly lim-
ited to reinsurance subsidiaries. Ownership interests, however, often had
ramifications throughout the rest of the economy when new 19th century
underwriters were launched.

In the 19th century, when the largest national firms were formed,
the accounts of the creation of the firms insinuates that the economic
interests behind new insurance companies often were intertwined with
those of already existing firms.157 Initial capital to form underwriters
were put up by private investors, often part of a local economic, indus-
trial elite with an overrepresentation of men already invested or employed
in the insurance sector.The reappearance of individuals in multiple firms
or insurance organisations is suggestive of an industry where leading in-
surance men must have had frequent and meaningful interactions with
each other and where leading insurance men certainly operated in over-
lapping social spheres.

Numerous Swedish underwriters have business histories written about
them during the first half of the 20th century. These insurance mono-
graphs are, at best, limited to such fragmental evidence of social elite
structures and interfirm resource sharing. They were written with a
more traditional business historical aim of providing a corporate his-
tory narrative of their respective firms. They often depict firms from
a tendentious angle of promoting its achievements. Most of them were

154 Grenholm (1943), pp. 116–118.
155Schéel (1923), pp. 27–28.
156Zachrisson (1917), p. 52; Grenholm (1955).
157Zachrisson (1917), p. 46;
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also commissioned by the respective companies to commemorate a firm
anniversary.158 They nevertheless provide hard evidence for the wide-
spread occurrence of type of interfirm dealings which are described by
the network literature of corporate networks.

Out of the three network layers under scrutiny in this study, mem-
bership in collaborative insurance organisation is the most thoroughly
covered by previous studies. Swedish property underwriters formed their
first cartel organisation on the largely unregulated insurance market in
1873.159 The first collaborative agreements, however, date from 1866.160

The legal and public attitude to cartel cooperation was permissive, and
endured in Sweden through the most part of the 20th century.161 The
legality of cartel organisations provide historians with an insight into
the interfirm agreements which is otherwise difficult to obtain under
circumstances where cartel agreement arise illegally. The organisational
history of the Swedish Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation is described
in a 1923 historic account assembled by historian, and first headmaster
of the Stockholm School of economics, Carl Hallendorff.159 He accoun-
ted for the organisation of the day-to-day activities and maintenance of
this long-lived cartel. Member firms appointed representatives to har-
monise contracting, risk-categories, and actuarial information gathering.
Decisions were voted on by member-firm representatives based on one-
vote-per-member.162 The organisation also functioned as a discussion
platform for industry-wide technical and organisational challenges, such
as tackling new types of risk.159 The cartel organisation thereby offered
operational advantages to underwriters beyond the reduced market un-
certainty offered by the fact that member firms obliged themselves to
follow the stipulated underwriting price tariffs.

Similar interfirm collaborations were carried out by marine insurers.
Deep insight into the working of the Swedish insurance cartels is provided
in Gustav Petersson’s doctoral thesis on the marine insurance cartel and

158See a full list of these monographs in Table 2.3 (p. 46).
159Hallendorff (1923).
160Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), p. 140: Skandia and Svea agreed to harmonize their

insurance contracting in 1866.
161Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 248.
162Holmgren (1943), p. 10.
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its operation during the interwar period.163 after failed attempts to car-
telize in the 1870s, the marine insurance cartel organisation established
instead in 1893.164 As with the fire-cartel, discussions of the cartel organ-
isation exceeded mere tariff agreements. In 1918, the organisation bound
its members to majority decisions on collective strategies which included
the prohibition of underbidding premiums, overbidding claims promises,
a ban on the overtaking of other member-firms’ clients and insurance
agents. Member-firms also discussed challenges from inflation and sink-
ing business volumes during macroeconomic turbulence165 The organisa-
tion was used to debate new risk types. Through the Tariff Committee
of the organisation, firms collectively gathered and shared foreign actu-
arial information to overcome the challenges of understanding new risks
in motor ships.166

Marine and fire, being the largest lines of property insurance to car-
telize, were far from the only ones. Cartels were part of the organisation
of Swedish insurance and its simultaneous reliance on both market com-
petition and widespread industry collaboration.167

The layer of networking through company ownership constellations
was investigated historian Karl Englund. In his book Försäkring och
fusioner, a rigorous account of the firm dynamics, entries, ownership
interests, business group formations, and mergers in the insurance in-
dustry covered the years from 1855 to 1980.168 The study is narrated as
company histories of more than a hundred firms. It conveys a picture
of the family tree of Swedish insurance companies and the paths of the
many firms that merged during the later decades of Englund’s research
period. Between the lines, a large number of firm relations rooted in
cross ownership are described on a per-company basis. It is, by far, the
most detailed holistic study of the organisation of the Swedish insurance
market. Yet, it contains few theoretically grounded analyses, particularly
with regards to the numerous interfirms ties.

163Petersson (2011).
164Rinman (1943); Petersson (2011), pp. 56–57: Difficulties in calculating premiums

had hindered the cartelization attempts of the 1870s.
165Petersson (2011), pp. 73–77.
166Petersson (2011), pp. 144–145.
167Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994).
168Englund (1982).
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Ownership structures are of particular interest in the insurance in-
dustry since insurance long (and still today) harbours a large share of
mutual firms.169 Mutual companies, as opposed to investor-owned or
joint-stock companies, have an organisational form in which ownership
of the company is its clients. The different organisational forms in in-
surance have been repeatedly investigated and linked to different op-
erational strategies, such as the use of reinsurance and how to access
capital.170 Several studies by Mike Adams, Magnus Lindmark, Lars-
Fredrik Andersson and others assume a competitive market in which
unconnected firms are the units of analysis using predominantly quant-
itative approaches.

Ownership of stock-companies could be bought and sold through
their voting shares. Consequently, there was a market for the rearrange-
ment of ownership structures of stock-companies which mutual firms
lacked. Yet, mutual firms could own shares in stock-companies, put up
capital as loans to other mutuals, or create joint-stock subsidiaries, and
therefore cross-ownership ties including mutual and investor-owned firms
were possible. Insurance companies were also part of the larger own-
ership spheres centred around structural centres in Swedish industrial
networks described by Jan Glete. Skandia, for example, pertained to the
Wallenberg family’s companies. A State Public Report (SOU 1949:25)
included a brief overview of ownership ties in Swedish insurance during
the 1940s.171 It concluded that the number of organised business groups
in the insurance industry was large and that the coordination between
firms of the groups existing in the 1940s wewasre considerable.

Of the three network layers of this study, interlocking directorates
is by far the least investigated inter-organisational phenomena of the
insurance industry. The industry’s interlocking directorates are known
primarily through residual results of other analyses. A notable excep-
tion is Gustav Petersson who noted that several marine insurers shared
multiple board members. Such ties he interpreted as a closeness of in-
terfirm relations which mattered when firms went out of business or,
as in the case with Amphion and Odeion, in the process leading up to

169Pearson and Yoneyama (2015); MacMinn and Y. Ren (2011); Larsson and
Lönnborg (2007).

170L.-F. Andersson et al. (2013); Lilljegren and L.-F. Andersson (2014).
171SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 208–218.
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the firms’ merger in 1923.172 Shared board members between subsidiary
reinsurers and direct reinsurers were interpreted as evidence of corpor-
ate control.173 Even though Petersson does not perform any network
analysis, he connects board interlocks to the operational closeness of un-
derwriters. His study thereby contains the closest thing to a systematic
analysis of within-industry interlock networks in Swedish insurance.

In the personal biographies of leading insurance men affiliated with
Skandia assembled by Englund, it is observable that the simultaneous
occupation of positions in multiple firms of any line of insurance was
not uncommon.174 In Englund’s study of the consolidation in the insur-
ance industry, occasional evidence of interlocking directorates are noted
only in passing.175 He suggested that they coincide with common own-
ership interests in firms, but no systematic inquiry was put forward in
this regard. In Jan Ottoson’s study of national interlocking directorates
of the Swedish industry, the companies sampled include some insurance
companies. He showed that insurance companies were part of the na-
tional structures of interlocking directorates connecting Swedish indus-
tries and the financial sector.176 Any implications of networks between
underwriters were not investigated.

To summarise what is, after all an extensive line of research into the
history of Swedish insurance, that previous research sorts into one of two
main categories. It is either a macro-economic analysis which assumes
some degree of functioning competing markets or a more traditional busi-
ness history which focuses on the actions of single firms. Compared to
these approaches, a network perspective offers some significant analytical
advantages. Firstly, because it forges the firm and market-level analyses.
Network structures consist of, and simultaneously affect, their its rela-
tional components; yet they are more than aggregate sums of their parts.
Networks offer insight into market functionality, which is not obtainable
by looking only at market aggregates or zooming in on individual com-
panies. Secondly, a network perspective can highlight the representative
and relevant examples in business histories written on individual firms.
The birds-eye perspective of the network structure helps identify both

172Petersson (2011), pp. 111–113.
173Petersson (2011), pp. 28, 108.
174Englund (1993).
175Englund (1982).
176Ottosson (1993).
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representative examples and historical curiosities. Thirdly, a network per-
spective enables the description of network trends and a periodisation
of organisational stages on a scale between minimal interfirm ties and
full-out mergers.

1.6 Contribution

This study positions itself in the intersection of insurance history and cor-
porate networks. While the network perspective is the most considerable
contribution to the former, the contributions to the network literature
will fill a different gap. Despite a century-long interest in networks as a
form of interfirm collaboration, the bank-to-industry ties, or national big
business networks have constituted the network boundaries of the lion
part of historical network studies internationally. The particular shared
conditions of firms in the same market, however, is with a few notable
exceptions, a novelty. The scope of network layers of a single distinct in-
dustry enables a more in-depth focus on the development of implications
for market competition since firms on the same market are more likely
to be direct competitors.

Market organisation is a concept of intricate complexity. Several
smaller units make up the actors of the market, and how they interact,
by competing for clients or sharing resources, is part of the market con-
ditions where competition takes place. Networks, which share the same
inward relation of interdependence between micro-level units of nodes
and macro-level structure, is a methodologically appropriate tool to un-
derstand this kind of complexity. Overall, network analysis can shed light
on the interplay between competitive advantages or collusive measures on
firm-level, and market competitiveness on market-level. Most historical
studies of networks and economic organisation in Sweden are qualitat-
ive. While successfully mapping the importance of social or interfirm ties
in Sweden’s economic history, a shortcoming is to capture the relation
between firm-level and market-level implications of such ties. This study
thereby contributes to the historical understanding of markets in Sweden
in general.

The limited knowledge about Swedish underwriters’ resource shar-
ing leaves a critical gap in the understanding of the organisation of this
market. The strategical and operational solutions with which the firms
managed to meet the demand for property insurance were probably con-
nected to the networked organisation of underwriters. This study makes a
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significant contribution to the historical understanding of Swedish prop-
erty insurance. This is a market that has been concluded to host nu-
merous interfirm ties and to be characterised by both competition and
collaboration. A networked perspective on the historical development of
such market structures thereby contributes important new insights into
the mechanisms of this market’s organisation and to the business history
of the Swedish insurance industry.

1.7 Disposition

The remainder of this thesis is organised in 9 chapters. The upcoming
chapter, Chapter 2, accounts for the treatment and usage of empiric
data. It also introduces the relevant methods of quantitative network
analysis. The following chapters in turn make investigations using that
data. Chapter 3 presents a historic overview of the Swedish insurance
market and its national, technological, institutional, and organisational
background. Chapters (4 through 10) contain the empiric results from
the network relations between property underwriters. They report and
contextualise results from specific investigations designed to answer the
research questions. These chapters focus on 4) structures formed by
interlocking directorates, 5) ownership relations between underwriters,
6) social elite formations of insurance men, 7) interlocking directorates
between underwriters, 8) network advantages to firms and firm-level im-
plications of networks, 9) collaborative organisations, 10) market-level
implications of insurance networks respectively. Chapter 11 conclude the
results and contributions.
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In order to answer the research questions, this study will apply network
analysis on multiplex network graphs built from data gathered from his-
toric sources predominantly available in public statistics. Systematising
the interfirm relations in this fashion is necessary to understand both
firm- and market-level implications of the interfirm networks. The ana-
lysis will be performed using analytical tools borrowed from networks
science to measure and evaluate network structures. Consequently, net-
works are formalised into mathematical network graphs. A descriptive
and contextual background to the analysis is, however, provided through
an assessment of evidence from contemporary secondary sources. The
combined use of quantitative network analysis and secondary sources
makes it possible to draw new conclusions from the latter. The birds-eye
view of the quantitative networks namely enables the focus on details
of previously known pieces of evidence through the lens of its place in a
larger network structure. This chapter describes (in the following order)
how 1) the research questions are operationalised into specific investig-
ations grounded in network analysis, 2) the data used to perform these
investigations, and finally 3) the logics and definitions of the applied
network methodology.

2.1 Operationalisation

The networks of this study constitute both the object of research and
a new historical perspective, which itself makes out one of the contri-
butions of the study. The network perspective is a contribution, since
previous research in insurance, generally has regarded interfirm ties on
a case-basis. The narrative, more in-depth, case-study-approach often
adapted in business history often falls short of measuring the histor-
ical interplay between corporate interactions and market-level outcomes.
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Chandler, for example, accounted for the organisational change of firms
and social shifts across the transportation industry which benefited from
19th century interfirm collaborations.1 The impact of these collaborative
measures was not traced through any market-level metrics.

Business history studies of networks have brought great insight into
the function of social and corporate networks, also without the use of
network analysis. Network analysis here means the analysis of relational
data formalised as network graphs. Still, where firms network and share
their resources, there are organisational implications in the market-level.
A market of collaborating actors is structured differently from one with
competing actors. The organisation of any company on that same mar-
ket, in turn, depends on how that market is structured. This, in short, is
the interplay between firm- and market levels that network analysis will
assist in measuring. For this purpose, network analysis shows its fortes as
a methodological approach. The networks’ ever-interdependent implica-
tions on both firm and market levels, motivates an investigation that
considers all possible network ties between all of the industry’s firms.

2.1.1 The design of specific investigations

The five research questions will all be approached using a compilation
of datasets made up of multiplex network graphs. Multiplex graphs (fur-
ther explained in detail below) are networks where several types of con-
nections form ties between one set of nodes. In this study, nodes are
firms, and the three kinds of ties between them consist of the sharing
of directors (ID), ownership (OW ), and participation in collaborative
organisations (OW ).

The dataset then represents the ensemble of interfirm relations of
three different kinds. One can imagine the data structure as a list of
each active underwriter for each year where each enlisted firm holds
an additional list of that firm’s different relationships to every other
firm. This kind of systematisation supports analysis both of aggregate
characteristics of the list (market-level) and firm-level analysis of the
relationships of individual firms. It will be the empiric basis on which
to answer the research questions. The first two research questions are
primarily descriptive. The third and fourth questions analyse competitive
and collaborative network effects on firm and market level. The final, and
fifth question, inquires into the driving forces for network change.

1Chandler (1977), pp. 124, 128.
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Table 2.1: List of specific network-investigations

Question Investigaion summary Chapter in this thesis

1: Descriptive Descriptive statistics Chapter 4, with in-depth
descriptives of network
layers OW, ID, and OR
in Chapters 5, 7, and 9
respectively.

2: Descriptives Descriptive statistics Chapter 4.

3: Firm-level Firm agency investigated through
re-established broken ties in ID.

Chapters 6 (social) and
8 (functional) causes.

3: Firm-level Network-related cost-advantages
to firms investigated through
multivariate regression analysis.

Chapter 8.

4: Market-level Network-corrected concentration
measures are applied to directorial
and firm-levels.

Chapter 10.

4: Market-level Level of proto-consolidation is
measured as clustering simularity
over time

Chapter 10.

5: Driving forces Firm agency investigated through
re-established broken ties in ID

Chapter 8

Network implications for competition and collaboration on both firm-
and market-levels are a complicatedly broad subject to study. The busi-
ness history of industries, however, typically do span these two levels.2
Chandler, for example, traced market-level, and national patterns of
business organisation in strategical and organisational decisions at the
firm-level. The research questions in this study also specifically relate to
both firm-level (the third question) and market-level (the fourth ques-
tion). The research questions will be operationalised in a series of specific
investigations distributed across the coming eight chapters. Table 2.1 lists
the research questions, their respective investigations and the chapters
of in which they are treated.

2Chandler (1962).
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To answer the first two questions, a descriptive account of the devel-
opment of the interferm ties in the market will be sufficient. Assembling
the data and establishing periods of stability and growth of different
interfirm ties in the market will give a previously unavailable picture
of the extent and structure of the ties between Swedish underwriters.
Though quantitatively based, historical contextualisation and guidance
in interpreting quantitative results must rest on a historical context.
This context will be explored as an overview of the history of property
insurance in the upcoming Chapter 3.

A first step to answer the third and fourth research questions regard-
ing competitive and collaborative impacts of networks will have to seek
evidence for the social contra functionalist approaches to network form-
ation. The understanding of network implications on any market rests
on which of these two explanatory models is best supported by historical
evidence.3 Answering questions three and four therefore first includes an
investigation designed to determine if Swedish insurance networks were
the result of underlying socioeconomic structures or the result of stra-
tegic decisions on behalf of the companies in order to gain operational
advantages. In Chapter 6, the socioeconomic spheres of insurance men
are mapped, and in 8, the structure of reconstituted broken ties are used
to determine whether other than social causes indicate that firms struck
directorial networks for strategic purposes. Some evidence is thereby also
provided as to the historical driving forces of network formation.

Drawing on the network literature, relational resource sharing firms
have demonstrated a wide range of corporate advantages.4 A key re-
source to underwriters is information.5 Underwriters needed reliable in-
formation about risk distributions, but also needed information about
their competitors in order to navigate on competitive markets. In an in-
vestigation designed to determine competitive advantages deriving from
corporate networks through the sharing of this vital resource, an invest-
igation is set up to compare the administrative costs of entries into new
lines of insurance in Chapter 8. This analysis occurs on the firm level
and provides evidence to answer the third research question concerning
the competitive advantages of networking firms.

3See p. 18 in the previous chapter for a description of the two currents.
4Mizruchi (1996).
5Holmgren (1943), p. 13; Arrow (1971)c, pp. 267–269.
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While indeed, network formation may involve competitive advant-
ages, the Swedish insurance industry seems to have used their resource
sharing primarily to set competition aside. The historical development
of the establishment and functions of the industry’s many collaborative
organisations are accounted for in Chapter 9. The market-level outcomes
of such networks can be measured as network-dependent market concen-
tration, which is done in Chapter 10 to help answer the fourth research
question about market-level implications.

2.1.2 Deriving meaning from network structure

All of the above investigations in one way or another rely on a funda-
mental assumption in network analysis, namely that measurable struc-
tures in networks mirror as socioeconomic phenomena. A measurable
structural feature could be centrality, path lengths, clique appurtenance,
or such network metrics.6 Depending on the type of network, the struc-
tural feature may have different meanings. Central individuals in a friend-
ship network, for example, can be interpreted as being popular while
central individuals in a network of advice-seeking can be interpreted
as being knowledgable.7 Various methods of modelling networks exist
for statistical inference of network data. Structural features of networks
can be combined with other observable covariates to make statistical in-
ference while controlling for other variables in the models.8 Structural
features of the network, can, in other words, be telling of what socioeco-
nomic circumstances that lie behind the observed networks.9

On a lower level of analysis, network structures are formed through
individual decisions. Individual or corporate directors, for example, choose
to be friends with each other. A structural feature of a network can be
for example the reciprocal connectedness of friends, the cliques observed
of groups of friends of the same sex, or the higher likelihood that friends
of friends become friends.10 The last goes beyond the immediate dy-
adic relationship between two actors and incorporate potential friends
of the entire network. This feature of network analysis mimics a reality

6Freeman (1979).
7Snijders et al. (2013).
8Cranmer and Desmarais (2011).
9Stokman et al. (1985), pp. 120, 162; Cárdenas (2012), p. 318.
10Easley and Kleinberg (2010), pp. 47–50.
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of connected entities where each actor is more than just the sum of its
connections, but part of a larger surrounding made up by connected act-
ors. In the real world, complex structures have smaller units of which
they consist.11 Network analysis, in other words, makes it possible to
derive meaning from larger network structures that in turn, depend on
lower-level relational decisions.

In the analysis of corporate networks, these assumptions have been
assigned instead to companies as network actors. Instead of individuals,
the networks are made up by firms.12 The same logic of structures being
telling of socioeconomic phenomena applies. The use of firms as actors
is, however, complicated by the fact that firms are units which contain
underlying social complexity.13 Is it, for example, reasonable to assume
that a firm can have a rational will in determining its network relations
in the same way as people can? The functionalist and social camps of
determining the driving forces behind corporate networks argue differ-
ently in this question.14 The social camp, on the one hand, does not
exclude that firms may act rationally to for resource sharing or other
inter-organisational ties but would see such a decision as an outcome
of the underlying social structures which are the real basis for networks
appearing between firms.15 The functionalist camp, on the other hand,
would argue that firms are capable of network decisions, and that firms,
therefore, have agency in the formation of their ties.16

2.2 Source Material and historical networks

Networks are defined as consisting of nodes connected by arches. The
words “arches” and “ties” will be used interchangeably throughout this

11See Steglich et al. (2012), pp. 365–366. They modelled peer influence on fellow
students using empiric friendship data. They noticed a network effect of smoking
similarity amongst friends as the network evolves. Ties were found to be more likely
between friends who are both either smokers or non-smokers. Smoking similarity
(a value that belongs to individuals) is a driving force for friendship choices on the
individual level resulting in friendship structures of cliques of smokers and non-
smokers on the network level.

12Stokman et al. (1985), p. 3.
13David and Westerhuis (2014)a, pp. 11–12.
14Stearns and Mizruchi (1986), p. 522.
15Mizruchi (2013).
16Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 71.
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study. Networks can exist between anything from countries, individu-
als, animals, or organisations. In corporate networks, as in this study,
network nodes are firms. The arches represent different types of rela-
tionships between the firms. A corporate network thus consists of a set
of dyadic relations between firms. This type of formalisation is a stand-
ard approach to network analysis that intermarries social and economic
sciences with the mathematical field of graph theory.17

Ideally, the data would include a complete list of all possible network
ties between all firms at every point in time. For every given moment,
each firm’s different ties to each other firm would be known. The empiric
reality, given the historical data availability, is less than ideal. The main
source material in this study, which consists of public statistics printed in
various sources, still offers a very comprehensive source for both company
operations and interfirm relations.

2.2.1 Principal source material

The data gathered to answer the research questions includes public stat-
istics on active insurance firms, network data and a large number of
financial and other firm-level statistics. In summary, each firm on each
benchmark year has data entries for 1) interlocking directorates, 2) own-
ership ties, 3) membership in collaborative organisations, 4) financial
indicators, and 5) comprehensive data on underwriting activities in each
of the firm’s active lines. Each node in the network of firms is thereby
also tied to a large set of company variables. Assembling the network
data has required the coding of all historical evidence for ties between
any pair of firms. Both a large number of data entries and the linking
of multiple sources have complicated this process. There are also consid-
erable challenges to the treatment of missing data, details of which are
explained in Appendix A. Table 2.2 lists the different sources used for
network relations, financial indicators and underwriting data.

17Easley and Kleinberg (2010), pp. 7–9.
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Table 2.2: Sources and their usage in building databases

Source description Role in database

The Insurance society’s periodical
Försäkringsföreningens Tidskrift

Yearly publication 1876-1920 issued by the
Insurance Organisation. It contains regular
firm-level statistics, sporadic boardroom data,
reviews on the discussions of the Insurance
Organisation industry related essays.

Network data (ID) before
1888. Underwriting and
financial information on firms
1875-1890. Governance data
1876-1886.

Public insurance statistics (Statistics Sweden)
Meddelanden ang. Försäkringsväsendet and
Enskilda försäkringsanstalter

Public statistics issued 1891-1918 and 1912-1950
respectively. They contain firm-level statistics
compiled from the insurance companies. Published
by the Swedish Private Insurance Supervisory
Service.

Underwriting and financial
data from 1890 and onwards.
Linked aggregation standards
from 1890-1917, 1916-1930,
and 1931-1950.

The Stock-owners dictionary
Svenska aktiebolag och banker and
Aktieägarens uppslagsbok

Two similar yearly firm catalogues issued
1900-1933 and 1828-1950 respectively. They both
include financial indicators, boards, ownership, on a
large number of Swedish companies.

Network data (ID, OW)
1900-1959.

Swedish insurance yearbook
Svensk försäkrings årsbok

Yearbook issued by the Swedish Insurance
Organisation (1916-1950). It contains industry
statistics, company listings, biographies, lists of
directors for all larger firms and other insurance
organisation.

Network data (ID, OR)
1916-1950 and onward.

Essential monographs to establish network data also include O. A. Pettersson
(1888) and Englund (1982). Missing directors are also gathered from the
monographs listed in Table 2.3. Memberships in cartels have been traced in
Hallendorff (1923) and Rinman (1943).
Note: Any other figures or tables in this thesis whose source is indicated as “Own
calculations” will refer to the source materials here listed.
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A multitude of public statistic sources have been combined and trian-
gulated to complete databases that span the 75 years of the investigation
period. In addition to sources accounted for in Table 2.2, separate data-
bases on co-insurance,18 Swedish nobility,19 and a linked consumer price
index,20 have also been used.

The choice to use public statistics, and never to obtain data dir-
ectly from companies or company archives, is a trade-off between the
study’s aim and a considerable labour intensity of obtaining a similar
material directly from corporate archives. In the public statistics, much
of the harmonisation of yearly firm-level data is already accomplished,
and the compilation process remains well-documented.21The disadvant-
age of, what after all constitutes a secondary source, are still overwhelm-
ingly compensated for by the relative ease with which comprehensive
company data can be harvested. In summary, the data includes compre-
hensive data for around 150 property underwriters with acceptable gaps
over time and across data types.22

The choice not to address any of the research questions using archival
historic material from the respective underwriters is also a labour eco-
nomic trade-off. On one hand, the detailed first hand material available
in the company archives could be meaningful. On the other hand, con-
siderable time would be needed to make adequate archival studies of
even a small number of underwriters. In the absence of such first-hand
material, the secondary sources published in insurance monographs are
both rich in detail and cover rather many underwriters. In this study,
they serve mainly to contextualise, and interpret the findings of the stat-
istical analysis of the quantitative market and network data, but also to
compensate and corroborate the quantitative primary source material.

18Unbalanced yearly data of larger fires in Sweden from around 1920 previously used
in Lilljegren and L.-F. Andersson (2014) and collected from the insurance journal
Gjallarhornet.

19Assembled by Elgenstierna (1925) and triangulated using sources described in
Table 2.2 as well as monographs containing director data and biographic encyc-
lopaedias (see Table 2.3 on p. 46).

20Time series of are deflated using the consumer price index KPI linked and assembled
by Statistics Sweden.

21Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1934) pp. 11-16.
22Comprehensive data for a total of 149 property underwriters have been obtained

over 75 years on 17 lines of property insurance. sporadic data availability has been
collected for a total of over 250 firms, around 100 of which are local, very small,
and mostly fire- underwriters without registered network ties.
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Table 2.3: Company monographs as sources

Organisation / Company Monograph

Ägir Grenholm (1947)
Allmänna Brand Grenholm (1943)
Brandtarifföreningen Hallendorff (1923)

Holmgren (1943)
Fenix Berghman and Jervenius (1939)
Försäkringsföreningen Herlitz (1925),

Grenholm (1935)
Freja Grenholm (1955),
Gauthiod Ramm (1913)
Göta Linn (1966)
Hermes Grenholm (1953)
Europeiska Varu Linn (1966)
Järnvägsassuransföreningen Ståhle (1935)
Länsförsäkringar Jönköping Leijon (1989)
Norrland Norrland (1915)
Norrlands Ångfartygs Timelin (1936)
Ocean no author (1923) Försäkrings-AB Ocean
Sjöasuradörernas Förening Rinman (1943)
Skandia Grenholm (1955),

Englund (1982)
Skandinaviska Kreatur no author (1935) Skandinaviska Kreaturs. . .
Skåne Bolin (1934)
Skånska brandförsäkringsinrättningen Carlquist (1928)
Stockholms läns brandstodsbolag Bring (1944)
Stockholms sjö Fürst (1917)
Stockholms stads Brandf. -kontor Almquist (1921)
Stockholms stads Brandstodsbolag Ambrosiani (1943)
Städernas Allmänna Åmark and Forssell (1928)

Lindberger et al. (1953)
Svea Sjöblom (1966)
Sv. Allmänna Sjö. Rinman (1922)
Sv. Ångfartygs Assuransförening Kuuse and Olsson (1997)
Sv. Veritas Linn (1966)
Tor Linn (1966)
Uppsala läns Brandstodsbolag Bring (1945)
Västernorrlands läns brands. Silén (1944)
Willands, Gärds och Alby härads Lindbom (1962)

Fredrikson (1937)
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The secondary material consist of two types of sources. The first
group is a collection of biographic publications, most of them published
during, or shortly after the research period. These include the biblio-
graphies Vem är vem? (1945), Vem är det (1945), a roll of insurance men
(Svensk Försäkringsmatrikel) printed in 1930,23, as well as insurance his-
torian Karl Englund’s (1993) historical bibliography of insurance men.24

Together with occasional profiles and epitaphs in the insurance journal
Gjallarhornet, they give an ample coverage of individuals in boards of
national or larger local firms.

The second group consists of monographs of business histories of in-
surance companies and organisations. They make out detailed sources
of the evolution of both national and local underwriters. Table 2.3 lists
the used monographs and the respective insurance company or compan-
ies that they concern. They have many commonalities. They were of-
ten assembled using company archive material and therefore constitute
a secondary source. They do have the advantage of having compiled
otherwise time-consuming and labour-intensive archive material. They
are, however, biased in the sense that they tend to depict achievements
of underwriters. Most of these monographs were commissioned by the
underwriters themselves to commemorate some firm anniversary.

2.2.2 Structuring historical network data

The database assembled from the source material described above, con-
stitute a unique systematisation of historical interfirm relations of a spe-
cific market. Table 2.4 outlines the data levels of the treated data.
It is structured so that firm-level variables include financial indicators
like firm-assets, loans, cash, stock-capital, and aggregate firm surplus.
Accounting entries concerning underwriting activities have been sub-
divided by insurance line. For each firm-year, the underwriting premi-
ums, claims, administrative-costs and surplus has been collected for each
line of insurance in which that firm was active.

Interfirm networks overlap the market and firm-levels. Note that
networks, again, are defined as the ensemble of links between nodes. The
structure of a network, one can say, reflects an organisational structure
of a market.25 The building stones of the network, the network relations,

23Försäkringsmatrikel (1930).
24Englund (1993).
25Cárdenas (2012), pp. 299–300.
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Table 2.4: Data levels for each benchmark year

Database Market
level

Firm level Line level

Networks
p

- -
Network relations:

Interlocking directorates (ID) - †p† -
Ownership ties (OW ) -

p
-

Collaborative organisations (OR) - †p† -
Underwriting data -

p p

Financial data -
p

-

† On firm-to-firm basis only after re-projecting since source data is inherently
bipartite. See Section 2.2.3 (p. 50) for further explanations of this network
terminology.

are subdivided by type. Interlocking directorates (ID), ownership ties
(OW ), and affiliation to collaborative organisations (OR) constitute the
network layers. Through these different types of ties, firms are connected
if they 1) share one or more directors (ID), 2) have cross-ownership
relations (OW ), and 3) belong to the same cooperation organisation or
cartel (OR).

The database comprises 149 firms with networks, active in 17 cat-
egorised lines of insurance over 75 years with data concentrated to 20
benchmark years. The scope of this database has been deemed highly
adequate to answer the research questions even though some notable
divergences from an ideal and complete dataset exist.26 To adequately
answer the research questions, network data for all three layers, the in-
cluded of firms, and their lines of insurance need to be as comprehensive
as possible.

Despite lacking complete data for a large number of small firms, the
sample of firms remains highly adequate to answer the questions posed
by this study since it includes all large national firms but also many
local and regional firms. Wherever systematic records of insurance firm
boards exist at all, these have been included. Still, the total number
of insurance firms, national and local (including the insurance-club-type
micro-insurers) run in the four figures, for which a sample of 10% of
all firms may seem small if it were not for the limited networking, and
minuscule market share of the excluded 90% of underwriters. For 1916,

26See details of missing data in Appendix A.
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Table 2.5: Benchmark years used in this study

1876, 1888, 1896, 1899, 1903, 1907, 1910, 1913, 1916, 1919, 1922, 1925, 1928, 1931,
1934, 1937, 1940, 1943, 1946, 1949

for example, data covers seventy-eight active underwriters who make up
96.49% of the market for that year.27 Enough local and municipal firms
also exist to achieve significant results concerning the particular network
structures of these types of underwriters.

A database of twenty benchmark years represents the 75-year study
period. A pre-study of interlocking directorates in Swedish insurance
using data for every third year showed that the speed of changing com-
positions of boards was not high enough to motivate a yearly resolution.
The reduction into benchmark years has been deemed a tradeoff with
acceptable losses in time resolution. The benchmark years include every
third year starting in 1904, with only four benchmark years covering
the period before that. The choice of benchmark years (see Table 2.5
for a full list) is, again, a result of a tradeoff between labour-time and
methodological concerns.28

To summarise, the collected data consists of 149 firms with compre-
hensive network and financial data for 20 benchmark years. Interfirm
relations are recorded on three network layers, OR, OW, and OR, and
underwriting data is subdivided by insurance line. The database com-
prises 1941 individual directors, 59 insurance organisations and 17 coded
insurance lines over the 75 years of the study. More technical details on
the data treatment can be found in Appendix A.

27Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, year: 1916: Measured as premium income from all
firms in the public statistics (of which hundreds of firms not included in the sample
in this study are tiny, local hailstorm and cattle insurance clubs).

28The advantages of using less than 76 data points for the time-period is foremost
the drastically reduced labour time in collecting network data which a) is very
extensive during the later years of the period and much less easily attained than for
some earlier years, and b) does not drastically increase the resolution of the results.
Other important studies long-term change in corporate networks use satisfactory
time intervals longer than three years. See for example international comparisons
in Stokman et al. (1985); and David and Westerhuis (2014)b.
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2.2.3 Formalising relational data as network graphs

Network analysis, as understood in network science, requires the form-
alisation of network data into network graphs.29 Other approaches to
studying the relational ties between firms have, as mentioned above,
proven fruitful to understand corporate networks. This study, however,
utilises the standard approach in network analysis which will be de-
scribed in this section.

Imagine a market with a set of active firms. In the network of that
market, the firms are the nodes and their interfirm relations are the
arches of that network. Nodes can be mathematically denoted as a set
of numbers. Each firm, F , is a node and appears in a number set, V , of
nodes like:

V = {F1, F2, F3, ..., Fn} (2.1)

Any firm (Fn) is now a member of the set of nodes V like Fn 2 V .30

The n here denotes the company code with which collected firms of the
source data has been coded. Similarly, an arch is a connection between
two nodes. The two nodes that are connected by an arch are usually
noted i, and j respectively. An arch, e, between firms Fi and Fj is
thus: eij 2 E where E is a set of arches.30 A network of firms thus
consists of nodes in V and arches in E. Together, the whole network is
noted G(V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of arches between
nodes.31 In a corporate network, nodes are firms and arches are interfirm
relations. Three aspects of this type of network formalisation are crucial
to the treatment of any historical network data, namely 1) directionality
2) weight, and 3) projectioning.32

The directionality refers to the direction of an arch. Does the tie
between two firms run from Fi to Fj or the other way around? An
undirected network contains arches that do not have a specific direction.
In a directed network, on the other hand, the relationship runs from one
actor to the other, as can be the case with firm ownership, where one
firm can own another. Ties between firms that share directors or cartel
membership, do not have any intuitive directionality, and are undirected

29Brandes and Erlebach (2005)a, pp. 7–8.
30Brandes and Erlebach (2005)a, pp. 7–8.
31Wilson (2010), pp. 8–9.
32Brandes and Erlebach (2005)b, pp. 7–9;
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by nature.33 The weight of an arch in a network is a way to measure
the importance or strength of that arch.34 Functions of arches may have
different meanings in networks.35 Two firms that share their entire boards
are engaged in a different kind of resource sharing than firms who share
only one director.

In terms of influence and power, strong ties have been deemed to
exercise more control than weaker ones.36 In terms of influence and con-
trol, it is on the one hand intuitive that the strength of an ownership tie
matters. On the other hand, one can assume that firms with strong ties
share more resources that firms with weak ties.37 Similarly, firms that
collaborate in four organisations can be assumed to have shared more
resources than firms who collaborate in only one. Mathematically, any
shared resource (stock, number of directors, or organisational affiliation)
can be used to calculate tie strength.

Imagine any number of resource sharing elements as x 2 F r of a
firm F . The weight, !ij of any arch between firms given firms i and j
can be noted as:

!ij =
|F r

i
\ F r

j
|

|F r
i
|+ |F r

j
| (2.2)

where the number of shared elements is normalised by the number of total
elements in both firms. The weight of arches thereby ranges from 0 for
no overlapping board members or cartel agreements to 1 for a complete
overlap of shared x like F r

i
✓ F r

j
. The weight of an arch between two

firms who share directors would thus reflect the number of directors that
are overlapping the two directorates. The calculation of arch weight in
this manner is general for any interfirm networks which originate in a
bipartite network structure.38

The projection of a network, in one sentence, refers to the choice
of unipartite node set used in a unipartite repartitioning of a bipartite

33In undirected networks, eij = eji since no distinction is made between arches that
run from i to j and arches that run from j to i.

34Brandes and Erlebach (2005)a, p. 8.
35Easley and Kleinberg (2010), pp. 24–25.
36Windolf (2009), p. 450.
37Aubert et al. (2012) showed that information transfer through interlocking direct-

orates depend on interfirm tie strength.
38Zhou et al. (2007).
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Figure 2.1: Structures in the sources of the network data

(a) Interlocks (b) Ownership ties (c) Organisations

Director OrganisationFirm Interfirm relation Bipartite relation

network.39 Let us first disentangle this terminology. A network where
all nodes are of the same type is called a unipartite network. Unipartite
networks of firms denoted G(V,E) above, describe structures of rela-
tions between firms. When firms share directors or join the same car-
tels, the structure is instead bipartite. Bipartite networks have two types
of nodes.40 Interlocking directorates, for example, are formed when dir-
ectors (one kind of node) affiliate with multiple firms (another kind of
node).41 Bipartite graphs are commonly denoted G(V1, V2, E) with the
condition that (i, j)(i 2 V1, j 2 V2), that is to say, that arches must
run from the first type of nodes to the second.42 Directors belong to
firms, not the other way around. Firms belong to collaborative organisa-
tions, not the other way around. Such affiliation networks can be seen
in Figures 2.1a and 2.1c.

The network examples in Figure 2.1 exemplifies the relational data
structures of the different network layers in this study. Note that inter-
firm relations arise from the bipartite affiliation structures in Figures 2.1a
and 2.1c. The three firms that belong to the same organisation in Figure 2.1c
are arched to each other through that organisation. The two firms that
share a director in Figure 2.1a are arched to each other through that

39Neal (2013).
40Zhou et al. (2007), pp. 1–2.
41Easley and Kleinberg (2010), pp. 94–95.
42Robins and Alexander (2004), pp. 77–78.
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Figure 2.2: Example of data loss in unipartite projections

(a) Unipartite projection (b) Multiple linkers (c) One big linker

Director Interlocking directorFirm Bipartite relation

director. The process of restructuring a bipartite affiliation network as
a network of interfirm relations is called repartitioning.43 In this study,
the three network layers will primarily be compared in their unipartite
projection. All three network layers are set up so that they resemble the
unipartite structure in which the ownership ties already naturally appear:
the unipartite projection. To repeat, the projection of a network refers
to the choice of unipartite node set used in a unipartite repartitioning a
bipartite networks.

All bipartite networks can be repartitioned into unipartite networks.
When comparing the different network layers of connections between
firms in this study, it simplifies the analysis to handle networks with
comparable node sets.44 A possible side effect is a potential informa-
tion loss.45 The visualisations in Figure 2.2 exemplifies the problem of
information loss at repartitioning.

Figure 2.2 illustrates how a unipartite projection (a) can come about
through different bipartite structures (b and c). It could originate in
connections brought about by separate (as in Figure 2.2b) or the same

43Repartitioning are described in Zhou et al. (2007), pp. 3–4 and can be performed
in Gephi (see Bastian et al. (2009)) scripted in R. See Csardi and Nepusz (2006).

44Robins and Alexander (2004), pp. 70–71.
45Neal (2013), p. 917: The information of what individuals that constitute what firm-

links are lost. Structural characteristics of the bipartite network, like circular could
also collapse into the same firm-to-firm structure when repartitioned.
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(Figure 2.2c) node. Two of the network layers in this study (ID and
OR) originate in underlying affiliation networks, and would thereby po-
tentially suffer from the information loss exemplified in Figure 2.2.

Martin Everett and Stephen Borgatti, have argued that re-projecting
bipartite network data does not necessarily have to reduce the resolution
of the analysis.46 If both re-projections of a bipartite data are analysed
one by one, the different structural features would still shine through,
they argue. Their approach is applied in this study. Networks of indi-
viduals, as well as networks between firms, will be analysed. In theory,
the original bipartite structure could be re-created using unipartite pro-
jections of either firm or directorial.47

In addition to their origin in data of different types of affiliations
and bipartite structures, the unipartite projections of the networks in
this study exist in three different kinds. They originate in interlocking
directorates (ID), ownership ties (OW ), and collaboration through col-
laborative organisations (OR). Such networks are called multiplex net-
works. Just like bipartite networks network with multiple node sets,
multiplex networks are networks with multiple sets of arches.48 A multi-
plex network of interfirm ties containing all three network layers can be
defined as:

G(V,E[ID], E[OW ], E[OR]) (2.3)

where three separate sets of arches (E[ID], E[OW ], and E[OR]) tie the
same set of nodes, V to each other on three different layers. In theory,
the network layers are formed between the same set of nodes, but in
the reality of data availability of firm networks, the node sets have not
always constituted perfect matches between network layers. Different
node sets in the different layers could be disruptive to the comparative
analyses one could make in a multiplex network. A detailed account of
how suboptimal overlaps of node set in different network layers have been
treated, see Section A.1.2 on p. A.1 in Appendix A.

46Everett and Borgatti (2013), pp. 204–205.
47Everett and Borgatti (2013), p. 206. Note that another way to get higher resolution

of a unipartite projection is to differentiate between direct interlocks and indirect
interlocks as proposed by Val Burris (2005), p. 251. Direct interlocks are interlocks
between firms that share board members, and indirect interlocks second-degree links
between firms that both have board members who also sit on the board of the same
third firm.

48Nicosia and Latora (2015), p. 1; Boccaletti et al. (2014), p. 6.
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2.3 Network methodology

In corporate network analysis, the notion network, as mentioned be-
fore, refers to the entire structure formed by connected firms. Network
analysis is used to understand such structures, which can be immensely
complex even for relatively small networks. Imagine, for example, a net-
work of only three nodes. There are three possible arches, but eight dif-
ferent networks can be formed using combinations of those arches. With
more nodes, the number of possible networks grows exponentially so that
a staggering number of 2(

N

2 )/2 different networks can exist if there are
N nodes.49 The total number of possible networks from only ten nodes
is around 3.5 ⇥ 1013. In this study, active property underwriters make
out around one hundred nodes in the later benchmark years. That many
nodes makes for 1.2 ⇥ 101490 possible network structures per network
layer. Standard structural network measures have been developed to de-
scribe the characteristics of networks of such complexity. These metrics
describe either the position of individual nodes in the network, or char-
acteristics pertaining to the network as a whole.

2.3.1 Network metrics

On the node-level, the degree of a node is the number of connections that
a node has. A firm connected to three other firms has degree 3.50 The
density of a network is the ratio between arches that exist between nodes
and the total number of possible arches.51 The degree distribution of a
network refers to the frequency of various degrees amongst the network’s
nodes.52 In a network of current romantic relationships, for example,
most nodes might have degree one or zero, while the degree distribution
in a network of classroom friendships may indicate that most pupils
have degree 3 or 4, i. e. 3 or 4 friends. Degree distribution describes a
whole network. For single nodes, high degree (or high degree centrality)
has been interpreted as an expression of the importance of that node

49Two to the power of all possible nodes of an undirected network.
50See Newman, Duncan J Watts et al. (2002), p. 2567. The graph-level metric of

average degree is |E|/|V |.
51Newman (2010), p. 132: The density is 0.5(N2 )

N
for undirected graphs. See Kosub

(2005) for more details and definitions on density and clique measurements in net-
work analysis.

52Newman (2010), pp. 243–246.
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in corporate networks.53 The clustering coefficient is a ratio between the
number of links between nodes in the neighbourhood of i (the numerator)
and the number of possible links between nodes in i’s neighbourhood.54

See also Newman (2010) for a more detailed introduction on the metrics
used in network analysis.

Observed networks, like the ones observed in this study, are com-
monly referred to as real world networks. Many real-world networks tend,
for example, to have higher density and shorter path lengths than random
networks,.55 In his classical so-called small-world experiment, Stanley
Milgram let random people try to deliver a package to a predetermined
individual using only their social contacts.56 As a structural feature of
networks, the small-worldness can be measured mathematically.57 In cor-
porate networks, many network structures have been found to be small
worlds.58

2.3.2 Random graphs and non-random networks

Interpretations and methods used to analyse networks has developed in
tandem with advances in the mathematical field of graph theory.59 Many
inherent features of graphs of various kinds can be useful in the study
of observed real-world networks. Of particular interest in the investiga-
tions performed in this study, are the rudimentary qualities of so-called
random graphs.60

53Newman (2010), p. 169 Freeman (1979), pp. 216–217; Ottosson (1997), p. 54.
54Newman (2010), pp. 200, 264–265; Brinkmeier and Schank (2005), pp. 302–303: If

the neighbourhood of a node x is �x, the clustering coefficient of that node can be
expressed as:

Ci =
|{(j, k) : ejk 2 �i}|�|�i|

2

� (2.4)

55Duncan J. Watts and Strogatz (1998), pp. 440–441.
56See Travers and Milgram (1969). This classic experiment in social network analysis,

sometimes referred to as the Milgram experiment, first appeared as popular science
in Milgram (1967).

57Duncan J. Watts (1999); Newman (2010), pp. 10–11.
58Robins and Alexander (2004); Kogut and Walker (2001), p. 325. See also chapters

throughout Brookfield et al. (2012), in particular Kogut, Belinky et al. (2012).
59Freeman (2004), pp. 116–118.
60Erdős and Rényi (1960).
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Random graphs are networks where arches between nodes appear at
random. In a random graph, each distinct pair of its nodes would have
a predefined probability of existance. Random graphs have particular
and well-investigated structural features.61 Arches in random networks
appear on random, and random networks are therefore void of many
types of structural patterns observed in real-world networks.62 In real-
world networks, the ties can not be expected to necessarily appear at
random.63 Where the connections have meanings or reasons, there are
underlying forces that define the way in which ties form between nodes.
The difference between random networks and the observed networks con-
tain the measurable trace of these underlying forces. Those differences
can therefore be harvested to discover structural patterns in networks.64

This is a principle that will be explored using methods of variat-
ing complexity in this study. The common denominator is that observed
network characteristics can be compared to characteristics expected in
random networks. For simple calculations, the insight into random graphs
provides the possibility to make algebraic calculations on the probabil-
ity of certain network phenomena.65 For more complex relations, Monte
Carlo simulations can generate conditioned random networks for the pur-
pose of comparing observed network structures. In these kind of tests,
collectively known as conditioned uniform graph tests (or CUG), the ran-
dom graphs are usually conditioned on some elementary network metric

61Erdős and Rényi (1960), pp. 17, 21: In an Erdős-Rényi random graph G(V, p), for
example, network metrics that depend on their configuration of N and p, and they
have a “typical structure” for each combination of the two. The total number of
arches will grow towards

�
N

2

�
/2 as p tends to 1, and can be expected to be:

E = p

�
N

2

�

2
= p

N(N � 1)
2

where N(N�1)
2 is the total number of possible arches that can form between N nodes

in a random undirected graph. A related kind of random graph, has instead a fixed
number of arches M , which then appear at random among N nodes in G(N,M).
See Bollobás (2001), pp. 36–37. The binomial (G(N, p)) and uniform (G(N,M))
random graphs are related through the equation above since E ⇡ M .

62Newman, Duncan J Watts et al. (2002), p. 2567.
63Holland and Leinhardt (1970), p. 498.
64Hofstad (2017), pp. 20–26.
65Newman (2010), pp. 156–157, 215–217.
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like or density or the number of arches.66 Since the Monte Carlo sim-
ulations can condition on practically any network measure or covariate
variable, it is a very flexible tool.67 In this study, all CUG-like approaches
simulate random networks of the same number of nodes and arches as
in the observed reference networks. The specific conditions surrounding
algebraic and Monte Carlo comparisons of random and observed net-
works structures will be described in detail as they are applied in the
forthcoming chapters.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has outlined the methodological principals of network ana-
lysis rather and the source material used in this study. The research
questions will be addressed quantitatively in a set of specific investig-
ations over the coming chapters, and share the quantitative approach
to network analysis in which networks are defined as nodes connected
by arches. All investigations use an extensive dataset on the network
relations and business activities of all large and many smaller property
underwriters during the study period 1875-1950.

The network data has been gathered primarily from public statist-
ics. A wide range of sources described above, and in further detail in
Appendix A cover three network layers during 20 benchmark years for
a total of around 149 companies. The data has been deemed to make
out an adequate empiric basis for answering the research questions using
network analysis. This methodological toolset relies on principals of ob-
served and random networks, and how they can be compared to interpret
meaning from network structure. The research questions are operation-
alised into a set of such specific investigations which will determine the
underlying social and functional driving forces for network formation as
well as firm-level and market-level implications on firm competitiveness
and collaboration.

This chapter has also outlined the basic terminology and principals
in network analysis. Networks, which consist of the structure created by
the sum of arches between a set of nodes, can be expressed mathemat-
ically as graphs. Real-world networks, of observed network structures,
are likely driven by underlying forces which explain why certain network

66Butts (2008), p. 29.
67Newman (2010), pp. 222–224.
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relations appear and others do not. Observed networks, therefore, dif-
fer from random networks in which ties appear at random. The use of
Monte Carlo simulations of networks can thereby be used to understand
if specific characteristics of network structure have appeared at random
or not.
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3 The dynamic insurance market

Property insurance was provided by a dynamic and diverse collection of
companies. Over the 75 years of this study, the structure of the insur-
ance market evolved through several stages. In 1875, a few large joint-
stock companies dominated the relatively young market of commercial
insurance. Both mutual companies and smaller local insurance clubs also
provided sought-after insurance contracts in fire and marine insurance
throughout the period. In the 19th century, the market was structured
around specialised underwriters that underwrote only one type of prop-
erty insurance like fire or marine risk.

Large national firms operated on actuarial principals, accepting to
underwrite large underwriting sums at differentiated tariffs.1 They thereby
targeted the underwriting of growing industrial investment in Sweden in
a way that mutual and smaller firms did not. Growth and industrial
change altered the conditions for both local and national firms. On the
one hand, new industrial technologies were risky and expensive to un-
derwrite, and the insurance companies acknowledge that overcoming the
technical knowhow about risk of new kinds of objects, like steamships,
constituted a challenge for the industry.2 On the other hand, the opening
of new sub-markets enabled new market entries, first in small specialised
branches of property insurance like jewellery, bicycle, burglary, and water
pipe insurance during the early 20th century.

Structural change in the economy caused actuarial and organisa-
tional challenges to underwriters. Underwriters and the organisation of
the whole property insurance market had to organise to accommodate
new types of risk that originated in the macro-innovations of the second
industrial revolution, like aviation and automobile insurance. Changing
demand saw the entry of a large number of new firms, the arrival of

1Bergander (1967), p. 86.
2Petersson (2011), pp. 48–49.
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which was met with a mixed welcoming by the established firms as it
changed the firm dynamics and ultimately the composition firms which
underwriter shared crucial corporate resource. The goal of this chapter
is not, however, to focus on these networks. This chapter will instead
aim to summarise the relevant aspects of macroeconomic, institutional
and organisational features of the Swedish property insurance market.
It will serve as a background before the more in-depth investigation of
their network relations in the following chapters.

3.1 Economic and institutional environments

Sweden was a late industrialiser. Only in the mid 19th century did the
industrial sector start to grow in terms of share of the economy and
people employed.3 During the 1890s domestic industrial demand increas-
ingly shifted towards the cities where investments rose in both housing
and urban industry.4 New innovative industries moved towards more de-
veloped products and consumer goods for the domestic market. Together
with the broad applications of electricity in industry and motor tech-
niques, this paved the way for the manufacturing industry of the 20th cen-
tury.

Such structural economic change brought new macroeconomic and
institutional conditions for the insurance industry. Long-term growth
meant increased aggregate demand, while industrialisation altered the
character of that demand.5 The role of property insurance in the financial
revolution and turn-of-the-century peak industrialisation also meant the
underwriting interdependently contributed to overall growth.6 A similar
circular causality developed in insurance regulation. Important insurance
legislation in 1903 and 1949 particularly, strongly shaped the market’s
organisation. The industry was, however, in turn highly involved in shap-
ing those regulations.

3Magnusson (2002), pp. 238–241, 301–302.
4Schön (1997), pp. 218–219.
5Holmgren (1943), p. 19; Lindmark, L.-F. Andersson and Adams (2006), pp. 341-342;
Bergander (1967), pp. 223–224.

6Schön (2012), p. 179; Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson (2010), p. 111.
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3.1.1 Swedish insurance and industrial growth

The underwriting capacity of the Swedish property insurance sector grew
steadily during the 19th century. Despite long-term growth, structural
crises affected also the insurance industry, particularly in the 1870s, and
in the early years of the 1920s.7 The politically and economically tumul-
tuous period between the regulatory shifts of 1903 and 1949 forced the
insurance industry to act in and react to extreme circumstances. During
the First World War, premium prices were volatile. The ensuing deflation
crisis and the Krüger crisis of the early 1930s, saw a drastic re-casting
of Swedish industrial ownership.8 Even though Sweden remained outside
both world wars, the conflicts sent shockwaves into the insurance market,
visible through the extreme inflation of marine premiums.9 Figure 3.1
shows the aggregate size of the property insurance market with an ad-
justed curve for the marine premiums of the period of the Great War.

Industrial growth coincided with a steadily increasing share of the
capital stock being insured during the 19th century.10. Long-term growth
also ensured the growth of the insurance market after the market was
saturated and most insurable risk already covered. The more important
for the organisation of the insurance industry was the way in which that
long-term industrial growth was not static, but dependent on structural
change and the continuous renewal of economic structures.11

The relation between insurance and overall economic growth has
been argued to be mutually dependent. Anders Ögren argued that the
insurance sector played an important in the industrialisation process by
diffusing capital through the financial system.12 In the third quarter of
the 19th century, underwriters contributed to a financial revolution which
later enabled the industrial breakthrough. At the same time, under-
writers benefited from growing ger markets as overall growth meant in-
creasing levels of capital stock, which needed underwriting. That mutual
relation has been called a “feedback loop”13 in which firms can affect

7Kuuse (1999), pp. 81–82.
8Glete (1987), p. 126;
9Kuuse and Olsson (1997), pp. 146–147.
10Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson (2010), p. 111.
11Schön (2006), pp. 45–46.
12Ögren (2009).
13Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson (2015), p. 247.
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Figure 3.1: GDP and property insurance premiums 1875-1950
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Sources: Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876-1891); Meddelanden angående
försäkringsväsendet i Sverige, (1891-1916); Enskilda försäkringsanstalter,
(1913-1950); Krantz and Schön (2007).
Note: There are separate scales for the aggregate premium income and GDP data.
Constant prices of premiums are fixed to the 1910/12 price level using the
GDP-deflator of Krantz and Schön (2007). The dashed line represents an estimation
of premium incomes as they would have been without the exceptionally high
premium rates during the Great War (see Petersson (2011), p. 62). The estimation
fixes marine premium incomes at its the share of total premiums for 1910 (around
30%) and re-calculates total premiums as if wartime premiums had been
unexceptional.

their environment while economic environments of firms alter the com-
petitive advantages of firms. On the one hand, insurance can contribute
to growth as a prerequisite to industrial growth by accumulating and re-
distributing capital through loans and investments.14 On the other hand,
insurance facilitates investments in the economy, since insured property
carries a much lower risk as an object of investments. In Figure 3.1 both
the development of GDP and total premiums in property insurance in
Sweden are shown for 1875-1950. Note the different scales of the two
time series.

14Adams, J. Andersson et al. (2009), pp. 22, 33.
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3.1.2 Institutional change

At the beginning of the 19th century, the brandstoþ-system had been
firmly based in institutions of legal requirement and social obligation to
help fellow neighbours mitigate the damage of destructive fires.15 With
economic liberalisation and increased emphasis on market solutions to
mitigate risk, Swedish insurance entered a new era of commersial under-
writing in the 19th century. For most of the 19th century, the insurance
market, however, remained largely unregulated. Even so, the commercial
underwriting experiencing steady growth during the second half of the
19th century. During the booming 1850s, Skandia was the first joint-stock
company formed in 1855.16 Several of investor-owned insurance compan-
ies soon followed suit, but the law that introduced the limited company
(1848) remained the regulatory foundation of these firms.

Several important regulatory changes were later directly aimed at the
insurance industry. The first, in 1886, introduced regular supervision of
underwriters.17 It also consolidated the prevailing actors’ market power
since it limited market entries and thereby reduced competition.18 The
insolvency exit of several property underwriters in the 1870s, and the cre-
ation of the Insurance Association in 1875, contributed to an oligopolistic
and collusive way forward for the market’s organisation. Amongst other
collusive activities, the Insurance Association lobbied for the interests of
leaders of an oligopolistic market structure.

The first comprehensive regulation of the Swedish market in 1903 was
developed in close cooperation with industry representatives. It brought
supervision by the The Insurance Inspection and tighter financial con-
trol.19 The Insurance Inspection also evaluated the right to continued
market presence and saw that companies complied with caps on funds
and other regulations. This brought mutual and stock companies closer
to each other in operational practices as national mutual firms started to
accumulate larger reserves.20 Adjustments of the regulation occurred in

15Söderberg (1935), pp. 305–307.
16Bergander (1967), pp. 41–43.
17Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), p. 52.
18Lindmark, L.-F. Andersson and Adams (2006), p. 350.
19Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), pp. 53, 56.
20No mutual underwriter had reserves exceeding twenty times that of the company’s

premium incomes in the year of the city fires of 1888, but virtually all mutual
underwriters had such reserves by the 1930s.
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1917 with stricter accounting rules),21 and in 1916 and 1929, special laws
were passed for accident insurance and automobile insurance to follow
up on the social and technical change in the economy.22

Much more comprehensive, however, was the re-regulation of the
Swedish insurance market was rolled out in 1948/1950 after more than
a decade of debate. These laws reflected the concerns of the social-
democratic era by being concerned with market efficiency for social
reasons. It included insurance regulation in the overall social-democratic
policy,23 and regulated that new firms had to be needed in the market,
and solvent enough to be allowed market entry, keep reasonable premi-
ums (so that the state could protect customers from too high premiums),
and keep life- and non-life activities separated.24 This caused the com-
bined firms Skandia, Skåne, and Svea to break into separate life- and
non-life firms, and encouraged the wave of mergers of the 1950s.

3.2 Organisational forms of underwriters

The appearance of commercial property underwriting in Sweden is a
graduate transformation from the preceding system of legally enforced
collective payment for property damage rooted in medieval times.25 This
transformation occurs predominantly during the mid 19th century, where
the foundations for competition on a national market for risk are created.
The period between 1875 and 1950 represent a long and dynamic devel-
opment of firm population on the underwriting market with relatively few
mergers. There was predominantly “organic” growth of insurance com-
panies and few mergers up until 1950, at least amongst national under-
writers.26 A notable exception occurred in the early 20th century in cattle
insurance. There was a considerable consolidation of single line, smal-
ler, regional, mutual firms27 Many merged with Skandinaviska Kreaturs
which grew to cover almost half of the insured cattle in Sweden by the

21Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), p. 55.
22Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), p. 64.
23Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005), p. 77.
24Larsson, Lönnborg and Sven-Erik (2005), pp. 346–347.
25Bergander (1967), pp. 15–16, 42.
26Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Hardwick et al. (2014), p. 957.
27Gjallarhornet, (1940:8) p. 2.
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1930s.28 During the entire 75-year period, the market consistently accom-
modate a multitude of organisational forms. In addition to joint-stock
companies and a substantial market share held by mutual underwriters,
there was also a rurally based ecosystem of small but numerous micro-
insurance clubs that coexisted alongside the national underwriters, and
that even predated the national firms.

3.2.1 A nascent market of commercial underwriting

Property underwriting had been regulated in Sweden since the middle
ages, long before the mitigating losses of property damage was ever
organised within the social and legal unit of a company.29 In Magnus
Erikson’s 14th century national law, fire loss was required to be collect-
ively compensated for by neighbours through brandstoþ, the required
payment of an ex-post tribute to victims of fire damages. Insurance was
thereby an institutionalised phenomenon since the law stated that:

All residents have the right / obligation to receive / give

brandstoþ : priests, laymen, and their servants. None shall be ex-

empt thereof.
30

The law also regulated moral hazard problems (by stipulating fines
for careless use of fire or accidentally burning property down), as well as
practices for damage evaluation.31 Brandstoþ remained in action until the
1840s when it was gradually replaced with voluntary, similarly local, in-
surance clubs operating using ex post premiums.32 Through these firms,
called brandstodsbolag i.e. brandstoþ-firms, the 14th century legal term
survived as a part of the company names of several noteworthy 20th

century firms.33

28Skandinaviska Kreatursförsäkringsbolaget (1935), no author, pp. 14–15.
29Söderberg (1935), pp. 23–24, 39.
30Magnus Erikson’s law assembled from original codexes by Collin and Schlyter

(1862). From Byggingabalken XXVIII §6, In original Swedish: “Alle ægha brand-
stuþ taka ok giua þe sum bolfaste æru, klærkæ ok lekmæn ok sua þera hion; þer
ægher ængin fræls firi vara”.

31Söderberg (1935), pp. 45–46. See also Collin and Schlyter (1862) in Byggingabalken
XXVIII §7 where fines and exceptions brandstoþ are specified for various types of
carelessness with fire.

32Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 86.
33Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1916).
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The operational practices of these firms evolved gradually to func-
tion as businesses and to apply actuarial principals. At first, reliance on
rural social capital to collect ex-post premiums to cover claims were com-
mon and most applied a one-size-fits-all tariff.34 There were a few early,
mutual, yet large and nationally active domestic underwriters who pion-
eered commercial underwriting, primarily of marine-insurance. Marine
insurance was the branch of underwriting of the first Swedish property
insurer Sjöassurancekompaniet founded 1739.35

The first fire insurance company, Stockholms Stads Brandförsäkrings-
kontor, was founded as a mutual firm founded in 1746. It was created to
cover the insurance demand of the pockets of proto-industrial and urban
growth centres that existed in 18th century Sweden. Much like modern
underwriters, it applied ex-ante premiums calculated from a differenti-
ated tariff system.36 For most of the first century of its existence, it coex-
isted with the institutional insurance solution of brandstoþ. From 1782,
the state had administrated a fund (Allmänna Brandförsäkringsfonden)
to channel assets to cover fire loss, but the fund was reorganised into
separate mutual insurance companies in 1808, and 1827.37

The formation of early domestic national firms in competition with
foreign underwriters was part of a graduate shift to market solutions
to meet the demand for domestic property insurance. Already in the
late 18th century, associations to manage ex-ante payments of brandstoþ
emerged in several regions.38 These associations, called brandstodskassor,
were embryos to the company-like structures of local micro-insurance
which emerged to replace the rural brandstoþ. When the brandstoþ was
abolished in the 1840s, market principals rapidly gained ground in do-
mestic fire insurance. In rural areas, the legal practice of brandstoþ
was recast into property insurance contracts between clients and local
brandstoþ-companies. These firms generally applied ex-post premiums
but membership was contractual and voluntary instead of the legally
imposed obligation of brandstoþ.39

34Bergander (1967), pp. 43–44.
35SOU 1949:25-1, p. 7.
36Almquist (1921), pp. 60, 161.
37Åmark and Forssell (1928), p. 21.
38Söderberg (1935), pp. 397–399.
39Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 86.
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Foreign underwriters originally played a prominent roll in introdu-
cing insurance contracts and market principals to deal with property risk
in fire insurance, and in marine insurance.40 In marine insurance, mar-
kets and insnaring contracts had been common practice at the exchange
in Gothenburg and Stockholm already in the 18th century.41 Before the
growth of domestic underwriters in the 1860s, foreign firms underwrote
larger risk objects at rather high premiums through Swedish agents. A
contributing factor to the creation of domestic firms was indeed a concern
amongst Swedish industrial interests about the strong presence of foreign
underwriters.42 They would later loos ground on the Swedish market as
the domestic industry colluded to push foreign firms out. From the second
half of the 19th century, foreign firms constituted only a small share of all
underwriting, and had a difficult time maintaining profitability on the
Swedish market.43

Commercial underwriters were institutional and organisational nov-
elties in the sense that they, in contrast to brandstoþ and the follow-
ing brandstodsbolag, were run as businesses based on ex-ante premiums,
strictly operated using actuarial principals, and combined underwrit-
ing with other financial services.44 In the decades following the launch
first joint-stock underwriter Skandia in 1855, several national commer-
cial underwriters were formed that were able to take on bigger risks,
and thereby accommodate the demand for insurance of larger estates,
churches, or factories, where the brandstoþ had been inadequate.45 Such
demand largely originated from the structural change in the economy
brought about by the industrialisation process. New capital stock in the
shape of factories, urban housing, and new types of shipping, made a dif-
ferent institutional solution to the demand of insurance necessary. This
was partly due to the inability of smaller mutual insurance clubs to
accommodate the large, heterogeneous, and volatile risk of industrial
enterprises.46

40Bergander (1967), pp. 23–24.
41Kuuse (1999), pp. 45–47.
42Bergander (1967), pp. 51–52.
43Bergander (1967), pp. 125–126: Only 16 foreign firms were left in 1887 accounting

for less than 3% market share.
44Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson (2015), p. 243.
45Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 86.
46Bergander (1967), p. 86.
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3.2.2 National, local, mutual and investor-owned firms

Commercial underwriting emerged in a multitude of organisational forms.
The first, as mentioned above, were foreign firms, and domestic national
mutual underwriters. From the mid-19th century, investor-owned limited
companies rapidly became the principal organisational form of insurance
companies. The invention of investor-owned limited companies did not
outmanoeuvre mutual underwriters who continued a diverse presence on
the Swedish market until today. Mutual forms of corporate organisation
in insurance can be subdivided geographically by legal and operational
characteristics to be, municipal, regional, or national mutual firms.47

Local firms were always mutual. They were obliged to maintain a lim-
ited size and, contrary to their national mutual counterparts, operate
strictly within their respective administrative sub-units. Regional firms
were regulated by county governments and restricted to (at most) the
market of one of the 24 administrative regions called län.48 Municipal
mutual firms.47 were micro-insurance clubs, often tiny in size and lim-
ited to the market of one or a few rural parishes.49 The firm categories
in Table 3.1 follow these operational and regulatory lines.

Mutual firms are owned by their policy holders, while investor-owned
companies are owned by investors. Firm profits are redistributed to mu-
tual firms’ clients, while stock-companies typically pay dividends to their
owners in return for their investment capital. Stock companies have his-
torically been the principal institution for industrial growth in capitalist
societies.50 In both insurance and banking, however, mutual firms have
existed prominently alongside investor-owned firms for centuries.51 The
general trend in organisational forms of underwriters show the consistant
presence of mutual firms in Table 3.1 This coincided, with a period of
long-term growth and increased insurance demand. Both investor-owned
and mutual firms alike, grow in numbers. Despite national mutuals being
more numerous than their investor-owned counterparts, the largest firms
remained investor-owned firms like Svea and Skandia.

47 This division follows distinctions made by contemporary public statistics and re-
flects the regulatory confinements of municipal and regional mutual firms. Regional
firms (in Swedish: länsbolag or häradsbolag) and municipal firms (sockenbolag).

48SOU 1946:34, p. 199.
49Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1925) pp. 10-11.
50Fellman (2008), p. 26.
51B. D. Smith and Stutzer (1995), p. 546.
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Table 3.1: The number of property insurance companies

Company type 1875 1900 1925 1950

Investor-owned companies 13 18 40 42
Mutual national firms 13 29 48 47
Regional mutuals 100

†
127

‡ 126 135
Municipal mutuals 300

†
550

‡ 1101 1124

Total property underwriters 426 724 1315 1348

† Estimated approximate value
‡ Values estimated by Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 87.
Source: Försäkringsväsendet i riket (1900); Enskilda försäkringsanstalter (1925,
1950); Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 87; Bergander (1967). The number of
regional and municipal underwriters is difficult to estimate using public statistics
where, due to regulatory regimes, they were not rigorously accounted for until 1912.
Figures for 1900 (‡) are taken from the preliminary count by Larsson and Lönnborg
(2007), while the number of regional and municipal firms in 1875 (†) is a very rough
estimation based on extrapolating firm-counts using data assembled in Bergander
(1967).

Table 3.1 also shows that local and municipal firms are not, merely
organisational legacies from the transition away from the brandstoþ-
system, but a viable and vital organisational form which saw its largest
increase in numbers of firms during the first quarter of the 20th cen-
tury. Particularly in the first decades of the 20th century, a large number
of rural underwriters emerged in the fire, cattle, crop and other agri-
culturally related sub-branches of property insurance. Their strong local
connection and reliance on the social fabric of rural society enabled these
tiny firms to underwrite local, rural risk, notably in locations where na-
tional firms had no reach through local agents. The explosion in the
number of local underwriters was nevertheless partly enabled by the na-
tional firms. The establishment of reinsurance companies willing to take
on local firm’s top risk facilitated the large increase in local firms in the
early 20th century.52

Throughout this study, firms will continuously be referred to by the
regulatory and operational divisions of national contra local, and mutual
contra investor-owned as in Table 3.1. Note that there are no investor-
owned local firms. Throughout the period, stock companies are always
national, and local companies are always mutual. This division follows

52Bergander (1967), pp. 257, 259.
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that of previous literature on Swedish insurance history.53 Several pre-
vious studies have shown that mutual underwriters have been shown
to operate differently from investor-owned firms.54 In addition to a dif-
ferent regulatory framework,47 local firms have been shown to operate
differently from national firms too.55

3.3 Firm dynamics and diversification

Before the introduction of the concept of a limited company through
the corporate law of 1848, all insurance companies operated along with
mutual principals. With the entry of business-oriented investor-owned
underwriters in the mid 19th century domestic large firms came to dom-
inate the underwriting of Swedish industrial risk. From the 1860s, a small
number of large national underwriters grew to include around a hundred
firms in 1950. Both industrial growth and underwriting specialisation in
new lines of property insurance motivated new underwriters.

Domestic underwriters in a large number of new early 20th century
sub-branches of property insurance also led to the creation of dedicated
national firms in hail-storm, burglary, water pipe, forest, cattle, auto-
mobile insurance and other new lines of insurance. In the early 20th

century, already established national firms collectively engage in a wide-
spread underwriting diversification. In the turmoil around 1860s and
1870s however, following the great city fires in 1888, and during the
postwar deflation crisis in the early 1920s, numerous new underwriters
failed.

3.3.1 Market entries and exist

In 1875 26 national property underwriters existed, most younger than
20 years. Marine and fire were the only substantial lines of property
insurance even though the largest firms Svea and Skandia also under-
wrote life insurance. During the peak decades of the industrialisation
process in the last three decades of the 19th century the creation of new

53Bergander (1967); Englund (1982); Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005).
54See Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Jia et al. (2011). For studies of Swedish conditions see

Lilljegren and L.-F. Andersson (2014), L.-F. Andersson et al. (2013), and Lindmark
and L.-F. Andersson (2015). See also MacMinn and Y. Ren (2011) for an overview
of the organisational dichotomy.

55Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Lindmark et al. (2012), p. 1003.
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property underwriters peaked with more than two yearly entries on aver-
age.56 There were geographical and categorical subdivisions of insurance
markets, which in turn affected the location and specialisation of new
firms. Demand for a marine-underwriting in the region of Scania, for ex-
ample, led to the creation of Öresund there in 1890.57 In a similar fashion
Norrland was tied to the northern provinces,58 while Svea was originally
Gothenburgian.59

The demand for reinsurance was more complicated since reinsur-
ance contracts risked leaking actuarial secrets to reinsurance compan-
ies. Swedish direct underwriters often wished that reinsurance was more
readily available.60 Several direct underwriters felt the need to create
subsidiary re-insurers to remain in control of risk spreading through
their reinsurance contracts and to use subsidiary reinsurers as vessels
for pooling risk with competitors.61 The demand for reinsurance gave
rise to subsiduary reinsurance firms like Holmia (1884), Union (1890),
Triton (1890), Aurora (1896), Hermes (1897), and Freja (1906). They
were subsiduaries of already established direct property underwriters.56

New market-entries in the early 20th century coincided with the
takeoff in smaller sub-markets of underwriting like water pipe and burg-
lary insurance.62 During the Great War, drastically increased premiums
for marine insurance made marine insurance potentially very profit-
able.63 As a result, several new marine underwriters were launched in
quick succession including Amphion (1915), Atlantica (1915), Svenska
Minerva (1916), Svenska Lloyds (1916) and its subsidiary Globus (1917),
Rea (1917), Svenska Veritas (1917), and Mälaren (1918).64 Many, how-
ever, were undercapitalised and went under during the postwar crisis
after which relatively few new property underwriters were established
during the ensuing three decades.56 The end of the crisis saw the entry of

56Meddelanden angående försäkringsväsendet i Sverige, (1891, 1900, 1910); Enskilda
försäkringsanstalter, (1920, 1930, 1940, 1950).

57Petersson (2011), p. 50.
58Norrland (1915), pp. 11–12.
59Englund (1982), pp. 112–113.
60Norrland (1915), p. 15.
61Petersson (2011), p. 53; Englund (1982), pp. 89–90, 126.
62Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1923) pp. 13-16.
63Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1925) p. 101.
64Petersson (2011), pp. 109–111; Englund (1982), pp. 86, 126, 128, 136.
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yet another group of underwriters, namely automobile underwriters, not-
ably Svenska Automobil (1923), Trafik (1927) and Motorförarnas (1932).65

Market exits were relatively rare. Failures of Swedish property un-
derwriters occurred primarily during three distinct periods of the 1870s,
following 1888 and in the early 1920s. Marine underwriting, more than
other lines of insurance, was a turbulent market in the 19th century dur-
ing which around half of the founded joint-stock marine insurers went
bankrupt. The exposure to risk local to the capital of Stockholm had
led to the rapid demise of three marine underwriters in the 1860s,66

after which Stockholms Sjöförsäkrings Aktiebolag emerged. The insolv-
ent Poseidon caused the bankruptcy of its subsidiary Neptun, and both
firms were dissolved in 1874-76.67 Another pair of co-owned marine in-
surers (Niord and Svithiod) went bankrupt in 1878-1880. Actuarial cir-
cumstances such as high uncertainty following technical innovation,68

large risks tied to few contracts, and low level of reinsurance rendered
the firms vulnerable to volatile claims as during the unusually strong
autumn storms of 1872.69

In fire insurance, 19th century underwriters were more stable but
affected by the exceptional claims variation during the big city fires in
Sundsvall and Umeå in 1888. They caused the bankruptcy of fire insurer
Sverige, but the firm was reconstructed as Fenix the following year.70

Until the early 1920s, few major exit or merger occurred in the market
with the exception of Holmia. It was forced to terminate activities due to
bad accounting practices in 1909. The post-war depression of the early
1920s, and its ensuing deflation crisis, however, caused major changes
in the dynamics of property underwriters as many underwriters had to
file for bankruptcy.71 In marine insurance, the spillover of the crisis in
shipping and the consequent decreased demand for marine insurance as

65Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1950).
66Englund (1982), p. 207: The 1860s saw the demise of Assurance Compagniet,

Stockholms Sjöassurance Förening, and Stockholms Sjöförsäkringsbolag.
67Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876).
68Petersson (2011), p. 48.
69Kuuse and Olsson (1997), p. 82.
70Berghman and Jervenius (1939).
71Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1919-1928); Englund (1982): The firms that ceased

their activities in the aftermath of the crisis of the early 1920s were Brage (1921),
Svenska Glasförsäkringsaktiebolaget (1922), Globus (1922), Svenska Minerva (1922),
and Garanti (1924).
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well as backfiring bad investments by the marine underwriters contrib-
uted to their financial difficulties in the early 1920s.72 A large number
of remaining underwriters became part of new ownership constellations.
Following the numerous exits in the early 1920s, remaining instead firms
started to develop stronger ownership ties with each other. These ties
were, however, not to disrupt the structure of the firm population since
acquisitions, until the 1950s, typically resulted in acquired firms main-
taining their own brands and businesses.

During the entire research period up until the late 1940s, firms grew
“organically rather than from mergers and acquisitions”.73 The acquire-
ment of stakes in other underwriters typically did not lead to the two
firms merging, and they maintained their separate company books for
separate firm entities. This trend lasted until the end of the 1940s. In
1948-49 when, under new insurance legislation, firms were obliged to
split up into separate life and non-life underwriters.74 A rapid reorgan-
isation of the firm dynamics followed as Skandia, Skåne and Svea were
separated. New firm boundaries were established between their life and
property insurance portfolios. The market consolidated over the follow-
ing decades through the merger of conglomerates into single firms, and
by the continuous acquisition of smaller firms to the largest three under-
writing groups.75 Between 1958 and 1965, Skandia gradually swallowed
the groups surrounding the previously dominant underwriters of Skåne
and Svea.76

This process effectively marks the end of the period of investigation
of this study. Instead of networks between independent firms, the mar-
ket reorganises into larger firm units. Networks did indeed constitute a
long buildup towards this consolidation and the transition to corporate
mergers is treated in Chapter 10. Both this buildup and the corporate
networks themselves, were, however, connected to another striking fea-
ture of the organisation of Swedish property underwriters, namely the
rapid and widespread underwriting diversification.

72Petersson (2011), pp. 83, 106–107.
73Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Hardwick et al. (2014), p. 957.
74SOU 1949:25-1, p. 56.
75Englund (1982), pp. 347–348.
76Englund (1997).
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3.3.2 Underwriting diversification

Industrialisation and structural change in the economy changed the char-
acter of the demand for property insurance. Factors like urbanisation
and the implementation of new innovations as growth motors changed
the structure of the Swedish economy during the study period of this
thesis.77 To property underwriters, this meant an ever-changing capital
stock, and therefore an ever-changing type of demand.78 With industrial
infrastructure resting on innovations like steamships, motorised indus-
trial production, dynamite, automobiles or air transport, the demand
for property insurance changed accordingly.79 The providers of property
insurance had to organise appropriately to meet that demand for new
types of insurance. As for the firm dynamics, new types of insurance
meant two significant organisational changes in Swedish insurance start-
ing from the early 20th century. Firstly that new national companies
were created to specialise in new lines of insurance. Secondly, that most
companies began using the underwriting un multiple lines of insurance
as a means of risk diversification on a broad scale.

In Figure 3.2 the underwriting diversification of national underwriters
is shown as the average number of active lines by organisational form.
The level of diversification is seen to be initially low, but to rise steadily
after a broad take-off. The take-off comes around 15 years later amongst
mutual firms, who also did not diversify at all as intensively as investor-
owned firms. Mutuals had previously managed their business using small
reserves of their own, and sometimes, resorting to ex-post premiums paid
in by policyholders after catastrophic events, but mutuals aggressively
started to accumulate funds of their own in the early 1900s.80 At large,
national mutual firms started to operate more like their investor-owned
counterparts, seeding larger shares of their underwriting to re-insurers
and relying more heavily on their own reserves. The takeoff in line di-
versification amongst mutuals indicates that they were mimicking the
development of business organisation of the stock companies also with
regards to horizontal product scope.

An important factor that enabled the diversification of line activity

77Schön (2006), pp. 45–46; Schön (2012), pp. 211–212.
78Lindbom (1962), pp. 40–41.
79See, in this order: Schéel (1923), pp. 8–12; Götherström (1941); Sabo (2017), p. 6;

SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 120–121.
80Kuuse and Olsson (1997).
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Figure 3.2: Underwriting diversification 1875-1950
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Sources: Own calculations based on Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876-1891);
Meddelanden angående försäkringsväsendet i Sverige, (1891-1916); Enskilda
försäkringsanstalter, (1916-1950).

was the reduced uncertainty brought about by increased resource shar-
ing between firms. They were able to reduce entry costs into new lines
of insurance through access to good information about that line’s risk.
Interfirm ties that shared actuarial information reduced such costs - so
did other types of operational ties to competitors. Together they enabled
connected firms to reduce entry costs into new lines of insurance, some-
thing that had historically been deemed too risky.81 Notably, the gener-
ally less interconnected mutual firms (which were broadly excluded from
many cartels until the 1910s and had fewer board connections to other
companies) saw a delayed and less strong underwriting diversification
in Figure 3.2. A possible explanation is notably the higher information
costs stemming from lesser participation in resource sharing interfirm
networks. As the network effects will be explored in Chapter 8, we re-
turn instead to the organisational change that diversification demanded
of the individual underwriters.

81Grenholm (1943), pp. 128–130.
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Line diversification had far-reaching organisational implications to
the underwriters which had to adapt their strategies and activities to
a changing risk portfolio. Relying on new agents, understanding new
types of risk, joining new cartels, and maintaining adequate organisa-
tional divisions in diversifying insurance companies were organisational
challenges that faced the diversifying firms.

During the 19th century, underwriting lines had been organised in a
one-firm-per-line basis, with fire insurers underwriting in that particu-
lar line only. Underwriting divisions of the insurance companies’ head-
quarters consisted of coordinating the correspondence with insurance
agents which enforced the insurance contracts in the provinces. The local
firms, which operated closer to a geographically accessible market, had
no operative agents and maintained a more direct relationship to their
clients. The local firms largely remained organised in this way through-
out the study period. The local organisational form did not allow for
branching out. Regional firms were predominantly fire insurers, while
75% of municipal firms, which had an even stronger rural connection,
were cattle insurers in the mid-1940s.82

Local firms, therefore, remain single-line underwriters while the na-
tional firms embarked on a diversification that left the average firm un-
derwriting in up to 15 simultaneous sub-markets.83 The various lines of
insurance had also been fewer during the 19th century. With technical
advancements and the increased commercial viability of new smaller lines
of insurance, the first decades saw a rising demand in several smaller and
some not so small property insurance lines.84 Both the existing firms and
a wave of new underwriters begin to supply this demand by branching
out. As a result, the internal organisation of these firms was altered.

To the individual firms, the diversification sometimes meant import-
ant shifts in the firm focus. To half of the national firms that diversify
past a couple of lines, the original line of insurance remains dominant
for premium incomes also in the 1930s and 1940s.85 Marine underwriters
like Öresund and Stockholms Sjö remained marine insurers by the type

82SOU 1946:34, p. 7.
83Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1950).
84Burglary, water pipe and other smaller lines remained marginal, while transport

insurances and particularly automobile insurance grew increasingly large with the
advent of mass motoring

85Calculations based on data gathered for this study. See discussions on this source
material in appendix A on page 266.
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Figure 3.3: Underwriting portfolios of typical firms 1900-1950
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of property they underwrote, even if they also took on risk in a dozen
other sub-markets.86 They resembeled Fylgia in their underwriting port-
folios. To other firms, like Ocean and Securitas, the diversification meant
that other lines came to compensate the original line. The company
Freja, initially a re-insurer launched by industry leader Skandia in 1906,
joined the diversification wave and branched out to underwriting direct
insurance too. In a third group, represented by Samarbete and burglary
insurer Securitas in Figures 3.3c and 3.3d, the income share for different
lines was completely scrambled by diversification and both firms were
switched to new main sub-markets.

86Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1920-1950): The main income for both firms was fire
insurance, but marine underwriting remains above 80% of premium incomes also in
1950.
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Samarbete became an accident insurer, and as of the 1930s, Securitas
is no longer a burglary insurer. Securitas so shifted its underwriting port-
folio that it became an automobile insurer by the late 1920s. To Securitas,
this strategical choice was dependent on the growth constraints on the
saturated burglary market where Securitas enjoyed a dominant market
position before 1910 after which its market share dipped below 20%.87

This was in turn partly due to the entry of other diversifying firms
into burglary insurance, most notably Hansa and Skandia’s subsidiary
Freja. Freja diversified on Skandia’s behalf and overtook Hansa as the
domestic market leader by the 1930s. Securitas’ net premiums in burg-
lary peaked in the 1920s, while the company’s expanding and lucrative
automobile insurance continued to grow steadily into the 1940s.87 The
strategical choice to transform into a diversified automobile underwriter
was thereby dependent on both technical change and emerging new un-
derwriting markets, and the strategical diversification choices of other
firms.

3.4 Summary

The demand for Swedish property insurance was met in the late 19th cen-
tury by mutual and investor-owned companies alike. The rapid industrial
growth in the decades around 1890 led to increased demand, and an in-
creased number of property underwriters of all organisational forms from
1875 to 1950. Actual mergers were rare during the period, but some firms,
especially during the tumultuous 1920s, did go bankrupt and unloaded
their clients on competitors or parent companies. The industrialisation
process brought about both longterm growth and the far-reaching imple-
mentation of new technology and advanced in tandem with institutional
development which affected the property insurance sector and its organ-
isation, notably through the new types of risk that needed underwriting.
In the early 19th century, Swedish property underwriters embarked on a
drastic diversification of their underwriting portfolio. By the 1930s, most
national underwriters had assumed operational wherein they underwrote
risk types in a large number of sub-markets.

The insurance industry was largely unregulated until the turn of the
20th century. Before the 19th century, institutions had played a central

87Meddelanden angående försäkringsväsendet i Sverige, (1899-1917); Enskilda för-
säkringsanstalter, (1916-1950).
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role in averting the impact of property damage. The brandstoþ system
enforced the collectivised local distribution of fire damage costs by law.
That system was gradually replaced in the first half of the 18th century
by regional mutual insurance clubs as well as a few larger national un-
derwriters. With economic liberalisation and modern company laws, un-
derwriters began incorporating as investor-owned stock companies from
1855. Apart from company legislation, insurance remained largely un-
regulated, even though the late 19th century saw rapid growth in both
aggregate premiums and the number of underwriters in property insur-
ance.

The wide adaptation of market principals resulted in a firm dy-
namic of an increasing number of increasingly diverse national under-
writers. The bulk of which, in terms of premium incomes, were national.
Subsequent regulation, starting from 1903, established the first real in-
surance regulation. It affected the competitive environment of the market
and protected domestic underwriters from foreign competition.
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Swedish property underwriters formed different types of organisational
ties with each other. The common denominator of these ties is that
they served as a means of controlling corporate resources outside a
firm. Bridging the firm delimitation, such ties stretched over the transac-
tion costs of the market and helped firms coordinate resources between
themselves. They did so through 1) the sharing of directors (ID), which
can transfer information, control, and power over strategic decisions;1
through 2) common ownership or cross-ownership between underwriters
(OW).2 Particularly in subsidiary underwriters, the ownership control
of the company operations was decisive for the operations of the firm.
Finally, through 3) affiliations to collaborative organisations (OR) firms
shared information and outed market mechanisms by price fixing car-
tels.3

This chapter aims to describe the structures of the insurance net-
works and their evolution during the research period. The evolution of
the three different network layers tells a story of an interfirm network in
different waves of expansion, particularly during the 20th century. Even
though the network layers enabled different kinds of resource sharing,
their structures were not entirely different from each other. Network
layer reciprocation was also common so that firms that had ownership-
ties, for example, often had that relation reciprocated as an overlapping
directorate. Still, all layers were not reciprocated in the same fashion
during the entire period.

1Mizruchi (1996).
2SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 10–11.
3Lönnborg and Larsson (2016).
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4.1 The evolution of the underwriting network

Swedish property underwriters never existed in complete isolation
from one another. With the emergence of national commercial property
underwriters in the 19th century, firms very much considered their com-
petitors acted in relation to them. The character, intensity and struc-
ture of these contacts varied greatly over time. From the formation of
the Insurance organisation, the first subsidiaries, and some of the first
national interlocking directories in the 1870s, these three layers of inter-
firm networks grew to form a dense national web of connected property
underwriters during the first half of the 20th century.

4.1.1 The early ties between underwriters

It is difficult to capture hard evidence for the earliest instances of
interfirm resource sharing in the insurance industry.4 Letters between
Skandia’s director von Koch and the Gothenburgian insurance man C. M.
Nyström, indicate that accords were struck to harmonise insurance con-
tracts as early as the late 1850s.5 Indeed social contacts and formal
agreements to coordinate resources did precede the creation of the col-
laborative organisations of the 1870s. In the 19th century, the leading
insurance men were never particularly numerous. In 1888, for example,
the directors on national property underwriters were combinations of the
same 117 men.6 The social distance between these men was short.

In this study, corporate relations appear as dyadic relations between
firms. Those relations however, depended on the actions of individual
directors who did not exist in a socio-cultural vacuum. Swedish prop-
erty underwriters were no exception to Mark Granovetter’s description
of organisations as socially embedded.7 Many of the 117 insurance men
in 1888 had numerous social contacts. Through interlocking directorates,
directors worked together and got to know each other in the same boards

4Englund (1982), p. 90. Karl Englund suspected close ties between Skandia, Freja and
Widar. Judging by records in the Insurance Organisation, Skandia, for example, ran
both Widar and Freja in the 1870s, and all three firms shared at least one director.
See Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1978) pp. 2-5..

5Hallendorff (1923), pp. 34–37.
6O. A. Pettersson (1888).
7Granovetter (1985).
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of firms. Also in collaborative organisations, were member-firms repres-
ented by chosen representatives which fraternised with their insurance
peers. The ownership patterns of 19th century Sweden included a large
share of family based ownership,8 of which the insurance sector was not
excluded, not least since influential ownership families had interests also
in insurance companies.9

Each of the three network layers (ID, OW, and OR) thereby had
an underlying social dimension in the 19th century. The short social dis-
tances between insurance men shone through also in ownership networks
and in the organised operational cooperation of firms and insurance or-
ganisations alike. The collaborations over underwriting harmonisation
between the combined fire and life insurer Skandia and C. M. Nyström
of Svea were based in personal contacts. Early formation of insurance
cartels in the 19th century marine insurance, too, began like discussion
groups between fellow insurance men.10

The social embeddedness of firm relations meant that interfirm rela-
tions and arms-length distances between insurance men are intertwined.
The national industry competence in property insurance kept know-
ledge of each other. C. M. Nyström was, for example, head-hunted dur-
ing the establishment of Gauthod in 1863 but maintained his role as
a Gothenburg representative for Skandia.11 His personal contacts were
used to advocate for formal collaboration between underwriters. In the
1860s, informal gatherings between fire insurers took place to harmon-
ise tariff levels in fire insurance. These negotiations were, however, not
always without friction, particularly since the insurance conditions and
submarkets were still geographically divided.12 Separate tariff regions for
Gothenburg and Stockholm were established in the 1860s. This divide
created friction both between, but also, within underwriters. In 1866,
Mr. Nyström went behind the back of Skandia’s CEO in order to do
business in Gothenburg using local Gothenburgian tariffs.13

8Glete (1987), pp. 53–53.
9Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1900).
10Rinman (1943), pp. 62–65: In the 1890s, central actors in the cartel-like Swedish

Association of Marine Underwriters were August Lillienau and J. P. L. Andersson,
Gustaf Beskow, and Engelbert Rinman.

11Ramm (1913), p. 25; Hallendorff (1923), p. 40.
12Hallendorff (1923), pp. 46–49.
13Grenholm (1955), p. 17.
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By the beginning of the 1870s, only around 10 national companies
counted amongst the domestic property insurers. Most were young com-
panies. In order to correctly assess risk, set premiums, and safely buy
risk, underwriters had to juggle the cost of acquiring the appropriate
information and skill to do so. As will be seen in Chapter 8, the inform-
ation costs of market entries were a considerable challenge to market
new-comers throughout the research period. The many young and relat-
ively inexperienced companies of the 1870s were eager to find forms of
interfirm exchange in order to acquire information.14

As for the well-established companies, they had conflicting interests.
On the one hand, they wanted to avoid the entry of aggressive compet-
itors. On the other hand, they had an interest in that their competitors
did not fail too spectacularly. The economic turmoil of the 1870s brought
several larger underwriters to bankruptcy. Underwriters took notice that
this damaged the public trust in the industry, and sought to reestablish
it through collective efforts.15.

Insurance is arguably a particular industry in this regard since many
contracts are written over extended time periods. Clients need to be able
to trust that the underwriters will stay in liquidity to honor their ob-
ligations in the future. Several of the areas of interest for the Insurance
Organisation concerned “sensible acting” in the market. Their discussions
concerned new actuarial techniques, accounts of insurance practices in
other countries, the investigation of premiums.16 It also proposed legis-
lation to protect Swedish underwriters from competition from foreign
actors.17

4.1.2 Insurance networks 1875-1950

The Insurance Organisation was not primarily a platform for the sharing
of corporate resources, like the later numerous insurance cartel organisa-
tions, were. Throughout the discussions of its members, it nevertheless
contributed to the information flow between firms.18 The first actual

14Grenholm (1935), p. 10.
15Hallendorff (1923), p. 62.
16Discussions at the meetings held by the Insurance Organisation are accounted for

in their yearbook: Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876-1920).
17Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, 1879: pp. 108-111.
18See discussions of the meetings during the 19th century benchmark years in

Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876, 1888, 1896, 1899, 1903).
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collaborative organisation to which property writers could affiliate in or-
der to collectively coordinate corporate resources was the Swedish Fire
Insurance Tariff Organisation, formally established in 1873. The cartel
was formed between Svea, Sverige, Skandia and a group of foreign firms.
Its rules obliged cartel members to follow collectively negotiated premium
tariffs, and that participating firms should pay fines to the organisation
for any insurance contracts that violated the collective terms.19 From the
individual underwriters perspective, the power over premium levels was
thereby outsourced and shared with competitors in exchange for benefits
of setting premiums based on collective expertise and information.

The earliest recorded sharing of directors is occus in connection with
the organisational solution to another cost related problem to the un-
derwriters, namely the access to cheap reinsurance. Several firms had
sought to manage risk by seeding reinsurance, and a saturated reinsur-
ance market created incentives for the larger underwriters to form re-
insurance subsidiaries. Widar, Freja, Poseidon, Niord, and Bore were all
such constellations of the 1870s, but only Freja survived into the 1880s.
Freja negotiated reinsurance volumes directly with Skandia. The direct
control was manifested by the sharing of three directors.20 These subsi-
diaries should not be seen only as organisational solutions of individual
companies since they concern the rest of the market too. Freja soon
accepted reinsurance from Skandia’s competitor Svea, and from other
underwriters.

Already in the 1870s, and the beginning of the research period,
Swedish property insurers already engaged in some noteworthy inter-
firm ties in all three network layers. This was, however, modest levels
of interconnectedness in comparison with the extent of their networking
only a few decades later.

In this study, the network ties have been formalised into network
graphs. The sharing of directors between firms (ID), corporate ownership
relations (OW), and the co-affiliation to collaborative organisations (OR)
are registered as network layers for each firm on each of the 20 bench-
mark years. Since each network layer constitute an analysable network
structure for each benchmark year, there are many complex relations to
unfold in the evolution of the industry’s network ties. For 20 benchmark

19Hallendorff (1923), pp. 65–68.
20Englund (1982), p. 89.
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years, there are 60 separate networks, or 20 multiplex three-layer net-
works. For all years and all layers, a total of 170 460 undirected interfirm
ties could potentially exist between underwriters if every firm shared
directors, owners and affiliation to collaborative organisations on every
benchmark year.21 The observed network, however, is far less sparse. A
total of 4694 ties bind existed between the property underwriters during
the research period. The share of possible ties that manifested over the
75-year period 4694 might seem small, but normal for networks observed
between companies in previous studies.22

In Figure 4.1, a simple kind of network density measure (ties per
firm) is applied to the nodes of each layer to show the networks average
number of links of nationally and locally organised underwriters.23 The
insurance network began its expansion rather late in the research period.
Note that the relatively low density (ties per firm) up until 1910 means
that the market’s interfirm ties grew in pace with the increase in the
number of active companies during this period. It is not until the late
1910s that a substantial increase in network density occurs in ID and OR.
Interlocking directorates and co-affiliation to collaborative organisations
increase steadily from the 1910s. Ownership density, on the other hand,
increases more modestly until taking off in the 1940s.

The big difference between national and local organisational forms
in Figure 4.1 is striking. Not only do local firms not share very many
directors with nationally active firms, but their connections (of any kind)
to other underwriters are very few throughout the 75 years from 1875.
The local firms’ way of operating did not allow for or benefit from the
kind of networks in which national firms increasingly engaged. There
were several reasons for local firms networking less.

Local firms were always mutual, and ownership of mutual firms can-
not be bought as stock. It was, however, possible for mutual firms to

21In a complete undirected graph, every node is connected to every other node giving
rise to n(n�1)

2 ties for a complete graph Kn.
22Windolf (2009), pp. 448–449 notes network densities between 1.64% and 3.2% for

USA and up until 10.8% for Germany.
23 In order to subdivide connections-per-firms by nationally and locally organised

firms, each outgoing connection from a firm i has been weighted as 0.5 and sum-
marised per organisational form so that a tie eij between a local company (i 2 VL)
and a national company (j 2 VN ) counts as half-a-link to each group respectively.
Both groups have been normalised by the total number of firms on each layer and
benchmark year.
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Figure 4.1: Links per firm by network layer 1876-1949
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Note: The y-axis measures the average number of (undirected) ties of local or
national firms divided by the total numbers of firms in each layer.23

Sources: See Appendix A.

put up loans with interest to cover the need for capital of other un-
derwriters.Mutuals could also launch joint-stock subsidiaries. National
mutuals thereby had the means to coordinate their activities with other
underwriters that local firms did not. Such ties were never a strategic
option for local firms. They operated exclusively within administrative
municipals or regions which had a limited geographical reach. They there-
fore lacked many reasons to share resources with other firms.

National firms relied on actuarial principles and the law of big num-
bers to manage risk, while local firms, operating at much smaller in-
surance volumes, relied on social cohesion and trust of their members.24

The local companies underwriting strategy and operations, therefore, did
not require, nor benefit from organisational and operational advantages
from resource sharing with other firms, even when resource sharing in-
tensified after the 1910s. Damage handling is an interesting example.
National firms would share resources like damage inspectors in order to
reduce the costs of damage handling. Local underwriters instead handled
claims through local trusted representatives.25

24 Bergander (1967), p. 44.
25SOU 1949:25-1, p. 23.
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These damage handlers were even elected local respected men who
considered their work for the local underwriting clubs as a “position of
trust”.26 for which they often did not demand economic compensation.
Homogenous local risk and very simple tariff-systems made local firms
less dependent on actuarial information too. Local firms did not depend
on a statistical analysis of actuarial data and appropriate tariffs for their
risk management as did the national firms. Therefore they did not seek
ways to overcome such information problems by sharing resources with
other firms as became both increasingly possible and efficient for national
underwriters to do in the 20th century. There were, however, exceptional
smaller firms that did both diversify their tariff system and begin to
accumulate reserves. The rural mutual Willand, for example, had a tariff
system with seven levels in order to underwrite some industrial risk in
the late 19th century. It converged further with the operational strategies
of the national firms when it launched their own reserve fund in the 1910s
to be able to make payouts without ex-post premiums.27 Even though
Willand had a differentiated tariff system, it was founded in the very
local type of risk of its members.

Local firms did not participate in national tariff agreements and were
not networking members of the national tariff organisations. In summary,
the three network layers (ID, OR, and OW) all had a near-zero network
density for local firms throughout the research period. The odd regional
company did have an interlocking directory or two with national firms.
Interestingly, they were always upheld by individuals whom one could
say belonged to a national elite of insurance men rather than to local
rural elites. Professional insurance directors of the large cities were more
likely to simultaneously direct multiple underwriters than leaders of local
firms who pertained to a local elite. Therefore, local firms were also
underrepresented in directorial networks.

For the national companies, the first benchmark year of 1876 shows
a relatively modest number of network ties, On one hand, there were
rather few property underwriters, but there were also few ties between
them. The story of networking in Swedish property insurance is a story
of gradually increased networking across the board. The increases were,
however, modest until the first decades of the 20th century, but not in-
significant. The situation in 1875, when the Insurance Organisation was

26SOU 1949:25-1, p. 24.
27Fredrikson (1937), pp. 73–75.
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founded, was nevertheless that some significant subsidiary reinsurance
firms existed. A handful of overlapping directorates represented the par-
ent company’s interests in the subsidiary boards.28

Insurance men of the national underwriters also corresponded, met,
and socialised through the Insurance Organisation. The relatively small
number of interlocks in the 19th century is remarkable, given that the
1870s had a much smaller sphere of competent insurance men than the
end of the research period. The competitive and collaborative sentiments
between the firm were such that most firms would not share its direct-
ors with competitors. The interlocks that existed were instead sympto-
matic of ownership ties between national underwriters and their subsi-
diaries.An expansion of the network of interlocking directorates begins
gradually during the 20th century. The intensification of resource co-
ordination through interlocking directorates precedes that of the other
two network layers.

The density in the number of ownership ties in Figure 4.1 has the
slowest takeoff in terms of connections per firm. Outside the relation-
ship between main companies and subsidiaries, intertwined ownership
relations in property insurance remained rare until well into the 20th

century. At this time, early symptoms of the graduate formation of un-
derwriting business groups emerged in the 1920s and 1930s. In terms
of ownership ties, the re-structuring of business ownership following the
crises of the early 1930s did not considerably affect relations within the
insurance industry.29 Instead, it was a graduate re-coordination begin-
ning in the 1920s in which a few underwriters joined ranks in what would
become underwriting business groups. In the 1940s, the group formation
accelerated, and the number of groups grew.The advantages of scale in
coordinating corporate resources within these groups were an important
outcome of the group formations. In terms of ownership networks, these
groups are shown in Figure 4.1 as increased network density during the
last four benchmark years.

The organisational affiliations started with only the Fire Insurance
Tariff Organisation, even though the marine counterpart also started in
the late 19th century. The 19th century cartels largely excluded mutual
firms which began joining the cartels in the early 20th century only.30

28Grenholm (1955), p. 49; Zachrisson (1917), p. 39.
29Glete (1994), pp. 84–86.
30Hallendorff (1923), pp. 162–165; Holmgren (1943), pp. 75–76.
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The wave of increased network density due to formal cartel agreements
takes off around the 1920s, but this is mostly related to a different struc-
tural change than the mutual firms’ acceptance into cartels. Instead, it
was the wide-spread line diversification (See the previous chapter) which
drove network density in two ways. Firstly, new lines of insurance caused
the creation of new insurance cartels. Secondly, the line diversification
caused underwriters to join cartels in several of their active insurance
lines leading to direct resource sharing with a larger number of other
co-affiliated firms. In Chapter 9 below, this development will be outlined
in some detail. It will be shown that the underwriting diversification led
to a co-affiliation of firms to insurance cartels, a situation which in itself
had organisational implications for the firms.

4.1.3 Network density and cluster coefficients

The insurance network thus expanded strongly from the 1910s. The
network data, however, reveals more than merely the increase in resource
sharing activities. Its structure can tell us more about how networks de-
veloped. In Table A.1, network density and clustering is examined fur-
ther. Network density, is basically what was plotted in Figure 4.1 above:
a measure of network intensity.31 Network clustering is the degree to
which the structures formed in the network contains tightly connected
groups. Before the consolidation of the industry after 1950, network re-
lations crystallised into insurance groups by the 1940s, but the graduate
development of network clustering would show the tipping points in this
development. It is commonly measured with the clustering coefficient.32

Table A.1 shows the network density and clustering coefficients of the
three network layers separately. Computed using a merged network layer,
the right-most columns show measures of all network layers combined.
A higher density within the insurance industry could be theorised to ori-
ginate in stronger incentives to share resources within the same markets.
All else equal, underwriters would network more with each other than
with firms in other industries since the usefulness of shared corporate

31Kosub (2005), p. 131: Network density is computed as |E|
|V | , or the number of arches

in a network G(V,E) divided by the number of nodes (firms).
32Duncan J. Watts and Strogatz (1998), p. 441: The clustering coefficient is defined

as the number of closed triplets divided by the number of possible triplets in a
network G(V,E).
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Table 4.1: Density and clustering of underwriters’ networks
1875-1950

Year ID OW OR All layers†
Dens. Clust. Dens. Clust. Dens. Clust. Dens. Clust.

1888 3.1% 0.30 1.2% 0.00 2.8% 1.00 5.7% 0.56
1895 0.8% 0.00 0.8% 0.00 2.4% 1.00 3.2% 0.71
1899 1.9% 0.00 1.0% 0.00 2.7% 1.00 4.4% 0.65
1904 1.8% 0.79 0.6% 0.00 1.4% 1.00 3.1% 0.61
1907 2.0% 0.38 0.6% 0.00 1.3% 1.00 3.3% 0.50
1910 2.0% 0.56 0.6% 0.00 1.3% 1.00 3.3% 0.55
1913 1.9% 0.65 0.6% 0.00 1.4% 1.00 3.2% 0.64
1916 1.6% 0.61 0.3% 0.00 1.9% 1.00 3.2% 0.72
1919 2.1% 0.50 0.4% 0.00 1.9% 1.00 3.9% 0.73
1922 2.7% 0.42 0.5% 0.00 5.0% 0.84 7.5% 0.69
1925 2.3% 0.41 0.4% 0.00 5.2% 0.86 7.1% 0.73
1928 2.3% 0.48 0.4% 0.00 5.9% 0.87 7.7% 0.74
1931 2.4% 0.45 0.4% 0.33 6.2% 0.79 8.3% 0.67
1934 2.6% 0.53 0.6% 0.72 6.7% 0.79 8.9% 0.68
1937 2.6% 0.41 0.6% 0.73 6.7% 0.78 8.8% 0.68
1940 2.4% 0.39 0.7% 0.73 6.2% 0.79 8.2% 0.68
1943 2.6% 0.44 0.7% 0.79 7.4% 0.78 9.6% 0.68
1946 2.8% 0.53 1.7% 0.98 7.9% 0.83 9.8% 0.70
1949 3.2% 0.52 2.0% 0.84 6.8% 0.84 9.0% 0.69

† The column “All layers” contain network measures for a network with merged
arches from ID, OW, and OR. In this network G(�, E), any kind of interfirm
relation translates to an interfirm tie like: E = E

[ID] [ E
[OW ] [ E

[OR].
Source: Own calculations.

resources like actuarial information applies only within the insurance in-
dustry. Common interests like lobbying, underwriting related resources
like information and contracts would, therefore, make ties between com-
panies of the same market much more likely than between alternating
markets. On the other hand, density measures are sometimes difficult
to compare across different networks. The reason is that network de-
limitation and size interact strongly on density.33 Nevertheless, several
respected network studies that compare network density across countries
does precisely this.34

33Anderson et al. (1999).
34See Veen and Kratzer (2011)
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Particularly the high number of ties in the organisation layer ap-
pears as a result of the underlying bipartite network structure where
many firms are affiliated to the same collaborative organisation. With
the increase in cartels which followed the fraction of the industry into a
large number of sub-markets, the number of cartels grew. Since all firms
tied to the same cartel have ties to every other cartel member, that net-
work layer’s density grows exponentially with the introduction of new
collaborative organisations. Notably, the entry of new organisations co-
incides with the early 20th century takeoff in organisational ties between
underwriters.

Overall, property underwriting developed interfirm networks which
were highly clustered with relatively low density. In terms of the scale
of density and clustering, the level of clustering highly exceeds those
expected in random networks.35 The scale of network densities is wobbly
in the early benchmark years, where only some few network relations are
registered between relatively fewer active firms. The general trend in all
network layers mimics output in Figure 4.1, namely that network density
grows over time, primarily starting in the 1910s and 1920s.

Networks of interlocking directorates (ID), where multiple directors
are more likely to link more than two firms, grew more linearly through-
out the period. Their growth was also more stable than that of the OR
and OW layers. Those layers were affected by structural shifts in the
other network layers such as the increase in cartel organisations from
the 1910s and the formation of insurance groups in the 1920s and 1930s.
Consequently, the density of the ID-layer saw the same sudden increases
as OR and OW did. Since the interlocking directorates were not as af-
fected by those structural changes and showing more steady growth, a
possible explanation could be along the lines of Michael Useem’s social
explanation for networks.36 The origin of the formation of interlocking
directorates, he argued, would emerge from the recruitment of insurance
directors from a small homogenous socio-economic clique. The insurance
men in Sweden were indeed members of a small inner circle. The circum-
stances of the insurance directors’ social interactions will be explored in
Chapter 6.

35The expected clustering coefficient for a random network of the sizes and densities
of these networks is around 0.05 for computable networks or 0 for networks with no
node degrees above 1.

36Useem (1984).
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Within only one industry, this effect should be heavily diluted.37 On
the other hand, the special competences that were relevant to the insur-
ance industry should have been preferable in the recruitment of insurance
directors. A short supply of directors could have given rise to competent
individuals becoming recruited to multiple firms. In Chapter 6 and 8,
elite structures of directors in Swedish property insurance described and
attempts are made to separate social and functional reasons for direct-
orial overlaps. Regardless of socio-economic elites or a limited supply
of sought-after insurance related competences were behind interlocking
directorates, Figure A.1 still shows that density grew with less volatil-
ity in the underwriters’ directorial network than in the other two layers.
Social-elite and competence based recruitment biasses may have acted
over time to stabilise the growth of neworks in the ID-layer.

The networks of collaborative organisations (OR), on the other hand,
seem less stable. Between 1919 and 1922, the density jumps from 1.9%
to 5% due to the creation in 1920 of the automobile insurance cartel.
Though these figures indicate actual changes of the organisation of the
property insurance market, this sudden jump in network density is the
effect of the nature of the network data. All firms that belong to the auto-
mobile cartel gain interfirm ties to each other in E[OR]. Consequently, the
entry of one new cartel with 14 members bring 91 new clustered network
arches in one go.38 For the years where only one cartel make out the
network data in (OR), the clustering coefficient is 1, since all network
ties are part of some triangular constellation. With the diversification of
property insurance lines in early 20th century and the consequent form-
ation of cartel organisations for each new line of insurance, networks of
collaboration organisations continue to grow in density with each new
cartel organisation.

The networks of Ownership Ties (OW) is characterised by very low
clustering. The ownership ties that existed were mostly dyadic corporate
relations between parent companies and subsidiaries. In the late 1920s,

37See Lauman et al. (1983), pp. 26–27. If interlocks exist between large corporations
in the economy as a result of economic elites directing numerous firms, the effect
will come through less strongly in the structures of networks created from firms in
only one sector of the economy. Network boundaries cut from view ties to nodes
outside the boundaries, and therefore the elite effect could only be observed if ties
happened to occur also within that chosen industry.

38Calculated as Y (Y �1)
2 = 14�13

2 = 91 where Y ✓ E
[OR] in a graph G(V,E[OR]).
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however, begins a restructuring of the ownership networks. Clustering in-
creases dramatically, as many ownership ties now reflect the connections
between firms beginning to organise in insurance groups. This organ-
isational change meant that underwriters would coordinate their busi-
ness and underwriting strategies, and increasingly re-direct corporate
resources between group members in a very conscious way to achieve
coordinative advantages. This will be explored in detail in the following
chapter on the ownership networks. Before embarking on deeper studies
of the individual network layers OW (Chapter 5), ID (Chapters 6-8), and
OR (Chapter 9, there is still a structural interplay between these network
layer to consider descriptively.

4.2 Comparing structures across network layers

The degree distribution, and between-layer network correlation are struc-
tural measurements that go beyond the density of network activity.
Interfirm networks that reflected the exchange or sharing of corporate re-
sources between underwriters were not evenly distributed amongst firms,
even within each network layer. The respective waves of network expan-
sion shown with the increased network density could represent a wide
range of structural variation, which requires some disentanglement before
moving on to study the separate network layers in detail in subsequent
chapters.

4.2.1 Degree distributions

As resource sharing in property insurance increased, some firms be-
came more intensively connected than others. The distribution of the
number of each underwriter’s connections is captured by the degree dis-
tribution, which reveals how the network density is distributed within a
network.39 For single networks, degree distributions can give an overview
of different network structures.40 How many firms are connected by 0, 1,

39Consider a network with 100 nodes and a network density around 0.0397 brought
about by 100 nodes connected by 197 arches. Different underlying network struc-
tures could produce an identical density. On the extreme scales, all nodes could be
connected by around four arches each, or in a star-shaped structure where each of
the 197 arches connects to one of only two nodes.

40Brinkmeier and Schank (2005), p. 294.
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2, 3 or more arches? The 60 separate degree distributions of 20 bench-
mark years times three network layers do not lend themselves to easily
graspable overviews. Figure 4.2 therefore displays only three benchmark
years, 1888, 1922 and 1949.

Until the early 20th century, there was a large share of network isol-
ates in all three layers. The highest bar in all layers is that of firms with
degree 0, that is to say the number of firms with no recorded interfirm
connections in that layer. Mutual network isolates are overrepresented
in all layers at all three benchmark years 1888, 1922 and 1949. The year
1888 can be said to represent roughly the pre-network takeoff 19th. In
1922, the network takeoff after the structural changes have begun to
come into play. In 1949, the structure represents the highly networked
market on the verge of actual corporate mergers.

Interlocking directorates (Figures 4.2a to 4.2c) became widespread
by the 1920s from a humble 19th century beginning, yet few underwriters
shared boards with more than six other firms. In 1922, the distribution
slope was more even before the formation of insurance business groups
create the bump in degrees 3 and 4 in the 1940s. Within insurance groups,
it was common that at least one board member was shared between all
group firms (consisting typically of around four property underwriters.41

Some extremely connected firms overlap the board of over 10 other prop-
erty underwriters in 1949.

Ownership ties (Figures 4.2d to 4.2f) had a more narrow distribution.
Before the creation of ownership groups in the 1920s, underwriters had
at most two cross ownerships with other firms. The sharing of corporate
resources across those interfirm ties was a dyadic, often hierarchical co-
ordination. Operationally, the low number of the highest degree in the
ownership network (OW), is suggestive of a market where some firms
organise in tandem their financial resources and the distribution of their
risk objects.

In collaborative organisations (Figures 4.2g to 4.2i), power and re-
sources are shared with multiple member firms. There is a small number
of domestic cartel members in 1888.42 After the 1920s, however, car-
tel members are connected to all of its co-affiliated underwriters, and
degree centrality is therefore increasingly high and fractionated as new

41SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 10–11.
42Hallendorff (1923), pp. 162–163.
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Figure 4.2: Degree distributions in ID, OW, and OR
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Note: Only national firms appear in frequency, even though links from national to
local firms count in their degree distribution.

cartels were formed. Even if the network layer OR does not operation-
alise all cartels in the market, degrees above 20 is not uncommon by
the end of the research period when the market had steadily organised
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into reliance on a dozen stable price and regulatory cartels.43 The degree
distributions of ID and OW converge on a similar structure in the 1930s.
Both network layers approach an inverted u-shaped distribution with
peaks of 3 or 4 connections. Given that interlocking directorates had a
larger range of complex causes, other frequencies in the degree distri-
bution mask this convergence in Table A.1 above, where the clustering
in ID seems stable while the clustering in OW accelerated strongly in
the 1930s. This is suggestive of an intricate relationship between own-
ership and governance, where the formation of ownership groups add a
signal to the network structure of interlocks, which also formed in sev-
eral other ways. The formation of insurance groups namely demanded
both financial, strategical, and operational coordination between firms.44

Firm partnerships and coordinated activities of the insurance groups of-
ten manifested itself by the sharing of directors between some or all
coordinated firms. Network relations in ownership ties (OW) were there-
fore mimicked in the interlocking directorates layer (ID). In network
terminology, this phenomenon is called network correlation. In multiplex
networks, network correlations can be calculated between network layers
to describe how similar their structures are.45

4.2.2 Network layer correlations

A descriptive overview of how the network layers compare to each other
is presented below. A multitude of methods to describe different kinds
of similarities of network structures have been proposed in-network lit-
erature from different disciplines.46 Degree, node activity, path lengths
and other structural measures can be applied on multiplex networks. In
understanding the relationship between different kinds of ties between
firms, the desired kind of measure will be a correlation based on over-
lapping arches from different network wlayers.47

One approach is a pair-wise comparison of the presence of a cer-
tain kind of tie between two firms and a different kind of tie for the
same two firms. Such pair-wise similarities could be used to calculate a

43Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), pp. 258–259.
44Zachrisson (1917), pp. 50–54.
45Bródka et al. (2018).
46Li et al. (2014), pp. 2–3; Brinkmeier and Schank (2005), pp. 332–340.
47Bródka et al. (2018), pp. 7–8; Boccaletti et al. (2014), p. 21.
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Pearson’s coefficient.48 The Pearson’s coefficient, however, works better
on networks with a higher density than those observed in this study.49

Instead, the Table 4.2 uses a measure (�) based on the number of ties in
either layer, which would need to be changed in order to make the net-
work layers identical. This Jaccard similarity of network layers, (defined
below in equation 4.1) is particularly useful in the comparison of ob-
served corporate networks. Such networks are often sparse, and consist
of uniform node sets across layers, like in this study. A pair-wise relation
rather than higher-level structural comparisons of layers is suitable in
corporate networks where the co-occurring of different types of ties to
the same firm is meaningful.50 A network difference � between layers [1]
and [2] is calculated using the vectors of network ties E for each layer:

� =
|E[1] [ E[2]|� |E[1] \ E[2]|

|E[1]|+ |E[2]|
(4.1)

Equation 4.1 computes a layer similarity index ranging between 0 and 1
for similar and different layers respectively. It normalises the number of
ties that differentiate layer [1] from layer [2] by the sum of ties observed in
either layer. Even very sparse graphs will thereby gain comparable values
for �. Even when networks of changing density or different number of
arches are compared over time, � should remain comparable between
graphs.51 Two layers where no ties are the same will compute as � = 1
since each tie would have to change in order to render the layers identical.
Identical layers, on the other hand will be � = 0, since the intersecting
ties on each layer will equal the total number of observed ties in the
numerator.

Table 4.2 shows the similarity between the three network layers ex-
pressed both as actual overlaps and the similarity measure � as defined
in Equation 4.1. The network layers seem to be related. Ties between
firms exist, to a large degree, between firms that also share other kinds
of ties. Particularly the interlocking directorates are shown to have a

48A tie that is present in one layer, may or may not be present in another. An
observed interlocking directory between firms i and j could for example, overlap
with ownership tie if e

[ID]
ij

= e
[OW ]
ij

. A large number of overlapping ties would
indicate inter-layer similarity.

49Boccaletti et al. (2014), pp. 21–24.
50Aldasoro and Alves (2016), p. 8.
51Note that the observed network since the node sets of the layers differ very little (if

at all) between network layers for the same benchmark year.
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Table 4.2: Structural similarities between network layers

Year ID and OW ID and OR OW and OR

overlap � overlap � overlap �

1876 0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.00
1888 2 0.75 1 0.90 0 1.00
1895 0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.00
1899 2 0.75 0 1.00 0 1.00
1904 3 0.77 0 1.00 0 1.00
1907 4 0.74 0 1.00 0 1.00
1910 4 0.73 0 1.00 0 1.00
1913 4 0.71 0 1.00 0 1.00
1916 6 0.74 1 0.98 0 1.00
1919 12 0.72 2 0.97 0 1.00
1922 11 0.77 2 0.98 0 1.00
1925 11 0.72 2 0.98 1 0.99
1928 12 0.72 5 0.96 3 0.97
1931 13 0.77 8 0.95 6 0.95
1934 16 0.76 10 0.95 10 0.94
1937 22 0.70 13 0.94 11 0.94
1940 26 0.66 12 0.94 11 0.94
1943 28 0.66 14 0.94 13 0.94
1946 58 0.48 18 0.93 24 0.90
1949 73 0.43 30 0.88 29 0.87

Source: Own calculations.
Note: The similarity measure � is defined in equation 4.1. It is based on the number
of steps of removing or adding individual arches needed to turn one network
structure into reports network layer similarity as 1 for identical networks and 0 for
maximally dissimilar networks.

strong relationship to ownership ties, as seen by the high overlap for
ties in ID and OW in Table 4.2. On the firm-level, the advantages of
networks ties or the reasons for them were similar. The absence of cor-
related network layers could still mean that resource sharing ties to other
firms had advantages to individual firms. The coordinative advantage of
ownership-shares in other underwriters could hypothetically prove be-
neficial even if the two firms did not share directors or membership in
the same cartels. Instead, directorships and ownerships do show a high
degree of similarity, particularly in the earliest benchmark years.

This overlap can be interpreted as the relationship between own-
ership and control. Where firms had cross-ownership relations, shared
directors manifested the control that one firm could exercise over the
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other. Interestingly, the similarity of ownership ties and interlocking dir-
ectorates is not stable over time. In the 1940s � drops under 0.7, and
before the end of the period, below 0.5. This coincides with the formation
of insurance groups. They can thus be regarded as having changed the
relationship between ownership and control. This is surprising, given the
assumption that groups of firms that coordinate their activities would
have required directorial coordination. This relationship will be examined
more closely in the following chapter, which looks deeper into the OW-
layer of the underwriters’ network.

4.3 Summary

A growing network of corporate governance (ID), ownership (OW) and
collaborative organisations (OR), generally meant that Swedish property
underwriters were increasingly organised in intimate networks. There was
an increasingly dense interfirm exchange between the property under-
writers of the period. The different network layers grow at different and
at different speeds.

Ownership ties began forming cliques when the hierarchical struc-
tures of subsidiary reinsurers was included in the formation of insur-
ance groups in the 1920s. Within the insurance groups, strongly con-
nected cliques of highly coordinated member-firms give rise to strongly
increased network clustering in OW after the 1920s. That decade had
been preceded by an explosion of connectivity between underwriters
through cartels and other collaborative organisations (OR). Networks of
organisations and ownership ties have their respective peeks of growth
in 1920s (OR), and 1930s and 1940s (OW). Those peeks, coincided with
a reorganisation of the market in terms of new sub-markets, risk diversi-
fication, and the formation of ownership groups. Particularly the latter,
just like the formation of new insurance cartels with multiple members,
led to a rapid increase of the density of network layers for ownership and
collaborative ties.

The market level correlation between network layers indicated that
there were both related and independent factors that caused underwriters
to create different forms of ties. Particularly the relationship between in-
terlocking directorates and ownership is strong for long periods. A strong
network correlation between these layers indicates that corporate cross-
ownership and shared directorial control was related in Swedish property
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insurance. Ownership was used to appoint directors to coordinate cor-
porate resources between firms. The fact that this network correlation
was not perfect, and that interlocks also existed independent of owner-
ship ties increases the interest for what the role of the shared directors
was to the organisation of Swedish insurance. Interfirm ties were socially
embedded, and were the result of demissions by insurance men who were
both part of a socio-economic elite and narrowly interconnected though
the small sphere of Swedish insurance men. In Chapter 6 these circum-
stances will be further scrutinised.

The most basic network descriptives, however, do not show the un-
derlying network structures in much detail. In order to understand why
and how the underwriters formed ties to share resources, it is essential
to go deeper into what firms that connected to what other firms at what
times. The strategic decisions of firms to increase their network activit-
ies, were dependent on the type of desired resource sharing. A chrono-
logy of the networks of each of the layers will be given in the subsequent
chapters 5 (OW), 7 (ID), and 9 (OR).
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Firms belonging to a corporate group of firms with a subsidiary or
cross-ownership ties tend to have common sources of corporate control.1
Swedish underwriters used this common control to direct and coordinate
corporate resources between firms. The structures through which this
was done, however, changed significantly over time.2 Underwriters were
also not untouched by the larger structural trends in industry ownership
in Sweden, which went through several formative shifts during the study
period. Underwriters, too, were affected by the increased separation of
corporate ownership and governance, of the changing tides of ownership
families, and the restructuring of Swedish industry ownership around
powerful investment banks.3

Ownership relations in property insurance also make out the inter-
firm relations formalised as the network layer OW in this study. The own-
ership network, which grows primarily in the last decades of the study
period underwent several structural changes also in the half-century fol-
lowing 1875. In the 19th century, most ownership relations between prop-
erty underwriters originated in the relations between parent companies
and subsidiary reinsurance firms. These relations were vertical, and sub-
sidiary reinsurers were organisational solutions to challenges facing their
parent companies. The 19th century remains a story of such vertical own-
ership ties, even though other ties between 19th century property writers
existed to ensure also a horizontal rapprochement between firms. In the
1920s, a shift towards horizontal ownership ties saw the creation of part-
ner underwriters. In a dynamic where firms seek strategic partners, firms
begin to cluster into insurance groups of multiple firms in the 1930s and
1940s.

1Glete (1994), pp. 286–290.
2Englund (1982).
3Glete (1994), pp. 15-16, 124–125, and p. 285.
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Companies enter and exit affiliation to these groups during these
formative decades of a new structure of ownership on the Swedish mar-
ket. This new structure is centred around dominating insurance groups
which comprise multiple firms, often includes at least one life insurance
company, have common organisation of underwriting activities, and a
common force of directorial control. The fact that cross-ownership is so
intimately connected to the sharing of directors makes the comparison
between ownership and directorial networks particularly interesting. This
chapter outlines the background of ownership relations in Sweden and
in the Swedish property insurance market and goes on to analyse key
features of their network structure.

5.1 Changing trends in ownership

The decades surrounding the turn of the 19th century saw a rapid
change in institutions for ownership in the Swedish economy. The joint-
stock company was the organisational vessel for the rapid industrial
growth of Sweden in late 19th century.4 A common ownership struc-
ture was that relatively few and stable owners were closely connected
to the firms governing and operation. In several notable firms ownership
resided with initial entrepreneurs who both owned and ran their joint-
stock companies.5 Inefficient markets for the ownership and trading of
stocks contributed to a largely stationary corporate ownership in 19th

century Sweden - Swedish underwriters were no exception. In several of
the underwriters founded as investor-owned firms in the 19th century,
the leading figures in the directorial boards provided not negligible sums
for the initial capital.6

5.1.1 Ownership of Swedish industry

The underwriter Skandia had been one of the few firms on the Stockholm
stock exchange when it opened in 1863. It was not until the first decades
of the 20th century, however, that the number of firms and the intensity

4Schön (2012), pp. 5–6.
5Glete (1987), pp. 53–54.
6Ramm (1913), pp. 17–19; Grenholm (1955): Both Gauthiod and Skandia had board
members as private stakeholders in the initial subscription of shares.
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of stock-exchange trading took off.7 By then, smaller stake ownerships
in listed firms was replacing family-ownership in many industries. Good
returns (also from the insurance industry) resulted in the speculation
frenzy of 1918.8 Until the early 20th century, turnover on the stock market
had been humble. Instead, an ownership structure of entrepreneurial and
often family-based stakeholding in defining firms had been in place during
the 19th century.9 In the early 20th century, it was, however, gradually
shifting towards ownership structures of higher proliferation of shares,
increased separation of ownership and directing entrepreneurs, and by
an increased institutional ownership by banks - particularly after the
crisis years of the 1920s which mark a watershed in the ownership of
Swedish industry.10

The large investment banks were a result of rapid consolidation of the
bank sector.11 The industry ownership of these banks were not merely
investments but functioned as active ownerships. In the early 20th cen-
tury banks increasingly exchanged corporate ownership as securities for
industry loans.11 After the crises of the 1920s, banks stepped in as influ-
ential owners of Swedish industrial firms. The involvement of investment
banks in early 20th century Swedish industry led to an ownership struc-
ture where banks had active interests both as creditors and owners.12

The boardroom constellations notably also reflected the new ownership
structures.13 As pointed out by Jan Ottosson, the often higher degree
centrality of banks in networks of interlocking directorates of Swedish
industry in the early 20th century, are symptomatic of the role that
Swedish banks developed as active owners of industry firms during these
decades.14 Also Jan Glete has analysed the changing ownership struc-
tures in Swedish industry and their networks.15 Glete argued that own-
ership structures affected the manner in which Swedish industry could

7Schön (2012), p. 132.
8Schön (2012), pp. 172–173.
9Glete (1987), pp. 53–54.
10Schön (2012), pp. 161–162.
11Glete (1994), pp. 83, 89,
12Glete (1987), pp. 124–125.
13Glete (1994), pp. 89, 238–240.
14Ottosson (1997), pp. 75–77.
15Glete (1987, 1993, 1994).
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accommodate the structural changes of industrialisation.16 There are
two separate dynamics at work in terms of the ownership of Swedish
insurance. On the one hand, it was subjected to aligned with shifts in
national ownership structures described by Ottosson, Glete and others.
Insurance companies were also part of larger spheres of influence. On
the other hand, the relationships which formed within the insurance in-
dustry were directly tied to the operations and interfirm coordination
of underwriters. In terms of the underwriting activities, ownership ties
with other underwriters had a much more direct influence over how firms
organised their business.

5.1.2 Ownership of Swedish property insurance

The ownership structures of the property insurance industry was
not disentangled from neither ownership nor directorial connections in
the industry at large. Skandia was part of the Wallenberg sphere, and
several other noteworthy insurance firms had ownership connections to
the ownership groups that emerged after the crises of the 1920s and early
1930s.17 Like in the rest of the economy, many larger underwriters had
ownership ties to late 19th century industrial families. Skandia became
associated with the Wallenberg sphere early on18, Svea had ties to the
Dickson and Ekman families,19, Gauthiod to the Leffler family as well as
other notable Gotheburgian industrialists.20

Glete argued that an important feature of the Swedish ownership
structures, particularly during the 19th century, was the networks of the
owners of the industry.21 Property insurance often arose as a financial
service need in industrialised centra, and many firms, like Skåne,22 were
created through public invitations to private capital owners to help bring
up the starting capital. Through the ownership of 19th-century under-
writers, a foundation was lay to a insurance subset of Swedish industri-
alists.

16Glete (1987), p. 286.
17Ottosson (1997), pp. 82–83.
18Grenholm (1955), p. 13.
19Zachrisson (1917), pp. 34–39.
20Ramm (1913), pp. 17–19.
21Glete (1987), p. 29.
22Englund (1982), p. 186.
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Alfred D. Chandler described how capital intensive entrepreneurial
projects (in his case railroads) required numerous investors to accumu-
late the required capital.23 As a result, ownership and management soon
separated. The equally capital intensive insurance industry showed a
slightly different dynamic in late 19th century Sweden. Starting an in-
surance company required similarly large amounts of capital, and initial
investors were also often numerous.20 Yet, they still included future dir-
ectors and managers. Despite also having diverse small-stake investors,
many of the most significant Swedish underwriters became connected to
influential ownership families.

Importantly, property underwriters were often particularly coordin-
ated with life insurers. Four companies were joint life and property un-
derwriters. Three of the long-time major firms on the Swedish market,
Skandia, Svea, and Skåne directly insured both property and life insur-
ance. Also, Sverige founded in 1873 was a combined life-and-property
underwriter, but it went bankrupt in 1888, and after that, new com-
bined underwriters were discouraged. At the creation of Norrland, in
1890, life and property underwriting were required to be organised in
different but closely affiliated firms.24 Similar arrangements were made
by Victoria which existed in two incarnations, one for life insurance and
another for property insurance.

There is a larger picture of networks of underwriters that exceeds
that of ties between property underwriters. Networks between property
underwriters, make out what Glete called the “meso-level” of corporate
ownership networks.25 On the national level, underwriters took part in
changing network structures of the entire economy. Ottosson noted that
a few of the Swedish insurance companies were tied to larger groups of
influence in the economy of the early 20th century.26 As part of such
influence spheres, underwriters were influenced by ownership and con-
trol structures outside the immediate surrounding of firms active in
the same markets. The Wallenberg sphere, for example, maintained a
foothold in Skandia.27 Both André Oscar Wallenberg, and his son Marcus
Wallenberg were directors at Skandia at the same time as they led and

23Chandler (1977), p. 87.
24Norrland (1915), p. 13.
25Glete (1987), p. 52.
26Ottosson (1993), pp. 75–78, 188–93.
27Englund (1982), p. 82.
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directed major Swedish industrial enterprises of the era around the turn
of the century.28 His oldest son, Jacob Wallenberg, in turn, continued in
his father’s place from 1943, while the family maintained their influence
over industrial enterprises like L. M. Ericson, Wifstavarvs, and SKF.29

Ownership ties in insurance are particular due to a large number
of mutual firms in the industry. Mutual property underwriters were ini-
tialised and owned by clients. In Swedish property insurance, mutual
firms represented industrialist interests, particularly in marine insurance,
where skippers, transport companies, and other businesses with a stake
in transport or trade called for insurance clubs like the Sv. Ångfartygs
Assuransförening.30 With mutual firms, the ownership plays a radically
different role than in investor-owned firms, and ownership ties are not
as clearly distinguished since the owners of the firm effectively consist
of the underwriters’ clients. It is not possible to take control of a mu-
tual firm by acquiring its shares, but mutual firms nevertheless appear
in the ownership networks of the insurance industry as owners. Through
stock ownership, mutual firms like Göta could have joint-stock subsidi-
aries like Svenska Veritas.31 Also Sv. Ångfartygs Assuransförening had a
joint-stock subsidiary in Protection and Indemnity.32

The regulation between owner and managerial decision power is
made visible in the way Swedish stock companies were designed to spread
or concentrate ownership influence and access to dividends. The division
of company shares into shares of full and limited voting rights was a way
to maintain ownership influence over companies that still could acquire
capital from investors without menacing the large stakeholders.

In this aspect, too, the Swedish insurance companies were no dif-
ferent from other stock-companies. About half of the Swedish investor-
owned insurers had caps for the obtainable influence over the company
at its general meeting. Votes were given to the same owner corresponding
only to a maximum of 10% or 20% of total shares. This capped influ-
ence was also practised by mutual underwriters. like Skånska brandför-
skringsinrättningen to balance the influence of large and small clients.33

28Glete (1987), p. 97.
29Vem ar det?, “Wallenberg, Jacob” and “Wallenberg, Marcus”, p. 1120.
30Schéel (1923), pp. 20–21.
31Englund (1982), p. 129: Göta acquired Sv. Veritas from Svea in 1939.
32Petersson (2011), p. 116.
33Carlquist (1928), p. 389.
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In some cases the caps were nominal, or in a few cases, gradually de-
creasing voter’s influence. Three companies limited owner’s influence to
a separate series of shares (so-called A-shares), namely the marine in-
surer Atlantica, reinsurer Atlas, and in Freja which was owned entirely
by the Wallenberg-affiliated Skandia.34 Similar separations existed in a
few insurance companies regulating the access to dividends where separ-
ate series of “preference shares” were given priority to regulated caps of
the companies’ profit. The insurance sector thereby demonstrates great
variety in how the stock company form dealt with assigning dividends
and influence to its owners. Capping voter’s influence limits the strategic
influence of great stakeholders, while the existence of, co-called A-shares,
empowered strategic owners and opened for control of insurance compan-
ies by stakeholders or company groups whose industries were dependent
on property insurance services.

In the 1930s, these caps of shareholder influence were used as an in-
strument to maintain control within the ownership groups that formed
in Swedish insurance following the 1920s. It enabled complicated constel-
lations of interfirm ownership where control could be granted even with
rather small overall minority stakes. The share of all registered owner-
ship ties that occurred between mutual and stock companies during the
20 benchmark years was 11.6%. Mutual firms had fewer ties, and 76.4%
of ownership ties emanated from investor-owned firms. The distribution
over time follows a general trend in the ownership network namely that
the 19th century was characterised by few mutual firms with ownership
ties. Ownership ties of the 19th century were primarily formed between
parent companies and dedicated subsidiaries. In the 20th century, an in-
creasing number of mutual firms have ownership ties, ties increase, but
also gradually move away from vertical ties between parent companies
and subsidiaries to horizontal ties between firms which later cluster into
significant insurance groups.

5.2 From vertical to horisontal ties

Ownership ties can be said to be vertical if they link firms that follow
each other in a supply chain, or horizontal if they are competitors at the
same market.35 On the insurance market, the supply chain can be said

34Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1925).
35Chandler (1977), pp. 315, 365.
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to represent the reinsurance companies which underwrote reinsurance
contracts for the direct insurers. Reinsurance was an essential service to
the operation of many direct insurers throughout the period.36 Judging
by the accounts of reinsurance companies during the period, the second
layer of reinsurance was also common.37 Thus, in the vertical line of
insurance supply companies had reinsurers in the upstream supply chain,
and direct insurers, and ultimately insurance agents, in the downstream.
As for the horizontal ties, both dyadic partnerships and more complex
ownership structures were formed in the 20th century. The formation of
company groups in the insurance industry is notable in the 1920s.

5.2.1 Vertical ownership ties of the 19th century

During the largely unregulated 19th century, most firms remained
dedicated to one line of insurance. With the regulation of 1903, the entry
into life insurance by property underwriters was limited to the already
existing three mixed companies (Svea, Skandia and Skåne). The legal
right to underwrite other lines of property insurance was, however, relat-
ively easily obtained.38 The underwriting diversification process, which
was outlined in Chapter 3 (see section 3.3.2 on p. 76) was also linked
to a change in ownership structures. Re-adjusting to new underwriting
conditions and a new distribution of risk in the companies’ portfolio,
namely required organisational change of the firms.39

At the same time, new lines of insurance emerged rapidly, partly
due to technological change, as with the car- and aviation insurance, but
also for institutional reasons. In 1916, the law of mandatory accident
insurance helped create new markets. When established firms wanted to
join new lines of insurance, they sometimes created dedicated subsidiaries
for this purpose. As such, these new firms were already created connected
to the ownership network. To answer the need for reinsurance, several
larger firms already had their dedicated reinsurance subsidiaries. Astrea

36Holmgren and Lindbohm (1939), pp. 116–117.
37Svenska försäkrings årsbok, p. 1919: As an example from 1919, reinsurance com-

panies paid reinsurance premiums for their fire insurance contracts amounting to
41.7% of their gross written premiums. The same figure was 44.1% in marine and
transport insurance.

38SOU 1949:25-1, p. 37.
39Compare Chandler (1977), p. 330. The operational expansion called for reorganisa-

tion also of ownership relations of firms.
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and Nornan were created by Svea to provide reinsurance and sub-market
presence respectively.40 The organisational changes required to adapt to
new circumstances (new lines of insurance and diversification) thereby
also plays through in the ownership network structures. It sparked the
need for more horizontal connections. In the 19th and early 20th centuries,
however, the OW network layer was characterised by vertical ownership
relations originating in organisational solutions to provide reinsurance.

The three mixed life-property insurers all had similar vertical ar-
rangements for reinsurance. Mixed Skandia founded a reinsurance firm
to handle its fire insurance commitments already in 1870. This reinsurer
(Freja) was merged back into Skandia in 1898 after bad performance,
but a new subsiduary with the same name was recreated only eight years
later. The new Freja also worked as a diversifier for Skandia, spreading
its risk in direct insurance of other sub-markets. These dedicated rein-
surance subsidiaries all branched out to direct insurance in various lines
during the diversification of the 1910s and 20s. Diversification was also
achieved by branching out. Fenix changed its statutes in 1918 to include
many submarkets other than the original fire insurance.

The need for statute changes required owner-coordination, and as
diversification progressed, it became an important matter of organisa-
tion to keep the own companies from competing with each other on
the same sub-market.41 Some of these reinsurance companies appear as
centres in the network of interlocking directorates. With almost all of
their board- members on multiple property insurance chairs. These were
companies that were owned and controlled by other insurance companies
in order to provide them with reinsurance. The two largest in terms of
annual revenue were Amphion (owned by the big stock companies active
in marine insurance), and Sverige (owned by both stock companies and
mutuals). If 19th century formations of underwriters were mostly startups
initiated by industrial interests in the shape of influential individuals in
industrial centra. In the 20th century, particularly after 1930, most new
underwriters are instead created as owned by other underwriters. These
company creations reflect organisational solutions to underwriting prob-
lems that had arisen to the diversifying firms of these decades. The life
reinsurance firm Sverige which was jointly created by no less than 13

40Sjöblom (1966).
41Englund (1982).
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underwriters in 1914.42 In property insurance, the Æquitas (created in
1944 by the firms of the Öresund group) were part of efforts to coordinate
underwriting activities between firms.

5.2.2 Horizontal ties and insurance groups

The first strong horizontal ownership tie was the alliance between Heimdall
and Fenix in 1925.43 The two firms formed a partnership based on the
understanding that the two, still separate legal entities, operated as one.
This extensive resource coordination was one of many similar deals in
subsequent decades.Englund (1982), p. 165. Not only joint-stock com-
panies struck such horizontal ties. Svenska Kreatur and Smittsamma
Husdjurssjukdommar were two mutual cattle underwriters which formed
a horizontal partnership in the late 1920s. The 1930s saw further clus-
tering of this kind of horizontal ties, and by the early 1940s, most of the
market has been divided up by company groups of 3 to 6 firms. These
groups were later to consolidate further during the 1950s and 60s.

Within the insurance groups, mutual and joint-stock companies were
also sometimes mixed. The mutual firm Hermes was incorporated in the
Skånebolagen insurance group.44 An interesting constellation of owner-
ship ties between mutual and investor-owned firms is the creation of
Landsbygdens Återförsäkringsbolag in 1936.45 It was set up as a joint-
stock company owned by regional mutual firms in order to provide the
parent companies with reliable access to reinsurance. With changing de-
mand and more complex risk, regional firms increasingly felt the need
to dilute risk with reinsurance. At the same time, the access to reinsur-
ance was crippled by legislation which limited these firms to a maximum
reinsurance limit of 10%.46 Collective ownership (and control) over a
joint-stock reinsurer that was charged with accepting the mutual under-
writers’ reinsurance contracts was thereby an organisational solution to
the constraint that numerous mutual underwriters shared in struggling
to access reinsurance.

42Återförsäkringsbolaget Sverige (1940), no author.
43Berghman and Jervenius (1939), p. 42.
44Grenholm (1953).
45SOU 1946:34, p. 205: The company changed its name in the 1940s to Landsbygdens

Försäkringsbolag.
46SOU 1946:34, p. 206.
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The Thule group was formed in the wake of the Kreuger crisis when
the life insurer Thule acquired Victoria (fire) and Skandinavien in 1932.47

The Öresund group was formed a year later and consolidated several mar-
ine insurers. In reaction to the competition from the Öresund group,48

the Argo-group used the same structure as the Öresund group to be
organised around a central holding company.49 With the formation of
the company groups, the cross-ownership grew increasingly complicated.
They represented ways of controlling and coordinating the underwriting
within the company group but did not always translate into direct ma-
jority ownership of associated firms. Part of the group’s control over its
largest underwriter Ocean was channeled through minority shares held by
Gauthiod which in turn was owned through majority stakes by the hold-
ing company. Indirect minority shares also tied the reinsurer Amphion
to the Argo-group.50

The insurance investigation of 1946, stated that the ownership forms
of the Swedish insurance groups varied, but that one firm either dir-
ectly of indirectly held the majority of shares in every group’s other
companies.51 The nature of ownership ties are complicated by the rela-
tion between ownership and control in partnerships like the one between
Hemindall and Fenix. The firms performed an acquisition deal, but the
important outcome of the acquisition was the operational structuring of
the partnership, with common controlling board members and a shared
organisation of corporate resources. Given the variation in acquisition
styles, particularly within the insurance groups, it is most illuminating
to look closer at the relationship between ownership and directorial ties,
as will be done in the following section.

When firms are part of a company group, all firms of the group
have dyadic ownership ties to each other. The depiction of the network
of ownership ties in Figure 5.1 is a simplification based on incomplete
data of the strength of interfirm ownership ties. A directed network would
show these complex relations better, but incomplete data on weights and
directionality would distort the reading. In the figure, all arch-weights
are instead set to 1.

47Englund (1982), p. 162.
48Englund (1982), p. 134.
49Petersson (2011), pp. 118–119.
50SOU 1949:25-1, p. 209.
51SOU 1946:34, p. 11.
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Figure 5.1: Ownership network as of 1949
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The network of ownership-ties between underwriters in 1949 is shown
in Figure 5.1. Ties are undirected and of binary strength. In reality,
the weight of ties varied.52 Insurance groups were stitched together,
sometimes by very strong ownership ties, like those between Skandia
and Freja, or Ocean and Sjöassuranskompaniet.53 Company groups nev-
ertheless appear visually as clusters, Groups around firms like Hansa,
Norrland, and Allmänna Brand, are completely isolated but tied intern-
ally to the companies of their respective group.

52See the definition of weighted networks on p. 51 and in equation 2.2 as well as the
discussion of missing network data in Section A.1.1 of appendix A (pp. 260-262).
Both weak ties (ownership of a small share of a subsidiary) and very strong ties
(ownership of all or almost all shares of a subsidiary) are depicted as an equally
strong arche between nodes.

53Försäkringsaktiebolaget Ocean (1923), no author
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5.2.3 Driving forces to network structure

The formation of groups was the single most striking characteristic of
the ownership network structure within the insurance market in the
late 1940s. The ownership rapprochement of these firms is part of a
process that is referred to here, and throughout this thesis, as proto-
consolidation. The proto-consolidation means that still, independent firms
increasingly shared resources corporate resource or the power over their
allocation. It occurred during when firms organise in networks, but be-
fore they go on to consolidate through mergers. In terms of the ownership
network, this process had started in the 1920s with the first partnership
between Heimdal and Fenix, and accelerated further in the 1940s.54 With
regards to the schematic representation of firm boundary in the analytical
framework (See Figure 1.1 on p. 13), proto-consolidation means moving
right on the scale from an atomistic organisation of unconnected firms
towards the actual consolidation of mergers.

Jan Glete theorised about the origins of ownership structures as
organisation responses to market conditions. He argued that a tension
emerging from new innovations ultimately drive organisational change.
It originates in tension in an industry that caused by differentiation of
efficiency or profit as a result of the uneven implementation of new in-
novations.55 The innovations may be technical or organisational. The
implementation of the innovation, or indeed the advantages that adop-
ters gain, may shift the optimal size of firms, which in turn provokes one
of two organisational responses, he argued. The response can be com-
petitive so that successful adopters surpass failing firms who then go
bankrupt. Alternatively, firms may respond with collaboration between
firms to reorganise the market according to the new demands on optimal
firm size.

Drawing on Jan Glete’s lines of reasoning, Swedish underwriting in
the early 20th century is an example of the latter. The horizontal kind of
mergers or proto-consolidation of the 1920s and 1930s are responses to
re-adjust firm size through increased resource sharing. The innovation,
in this case, could be different aspects of early 20th century underwriting,
but in the case of Fenix and Heimdall, who partitioned different lines of

54SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 208–220.
55Glete (1987), pp. 61–62.
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property underwriting, the driving force was the innovation of risk diver-
sification through activities into new lines of insurance.56 The connection
between the organisational changes needed during the diversification of
underwriting portfolios and network-ties, worked on several levels as will
be shown in following chapters.

In the early 20th century, a set of fusions in Swedish industry gave
rise to new large companies in several industries.57 Steel, printing and the
formation of the Swedish Match AB are examples of mergers during the
Great War. In banking, there was also a steady consolidating trend in the
first few decades of the 20th century.57 In Insurance, the time surrounding
the Great War saw the opposite trend. Groups were not yet forming in
insurance, but many new companies entered the market to gain from
economic opportunities in the lucrative marine insurance and to diversify
into new lines of insurance.57 The economic opportunities in property
insurance during 1910s were exceptional, but rather than consolidate,
underwriting saw an increase in the number of firms in the following
decades too as other industries in Sweden consolidated. Arguably, the
networked form of organisation would have kept actors from acting out
shared advantages as mergers. If satisfactory gains from resource sharing
could be achieved in networks, the thresholds costs of mergers would
have been enough to keep underwriters from merging.

But why would firms have been content with a proto-consolidation?
Why did the underwriters spend decades of ownership networking and
formation of insurance groups instead of merging all-together? The an-
swer to that questions has many aspects, including threshold and re-
organisation costs affiliated with merging and the supposable efficiency
of the networked organisation. One important factor to the continued
networked organisation was probably also the deal struck between the
Swedish property underwriters on the regulation of their agents.

The insurance agents were an important cogwheel in the machinery
of national underwriters. National underwriters’ contact with clients
throughout the provinces was completely outsourced to underwriting
agents. Since agents had a high degree of power over the firms under-
writing contracting, the underwriters saw agents as a mixed blessing.
On the one hand, they were mortally dependent on the network of reach
that the agents could provide, but on the other hand, they suffered from

56Berghman and Jervenius (1939).
57SOU 1940:35, pp. 11–12.
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the lack of control over contracting and diligence of their vast number of
agents. Shepherding their agents became a subject of common interest
to property underwriters in the 20th century when they discussed means
of controlling their agents more efficiently.A consequent deal between
the underwriters, among other things, regulated caps on the number of
agents per firm on the basis of company size, so that a maximum num-
ber of agents was allowed in proportion to the underwriter’s total net
premium income.58

5.3 Resource sharing and ownership ties

The vertical kind of ownership ties that existed between parent com-
panies and their subsidiaries implied high degrees of control over the
subsidiaries. Subsidiaries (often servile reinsurance companies) could be
relied upon to align to strategies of the parent companies. With the 20th

century development of horizontal ownership ties, the implications for
resource sharing between interconnected firms changed. They required
coordination which could not be relied upon to be as frictionless as
between a parent company which set up a subsidiary as a response to
an organisational need. Horizontal ties required mutual coordination and
co-alignment of strategies.

5.3.1 Reorganisation and horizontal ties

The first major horizontal proto-consolidation of two independent firms
in 1925 is a good example. The coordination of Fenix and Heimdall of
1925 is in many regards a merger of the two firms. Nevertheless, the com-
panies remain as their separate legal entities and separate bookkeeping
for decades after coordinating their resources in 1925. They wished to
maintain a united face in the directorate, but still pursued different un-
derwriting strategies. These were, however, increasingly the result of the
two firms coordinating the focus of their respective underwriting port-
folios in the 1920s.59 The idea was that the two companies Fenix and
Heimdall would have separate boards except for a shared executive dir-
ector and a shared chairman of the boards.60 In the case of Fenix and

58SOU 1946:34, p. 12.
59Berghman and Jervenius (1939), p. 39.
60Berghman and Jervenius (1939), p. 43.
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Heimdall, the division between the two companies of the active insur-
ance lines, ensured that the two firms did not compete with each other.
In 1925, it was therefore a horizontal partnership that brought the two
companies together. The two firms maintained separate employees, lo-
gos, and underwriting activities. In terms of membership in collabor-
ative organisations, Heimdal was not a member of the Fire Insurance
Tariff Organisation. While many other firms continued to diversify their
underwriting portfolios in the 1920s and 1930s. This early horizontal
partnership allowed Heimdall and Fenix to coordinate the diversification
between themselves so that the first focused on fire insurance while much
of the diversification into smaller lines was handled by Heimdal.

The company groups were not only defined by the absolute owner-
ship by all group members by a central firm. The diversity in ownership
constellations was rather big, and with some groups organising around
a central holding company, and others through minority stake-holding
and cross-ownership, important features for the cohesion of the groups
were also based on the common directorial control. At what degree of
ownership between firms should one conceder a ownership tie to exist?
In the corporate network literature, business groups have been found to
be network clusters which also function as structural centres to links to
other firms.61

In the insurance groups of the 1930s, a weak ownership tie could still
represent a relation between cross-owning firms that explains why firms
within the group are much more likely to share board members within the
group than they are to have interlocks outside it. In Argentine business
groups, for example, firms in business groups are found to have more
interfirm connections also to firms outside the business groups.62 This
was not the case in the Swedish insurance groups.

In Table 5.1, the network connections of the four insurance groups
of 1934 are listed by the company. Note that ownership ties occurred
predominantly within the underwriting groups. Outside the ownership
groups, arches in OW (i.e. ownership ties between underwriters). Norrland
had its own subsidiary, the reinsurer Njord founded as late as 1926 when
the vertical ownership structures of subsidiary reinsurers were already be-
ginning to give way for diverse horizontal group formation.63 Interlocking

61Salvaj and Couyoumdjian (2016), p. 7; Lluch et al. (2019).
62Lluch et al. (2019), p. 190.
63Englund (1982), p. 159.
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Table 5.1: Property underwriters in insurance groups 1934

Insurance Group Underwriter Within-group ties External ties

ID OW ID OW

Aequitas holding

Iris 0 3 4 0
Sthlm Sjö 0 3 1 0
Ägir 0 3 0 0
Öresund 0 3 5 0

Heimdal-Fenix Fenix 1 1 0 0
Heimdal 1 1 0 0

Sveas sjöbolag Sjöassuranskomp. 0 2 1 0
Svea 1 2 3 1
Sv. Veritas 1 2 6 0

Thulebolagen

Norrland 2 2 2 1
Skandinavien 2 2 1 0
Victoria (fire) 2 2 1 0

Source: Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1934-1935); Englund (1982).

directorates, on the other hand, occur numerously outside the insurance
groups. Öresund and Sv. Veritas had interlocking directorates with 6
and 5 firms outside their insurance groups, respectively. Interestingly, no
interlocks reflect the ownership ties within the Æquitas group. Within
the groups of 1934, control was executed by a holding company (later
renamed Coalitas). Its board consisted of the CEOs of the firms of
the group.64 The directorial connections within the Æquitas group were
thereby indirect. Since this constellation was uncommon, but served to
efficiently coordinate the strategies between the different firms.65

Ideally, one would have liked to create a full directed network of the
ownership relations between all firms at all years. Data availability in this
study enables such a detailed view only for the benchmark year of 1946.66

The directionality of ownership would greatly help in the interpretation
of the meaning of shared directors because one could infer from the
ownership structures, which overlapping directors on which of its many
companies’ accords he operated.

64Englund (1982), pp. 218–219.
65Englund (1982), pp. 219–220.
66SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 208–2018.
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Figure 5.2: Ownership and boardroom network correlation
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Using the networks assembled in this study, it is possible to see
the simultaneous appearance of interfirm linkages as they emerge both
between boards and as ownership-relations. As mentioned in the previ-
ous chapter, ownership was often mirrored in boardroom relations. The
similarity measure � in Figure 5.2 represents the structural similarity of
arches in the network layers OW and ID. A high network similarity (1
equals identical network structure) means that ownership and overlap-
ping directorates occurred identically. A lower similarity measure (the
minimum of 0 indicates that no arches in one layer exist also in the
other) would indicate that interfirm ties form differently in OW and ID.

Ownership and interlocking directorates correlate strongly in the first
half of the period. Partly due to the relatively low number of both own-
ership and director links in the 19th century, the curve is rough but
maintains a generally high network similarity �. Underneath this net-
work structure lies the vertical character of ownership ties between un-
derwriters and the corresponding sharing of directors between parent
companies and subsidiaries. From at least 1900, the network similarity
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is high, but not complete at around .75. There was a structural dissim-
ilarity between interfirm ties in ID and OW. This dissimilarity increases
in the 1930s as the horizontal ownership groups take shape.

Even though boardrooms were often shared between underwriters
who also had ownership connections, there are other structural effects at
work in the network in the last decades of the period. Not only did firms
need ownership relations to be manifested through directorial presence
as a means of control and influence, but both ownership and shared dir-
ectors appear also to have had separate driving forces of their own. This
becomes evident when looking closer at the respective network layer’s
reciprocation of ties in the other layer.

5.3.2 Ownership and control reciprocation

Was it ownership that was reflected as interlocking directorates, or the
other way around? In Figure 5.3, the share of ties in one layer that are
also present in the other layer are plotted between ID and OW. Initially,
ownership ties can be seen as being 100% reciprocated. This means that
no ownership ties between firms before 1920 existed that did not also
have implications for the directorates.67

On the one hand, the era of vertical ownership relations can be seen
in Figure 5.3 up until the 1920s. As good as all ownership ties between
firms were reciprocated in the ID-layer, since the reinsurance subsidiaries
always shared at least one of their parent company’s directors. On the
other hand interlocking directorates appear with a modest level of recip-
rocation. Most interlocks before the 1920s, thus did not have ownership
ties. Those interlocks would have existed between firms for other reas-
ons than to coordinate an existing ownership-tie. This remained so until
the mid-1940s. Until the 1940s, when group formation is strong, around
80% of interlocks were not reciprocated as ownership ties. For most of
the period, the causes of interlocking directorates between underwriters
were, therefore, other than direct ownership ties between the firms. Since
there was a considerable share of interlocking directorates between firms
that did not share ownership-ties, the interlocks before the 1930s, could
be assumed to be less coordinative in nature. A shift occurs during the
1920s when underwriters increasingly created horizontal ownership-ties.
The reorganisation into insurance groups, did not at first did not rest on
shared directorships.

67In Figure 5.3, reciprocation of ownership ties is 100% when E
[OW ] ✓ E

[ID].
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Figure 5.3: Reciprocation of ties by network layer
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Note that the reciprocation of interlocks in ownership ties are not the same as the
reciprocation of ownership in interlocks.

Within these groups, firms at first did not share directors as fre-
quently as when a deeper resource sharing between the firms required
coordinating directors to align the strategies of grouped firms. Increased
interfirm coordination eventually required firms to have directors which
oversaw the work in multiple or all firms within the groups. It was in
part this demand for increased within-group resource coordination which
causes the share of interlocks reciprocated within groups to increase in
the last decade in Figure 5.3.

Another contributing cause was the ownership structures of two of
the earliest insurance groups. The ownership structure of the Æquitas,

68In a multiplex network G(�, E[1]
, E

[2]
, . . . ), the reciprocation of ties of one network

layer x in another y can be expressed as a percentage as:

|E[x] \ E
[y]|

|E[x]|
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and later in the Argo groups, exercised control through directors of hold-
ing companies.69 Direct interlocks between the group’s firms was thereby
low until the operation of the group’s firms were knitted tighter together
in the late 1940s.70 The increased need for coordinating resources within
the insurance groups was catalysed by the underwriting diversification,
which began in the first decades of the 20th century. With new lines
of insurance, firms entered into new relationships of competition and
collaboration with surrounding firms. Before the diversification process,
ownership of underwriters by other underwriters mostly reflected dedic-
ated reinsurance subsidiaries. When these subsidiaries embarked on dir-
ect insurance, firms with attached reinsurance firms needed to coordin-
ate their underwriting to not enter into competition with its affiliated
firms.71 The spread in the underwriting portfolios of underwriters within
the same groups increased the need for coordinate activities within in-
surance groups as diversification peaked in the 1940s.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has looked at ownership relations between property
insurers. Just like with interlocking directorates, the industry’s many
cross ownerships can be treated as an interfirm network. This network
varies over time and in character. The insurance market goes through
several stages of ownership patterns, from mostly single-line underwriter
with occasional reinsurance subsidiaries to co-owned reinsurers and the
formation of insurance groups starting in the 1920s. Ownership ties are
first primarily vertical and represent the relationship between parent
companies of direct insurers and their reinsuring subsidiaries. Through
a proto-consolidation of the market, firms cluster into insurance groups
starting in the 1920s. These insurance groups evolved towards common
control and internal coordination of insurance activities.

While much of ownership ties also took the shape of shared directors,
many directorial ties existed independently of corporate cross-ownership.
In the following chapters, the structures and multiple reasons why this
was the case in Swedish property insurance will be explored. The un-
derlying reasons for shared board members will be investigated from

69Englund (1982), pp. 218–220, 263–266.
70Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (year 1940-1950).
71Berghman and Jervenius (1939), pp. 39, 44.
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different perspectives in the following chapters. A social explanation
(Chapters 6 and 7) consider that interlocking directorates reflect un-
derlying socioeconomic factors of a narrow insurance elite. A functional
perspective (chapters 7 and 8) consider the independently appearing in-
terlocks between underwriters as a symptom of an organisational or op-
erational advantage to the firm and entertains the idea that insurance
interlocks was a corporate strategy.
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Coase argued that the entrepreneurial control of resources inside the firm
distinguishes the firm.1 Inside the firm, the entrepreneur-coordinator can
consciously direct resources independently of market mechanisms that
reign outside the firm. In Swedish insurance companies, this power over
corporate resources resided with the firm leadership. In their position of
power over resource allocation, CEOs and company board of directors
can thereby be said to have been the entrepreneur-coordinators of the
property insurance industry. With this position of economic and stra-
tegic influence, the insurance directors were part of an economic elite.
This elite was not separated from the changing structures of socioeco-
nomic elites in industrialising Sweden. Their composition, however, was
different between types of companies and evolved into new constellations
during the study period.

Drawing on, mostly, sociological literature on socioeconomic elites
and network literature alike, this chapter will investigate the social fab-
ric of the insurance directors of Sweden by means of their names and
titles. This is data that is rich in sociocultural significance. Who were
the resource coordinators of the insurance industry, and how did their
composition evolve during the research period? A picture of this social
fabric is essential to understand their implications as resource coordin-
ators within and between companies, particularly where their decisions
directly conserved resource sharing with other underwriters. The com-
position of this elite can also be telling in itself of the changing social
structures in which the directors of underwriters lived and acted.

1Coase (1937), p. 388.
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6.1 Categorising the insurance elite

Swedish property insurance directors were not all part of the same so-
cioeconomic elite, nor did the same type of directors govern the industry
throughout the 75 years of this study. Titles of insurance directors indic-
ate that people of such different socioeconomic standings as clockmakers
and cabinet ministers governed Swedish property underwriters. In or-
der to analyse this diversity, a systematisation and a clear definition of
socioeconomic elites are necessary. This section outlines the theory and
methods that have been applied in this chapter to analyse the socioeco-
nomic elites of the Swedish property underwriters.

6.1.1 Theories of elite formation

Different definitions and classifications have been proposed to describe
socioeconomic elites. Pierre Bourdieu proposes a multidimensional defin-
ition where class and elite status derives from the control over economic,
cultural, and social capital.2 Elites wield, not only economic control over
tangible financial resources like money or the assets of firms but a cul-
tural capital in the shape of valued individual skills and their expres-
sions.3 Elites enjoy high levels of both cultural and financial capital.
Besides they maintain a social capital consisting of social expressions of
membership of the elite group itself. Social capital bares a resemblance
to social networks in that Bourdieu defines it as consisting of “social
obligations” through “connections”.4 High social capital and implies a
credit with the cultural or even financial capital of the group. As such,
social capital could potentially be exchanged for financial and cultural
capital if, for example, the appointment of an insurance director was
done through the contact network of the elite of insurance men.

In Marxist theory, on the other hand, elites are distinguished primar-
ily by their role in the production. Different roles define different classes,
and class, in turn, fosters consciousness of the hierarchy within respective
classes which conditions their actions. Particularly the concentration of

2Bourdieu (1984), p. 114.
3Bourdieu (1986): Three forms of embodied, objectified, and institutionalised cultural
capital refers to cognitive and physical skills, culturally valued items, and how they
are propped up by institutions.

4Bourdieu (1986), pp. 243–248.
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economic power into social elites has been a popular topic in a leftist net-
work analysis of elites.5 This perspective has, however, been criticised for
drawing hastened conclusions about the evil of such concentration,6 and
for adopting too many Marxist claims concerning their significance for
political and historical development. The sociologist John Goldthorpe,
and others,7 have attempted to disentangle class from the determinism
of Marxism. They argue that national varieties of class formation have
accompanied different countries into modernity and that the formation of
different classes is not bound to a fixed historical trajectory.7 To analyse
class and social mobility, they developed the Erikson and Goldthorpe
class schema which departs in vocational categories to stratify society.8
It has been used in international comparisons of class structures and
social mobility in industrialised countries.

Directors of the larger Swedish insurance firms were generally part of
the economic elite of the country. Both personal wealth, industrial busi-
ness ventures, high education and a social entourage of other wealthy and
powerful contributed to the high levels of bordieuan capital. The largest
property underwriters Skandia and Svea were also amongst the largest
companies in Sweden, and their directors wielded considerable economic
power as coordinators of corporate resources, not only these firms but
also other large Swedish companies.9 Throughout the study period, sev-
eral insurance directors counted amongst the most prominent business
leaders in Sweden. Many underwriting directors were also industrialists
who wielded considerable economic power through their many business
connections in large corporations outside the insurance industry.

6.1.2 Director titles as source material

Valuable sociocultural information is conveyed by the names and titles of
the directors of the property underwriters. Titles were widely used as a
formal way to address people in Sweden during the 19th century and up
until the 1960s. During this time, titles also doubled as polite pronouns

5See Rothkopf and Eklöf (2008). In a Swedish context the works of C.-H. Hermansson,
leader of the Swedish communist party 1965-1975, has noticed the concentration of
control of Swedish industry. See Hermansson (1965 and 1981).

6Stokman et al. (1985), p. 1.
7Erikson and Goldthorpe (1992); Goldthorpe and Marshall (1992), pp. 383–384.
8Erikson and Goldthorpe (1992), pp. 35–39.
9Ottosson (1993), p. 75; Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1930-1940).
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in colloquial language as an equivalent of vous or usted in French and
Spanish.10 In public life, titles were combined with surnames, to politely
refer to individuals both in writing and in formal conversation; for ex-
ample “district judge Wallenberg” or “engineer Krueger”. The polite title
pronoun was often vocational of origin but had an important sociocul-
tural function too. It helped distinguish status and to place individuals
in societal spheres. The use of any title, also less prestigious titles like
“farm owner” or “shopkeeper”, enforced social identity and revealed to
others one’s social or professional standing. Vocational titles are thereby
carriers of a symbolic capital that communicates the bearers position
and function in society, both economically and socially.11

A total of 1908 insurance directors have been collected in this study.
The data on board members often, but not always, includes their titles.
The data availability on the board member’s titles enhances during the
second half of the study period. Before 1916 around half of the entered
board members have titles,12 In 1916 just over half of the registered board
members have titles and the figure grows steadily to 85% by 1925. As
good as all individuals in the database have titles during the 1940s. Both
from a historical and a computational perspective, people’s titles were
not constant over time. When somebody acquired a higher status title,
he could change his title to reflect his new higher status. The same indi-
vidual appears in the data under different titles in different benchmark
years as they have been recorded in the various sources. Often, however,
titles are sticky, and previous titles remained in use for individuals after
advancing to new or different positions in society. This caused less presti-
gious titles to remain over time. Marcus Wallenberg, for example, despite
his position as a major financier and industrialist, kept being known by
the humble title of häradshövdingen (district judge).

Some directors, on the other hand, have different titles on the same
benchmark year. Influential insurance director Emil Axel Rydbeck for
example. His title in the directorate sources alternate between “civil en-
gineer” and “director”. As an educated engineer and director of several

10Håkanson (2003).
11Norrby (2005).
12In 1888 all collected board members have title data. That year used a different

source for boardroom data. See Table 2.2 on page 44.
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insurance companies, he obviously was both. In addition to being a dir-
ector of Skåne, he also worked for that firm as a fire inspector,13 and
consequently he was addressed as “civil engineer” there, and simply as
a “director” in his other firms. This is an example of how titles that
demonstrated cultural capital varied according to context.

In order to make use of the titles, they have been treated 1) as single
entries per year and individual,14 and 2) as a social expression rather than
a vocational category. This resulted in a categorisation into fifteen groups
of titles based on spheres like “Academia”, or “Military”. Several experi-
ments have also been conducted with the use of the Erikson-Goldthorpe
schema on the titles of Swedish insurance directors.15 The Goldthorpe
schema focuses on the relation to employment and does not deal well
with company directors and political elites.16 Its main three groups in-
clude classes of employers, independents, and employed. All directors,
regardless of their social and cultural capital being indicated as “police-
men” or “Prime Ministers”, remain directors on the boards of property
underwriters - a position that could arguably render all directors in the
same Goldthorpe-class.

When categorising the titles, it was also made clear that many titles
indicate affiliation spheres like military, agricultural, or political posts
which carried more valuable information as indicators of in-group so-
cial capital. The title data of the insurance directors reflects social and
cultural capital rather than vocational adherence. A director and land-
owning nobleman may be indicated in the data simply as “nobleman” if
this title was deemed to effectively or favourably conveyed the bearer’s
status. Such titles are difficult to categorise in a vocationally based
scheme. It would instead be desirable to build a categorisation based
that incorporate the diversity of socio-cultural information in the insur-
ance directors’ titles.17

13Försäkringsmatrikel (1930), “Rydbeck, Carl Axel Emil”, p. 187.
14Directors with multiple titles for the same year are given no more than one value

depending on that individual’s titles in surrounding years with precedence given to
titles other than “director”.

15The vast majority of directors, at least in national companies, belong to the
Goldthorpe class I for “directors”. That schema did, therefore, not prove very fruitful
to analyse the board composition of the underwriting firms.

16Erikson and Goldthorpe (1992), p. 40.
17Around 1.7 % of directors only have noble titles. Around 4.8 % also carry titles

that only indicate institutionalised cultural capital like academic achievements.
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Instead of the Goldthorpe schema, a more suitable categorisation was
developed which tries to intercept the sociocultural significance of the dir-
ectors’ titles. The total number of registered titles during the period is
an uneven distribution of 226 title combinations. They have been sorted
into 3 major spheres (political and administrative, economic, and other)
and subdivided into 12 categories according to their connection to differ-
ent spheres of public life. The categorisation has drawn on observations
by Jan Glete, who described a separation of political and economic elites
of Sweden during the end of the 19th century. The categories of “admin-
istrative”, “juridical”, “political” and “military” titles have been deemed
to pertain to the political elite, while “directorial” and “entrepreneurial”
titles have been associated with the economic elite.18 See appendix B for
a full list of categories and their distribution.

6.2 Business elites in industry and insurance

The relations within elite groups have been argued to create economic
opportunities, foster political cohesion and express political opinions.19

Elites were influential, not only as the group in which economic power
was concentrated, but also through the way in which their interaction
created circumstances for the organisation of the economy. Their contacts
played an important role in the financing, creation and ownership of
late 19th century Swedish industries.20 The insurance industry was not
separate from the socioeconomic development in the rest of the economy.
Trends like formation and reformation of powerful ownership families, the
declining influence of old elites and the rise of new ones, was visible also
in the governance of Swedish property underwriters.

6.2.1 The Swedish business elite

Elites did not remain static over time, but transformed with structural
and political long-term shifts in the country.21 Industrialisation brought
financial capital to new groups in society, and democratisation brought
yet other groups to political power in the early 20th century. Industrial

18Glete (1994), p. 333.
19Useem (1984); Mizruchi (2013).
20Glete (1988), p. 5.
21Hasselberg, T. Pettersson et al. (2006), pp. 26–27.
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development in the last decades of the 19th century created a need for
property underwriting that acted as a catalyst for changing economic
opportunities. In Gothenburg, Svea outgrew the older competitor and
Stockholm-based Skandia as Gothenburg emerged as Sweden’s primary
port in the second half of the 19th century.22 The introduction of steam-
ships for domestic and foreign traffic in the 1850s and 60s had led to
rapid growth in tonnage and the number of docking ships in Gothenburg
harbour. In the face of this change, the “leading Gothenburg men”23 of
the Gothenburg elite took the initiative to create the marine insurer
Gauthiod. These leading men were the Factory owners, wholesalers, and
shipowners, and the initial stock investments were placed firms and by
prominent individuals alike.24 Not only the 19th century insurance com-
panies but the industrial firms whose assets they insured, grew from
influential socioeconomic cliques.

The major industrial firms of the turn of the century were launched
by the meeting of capital investors and progressive inventors. Firms like
SKF, AGA, ASEA, Alfa-Laval, argued Jan Glete, became possible be-
cause of the lucky circumstance that inventor-entrepreneurs and finan-
ciers were closely connected to each other.

Innovators an entrepreneurially focused capital owners during

the decades around the turn of the (19
th

) century moved in similar

and adjacant social environments.
25

This permitted capital owners to invest in technologies that their so-
cial entourage brought forward.25 Later, these groups were to be pushed
out by new elite groups. The 19th century local elites and families tied
to independent trading companies were gradually pushed out by leaders
of the emerging bank sector.26 The role of financing and coordinating
Swedish export-oriented production was thereby passed to banks.

In his studies of networks in Sweden during industrialisation, Jan
Glete has argued that two separate networks of elites were formed dur-
ing the beginning of the 20th century. These were the economic and

22Englund (1982), p. 114.
23Ramm (1913), pp. 12–13.
24Ramm (1913), pp. 16–19.
25Glete (1994), p. 339.
26Glete (1987), p. 73.
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political elites. The economic elite of industrial leaders and entrepren-
eurs had emerged as a result of a transformation of the pre-industrial
economic elites (with a high share of noblemen) whose power had been
linked to land ownership. The political elite was formed as democracy
took shape and was implemented in the decades preceding 1921.27 Glete
connected the separation of the political and economic elite to structural
changes in the economy. During the industrial breakthrough, and at the
separation of the economic and political elites, he claims, ownership and
power structures in the Swedish economy were transformed.28 Political
interests of the folkrörelser (popular movements) such as the temperance
movement, and the labour movement gained ground within Swedish gov-
ernance structures. After the 1920s, the division between economic and
political elites remained during the rest of the 20th century.

In Sweden, this economic elite used their social friendship ties to
organise their opposition to the political elite’s policymaking.29 The eco-
nomic elite also formed closed cross-industry associations to channel their
interests,30 and financed right-wing press and political parties to com-
pensate for the loss of arms-length access to political decision making
that the social-democrats had brought about in the 1930s. After the im-
plementations of general elections, the social-democrats emerged as a ma-
jor political force. Their economic policy included programs for increased
control over the economy, but also the promotion of a negotiated com-
promise with industrialists. Democracy in general and social-democratic
dominance, in particular, galvanised the industrial elite who found them-
selves increasingly estranged from the new political elite. Leaders and
owners of large corporations were brought together on the basis of shared
values that opposed what they perceived as hostile social-democratic le-
gislators.31

27SOU 1999:77, pp. 269–270: The implementation of general suffrage was graduate
and carried out through several restrictions of income-based voting (1901 and 1909)
and the removal of voting right for juridical persons (1909). Full general suffrage
was implemented in 1918 and first applied in the 1921 elections.

28Glete (1994), pp. 27–28.
29Nordlund Edvinsson (2003), p. 39.
30Nordlund Edvinsson (2003), p. 55.
31Stenlås (1998), p. 69.
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6.2.2 The Swedish insurance elite

In the 19th century, founders and directors of property underwriters were
often rooted in industrialist spheres. Like industry firms, they were facil-
itated by environments where investors and entrepreneurs enjoyed arms-
length distances to each other.32 These elites were at the time more
aligned with the political elites. As in other sectors of the Swedish eco-
nomy, a fracturing alignment of interests occurred in the first decades of
the 20th century. In the 1920s and 1930s several propositions were made
for outright nationalisation of the insurance industry.33 Before the social-
democrats’ ascent to power (first in 1921 but with a broader policy im-
pact from 1932), the representatives of the insurance industry expressed
merely a half-hearted fear of nationalisation.34

Nationalisation was nevertheless a looming threat as the new demo-
cratised power elite re-formed with considerable social-democratic rep-
resentation. In the 1930s, plans to increase state control over indus-
tries were being put into action in railways, and other industries. The
National Organisation for Swedish Insurance (Svenska Försäkrinsgbolags
Riksförbund) was formed in 1937 with one of its explicit purposes to res-
ist political plans for nationalisation.35 In the end, the social-democrats
did not push for far-reaching nationalisation. Instead, there was a polit-
ical compromise promoting the expediency and efficiency of underwriting
in the 1930s.36 Eventually, the re-regulation of 1948 left the insurance
industry mostly private but imposed restrictions on the industry to or-
ganise to the benefit of clients. This kind of deal is symptomatic for the
kind of cooperative spirit that also make out the dynamics between the
formation of what Glete referred to as the new economic and political
elites of the 20th century.37

On the one hand, the insurance directors, too, were brought to-
gether facing a political threat of regulation, but it is also true that close
discussion and overlapping of insurance directors and political power

32Glete (1994), p. 339.
33Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), pp. 90–91.
34Wijkander (1919), p. 104.
35Kleverman and Lönnborg (2000), p. 160.
36Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 255.
37Glete (1994), p. 333.
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was present in Swedish insurance. Around 6% of underwriting direct-
ors were also politicians.38 Over the 75 years of this study, directors of
property insurance included three undersecretaries of State and no less
than 44 MPs and nine cabinet ministries (four while serving) as well as
one serving prime minister. The overlap of insurance directors with the
political elite is on the one hand symptomatic of the Swedish corporatist
environment. It persists throughout the 75 years of this study, thus both
before and after the formation of new political elites in the early 20th

century. On the other hand, half of the insurance director that were also
MPs served after the rise to power of the social-democracy.

By the 1930s, the largest industrial corporations could no longer rely
on an arms-length distance to politicians through social ties. Instead,
Stenlås has argued, they shifted to channelling their influence by other
means.39 The social ties that the economic elite previously had en-
joyed with their peers in the political corridors of power was diminished.
As a result, the insurance industry, like other industries, consolidated
its interests in organisations and moved towards expressing their polit-
ical influence through industry organisations and economic support to
right-wing newspapers. The insurance organised in this manner through
the National Organisation for Swedish Insurance, as mentioned above.
Despite this division, it was common that politicians of all parties had
industry ties, and considerable subsets of insurance men overlapped with
the political elites of Sweden also after the 1920s.

This study uses the phrase “insurance men” quite frequently. Outside
the scope of this study, and despite being absent from the smoky board-
rooms of the insurance companies, there were insurance women also.
In the early 20th century, Swedish bank clerks and insurance secret-
aries were not uncommonly women. In the head offices of the major
property underwriters, women organised correspondence, client contacts
and managed corporate databases. In Järnvägsassuransföreningen, four
of the company’s seven officials were women in 1935.40 Of the around
a hundred people that had been employed by SÅA until 1923, on the

38A slightly lower share of insurance directors were politicians in the 19th century.
From the directors of national firms in this study, around 6% are politicians in the
1890s, and 7% from the 1930s.

39Stenlås (1998), pp. 70–71.
40Ståhle (1935).
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other hand, there was not even one woman.41 No women ever ascended
to directorships in property insurance before 1950. When the elite of
Swedish insurance is discussed in this study, the notion thus refers to a
socio-cultural sphere that is entirely made up of men.

In the Insurance Organisation, women membership were discussed
in 1913, but rejected. An earlier exception, it seems, had been made
for the mathematician Sonja Kovalewski who had been elected mem-
ber of the organisation in 1885.42 The exclusion of women, not only
from boardrooms but from all insurance organisation where corporate
resource sharing was being negotiated, was motivated with contempor-
ary sexism. It was argued that women would disrupt the old traditions
of social gatherings if present. Women were allowed as members of the
Insurance Organisation in the 1930s, but the share of women members
grew slowly over the following half-century.43 This study has not come
across a single example of women in positions of substantial power over
corporate resource allocation.

6.3 Insurance directors and their social spheres

In the larger insurance companies, most directors were professional lead-
ers of companies. The largest category of board members contains indi-
viduals with titles like “Director”, “Director general” or “Insurance dir-
ector” that indicates that their vocational and socio-cultural were primar-
ily connected to their corporate directorship. Several titles the directorial
category have prefixes indicating affiliation to other industries such as
“Bank director” or “Machine Director”. Numerous occurrences adminis-
trative, juridical, or political titles from what Glete would categorise as
the political elite,44 indicate a considerable presence of a political elite on
Swedish insurance boards. An overlap of human capital with the financial
sector is also apparent through a large number of “bankers”, “treasurers”,
“bank officers” and even “tellers” amongst the board members of the
property underwriters throughout the 75 years.

41Schéel (1923).
42Grenholm (1935), pp. 19–23.
43Kleverman and Lönnborg (2000), pp. 161–162.
44Glete (1994), p. 333.
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6.3.1 Distribution of socio-vocational categories

Types of titles were not evenly distributed across companies or time.
All types of property underwriters engaged socially respectable and well
reputable representatives on their boards.45 The type of directors also
depended heavily on the type of company, and the specific competence
that its operational strategies demanded. Most notably, titles indicating
a naval or maritime background were significantly more prominent in
firms that had their primary income from marine insurance.46 National
underwriters, throughout the research period, often had director’s whose
competences aligned the principal line of the underwriting of the firm.
Two related yet separate processes lay behind this. On the one hand the
industry specific demand for directorial competences, and on the other
the social cohesion amongst demand side industrialists.

Insurance demand in marine insurance was specific to the maritime
and shipping industry. The risk, to marine underwriters, were specifically
maritime. Many national firms emerged from industry specific demand
for property insurance, and initial boards of marine insurers therefore
naturally had a bias towards directors with a maritime background.47

Within industrial sectors like skipping, rail transport, automobile trans-
port, and cattle-raising a social cohesion which preceded the insurance
company played a role in the establishment of underwriters. All direct-
ors titled “Train Drivers” and “Locomotive Masters”, for example, direct
either Järnvägsassuransföreningen or Järnvägsmännens (brand). Both
these firms emerged from associations in the railway industry.48

A skewed distribution of titles across different insurance companies
was symptomatic of different requirements in terms of directorial com-
petences. Particularly medium-sized underwriters required that market-
specific rather than general actuarial competence and knowledge of the
insured risk was represented in the board. Directors of Sveriges Ångfartygs
Assurans Förening were required to be knowledgeable of skipping and
maritime industry to be able to make rulings in insurance matters.49 An

45Hallendorff (1923), p. 24.
46T-tests of national firms show that individuals categorised with maritime titles

occurred many times more often in marine insurers than in other branches of in-
surance.

47Fürst (1917), pp. 15–18; Ramm (1913), pp. 12–19; Försäkringsmatrikel (1930).
48See Ståhle (1935), pp. 6–9.
49Schéel (1923), p. 24.
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overrepresentation of maritime titles in marine insurers was therefore re-
lated to maritime competence. The presence of some “Actuaries”, “Fire
inspectors”, or “Engineers” on underwriting boards may also reflect the
firms’ need for those respective competences. Similarly, all directors titled
“Car Owner” or “Cab Owner” are directors of automobile underwriters.50

In addition to any actuarial competences of directors, a sector-specific so-
cial capital of directors might have played a role in recruiting car owners
to boards of automobile underwriters. Arguably, it was thereby both dir-
ectorial competence and their connections to industries where insurance
demand originated that caused underwriters to prefer different types of
directors on their boards of directors.

In the larger firms, the emphasis was instead on directorial profes-
sionalism. Where competences did not relate directly to understanding
risk actuarially. Instead, general competences to run any large multidivi-
sional business was required. A similar effect is seen also in smaller firms
towards the end of the study period in the highly diversified firms. After
widespread underwriting diversification, knowledge of risk in one type of
industry does not remain as pronounced in the titles of highly diversified
firms’ directors. There are some categories of titles that occur more often
in mutual firms than in investor-owned firms too. The biggest difference
between company forms, however, is not between the ownership form as
such, but between local and national firms.

Table 6.1 shows the distribution of titles by type in property un-
derwriters of different organisational forms. Local companies had many
more agricultural board members than national companies and much
fewer professional managers. They have almost no academics, but in-
stead, they have individuals with religious titles like cantors and church
ushers who are lacking almost entirely in the national firms. No priests
are on the boards of national underwriters. The clergy was part of local
elites, but unlike noblemen, they were never well represented in the na-
tional economic elites in Sweden. Beyond de differences in title categor-
ies, entitled board members of local firms more often demonstrate titles
that have a rural connotation, such as “city council”, “farmer”, or “rural
mayor”. The high percentage of juridical titles on boards of local firms
was largely due to the many regional court judges on local company
boards. In the juridical category, “lawyers”, appeared in national firms,
and “rural judges” in regional firms.

50Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1920-1950).
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Table 6.1: The distribution of titles of insurance directors by
category and type of underwriter 1875-1950

Title Category National firms Regional firms

Stock Mutual Regional Municipal

No title 17.1% 15.1% 11.3% 16%
Political elite

Administrative 4.6% 7.5% 2.2% 0.6%
Juridical 4.6% 2.5% 8.8% 9.9%
Military 7.4% 5.7% 2.9% 1.9%
Political 6.9% 6.6% 6.7% 7.4%
Subtotal 23.5% 22.4% 20.6% 19.8%

Economic elite:
Directorial 25.9% 36.7% 8.7% 1.9%
Entrepreneurial 14.9% 10.9% 8.7% 7.4%
Subtotal 40.8% 47.6% 17.5% 9.3%

Other elite groups:
Accademic 3.4% 4.3% 2% 0%
Agricultural 3.3% 0.6% 40.1% 46.6%
Engineeral 4.6% 2.7% 4.4% 1.5%
Marine 2.4% 1.7% 0% 0%
Noble (titles) 1.5% 1.5% 2.8% 0%
Subtotal 15.2% 10.9% 49.3% 48.1%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: Own calculations.
Note: Statistics for all benchmark years. The same individuals are allowed to weight
the title category of any firm-type through duplicates across time (longevity), and
firms (interlocks).

Note that the noble category in the subdivision of titles and in
Table 6.1 are people who use their noble status as their sole title. More
than one title is rarely used but happens during two circumstances.
Firstly, when a title is of great national importance, like “Prime Minister”,
or “Marshal of the Court”. Secondly, when somebody adds their noble
title to their regular vocational title.

Former minister of agriculture, landlord Bo von Stockenström of
Skandinaviska Kreatursförsäkringsbolaget used “landlord” as well as the
information that he once was in government.51 Even though he is a noble-
man, his noble status was not used as a title. Cavalry captain, count Carl

51Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1934-1940).
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C:son-Bonde of Securitas in 1940 used both a noble and vocational title,
perhaps to compensate his more humble vocational title as a mid-level
army officer with some social status affiliated with nobility. His family
ties to industry-leaders, through his parents and second marriage to the
daughter of the banker and insurance director Swartling integrated him
as part of the national economic elite.52 Count C:son-Bonde’s noble title
is an example of both the high historic status affiliated with nobility and
the use of the industrialised vocational titles to indicate social standing.
Interestingly the historic elite-marker of nobility functioned as a comple-
ment to an insufficiently esteemed modern vocational title. Even though
nobility was an older elite, it still had sociocultural relevance in the 1940s.
Over the 75 years until 1950, elite compositions transformed. Structural
change in the economy led to new groups excelling in their control over
financial capital. Urbanisation shifted the relative importance of rural
and national elites, and the social meaning of elite status indicators, like
titles, evolved too.

National companies, on the other hand, almost exclusively operated
from urban centra. Though taking on clients through vast networks of
rurally located insurance agents, it was in the main offices in cities that
organisational and strategical decisions were made. At the turn of the
19th century, national underwriters had hundreds of affiliated insurance
agents based in the provinces. National underwriters’ directors were part
of a national economic elite which maintained contacts with other larger
companies, and, with each other.

In the first decades of the 20th century, directors increasingly con-
sisted of individuals who are described by the title of “director”. They
mostly replace titles of industry and entrepreneurship like “wholesaler”,
“factory owner”, or “factory manager”, but also administrative and polit-
ical elite titles. This change is indicative of professionalisation of the
directorships in large corporations. In German banking of the early 20th

century, the required competence of directors have been observed to have
shifted towards bureaucratic and organisational skills and away from
banking.53 A similar effect could have taken place in Swedish property
insurance. As underwriters diversified their underwriting portfolios, dir-
ecting them became more a question of coordinating corporate resources

52Vem ar det?, “Bonde, Carl” p. 146; Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1922-1944). Count
Carl C:son-Bonde was promoted to “Lieutenant Colonel” between 1940 and 1943,
and left the insurance industry to return to the military.

53Berghoff and Köhler (2007), p. 74.
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within a multidivisional firm than having in-depth knowledge of actuarial
details in any particular line of insurance. This could be a possible ex-
planation for the shift in types of directors in the first few decades of the
20th century. The largest underwriters, in terms of premium incomes,
also had a higher share of this type of directors. In the 19th century,
insurance directors of titles like “director” were predominantly found in
the three large companies that also underwrote life insurance.

The shift towards more insurance directors using titles like “director”
occurs in tandem with the underwriting diversification. It is, however, not
so much the effect of the same individuals altering their titles. Instead,
it is caused by the influx of new directors. New entrepreneurial directors
appear with the many firm entries of the late 1910s. The wholesaler Carl
Krüger of underwriters Ocean and Union (a relative of the international
financier engineer Ivar Krüger) was exceptional in that he changed his
title to “director” between 1907 and 1922.54

6.3.2 A separate local elite

The elite groups of insurance directors can be separated into local and
national elites. The industrialisation process of the 19th century had cre-
ated separate spheres of rural and urban representatives of economic
activities. Particularly the development of the financial sector, was con-
nected to provincial and rural structures of the economy through the
many provincial banks.55 Representatives of local savings banks were
thereby part of a rural elite just like directors of national investment
banks were part of a national socio-economic elite.

In the 19th century, liberal economic legislation brought about a
“series of regional institutions, that lead to new opportunities for col-
laboration amongst the economic and social elites of the provinces”.56

Rural farmer’s organisations, savings banks, mutual loan associations,
and other distinctly local initiatives were taken by, and in turn, formed
a distinctly local elite at the end of the 19th century. Local insurance
clubs and regionally organised mutual underwriters existed in this con-
text. Their founders and administrators were also predominantly part of
those local elites. Throughout the research period, national and regional
elites remain separate.

54Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1907); Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1922).
55Glete (1987), pp. 83–84.
56Glete (1987), p. 72.
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The considerable share of agricultural titles of local firms’ directors
also consisted of locally prominent individuals. The bulk of these dis-
tributed evenly as “land tenures” and “farmers”. Land tenures included
13% noblemen over the 75 years. Many common names like Johansson
and Andersson also bore such agricultural titles, but no farmers were
noblemen. In terms of their position in the local elites, they would nev-
ertheless have been considered respectable individuals, not least in their
position of being an administrator of the local fire insurance club. Such
positions were held by trustworthy and significant members of the local
community. In the rural municipality of Köpinge, for example, the local
cantor Mr. Cederholm was chosen to be secretary of the local underwriter
in 1876. His family then operated the secretariate from the family villa
for the following three generations.57

The 19th century had seen the rise to dominance of an agricultural
class in the directorships of municipal underwriters following the (1866)
abolition of the Riksdag of the Estates and (1862) laws of municipal
autonomy. Municipal policymakers often overlapped the insurance com-
pany boards. Through a local social capital, prominent local residents
were both more likely to be appointed to run the local underwriter but
might also have enjoyed a trust or respect of municipal clients which was
essential to such small and local insurance institutions. The agricultural
dominance of rural Sweden well into the mid 20th century, ensured that
local rural elites more often had ties to agriculture than did the national
firms which exclusively were based in bigger cities.

The local character of titles of local underwriters’ directors is rooted
in the regional way in which these underwriters operated. Regional firms
(länsbolag) were often initiated by local noblemen, or by the regional gov-
ernor. Like cantor Cederholm, these were spiders in the web of social con-
tacts of important local actors.58 Uppsala Län’s regional company had
rules that demanded that board members were stationed in the county
town. Similar arrangements in numerous local firms institutionalised
the local character of the board with such rules. Other such demands
included that the countryside the chairman and at least one more mem-
ber of a local mutual committee needed to be literate.59 Västernorrlands
regional company (initiated by the regional governor), attracted to its

57Fredrikson (1937), p. 67.
58Bring (1945), p. 10.
59Bring (1945), p. 25.
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directorate what it described to be “notable persons”60 These included,
amongst others, the school dean, the local vicar, a doctor Stjernberg
(who doubled on the city council), some local jurymen, and a factory
owner.61

The local firms rallied the notable persons of their region also for
the purpose of capitalising on their social capital. The local firms used
social trust and respect for local elites in order to operate under capital
restraints and capitalise on the social trust of rural communities.62 Their
respective companies’ clients would have known these individuals. They
were also draped in a respected cultural capital which mastered trust
in underwriting institution which they directed. Municipal firms would
often underwrite risk at the home of the company’s representatives since
these firms were too small to hold their own offices. Such practices
would both have functioned to elevate the importance and notableness
of people like cantor Cederholm, but also to enforce a more personal
character to the underwriting contract than what national firms could
manage in their more impersonal contracting.

6.3.3 Changing elites - the role of nobility

Both local and national firms had a large share of noblemen in their
boards. During the 19th century, the nobility had been allotted both
financial privileges and a protected cultural capital. Until 1866, they
had a representational quota in the Riksdag of the Estates. The role of
Swedish nobility in the industrial organisation was, however, subject to
overwhelming change during the industrialisation process. In the mid
19th century, it needed to renegotiate its claim to privileges.63 Göran
Norrby, in his thesis on the noble identity, argued that nobility faces new
stages of economic development that demand new kinds of positions in
order to maintain the grip on privileges. Privileges to administrative
posts disappeared in legislation in 1808 and the increased importance of
industry in the second half of the 19th century created new entries to the
economic elite which could be used by commons.

60Silén (1944), p. 46.
61Silén (1944), pp. 46–47.
62SOU 1949:25-1, p. 23; Bergander (1967), pp. 43–44.
63Norrby (2005), p. 258.
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With liberalisation in the mid 19th century, noble privileges de-
creased, but a cultural and social noble capital lingered. Only in the 20th

century, for example, did common patronymic names start to increase
their presence in Swedish public administration where they were more
common only in 1955.64 The rollout of a Weberian public administration
to replace personal loyalties was a graduate 19th century process,65 but
the practice of selling official positions, sometimes used by nobility to
gain access to posts to which they were unmerited, had also mostly dis-
appeared by the 1870s.66 Corruption in the shape of informal payments
in public administration also decreased gradually over the following dec-
ades into the 1910s.67 Increasingly valued meritocracy in administration
and business, both challenged and maintained advantages of earlier noble
elites. Their families did find their way into positions of power in the
industrialised 20th century too. Contacts, marriage alliances, and other
family ties had created a social structure through which powerful spheres
of the society could mount the next wave of economic development.

The economic importance of nobility manifested itself both on the
country side and in the cities. Noblemen were central to initiatives and
financing of both small and large businesses created during the first half
of the 19th century. This includes 19th century property underwriters too.
The first national investor-owned insurer Skandia was initiated mainly by
noblemen.68 Several studies have shown that Swedish nobility manages
to hold on to their elite status remarkably well during industrialisation.
It is only in the late 19th century and the early 20th century that no-
blemen choose business rather than military careers to reproduce their
status. In the early 20th century, a higher share of commons have uni-
versity diplomas,69 A study of the social origins on employees of Swedish
public administration by Sten-Sture Landström (1954), the role of no-
blemen is found to be in slow decline in the first half of the 20th century.

64Sundell (2014)a, pp. 18, 19.
65Rothstein (1998).
66Sundell (2014)b, p. 106.
67Sundell (2014)b, pp. 114–115.
68Grenholm (1955), pp. 9–10: Skandia’s first chairman was count von Platen and the

first CEO was a von Koch. Together with central figures of Skandia’s forming years:
Fabian Wrede, Ferdinand, Braunerhielm, Lagercrantz, af Ugglas, and I. Afzelius
were all noblemen.

69Sundell (2014)a, p. 21.
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Figure 6.1: Average share of noble insurance directors
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Sources: Elgenstierna (1925); and directorial data (See Appendix A).

He reports that 11.1% were noblemen in 1917 (which was also roughly
the level of 1865 when the Riksdag of the Estates with quotas for noble
parliamentary representation was abolished), 8.9% in 1927, 8.0% in 1937,
and 6.0% in 1947.70 They are nevertheless highly overrepresented still in
the middle of the 20th century. In spite of an extreme noble presence
in the foreign office (almost half its staff in 1917 were noblemen), it is
in business life rather than in politics that Swedish nobility manages to
remain well-represented in the business elite.

Using Landstöm’s (1954) estimations as a benchmark, data on insur-
ance directors indicate a strong, noble representation on Swedish prop-
erty insurance boards. Commoners were not legally allowed to assume
a noble name, so names have proven a useful metric to estimate the in-
fluence of Swedish nobility. Using the (1925) record of Swedish noble
families compiled by Gustaf Elgenstierna, the noble status of all insur-
ance directors of the database in this study has been established.71

70Landström (1954), pp. 115, 118.
71Elgenstierna (1925). Elgenstierna’s digitalised record of all noble family names still

implies some computational obstacles. Matching errors in spelling, diacritics, and
typos could result in a slight underestimation of noble names. Noblemen who used
their noble status as part of their vocation titles have been used to triangulate the
noble dummy variable.
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The average share of all collected directors of property underwriters
show high (around 20%) shares up until around 1910, and then decrease
to around 10% in the 1940s. As mentioned in the previous sections, a
sharp increase in entrepreneurial titles like “director” occurred amongst
property underwriters in the 1910s. Interestingly, that dip in the non-
political titles and the sharp increase in directorial titles is not visible
as a sharp drop in Figure 6.1. Instead, a steady decline of noblemen’s
share of insurance director posts begins around 1900, at around the same
time as Sundell tracks the decline of noble presence in Swedish public
administration.72 Comparing Figure 6.1 to the results of Sundell’s study,
the share of noblemen in public administration was almost half that of
the share amongst insurance directorates. Underwriters thereby had a
high share of noble directors.

New companies of the 1910s had disproportionally many directors
of entrepreneurial background, but not disproportionally few noblemen.
Nobility, it seems, had a steady position in the economic elite of that
decade, even though it was gradually losing the previously very high
representation it had had amongst directors of the insurance industry.
The decline of noblemen in insurance was in harmony with the reshaping
of elites in the country as a whole. Since noblemen made out only around
0.2% of the population,73 they were nevertheless vastly overrepresented
as insurance directors even towards the end of the study period. Data
on insurance directors thus supports that noblemen managed to defend
their positions as the economic elite in no small degree, even though
the cause of the industrialisation diminished their presence on company
boards.

6.4 Summary

The directors of Swedish property insurance pertained to an elite rich
in both financial and cultural capital. Strikingly different types of elites,
however, populated the boards of large national firms and small local un-
derwriters. These patterns emerge from analysing the 226 combinations
of titles amongst the 1908 board members. The titles are categorised
into 12 socio-vocational categories suggestive of different types of cul-
tural capital in groups of directors. In national firms, an economic elite

72Sundell (2014)a.
73Landström (1954), p. 116.
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with socio-vocational titles like “Director” and “manager director” direc-
ted large firms with vast financial resources and overlapped social spheres
of other business leaders. In local firms, locally prominent individuals,
often with cultural capital linked to agriculture, constituted a local elite
whose social capital was regional. These elites had some commonalities
like a high but declining share of noblemen and overlapped with their
respective local or national financial and political elite groups. Directors
of notably different groups nevertheless characterised local and national
companies. The distribution of their titles indicate several noteworthy
changes both over time and variances across types of companies.

Despite different ownership-forms, mutual and stock companies seem
to have a similar distribution in the kind of directors. The decisive dif-
ferences appear between national and locally organised firms. Cultural
capital was unevenly distributed over types of companies also within
different organisational forms. A firm’s focus of underwriting in certain
insurance lines determined a bias in industry-specific competence of dir-
ectors in lines like marine and automobile insurance. Underwriting these
lines of insurance required specific knowledge to be represented in the
boardroom, and consequently

A marine insurer would have as directors relatively more skippers and
admirals amongst their initiators in part because marine underwriters re-
quired these directors’ specific competence. People with a high maritime
social and cultural capital are to be found in the shipping industry from
which industry interests had been crucial to launching marine under-
writers. The social capital of directors also signalled trust and in-group
belonging in dealings between underwriters and insurance clients of the
respective lines. Skippers would have had less friction in negotiating in-
surance contracts with fellow skippers.

The socioeconomic elite in Sweden was transformed by industrial-
isation. Based in land ownership, a largely noble elite was obliged to
transform itself into industrial businesses or public servants to cling on
to economic capital. In the early 19th century, however, democratisation
led to the reshaping of new economic and political elites. The noblemen
of the beginning of the 19th century still held on to a traditional elite
status. It had been based in financial capital rooted in land ownership,
but liberalisation and industrial transformation broadly led to the no-
bility converting to a new cultural capital associated with business, and
public administration. Insurance directors were disproportionally noble.
From 20% in the 19th century to around 10% in 1950. The decline is
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in harmony with general transformation in Sweden, which, starting in
1900, meant that noblemen’s relative economic influence decreased. With
graduate democratic reforms in the early 20th century and the uprooting
transformations of business ownership following the economic crises of
the 1920s, Swedish economic elite is redefined. Glete has argued that this
re-composition of the Swedish elite led to an increased distance between
the political and economic elite of the country, which in turn had con-
sequences for how industrial structures organised.

In property insurance, on the one hand, remarkably many direct-
ors were politicians, also after the 1920s. On the other hand, the col-
laborative spirit between the insurance elite and legislators that had
once been behind the regulation of 1903 did not survive intact into the
social-democratic era of the 1930s. The insurance industry experienced a
real threat of nationalisation from legislators. The 1920s and 1930s also
marked the beginning of an intensification of the insurance industry’s
networking, through different types of interfirm ties and through col-
laborative and lobbying organisations alike. They constituted networks
through which directors, the entrepreneur-coordinators of property un-
derwriters, could direct resources also outside their own firms. In these
networks, which will be the focus of the following chapters, the social
background and contacts between underwriting directors were an im-
portant characteristic.
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The social backgrounds and shared environments of Swedish elites make
out the socio-economic background to directorial recruitment that formed
a boardroom network between Swedish corporations. It was increasingly
common that one director simultaneously held the directorship of an-
other property underwriter. Underwriters were thereby not only gov-
erned by the same kind of directors, but quite literally by the very same
director as one or several of its competitors. Patterns of sharing directors
varied drastically over time and across types of underwriting firms.

In business management, a director’s competence and managing-
skills are an asset to a firm.1 In sharing directors, firms come to share
much more than the corporate resource that is the individual directors’
competence. Appropriately structured interlocks have been suggested to
provide quick and frictionless information sharing between firms,2 and to
be channels for interfirm learning.3 Knowledge of competitors and their
strategic decisions, or of best business practices can traverse from one
connected firm to another. Shared directors have also been suggested to
nurture social cohesion and group loyalty.4 They also offer a direct means
of control over other firms’ activities. In Ronald Coase’s terminology,
firms with interlocking directorates would be sharing their entrepreneur-
coordinators.5 With directors of a competitor on a company’s board, the
decisions of that firm’s allocation of its corporate resources are at least in
part directed from outside the firm. The nature of resource-coordinating
ties between firms thereby depends on firm decision makers which can,
at least partly, be regarded as external to the firm.

1Jong et al. (2014).
2Ornstein (1982).
3Davis (1991); Davis, Yoo et al. (2003), p. 305.
4Hasselberg, T. Pettersson et al. (2006), pp. 41–43; Mizruchi (2013).
5Coase (1937).
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Interlocking directorates have been the most frequently addressed
type of network ties in the corporate network literature.6 In this chapter,
the evolution of the network structure of the (ID) layer will be described
in detail - also from the perspective of the individuals that made up the
interfirm connections. The rise of this network was a slow and gradu-
ate process. Several structural features of the evolution of the market’s
organisation are observable in the patterns which emerge from the form-
ation of these interfirm networks over time. While the exchange of re-
sources and interfirm coordination occurred between firms, the underly-
ing bipartite structure of how individual directors connected these firms
is an equally important angle to the evolution of interlocking director-
ates.7 The first section in this chapter is will be dedicated to the firm pro-
jection and relation between Swedish property underwriters that shared
directors. The network literature has also focused on the director-aspect
of for example market influence, political cohesion and directors’ self-
interest of directors.8 This motivates historic insight into the role of
Swedish underwriting directors also from the perspective of the directors
themselves.7 The second section of this chapter, Section 7.2 will explore
this perspective.

7.1 The network of insurance firms

Already in the 19th century, several noteworthy connections between the
boards of Swedish underwriters caused a few underwriters to be gov-
erned by partly the same individuals. These firms were already engaging
in other kinds of interfirm connections. Prominent insurance directors
also regularly met within the meetings of the Insurance Organisation
(founded in 1875). Others were sharing resources within the cartel agree-
ments of the Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation. J. E. Carlholm was the
the statistician at Skandia as well as its CEO Elis Fischer were both pi-
oneering members of the Insurance Organisation and the Fire Insurance
Tariff Organisation.9 So were A. Priess and other representatives for for-
eign underwriters in Sweden.

6Mizruchi (1996); Chu and Davis (2016), p. 716.
7Everett and Borgatti (2013), pp. 204–205.
8See Mizruchi (2013); Burris (2005); Fich and White (2005).
9Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876:1) pp. 2-5; Hallendorff (1923), p. 65.
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District court judge Carsten W. Rådman and captain C. J. A. Skogman
were two prominent directors of the small world of insurance men in the
formative decade of the 1870s. They are of particular interest here since
they embody some of the first interlocking directorates between prop-
erty underwriters.10 Three direct interlocking directorates existed in the
first benchmark year of this study. As previously seen in the chapter, 4,
the 75 years leading up to 1950 saw the Swedish property underwriters
increasingly share directors with each other. Firms that were tied to
each other by common directors became more and more common. The
growth of these ties was, however, not constant, and the structures that
they formed, were not random. Many noteworthy patterns in the tie
formation over the 75-year period can be observed.

7.1.1 Strong and weak interfirm ties

In the very first cases of interlocking directorates, it is hard to find traces
of any strategical decision being the root of the interlocks. They appear
instead as outcomes of the limited world of competent insurance direct-
ors or through relationships based in the vertical ownership structures
between the larger firms and their subsidiary reinsurers. As interlocks
became more common towards the turn of the 20th century, several un-
derwriters also came to share more than one director. As previously seen
in Chapter 4, the density of the network of insurance men grew in the
first half of the 20th century, but so did the average strength of the ties
in the network.

Network strength is important in corporate network analysis because
it can be interpreted as a proxy for influence and ease of information
flows.11 It is thereby a proxy for corporate power being executed by
one firm over another. A single interlocking directorate can be said to
converge the decisions of two firms less than if the entire boards were
overlapping.12 It has also been suggested that strong ties facilitate know-
ledge transfer better than weeker ones.13

In network analysis, the number of overlapping boards can be used to
compute the strength of the resource sharing tie between two firms. We

10Skogman in Skandia and Stockholms Sjö, and Rådman in Allmänna brand, and
Sverige, the latter of which went bankrupt in 1888.

11Eelke M. Heemskerk (2007), pp. 69–70.
12Windolf (2009), p. 450.
13Aubert et al. (2012).
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will refer to this strength (often called edge-weight or arch-weight in the
network literature) as wij as in Equation 2.2 (p. 51). More specifically, the
weight of ties between firms that share directors can be expressed as the
share of the directors of two boards that are assigned to both directorates.
In viewing the network of firms, edge-weight helps to distinguish firms
that are loosely tied to each other by only a single shared director from
the firms that share a large portion, or even all of their directors with
another firm.

Firms that were connected by the sharing of one or more direct-
ors mostly came from large national firms. Municipally and regionally
organised firms on the other hand, did not often share directors with
national firms and were largely excluded from the national network of
underwriters. In the 19th century, extensive networking was rare and re-
tained a stronger reciprocal relationship with the insurance industry’s
ownership structure. When the network density grew in the 20th, so did
the strength of the connections between underwriters.

The network was not only denser with more connected firms, but
also stronger, with more and more strong ties. Structurally, interlock-
ing directorates have been shown to have different functions depending
on strength. Julián Cárdenas has shown how the strength of interfirm
ties helped to define national patterns of cohesive and dispersed net-
work structures.14 In cohesive networks, strong ties from central firms
indicate collaboration. In dispersed networks, weaker ties are suggestive
of “communication ties rather than control”.15 Much like the structural
differences of arch-weights in Granovetter’s social networks,16 the net-
works of firms have different functions depending on the strength of
their ties. Evidence found in the networks of property underwriters in
this study suggests different circumstances that surround the weak and
strong ID-ties. Underwriters that shared a large share of their boards
(high arch-strength wij) were tightly coordinating firms. Strong coordin-
ation of corporate resources has been identified as being of one of three
different types between underwriters with strong directorial ties.

Firstly the vertical power structures of dedicated underwriters, which
were the only really strong ID-ties between underwriters in the 19th cen-
tury. Secondly, there were strong regional ties. A combination of regional

14Cárdenas (2012).
15Cárdenas (2012), p. 303.
16Compare “tie strengths” in Granovetter (1973).
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factors like a small local elite shared local industrial interests, and a
higher probability that directors were recruited locally lay behind tight
relations between the Scanian (mutual) firms Skånska brand and Skånska
städernas. The geographical collaborations led to the odd few occurrences
where local and national insurance elites overlapped. In the region of
Stockholm, the parliamentarian Åkerlund connected the rurally focused
Allmänna brand with the regional Stockholms läns Brandstodsbolag.17 So
did the companies’ board president professor W. Odelberg.18 These two
firms had such a strongly overlapping directorate in the first decade of
the 20th century. Thirdly, many of these types of strongly coordinative
partnerships appeared later in the budding insurance groups of the late
1920s. Then, multiple directors were shared, often within the group as
many directors who sat on more than 2 group boards contribute to a
highly clustered influence sphere of the insurance groups. These owner-
ship structures did not appeared in the interlocking directorates until
the 1920s.

7.1.2 Visualisation of structural trends

Over the coming pages, the network structure outlined above will be
visualised as network graphs. Nodes, that is to say, firms, will be seen as
dots, and interlocking directorates of firms will be lines connecting the
dots. Since the number of firms (network nodes) in this study is at most
around 100, network graphs may add to the readers understanding of
the network formations.19 On the other hand, the reading of such graphs
may be difficult, and may “convey certain relationships more accurately
or emphasise different features” which is problematic if “most people
do not know what criteria to use in assessing a layout’s informational
validity”.20 This latter argument against network visualisation will be
countered here by a quick guide to reading the network graphs of the
following pages.

17Bring (1944); Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1931).
18Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1904-1910).
19Newman (2010), p. 8.
20Bender-demoll and Mcfarland (2006), p. 2.
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Figure 7.1: Interlocking directorates in 1888
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Figure 7.2: Interlocking directorates in 1919
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Figure 7.3: Interlocking directorates in 1934
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Figure 7.4: Interlocking directorates in 1949
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Figures 7.1 to 7.4 show the graduate development of a denser board-
room network within the property insurance industry where the growth
and types of network ties are not evenly distributed amongst firms. The
shade of each node represents the organisational form of underwriters,
and the size21 of nodes reflects the respective company’s premium in-
come. The strength (wij or the share of overlapping boards) of a tie
between two firms is visualised as the thickness of connecting arches.

In reading the graphs, it is useful to remember that:

• The nodes could have had almost any position on the graph since
they were positioned by an algorithm.22 Centrally located or nodes
at the top of the graph are not more important in any aspect solely
by virtue of their position.

• Relative position of nodes does not necessarily express network
data as such, but is a result of an effort to ease readability of data
for the whole network.23 When two nodes are close to each other,
it could be the data stipulates an arch between them which causes
them to be visualised next to each other, but un-connected nodes
might also appear close to each other at random.

• The length of a tie between firms, therefore, contains no inform-
ation, the thickness, however, visualises tie-strength, in this case,
the share of interlocking directors.

In Figure 7.1, the network of 1888 has fewer active firms which were
sparsely connected to each other. The connected firms, however, include
both mutual and investor-owned companies. Given the different organ-
isational approaches and the sometimes bitter conflicts between mutual
and investor-owned firms, this is a noteworthy pattern. Joint-stock com-
panies like Svea and Ocean can be seen interlocking with Astrea and

21An exponentially scaled index of premiums is used together with a minimum cap
to inflate the smallest firms to a viewable size.

22The algorithm used for the visualisations in this thesis is ForceAtlas2 (See Jacomy
et al. (2014)), included in the Gephi software (Bastian et al. (2009)). The algorithm
repeatedly re-locates each node using forces for overall gravity, repulsion of nearby
nodes, the attraction between connected nodes, and other forces. Initially randomly
positioned nodes to assume a position on the graph after running the algorithm to
re-position all nodes until a steady-state is achieved. The forces that make nodes
move have then evened out as much as the network structure allows.

23Crnovrsanin et al. (2014), p. 57.
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Union RE that were their respective subsidiary reinsurance companies.
Reinsurance companies generally had a larger number of interlocks than
direct insurers. Insight and control over reinsurance companies were at-
tractive since it facilitated underwriters’ ability to obtain reinsurance,
and since subsidiary reinsurance companies were created on the initi-
ative of their parent companies, they often shared a large part of their
boards. Symptomatically, the reinsurer Sverige RE was the only under-
writer that shared directors with three other firms in 1888.

In 1919, a more dense network had formed and is shown in Figure 7.2.
Many firms have interlocking directorates with each other, and some
share more than one board member. Insurance groups have not yet
formed in the sense that ownership structures have started to reflect
deeper coordination of underwriting activities between group firms. The
clusters around the firms Mälaren, Stella, and Hansa as well as between
Skåne, Malmö, and Aurora are, nevertheless, strongly connected by mul-
tiple overlapping directors decades before these firms form ownership
groups. Freja, which was Skandia’s reinsurer, has a largely identical board
to Skandia. This is represented by a thickly weighted tie between the two
firms in Figure 7.2. Their structure was more typical of the 19th century
dyadic reinsurance relation. Around Skandia and Freja, however, numer-
ous more intricate ties connect a large number of underwriters through
weaker ties. These, it will be argued below, and in the coming chapter,
are symptomatic of two simultaneous driving forces. They were either
socially induced interlocks emerging from underlying elite structures, or
of strategic resource sharing between underwriters.

The sample in 1919 contains a few Regional insurers (in black), which
are largely unconnected to the boardroom network. A few separated
groups (around Europa, Hansa, and Sverige RE) share board members
with each other, but not with firms of a distinguishable giant compon-
ent.24 It includes almost half of the firms. Some firms are very well con-
nected, and have high betweenness centralities like the reinsurer Odeon
and well-connected marine insurer Öresund.

In 1934 the giant component has incorporated most dyadic vertical
relationships that were new in 1919. In 1934, density has increased so
as to include most firms in a strongly interconnected property insurance
market. The number of firms with strong connections to other firms, shar-
ing more than one board member with interlocking firms, has also grown

24The giant component consists of the largest group of firms that are indirectly con-
nected to each other.
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to include strong ties between many mutual firms such as the group con-
taining Gothia, Svitjod, and Städernas Allmänna. This benchmark year
captures the ongoing process of forging insurance groups in the 1930s and
early 1940s. These groups often coordinated strategies between multiple
firms through shared directors. In the 1930s, ties between mutuals and
investor-owned firms were also symptomatic of increasing convergence in
the operational organisation of national mutuals and stock-companies.
Regional mutual firms, on the other hand, remain mostly unconnected
as they continue to operate differently.

In 1949 most firms interlock with other firms. Only a dozen national
mutual firms and (still) most local firms were governed by directors ded-
icated to only one property underwriter. The business groups that formed
gradually during the previous decades are in the early stages of develop-
ment of formal and more isolated business groups of the strong consol-
idation of the market during the 1950s and 60s. Their increased share of
directors contributed to the many interfirm ties in 1949. Some significant
groups were centred around Brand-Trygg, Städernas Allmäna, Norrland,
Skandia, Hermes. The latter two are cut loose from the rest of the web
in Figure 7.4, but share most of their board members with the other 3
to 5 companies of their respective groups.

One can se the isolated groups around Skandia, Städernas Allmäna,
and Hermes as new optimal organisational units, even though they still
consist of independent juridical firms. The advantages of sharing direct-
ors with other firms had been an operational, coordinative and resource-
exchanging advantage that the isolated groups no longer required. Diversi-
fication, scale advantages from actuarial know-how, and efficient inter-
firm coordination within the group had given rise to a more self-sufficient
organisational unit. In the rest of the graph in Figure 7.4 the insur-
ance groups are not yet so clearly defined, and still maintain interlocking
directorates with other firms outside the groups. The analytical frame-
work of this study presents the idea of a sliding scale of mergers (see
Section 1.3.1 on p. 12). Drawing on that reasoning, it can be argued
that the property underwriters were sliding along the scale at different
speeds and that the isolated groups had moved further towards full-out
exclusive resource sharing within a new, merged firm unit.

Reinsurance companies were more often linked to a high number of
other underwriters through interlocks. Their degree centrality is higher
than direct underwriters throughout the 19th century. From 1919 and
onwards, it is steadily about twice that of national direct underwriters.
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The Scanian reinsurer Æquitas had a dozen interlocks in 1949, and the
Stockholmian Sverige, Amphion, both had double-digit degrees in the
1940s.25 The short-lived Gothenburg-based Odeion had 9 and 11 inter-
firm ties in 1919 and 1922 respectively.25 In the relationship between
direct underwriters and reinsurers, the information and control function
of an interlocking directorate is emphasised. Direct underwriters could
influence the reinsurer to accept its risk and facilitate the seeding pro-
cess. In the opposite direction, reinsurers could use interlocks to monitor
their clients to make sure that they were handed manageable risk.

7.2 A network of insurance men

The above structures of networks between firms derived from the struc-
tures of directors’ affiliations to multiple firms. These are structures that
vail several essential aspects of the organisation of the insurance industry.
The kind of directors and the socio-economic environment in which they
operated has been addressed in the previous chapter, but what were the
directors’ position in network terms? The leading individuals were few
but very powerful. Dubbed “big-linkers” in the network literature, dir-
ectors that governed up to five property underwriters were not singular
cases during this period.

The underlying structural change in the directorial network - namely
that the number of big linkers grew in tandem with the number of inter-
firm connections is rooted in the bipartite nature of directorial networks
between firms. A structural change (like in the out-degree distribution
of director-nodes) might be hidden in a firm-to-firm projection of the
network.26 That calls for the scrutiny of both the directorial and the
interfirm projection of the network of interlocking directorates.

7.2.1 The environment of well connected insurance men

Captain Skogman, who was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,
was one of the only three directors which governed multiple property un-
derwriters in 1876. Captain Baron Carl Johan Alfred Skogman simultan-
eously held a chair on the boards of the biggest commercial underwriter
Skandia, and of the marine insurer Stockholsm sjö. Captain Skogman

25Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1919, 1922, 1940-1949).
26Everett and Borgatti (2013).
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was a navy man, Uppsala university graduate, industrialist, and politi-
cian. He served as the vice-chairman on the City Council of Stockholm
and in the capitals Trade and Maritime Board (Stockholms handels- och
sjöfartsnämnd). In 1874 he was appointed to the board of the channel
company Nya Trollhätte kanalbolag which carried out the linkage between
the North-Atlantic with lake Vänern through the Trohätte Canal27 - one
of many early 19th century canal projects in Sweden that facilitated
transports and enabled new localisation of export industries. At one
point captain Skogman also served on the management committee of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.27

Captain Skogman’s boardroom appointments and other positions in
Swedish management and political life might be suggestive for how the
leading businessmen at this time would have overlapped many spheres.
In terms of networks within the underwriting industry; however, captain
Skogman’s engagement was a 19th century rarity. Only 33 individuals
gave rice to any interlocks at all during the benchmark years of the
19th century. The number of interlocks between firms was rather few,
with most of the firms having no boardroom ties whatsoever to other
underwriters. Still, the managers and directors of property underwriters
was a clique of men who were not strangers to one another.28

These underlying structures are exceedingly difficult to capture quant-
itatively. The number of network layers that would be needed to cap-
ture all meaningful networking between underwriters could be endless.
Consider friendships, family ties, common previous employers, religious
affiliations, or other social aspects of directors that could all have contrib-
uted to ties between underwriters. Social and vocational environments
overlapped with the insurance men of this era. Carl Stolpe, for example,
one of the founders of Skandianvien, had previously been employed by
Skandia, though never a director.29 Information exchange could be chan-
nelled without directors. Interlocking directors were not the only social
ties between firms. Other employees could have meaningfull exchange of
resources across firms too.30

27Elgenstierna (1925).
28See memberships in insurance organisations: Hallendorff (1923); Grenholm (1935);

Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1959); and Rinman (1943).
29Bergander (1967), p. 385.
30Josephsson (1921), p. 61.
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From the rolls of insurance men,31 it seems that the family ties
between directors were many throughout the 75-year period until 1950.
Englund’s 1993 compilation of historic Swedish insurance men.32 con-
firms the impression that social ties between insurance men existed fre-
quently also outside the underwriter boardrooms. An interesting, though
grim, example is the events of March 7, 1932, when two domestic servants
to the family von Sydow were murdered together with the president of
Arb. Ansvar,33 Hjalmar von Sydow. Hjalmar was for decades the head of
the Swedish Employers Association, as well as member of parliament.34

The murderer was the director’s son Fredrik who was accompanied dur-
ing the night of the murders by his wife Ingun Sundén-Cullberg who
was the daughter of insurance director Alrik Anton Sundén-Cullberg of
underwriters Hansa and Stella.33 The same night, Fredrik shot both his
wife and himself. Several accounts of the murders note that both direct-
ors strongly disapproved of their children’s marriage.

One can assume that the union of their children was not a kind of so-
cial contact that could be a catalyst for economic rapprochement between
their respective insurance companies. Informal contacts do need a qual-
itative assessment,35 since all contacts are not good contacts. Family
drama notwithstanding, the collection of directors in this study contains
numerous relatives, sons, and sons-in-law, which populate both the same
and completely different insurance companies. Like, even the connection
between the von Sydows and the Sundén-Cullbergs, they are suggestive
of an underlying social setting of relatively small distances between the
socioeconomic elite of Sweden in general and of the top insurance men
in particular. Another aspect of family ties which concern the insurance
industry has been noted by Jan Glete, namely that of family influence
over Swedish industry.

The decades around the turn of the century were particularly form-
ative for a category of company leaders that diverged from the 19th

century pattern of entrepreneur owners.36 Instead, managerial dynasties

31Försäkringsmatrikel (1930); Englund (1993).
32Englund (1993).
33Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1932); Englund (1993), pp. 154–158.
34Försäkringsmatrikel (1930), “von Sydow, Hjalmar” p. 246.
35Hasselberg, Müller et al. (2002), p. 11.
36Glete (1987), pp. 18–19.
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could be achieved without corporate ownership overlooked by an owner-
ship family. This development was parallel with the professionalisation
of Swedish directorates, and a generally decreased role of corporate dir-
ectors as means of family control. Also tied to the changing structures
of corporate ownership overall, a new type of active managers emerged.
They were less tied to previous family ownership structures but still re-
lied much on their social contacts within Swedish business life.37

They were given extensive mandates to apply their organisational
skills and ideas and consolidated their power across generations and fam-
ily members without the use of company ownerships as the basis of their
corporate power. Family ties, therefore, mattered not only in ownership,
which Swedish industrial families of the 19th century had used as their
corporate power base, often through active family presence in the man-
agement of family firms. The early 20th century saw several industries
come under influence of managers that actively promoted their fam-
ily members to leading positions.38 Insurance was no exception. Marine
insurer Sveriges Allmänna was founded with the backing of ownership
family capital in 1872. Important investors counted the Dickson, and
Heyman families.39 Towards the early 1900s, however, another family
consolidated managerial power of the firm through the passing of the
post of CEO from Engelbert Rinnman (CEO 1874-1908) to his son Axel
Rinman (CEO 1908-1947), who had made a quick career in management
of the firm and who ensured almost three-quarters of a century under
Rinman’s management.40

7.2.2 Big linkers in insurance

While less tannable social or family ties may be challenging to investig-
ate quantitatively, interlocking directorates are very easily quantifiable.
Every insurance company had a board of directors, and every director
that governed more than one underwriter gave rise to an interlocking

37Glete (1987), p. 53.
38Glete (1993), pp. 103, 105.
39Rinman (1922), pp. 14–16: Initial capital was put up by James J. Dicksson, E. J.

Heyman, Josef Heyman, Edv. Heyman J:r, Alfred Heyman, and Theodor Heyman.
Both families were industrialists in Gothenburg, Dickson was mostly invested in
maritime transport while Hayman mostly for textile industries in and around
Gothenburg.

40Försäkringsmatrikel (1930), “Rinman, Axel” p. 21.
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Table 7.1: Board-assignements per individual 1876-1949

Year National firms Local firms

Mutual Stock Regional Municipal

Seats/person:
1876 1.00 1.03
1895 1.09 1.02 1.00
1916 1.19 1.26 1.11 1.00
1934 1.37 1.49 1.08 1.04
1949 1.67 1.97 1.07 1.02

Source: Own calculations.

directorate between those firms. The growing number of directorial ties
between firms (or |E[ID]|) does not capture the underlying structures
of the distribution of directors that gave rise to those ties. The aver-
age number of board appointments in an industry without interlock-
ing directorates is 1. A few striking characteristics become apparent in
Table 7.1 where the interlocks are cast as directorial assignment per per-
son amongst the directors of the property underwriters.

It confirms show anew that the insurance network developed between
national firms. The interlocks of local firms in 1949 are as few as they
were between national firms in the 1890s. The largest difference in terms
of interlocking directors is thereby found between national and local
firms rather than between national mutual and joint-stock companies.
Investor-owned firms nevertheless had more interlocks than their mu-
tual counterparts. Towards the end of the research period, a director
of investor-owned property underwriters sat on almost two insurance
boards on average. Some individuals even sat on five or more boards of
property underwriters. These individuals are referred to in the literature
on interlocking directorates as big linkers.

Several big linkers were directors of reputation from Swedish busi-
ness life. Like Mac Hall, Emanuel Högberg, Jarl Malmros and Robert
Ljunglöf, they also governed noteworthy firms outside the insurance in-
dustry.41 Jarl Malmros, for example, came from an industrial family,
became the CEO in 1922 as the fourth generation in control of the fam-
ily’s skipping business.42 Before Jarl, his father Frans Malmros was a

41Aktieägrens uppslagsbok, (1928-1950).
42Hermansson (1981), pp. 189–190.
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big linker too, primarily consolidating their power over the companies
Östersud and the Swedish Protection and Indemnity. In the 1920s and
30s, he directed and was involved in the creation of several other busi-
ness ventures in the Scania region. As a professional director in family-
run companies, the Malmros insurance directors are an example of a
business leader of the new ownership families in Swedish industry that
emerged in the 20th century.43

With the increasing number of interlocking firms, there was also an
increasing number of big linkers. Already in 1919, one individual (director
Carl Ahlberg) enjoyed five director seats. He was, not a nobleman, but
the son of a farmer. Though mostly active in marine insurance, his profes-
sional background was that of a businessman.44 His first directorship was
in Ocean where he had held a position as a clerk after graduating from
the Gothenburg Business Institute in 1891.45 He gradually made a career
in property insurance, moving on to work for another marine insurer (Sv.
Ångfartygs Assurans) in 1896, now as an accountant. He helped to start
the Gothenburg-based marine underwriter Robur. He was appointed to
the board of Ocean in 1911, twenty years after first joining the firm, and
became CEO of Ocean’s subsiduary, its reinsurance firm Union in 1914.
In 1919 he was also a director of the reinsurer Amphion.

All of these firms were tied to Gothenburg, which as a maritime
centre that was home to the Alberg numerous marine insurers. Alberg
was thereby a central figure in Gothenburg insurance. Many big linkers
in the data were appointed directors to firms in one same city. In this re-
gard, Carl Ahlberg is most representative of the recorded big linkers. As
was the appointment of a board member to a subsiduary Union from the
board of the parent company Ocean. Subsidiaries generally shared a large
portion of the parent company’s directors. Carl Ahlberg’s way to become
a big linker is also an example of a directorial career within the insur-
ance industry. These careers were based in hands-on insurance industry
experiences such as damage inspection or actuarial work. Experiences
from interfirm organisation by representing their firm in cartel organisa-
tions was also common. Alberg, for example, was engaged in cooperation
within the marine insurance cartel.46

43Glete (1987), p. 133.
44Göteborgare 1923, “Ahlberg, Carl”,
45Försäkringsmatrikel (1930), “Ahlberg, Carl”, p. 28.
46O. A. Pettersson (1888), p. 181.
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Table 7.2: Big linkers in property insurance

Big linkers in Unit 1876 1904 1919 1928 1937 1949

3 Firms abs. 0 3 15 19 39 68
% 0.00% 1.53% 3.71% 4.43% 7.78% 12.93%

4 Firms abs. 0 0 5 4 11 24
% 0.00% 0.00% 1.24% 0.93% 2.2% 4.56%

5 Firms abs. 0 0 1 1 3 11
% 0.00% 0.00% 0.25% 0.23% 0.6% 2.09%

Source: Own calculations.
Note: Percentages are normalised by |V [ID]

t |, that is to say, by the number of firms
in the directorial network for that year.

The increase in property insurance big linkers during the research
period is seen in Table 7.2. As many as 68 directors of property insur-
ance companies had three or more directorial appointments in the last
benchmark year of 1949. That is to say that 68 director-nodes of the bi-
partite graph for 1949 had an out-degree of three or more. Note that these
appointments were to other property underwriters only. National busi-
ness leaders, entrepreneur-coordinators of family businesses, had many
more board appointments to other firms too.47 Some of the big linkers
were namely professional directors who, often, represented the interests
of industrialist families in multiple boards across different industries.

Particularly during the first half of the 20th century, firms were in-
creasingly likely to be governed by insurance big linkers with insight and
power in several other insurance companies. Consequently, the control
over corporate resources in the hands of big linkers was further concen-
tration. To individual firms, this meant that the attention and loyalty
of the entrepreneur-coordinators were, either deluded or instrumental in
the coordination of resource between multiple firms. Reinsurers with mul-
tiple directors from other firms, for example, experienced an increased
external influence of numerous other firms. To the strongly connected
firms of insurance groups in the 1940s, on the other hand, the presence
of big linkers meant strong coordination with other group members.

It is noteworthy that the number of big linkers grew in both absolute
and relative terms. The increase in the share of directors that hold several

47Ottosson (1997).
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multiple directorships indicates that the network underwent a structural
change during the period during which it also grew. One implication
of this structural change was that the power over insurance companies
concentrated in the hands of fewer directors. They represent the exchange
and control which was coordinated in the business groups. They also
form a network structure with high triangulation that mimics that of
the ownership ties.

In Figure 7.5, firms are represented by dashed circles surrounded
by their directors as connected circles shaded by affiliation degree. Big
linkers are darker. It shows only the final benchmark year of 1949, where
the network has grown large and the number of big linkers is high. The
firm size represent is drawn from the companies’ premium income in all
lines of underwriting. Larger firms are bigger. Each director’s affiliation
to a firm is marked by a connection eij .

Note that a link between firms is upheld by a director, but also
that several firms have multiple directors linking them. For some firms
within business groups, the same board ran all firms, like in the group
surrounding Skånska städernas. The consolidation of the industry into
business groups contributed to the creation of big linkers. Some insurance
groups had more intense in-group overlap of directors, which reflected
either different ownership ties within the group or a different organisation
of the group all-together. Svenska Veritas, Göta, and Tor all had the
same boards in 1949, and the underwriting activities of the three firms
was strongly coordinated.48

7.3 Summary

Behind the growing number of ties between firms, there was a concen-
tration of directorial power in the hands of big linkers. The consolidation
of corporate influence by these important insurance men was a part of
the proto-consolidation of the insurance market. While firms grew in-
creasingly interconnected and increasingly shared resources with each
other, the rapprochement was overseen by an inner circle of insurance
men with considerable influence over corporate resources of the industry.
This inner circle was made out by the industry’s big linkers, facilitated
by organizations which brought it together, and fueled by the within-
industry circulation of human capital. Throughout the period, successful

48Linn (1966).
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Chapter 7. Interlocking directorates

careers in insurance were often realised in multiple firms. The careers
of leading insurance men also spanned insurance organisations, or even
regulatory functions.

The relation between, on the one hand, ties between directors and
firms (bipartite) and, on the other, ties between firms brought about by
directors (unipartite) is essential when describing the evolution of the in-
dustry’s network. Several of the big linkers are also to be found amongst
prominent ownership families and influential company leaders in other
Swedish industries. In the early 20th century, these families managed cor-
porations in several Swedish industries, including insurance. They sat on
boards of numerous other industrial firms. The increasing concentration
of corporate influence in the insurance industry, thereby overlapped both
that of other industries and that of a socioeconomic business elite. The
underlying reasons for the formation of interlocking directorates have
been obscure in previous literature.49 The evolving network structure
of interlocks between Swedish property underwriters, too, seems gov-
erned by considerable complexity. Hidden in the complex structure of
the evolving firm network, five structural patterns have been noted in
this chapter.

The first is that the social background of the interlocking directors
mattered for the ties between them. The inner circle of insurance men
existed in a social context of ties and cohesion within a national eco-
nomic elite. Secondly, the concentration of corporate power in the hands
of the inner circle of big linkers discussed above, cast its shadow on the
structure of interfirm ties. Even though considerable power over corpor-
ate resources was placed in the hands of 19th century big linkers, the
coordinating role of these directors was accentuated by their function to
the nascent insurance groups from the late 1920s and onward. Thirdly, a
significant number of network isolates of regional firms indicate that the
insurance network remained an organisational phenomenon primarily of
the national underwriters. The growing number of ties occurred between
national underwriters, but not evenly between them. The fourth struc-
tural aspect noted in this chapter is the emergence of increasingly distin-
guishable business groups. They separated themselves from the rest of
the tightly connected firms. The groups of insurers, which appear in the
1920s, were more tightly connected through interlocks than other firms,
shared several board members, and often also ownership-ties. They are

49Mizruchi (1996).
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visible in the network visualisations of the interfirm projections. Firms
outside these groups instead form a giant component already by the early
20th century, and through it, most underwriters are indirectly connected
by overlapping directorates. A fifth aspect of their connection patterns
is that within the firms outside the business groups, the interlocks are
again distributed unevenly.

As network connections multiplied and strengthen over time, rein-
surers stand out. They have a higher degree of centrality - around twice
that of other national firms for most of the 75 years. A possible ex-
planation is that the need for monitoring partners and controlling their
reinsurance practices is accentuated in the relation between reinsurers
and direct underwriters. The adoption of board members, which overlap
reinsures and direct underwriters, could have served to ensure desirable
reinsurance practices, which ultimately decreased uncertainty in both
companies risk management. On the one hand, the ties of the inner
circle of insurance men, their connections to other industrialist famil-
ies and frequent family ties are suggestive of a significant social driving
force to the interlocking directorates. On the other hand, the persist-
ently more prolific resource sharing of reinsurance firms suggests that a
functional advantage to the interlocks can be observed in the evolving
network structures.

In order to draw conclusions about the social contra functional as-
pects of the industry’s network, the following chapter will now proceed
to try to distinguish functional interlocks and look for any competitive
advantages that may derive from them.
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8 Network advantages

Socially embedded structures of directors that linked underwriters were
meaningful not only to the organisation of the insurance market but
also, as will be shown in this chapter, to underwriters’ performance.
Numerous historical studies have suggested that corporations relied on
their networks for day-to-day operations.1 These studies are often more
conceptual and demonstrate examples of how historic networks have af-
fected economic activities. Statistically, however, network effect on firm
performance, has often proven difficult to capture.2 Brian Uzzi showed
that network structure matters to performance and that economic out-
come of networks could be very complex.3 At the very least, they do not
hold a linear relationship to the performance of organisations. With the
network structures of the property writers interlocking directories fresh
in memory from the previous chapter, Swedish companies seem to have
formed ties through intricate mechanisms. Through ownership ties (OW)
or collaborative organisations like cartels (OR), the aims of the corporate
networks were to coordinate corporate resources.4 Underwriters struck
up these interfirm ties for such strategic purposes. In the case of the
directorial network (ID), the purpose and processes which led up to the
interfirm connections are, however, more obscure.

In Chapter 6, it was demonstrated that underwriters that share dir-
ectors do so for reasons relating to the social elite formations of insur-
ance men. In the network literature, such a social explanation has been
juxtaposed to a functional perspective, where networks arise in virtue

1See in Sweden Glete (1994); Pearson and D. Richardson (2001); Hasselberg, T.
Pettersson et al. (2006); Taussi Sjöberg (2009)

2Cronin (2011), p. 47.
3Uzzi (1997).
4Holmgren (1943), pp. 9–11;Petersson (2011), pp. 131–133.
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Chapter 8. Network advantages

of their organisational advantages.5 If underwriters stood to gain from
expanding their directorial network, one would expect that 1) such ef-
fects could be demonstrated, and 2) that firms would adopt strategies
that capitalised on interlocks as a corporate resource regardless of an
underlying small world of the Swedish insurance elite. In short, if insur-
ance networks were grounded in elite structures, could they also have
affected underwriters’ performance? The third research question of this
thesis concerns such firm-level implications of insurance networks. In
Chapters 5 and 9.2, organisational implications of ownership and other
collaborative ties are described, but no statistically grounded evidence
for a performance-enhancing effect has been established. In this chapter,
however, findings from looking for such evidence in the network data of
the underwriters will be presented. Drawing on the network literature
which describes interlocking directorates as a facilitator of information
flows,6 the performance of underwriter’s efficiency in handling informa-
tion will be tested using an analysis of the industry’s so-called broken
ties. Two purposes are thereby served. Firstly, one needs to separate the
social and functional driving forces to interlocking directorates, secondly,
if interlocks altered firm performance, how did these firm-level network
implications manifest themselves?

8.1 Information costs to property insurers

Underwriting risk relates to transaction costs in several ways. The un-
certainty involved in underwriting can namely be mitigated with actions
that are costly.7 To be able to parry the ever-changing risk or historical
change in the setup of insurable property, underwriters are dependent
on information about risk. The information asymmetry in the Swedish
property insurance market, however, gave firms different prerequisites to
choose their portfolios.8 Since underwriting risk is a bet associated with
outcome probabilities, the risk of any given contract may be given by
P (A) as a probability that a contract will result in no claims and thereby
a win for the underwriter. The overall chance of winning (making a profit

5See Stearns and Mizruchi (1986). Compare social approaches in Useem (1984) with
functional approaches in Davis (1991).

6See Davis (1991); Rogers (2003).
7Arrow (1971)a.
8Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Jia et al. (2011).
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or staying in business), rests upon the probabilities of the underwritten
contracts which all are subjected to reevaluation when information on
the underwriting objects change.9 The dilemma of the underwriter is
that the true value P (A) can never be known with certainty.10 Fisher
has pointed out that probabilities based on previous experience increase
in certainty with information, and that, subsequently, risk approaches 0
as knowledge increases towards infinity.11

Therefore, any underwriter is in the business of asking itself ques-
tions like: How probable is it that this house will burn down during
this year, and how sure is that probability figure? It is, in short, the
difference between uncertainty and risk which were originally theorised
in the seminal work by Frank Knight (1921). He considers risk, as it is
often applied in actuarial science, to refer to a calculable outcome, for
example with a known probability. Where risk probabilities are badly
known, actuarial decisions instead face uncertainty, that is to say, insuf-
ficient knowledge about risk.12 Insurance is information intensive in that
knowledge about physical insured objects and their owners both reduce
uncertainty.13 When uncertainty is reduced, underwriters will be able to
more accurately assess risk.

8.1.1 The cost of information as a production asset

Acquiring certainty of its probability calculations has an information
cost to the underwriter. It involves recording and systematising events
of disaster into statistics similar in principle to the longevity charts used
in life insurance.14 Gathering information about objects and customers
increases, not the probability that the objects would not burn down or
sink, but the accuracy of the underwriters’ estimation of the risk that
it will. It is after knowing enough about customers and objects that the

9Arrow (1971)b, pp. 11–12.
10Low level of certainty makes the underwriting portfolio volatile. A higher certainty

of information on probabilities of disaster enables the insurer to find actuarial solu-
tions to accommodate risk. Between the extremes of not knowing anything about
how big chances are of disaster and knowing exact figure of, say, P = .05 over the
coming year, the underwriter would like to move as close as possible to the latter.

11Fisher (1930), p. 122.
12Knight (1921).
13Pearson (2002)a, p. 6.
14SOU 1949:25-1, p. 11.
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firm may be able to decide the division of their different tariff systems
and the level of their premiums.15 Market information and data about
underwriting risk was not freely available, and information asymmetry
and the cost of reliable information were valuable corporate resources to
underwriters.16

Over the course of the Swedish industrialisation, the insurance com-
panies were indeed aware that much information related activities were
costly to them. In early discussions of the insurance association, the lack
of information and the difficulty of overcoming it is discussed often.17

In the 1910s and 1920s, when new standards of collecting statistics on
fire events are set together, the resulting concentration of information
is referred to as “this most valuable and costly statistics”.18 The Fire
Insurance Tariff Organisation, knew that the estimation of correct tar-
iffs for different groups of properties demands in-depth investigations of
properties.19 Information as an asset, was also one of the earliest in-
terfirm collaborations in the insurance industry as firms discussed the
correct tariffs together already in the 1850s.20

The firm’s organisation, both within, and between firms, reflect the
importance of information to the underwriters. The constant adaptation
of tariffs to new knowledge about the risk composition of underwritten
objects demanded an efficient organisation. Too many mutual firms with
more homogenous, and therefore less demanding risk distribution, the
tariffs were gradually made more complex through decisions made by
the boards.21 Skandia, with a more diversified portfolio that also includ-
ing substantial foreign risks, had an actuarial division that performed the
calculations behind its insurance products. It was consecutively spear-
headed by members of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, including

15Trowbridge (1989), p. 58.
16Jones (1997).
17Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1878-1882).
18Holmgren (1943), p. 13.
19Hallendorff (1923), p. 120.
20Hallendorff (1923), pp. 31–32.
21Åmark and Forssell (1928), pp. 245, 83: Städernas Allmänna started out with only

three risk categories, but the board gradually increased the resolution until 1923.
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mathematician Ivar Fredholm, the father of the Fredholm integral equa-
tion.22 Between the firms, many collaborative organisations had as its
stated purpose the exchange of information. Notably the cartel organ-
isations collected and treated statistics to develop appropriate tariffs.

8.1.2 Information costs of diversification

Most collaborative schemes to exchange actuarial information between
Swedish property underwriters were founded in specific sub-branches of
the industry. Fire insurance could not be made less uncertain by know-
ledge about marine or automobile accidents, even though some simil-
arities also existed in the insurance contracting of different branches.
The diversification of the underwriters can instead be described as “di-
versification within the same area of specialization” since they, at least
sometimes, are “based on the same technology and sold in the firm’s
existing markets”23 The difference between the lines were nevertheless
significant enough to have constituted a real obstacle to diversification
nevertheless.

In the first few decades of the 20th century, a series of new lines
of property insurance were launched as companies begin underwriting
burglary, water pipe, and automobile insurance. Not only do new lines
arise, but most national underwriters go on to diversifying their risk
portfolio by taking on new kinds of risk. As described in Chapter 3,
this process radically changes the divisional organisation of Swedish un-
derwriters wich go from exclusively underwriting one particular line of
insurance to being active in numerous sub-branches. This organisational
change was not free from friction since all information and experience
from underwriting one line of insurance could not readily be translated
to another line of insurance.

Asset specificity inclines that the assets (like actuarial knowledge
and other aspects of firm’s organisation) are specific to the production
of one particular product and that increased asset specificity creates
a barrier to diversification since synergy effects of using assets in the
production of many products will be harder to achieve.24 In other words:
The knowledge of risks in fire insurance, may not have helped much

22Grenholm (1955), pp. 185–186: Fredholm’s equation was put to practical use to
calculate premium paybacks.

23Penrose (1959), p. 97.
24Riordan and Williamson (1985).
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when underwriting cars. The asset specificity of information related to
each insurance line created obstacles for firms to diversify. Petterson,
for example, holds it likely that the rapid introduction of steamships in
the mid 19th century made underwriters hesitate to approve insurance
of this new kind of vessel due to the uncertainties surrounding risks
associated with them.25 Previous experience of underwriting sailing ships
simply did not apply to steamers. The cost of this innovation-induced
uncertainty made market entry expensive, and it was only in the 1880s
that hull insurance of steamships had been made broadly available by
Swedish underwriters and spread to include the bulk of the Swedish
steamer fleet.26

Before the entry of the first Swedish marine insurer to underwrite
steamships (Neptunus in 1862), foreign firms provided the Swedish mar-
ket with steamships insurance. No regulation existed to hinder them,
but they were forced to set higher premiums than domestic firms later
could offer.27 The situation of foreign firms only being able to offer new
kinds of insurance at a higher price then domestic firms later reoccured
in other sub-markets later.

Firms that diversified and enter into new lines of insurance, face an
information cost in doing so. The correct premiums need to be set, and
before enough knowledge of the market has been obtained. There is also
an organisational cost of reorganising the firm to use the same appropri-
ate assets in a model for the economy of scope. Meta-studies of the rela-
tionship of diversification and performance have concluded that there is
a general u-shaped return to diversification.28 The property underwriters
would consequently have had an initially low return to diversification due
to the increased costs in organising the horizontal expansion.29 The true
advantages of scope are reached when insurers have learnt how to apply
its assets to new products.

Figure 8.1 shows the average administrative costs as a share of premi-
ums of Swedish property underwriters by starting year in some lines. The
data is restructured so that every observation on firm-year-line is reset
to a t = 0 for the first benchmark year of activity by a firm on each

25O. A. Pettersson (1888), p. 42.
26O. A. Pettersson (1888), p. 49.
27Bergander (1967), pp. 194–200.
28Palich et al. (2000).
29Elango et al. (2008).
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Figure 8.1: Higher administrative costs of new insurance lines
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Source: Own calculations.

line.30 These are ten lines of property insurance in which information to
enter was expensive. The first years see administrative information costs
being over 50% of premium incomes in most lines for the first year of
underwriting. The data on administrative costs are series gathered from
the company underwriting data.31

Lines in the graphs represent means of all firms who were ever active
in respective line between 1875 and 1950. Most lines of insurance had
high information and administrative costs in the early years of activity.
Many lines have initial average administrative costs which are above 50%
of premium incomes (note that claims are not administrative costs), a
level that was almost always impossible to maintain with profits. Within
the first 6 years, however, most of these lines have converged to levels
around just below 50%.

30Administrative costs in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 are normalised by the firm’s premium
income of the respective line that year. Most lines of insurance show very high initial
administrative costs. This is not an ideal measurement, but rather a blunt proxy
for the information and reorganisation costs of diversification.

31See Section A.1.3 (p. 266 in Appedix A) Administrative costs of underwriting have
been collected for each company for each insurance line on every benchmark year.
Note that the firm may have additional firm-level administrative costs too and that
this variable is related to administration of contracts of underwriting only.
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Figure 8.2: Low administrative costs of new insurance lines
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In four lines there was no entry barrier of administrative costs. These
lines are visualised in the same fashion in Figure 8.2 which shows marine-,
guarantee-, livestock-, and reinsurance, there is no entry barrier of ad-
ministrative costs. At least livestock insurance can be said to have low
information barriers since cattle haver mortality tables that are similar
to the actuarial challenges of life insurance for humans.32

Marine insurance is an odd bird in Figure 8.2 of low entry costs.
Marine underwriters did in fact complain about high entry-level uncer-
tainties in marine insurance.33 The fact that many new entries occurred
in the highly profitable turmoils of the Great War, however, reduced
those fixed entry cost in relation to that era’s exceptionally high premium
incomes. This could be a possible explanation to the relatively low entry
costs into marine insurance in Figure 8.2.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 indicate that there were different initial entry
costs to different lines of insurance. Both figures are insensitive to his-
torical change in spite of having time on the y-axis. Behind the admin-
istrative costs of year t = 0, market conditions of 1895 and 1946 may be
bundled as long as there were firms that entered that line on those years.

32Skandinaviska Kreatursförsäkringsbolaget (1935), no author, pp. 66, 78.
33Petersson (2011), pp. 177–178.
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In reality, entry into new lines did not happen evenly over time,
nor were the obstacles to diversification in terms of information costs
really the same over time, even though the trends from most lines clearly
show higher initial costs. The right end of the figures also have means
calculated on fewer firms, since data is limited to underwriting up until
1950 and thus only on firms that entered a line at the latest twenty years
earlier. The mean year of entry into marine insurance (1905) was the
lowest. Fire (1907) and all branches of reinsurances (1910) follow suit.
Bicycle insurance had the latest mean year of entry of 1942.

The figures on entry costs into new lines indicate that there were
information costs attached to the line diversification of firms. The re-
quired information and organisational changes needed to diversify into
a new line of insurance gave rise to initially high administrative costs in
the years after line entry. This is consistent with the literature on the
efficiency of product diversification showing a u-shaped return over time,
where diversification initially is connected to increased costs.34 Over
time, however, the entry barriers and changing organisations of the mar-
ket, led to different conditions for entry. Barriers to entry changed, both
with regards to information and institutions. Consequently, the market
had to reorganise to supply many of the new lines of insurance.

8.2 Networks that reduced information costs

While reorganising to multidivisional property underwriters, underwriters
simultaneously had increasingly dens network affiliations to each other.
Networks between firms have been theorised to be instrumental in such
reorganisations. As will be shown below, these ties affected, on the one
hand, the organisational change of how firms dealt with diversifying their
underwriting portfolio. On the other hand, they also had a reducing ef-
fect on administrative costs as will be explored below in this section.
A particular quality of interfirm networks, especially of interlocking dir-
ectorates, is that they have been shown to transfer information between
firms. Connected underwriters could benefit from their information flows
in order to reduce uncertainty.35

34Elango et al. (2008); Palich et al. (2000).
35Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 144.
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8.2.1 Networks and underwriting diversification

In the underwriting diversification process of the 1910s and 1920s, the
horizontal relations between underwriters changed radically. Firms that
branched out to new lines of insurance found themselves facing new
setups of direct competitors. Marine re-insurers first diversified to dir-
ect insurance in other branches.36 Skandia’s reinsurer Freja actually
branched out to several lines of insurance also underwritten by it’s par-
ent company.37 Rather than being each other’s competitors, the diver-
sification of the late 1920s and 1930s instead became an organisational
challenge for firms with strong horizontal ties. It became necessary for
them to coordinate efforts to function efficiently.

Diversification required other organisational changes too. Firms that
were tied to a particular line of insurance in its company statutes had to
change the statutes to be able to enter new lines, like Ocean did in the late
1910s.38:(1915-1920) Since Ocean was a marine insurer, it required new
know-how to underwrite other types of risk. A new experienced director,
Mr. D. F. Lundgren was brought in to organise the new strategy of risk
spreading.39

He had worked for Svea and Norrland and was an insurance in-
dustry career man who got his first (and only) directorship in Ocean.40

In 1915 Ocean began underwriting fire-risk and in 1916 several smal-
ler lines like burglary and water pipe insurance. Ocean soon joined the
cartels of these insurance lines. Mr Lundgren became vice president in
the Gothenburgian division of the fire insurance cartel.40 His expertise
was, however, used to reorganise within the firm itself. Even though his
externally acquired knowledge in fire insurance helped the firm diversify,
Ocean is not an example of interfirm organisation like were many other
diversification processes.

The fire insurer Städernas Allmänna achieved underwriting diversi-
fication through the creation of its subsidiary Svithjod in 1914.41 Other

36Petersson (2011), p. 108.
37Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1950): Freja began burglary insurance in 1908,

and water pipe insurance in 1911, and by 1925 was active in 10 lines of property
insurance.

38Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1915-1920).
39Försäkringsaktiebolaget Ocean (1923), no author, p. 55.
40Hallendorff (1923), p. 230.
41Lindberger et al. (1953), p. 120.
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firms had opposed the new competition if Städernas Allmänna would be
allowed to insure movables against fire damage. The organisational solu-
tion became to start a subsidiary firm to handle the new insurance line.
In coming decades, the two firms coordinated their activities, though sev-
eral shared directors,42 and it was decided that Svithjod should diversify
into burglary insurance on behalf of Städernas Allmänna.

In 1929 they acquired the accident insurer Gothia which by then
earned most of its premium from its automobile insurance.43 Using their
interfirm networks, underwriters thereby achieved scope in their under-
writing through what Michael Porter calls a “coalition of scope”44. There
was an aligned and coordinated corporate strategy that played out across
the actions of several connected firms. A striking example is that of the
three biggest joint insurers. They maintained a portfolio of both life and
property insurance but never diversified their property insurance outside
fire underwriting. They instead diversified through firms under their con-
trol. Just like diversification within the boundaries of one firm demands
reorganisation and coordination of resources within that firm, these col-
lisions of scope demanded coordination between firms.

For diversifications like that of Städernas Allmänna the networks
played a role in the interfirm organisation of the underwriting activities.
Most diversifications were carried out to branches to which firms had no
network connections. This is possibly the effect of coordination between
connected firms. Table 8.1 shows most revealing figures on the network
connections of diversifying. It tests how many diversifications that oc-
curred to lines in which were also active firms to which the diversifying
firm was connected. To understand the impact of the share, observed
numbers are compared with the corresponding share of connected line
entries in random networks. For this purpose, random multiplex networks
have been generated on a yearly basis based on the observed numbers
of interfirm ties in each layer on each benchmark year. The random net-
works create generate distributions of comparable network metrics with
the observed network structures can be compared.

Table 8.1 shows t-test results for line entries before and after 1930,
cutting diversification roughly in half while roughly separating two eras of
network structures. Before 1930 can be said to represent a lower density

42Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1930).
43Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1928).
44Porter (1985), p. 57.
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Table 8.1: Share of diversifications into insurance lines already
serrved by affiliated firms 1875-1950

Category Entries before 1930 Entries after 1930
Connected Share Sig. Connected Share Sig.

(ID) Interlocking directorates:
Observed networks 2.30% ** 21.16% ***
Random networks 5.86% 11.68%

(OW) Ownership ties:
Observed networks 1.15% 15.11% **
Random networks 1.91% 11.46%

(OR) Ownership ties:
Observed networks 9.20% ** 24.65% ***
Random networks 13.45% 33.09%

Source: Own calculations.
Note: Significance levels in the t-test between observed and random networks are
marked by ***, *, and * for the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively.

buildup of networks based in dyadic subsidiary connections. Entries after
1930 covers a period with higherr network density following the creation
of several highly coordinating insurance groups. In the latter period, ID
and OW connections are affiliated with diversifying into the same lines
since the share of entries is higher than that of entries that would have
occurred if networks between firms existed at random.45

Before 1930, both significance levels and the share of “networked
entries” are lower. For ID and OW, the relation is also inverted. Networks
seem to have kept firms from diversifying into the same lines. This can
be interpreted as an interfirm coordinative effect, like that of Städernas
Allmänna which coordinated its diversification with its subsidiary so that
both connected firms did not branch out to the same lines. After 1930,
it is, however, notable how interlocking directorates is the most diver-
sification provoking layer of interfirm connections. The co-affiliation to
cartels and other collaborative organisations, however, had the inverse

45The random networks allow for a comparison of observed circumstances with ran-
dom networks structures as explained in Chapter 2. The random graphs are condi-
tioned on the number of firms and interfirm ties in each layer on each benchmark
year. Random networks thereby have the same number of ties |E[x]

t | between the
same firms V

[x]
t for each network layer x at year t, only with randomly assigned

interfirm ties instead of the structures that have been observed.
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effect. In observed networks, fewer-than-expected entries into the same
branch as co-affiliated firms occurred. Though significant, results from
the OR-layer are hard to interpret, since firms would only join a cartel
organisation when it became active in a given insurance line.

Numerous co-affiliations through other cartels drive up the share
of connected entries in Table 8.1, but would not have mattered to the
entry into a specific line. If interlocking directorates were used to co-
ordinate underwriting activities and therefore kept connected firms from
diversifying into the same insurance lines before 1930, the relation is re-
versed after 1930 when interlocking directorates are affiliated to conver-
ging underwriting portfolios. Ownership ties show a similar but slightly
less powerful trend. This leads to the question if interlocking director-
ates would have advantages (other than coordinative) which motivated
connected firms to diversify into each other’s lines.

8.2.2 Networks that lowered information costs

When underwriting new lines of insurance, accurate information was of
particular importance for actuarial reasons. With access to knowledge
and routines of actuarial statistics, national underwriters could reduce
uncertainty.46 There are several indicators that board compositions also
mattered. Firms consciously altered the board composition to suit new
underwriting portfolios, like the case with Ocean in 1916.47 In many
mutual firms, boards long consisted of individuals with direct actuarial
and technical expertise since they themselves were the executive decision
makers when handling claims. Drawing on network literature on inter-
locking directorates, it is possible that networks also served to lower the
costs of expanding into new lines of insurance.

A t-test of administrative costs of lines of years of entry notably
reveals that firms with connections to other firms active on those lines
had lower entry costs. Administrating a new line costs 47.6% of premiums
for connected firms, but 59.9% for unconnected firms.48 A similar test
on ownership ties, reveals a slightly lowered cost for connected firms but
is not significant. Many other factors, could, however, contribute to this
outcome, and it is necessary to perform a multivariate analysis to control
for other factors which could affect the cost of branching out to new

46Holmgren (1943), pp. 12–14.
47Försäkringsaktiebolaget Ocean (1923), no author, p. 55.
48The unpaired t-test is significant at the 1% level.
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lines. Standard regression analysis is set up to model the underwriters’
first years of underwriting in a new line. Over 20 benchmark years, there
are 653 observations of new line entries.49

The independent variables are collected from both network data and
financial and underwriting data of the diversifying firms.50 Observations
are on firm line entry-level. Each n represent a firm’s diversification into
a new line between 1875 and 1950. For network layers ID and OW, the
number of ties to firms active in that line of diversification is included
in the model. Drawing on results from the network simulation repor-
ted above in Table 8.1, the OR-layer is not included.51 To control for
network connectivity in general, the diversifying firm’s degree (number
of ties) are also included in the model. Degrees are used rather than
network dummies since connection strength can be assumed to matter
in knowledge transfer.52 The number of already active lines, the size of
the diversifying firm, and its organisational form (a joint-stock company
dummy) are included too to control for large companies advantages in
handling information. Since the complexity of the information needed
can be assumed to have changed over time, the year of entry is included
also. Drawing on the entry costs in different lines of insurance, a dummy
variable is included to separate lines. It is constructed for the insurance
lines described above as having high entry costs.

Results in Table 8.2 suggest that networks lowered the threshold ad-
ministrative costs for firms which diversified into new firms. Interlocking
directorates were affiliated with a 5.7% reduction per connection to firms

49A small number of observations disappear due to missing financial data.
50The actual independence of the independent variables can be rightfully criticised.

ID and OW-layer network ties have been shown to be correlated (see Table 4.2 on
p. 101). If a company diversifies twice between two benchmark years, the company-
level variables are duplicated, which then violates the independence assumption. A
statistical solution to this latter problem could be to use a levelled regression to
isolate firm-level effects (see Lilljegren and L.-F. Andersson (2014)). For this data,
such models would, however, be running short of observations as many firm groups
would have only a handful of lines.

51In Table 8.1, OR-ties between firms of the same line were significantly fewer in
observed networks compared to random ones. Knowing that firms only joined cartels
when they started underwriting insurance in that line, OR-ties of diversifying firms
would capture instead the affiliations to cartels of other lines. The intuition that fire-
cartel membership of one firm should affect the administrative costs of connected
firms in, say, burglary insurance, seems far-fetched.

52Uzzi (1999), pp. 499–500; Aubert et al. (2012).
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Table 8.2: Logistic model of administrative costs at line-entry

R2: .0863
R2 (adjusted): .0735

Observations: 653 Prob > F: .0000

Variable Coefficient Std.
Err.

P> |z| 95% Conf. Int.

Network variables:
ID Degree -0.057 .0269 .033*** -0.11 -0.0046
OW Degree .0048 .040 .904*** -0.073 .0833
Information ties (ID) .0138 .019 .469*** -0.023 .0511
Information ties (OW) -0.022 .0301 .460*** -0.081 .0368

Underwriting variables:
Current diversity .0147 .0088 .096*** -0.002 .032
(d) Challanging line-entry .2661 .0493 .000*** .1694 .3629
(d) Investor owned firm .039 .0587 .507*** -0.076 .1543
Firm size -0.039 .0217 .066*** -0.082 .0027

Year of entry .0078 .0023 .001*** .0033 .0123
Constant -14.2 4.3334 .001*** -22.71 -5.6934

Source: Own calculations.
Note: Statistically significant indicated for the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (*) levels.

active in the line in question. Not all network ties mattered, as shown
by the diversifying firm’s overall degree of ID and OW being insignific-
ant. Only interlocks to firms who already had experience in and tacit
knowledge about a line of insurance in question contributed to lower-
ing threshold information costs. Next to network effects, firm size also
contributed slightly to lower administrative costs, suggesting that large
firms tackled entry costs more efficiently. Very diversified firms, however,
had slightly (but significantly) higher entry costs.

The variable for year-of-entry indicates that information threshold
costs increased slightly over time. This is not unexpected since the in-
creasing complexity in risk objects would arguably have created higher
complexity in the actuarial understanding of risk. New types of prop-
erty, like cars or technology in new types of factories, called for the
understanding and handling of an increased number of risk tariffs.53 As
expected, the dummy for high entry cost lines is highly significant, and

53Holmgren and Lindbohm (1939).
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drastically increases entry costs. Importantly, its inclusion in the model
does not cause interlocking directorates to fall out of significance.

The underlying mechanism through which interlocks here reduced
administrative costs is not self-evident. It could be connected to the ad-
vantage of reduced transaction costs that emerge from resource coordin-
ation between firms. It could also be the direct application of information
transferred between firms and put to use in the new line of insurance. The
fact that the, otherwise intuitive model has a very low R-squared sug-
gests that the model tries to capture a weak signal ample noise. Reasons
for high administrative costs would notably depend on factors for which
no reasonable proxy variable has been available in this study.

Diversification meant initially high administrative costs for entry into
most underwriting submarkets. Since underwriters were able to channel
actuarial information and actuarial know-how between firms, the entry
chock of these administrative costs could be lowered. The discrepancy
between directorial and ownership ties is interesting since interlocks have
been showed to largely mimic the structures of ownership ties.54 A pos-
sible explanation is that interlocking directorates were used to coordinate
insurance lines between firms. Firms with ownership ties, had more freely
flowing channels of information flow, but also so heavily aligned strategic
interests that they did not enter the same lines of insurance but instead
used their relations to coordinate underwriting activities between them-
selves. Interlocks, on the other hand, were used both to perform the
coordination between cross-owned but also had other qualities, notably
as an asset which gave underwriters the operational advantage of mitig-
ating uncertainty during line diversification. As stated above, the under-
lying mechanisms through which this was achieved, remains somewhat
in occlusion. The network structures themselves, however, provide a fur-
ther piece of evidence as to the instrumental importance of the interfirm
ties. If deprived of interlocks, underwriters were namely likely to try to
re-establish them.

54See Chapter 5.
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8.3 Reconstitution of broken interlocks

In the network literature on broken ties, researchers have attempted to
find evidence for the importance of interlocking directorates in the net-
work structure itself.55 If the network changes by the addition or removal
of arches between nodes, the structure of those changes can be reveal-
ing of mechanisms that lie behind the network.56 The underlying idea is
that if a director was suddenly absent from a network, would the severed
tie between firms be reconstituted? If it would not be reconstituted, it
is likely that the interfirm connection had other causes than strategic
or operational functions to the connected firms. The inner circle of dir-
ectors might have caused interlocks without there being a premeditated
strategic decision to have interlocking directorates.57 If, on the other
hand, broken ties were consistently reconstituted, that would suggest
that shared directors had advantageous functions to the firms and that
those functions were, at least in part, disentangled from the social char-
acteristics of the departed director. Another director could replace the
departed one to reconstitute the functional tie between firms.

8.3.1 What happened when ties broke?

The broken ties literature has shown that the number of directors that
constitute a tie increases the likelihood of reconstitution.58 Despite the
long-term growth in the directorial networks between Swedish property
underwriters, there was a network dynamic in which executive turnover
caused links between firms to disappear between every pair benchmark
years. It is, therefore, possible to analyse what happened to the broken
ties of Swedish underwriters. The broken ties in Figure 8.3 are divided by
disappearing directors that completely sever a tie between two firms, and
those who do not constitute the only director that sits on both boards.
If the various connections of board members did not matter as such to
the firm, efforts to re-create network structure after the departure of a
linking board member would be limited. But if an interlocking board
member was seen as an asset because of his position on the board of
other insurance firms, firms may seek to maintain the connection by

55Palmer (1983).
56Easley and Kleinberg (2010), pp. 48–49.
57Westphal et al. (2006).
58Palmer (1983), p. 50.
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Table 8.3: Interfirm outcomes from broken ties 1875-1950

Interfirm implications: 1875-1913 1916-1931 1934-1959

Broken interfirm ties: 21 52 70
Upheld interfirm ties (total): 19 60 119

by previous directors 6 28 64

by new appointments:
to maintain tie strength 8 27 28

to reconstitute broken tie 5 5 27

Note: Calculations are based on upcoming betnchmark year t+ 1. All departing
directors have been tracked on firm-level. For each director that breaks the
boardroom affiliation between two firms is marked as departed in year t+ 1.
Departures from firms which leave the firm sample are not counted. Each departure
is then followed up on firm-level for the following benchmark year. The categories in
this table thereby indicate the interfirm repercussions of departing director. What
was the effect on ties between underwriters when one or many directors upholding
that tie departed?

configuring their boards to have a new individual repeat the structural
interlock.59 If that was the case with the Swedish property underwriters,
broken ties would be actively re-formed by the means of new shared
directors.

Links between firms affected by the exit of an interlocking individual
follow any of three trajectories. They could disappear if the individual
that upheld it dies or retires without anybody taking his place. If the link
does not disappear, it may be due to a new individual filling the shoes
of a departed director, or because other individuals who do not exit also
hold the same structural position as the linkage between the two firms.
The distribution of these trajectories are displayed in Table 8.3 which
shows what happened to interterm ties between underwriters (E[ID])
when directors left their boards.

When property insurance directors left one of his boards, that did
indeed result in severed interfirm ties between underwriters. The number
of broken ties in Table 8.3 indicates that interfirm boardroom ties were
most dynamic over time. Firms expanded their network, but also re-
evaluated and broke ties to firms. More striking than the rate of broken
ties, however, is the fact that at the departure of insurance directors,
it was more common that interfirm ties were maintained nevertheless.

59Westphal et al. (2006), p. 429.
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When directors departed it was more common, particularly towards the
end of the study period, that interfirm ties were maintained. A contrib-
uting factor was the increased establishment of strong ties between firms,
i.e. ties that consisted of more than one director. Even when a director
departed, a strong tie could be upheld by other directors who remained
on both boards.

Up until the benchmark year 1931, this was more or less as common
as the practice of bringing in new directors to compensate for the loss of
strength in the connection between the two boards. During the last 15
years, however, the structural replacement of a lost director became more
than twice as common as relying on remaining directors to keep interfirm
ties at reduced strength. This is suggestive of a structural shift in the way
interlocking directorates appeared between the underwriters. That shift
is towards increasing functional importance of the coordinative quality
of shared directors. Firms covered the loss resource sharing channels to
other firs by replacing departed interlocking directors. In the period 1934-
1959, as many as 63 % of interfirm ties affected by departing directors
were nevertheless upheld. How and why did underwriters maintain their
connections?

The increased share of upheld ties can be interpreted as an increased
functional effect of interlocks.60 As firms collaborated more intensely,
they required a closer tie to other underwriters, and the loss of strength
in ties to these firms was a problem. The solution to the problem was to
fill the missing connection with another director to uphold the tie. There
were thereby not primarily social, in-group, or otherwise elite-related
reasons for replacing the director. It was the function which that director
played as an interlocking director that was important. That firms increas-
ingly replaced also weakened interfirm ties with new directors indicate
increasing functional importance of interlocks at the cost of underlying
socioeconomic factors for board appointments. In Table 8.3, the number
of broken and upheld links are roughly similar until the 1930s. This is in
accords with some other findings on the functional and strategic origins
of interlocks. Around half of the interlocking directorates was attributed
to conscious strategic decisions in a Canadian case study.61

60Note that functional effect relates to the dichotomy between functional and social
origins of interlocking directorates and not to the kind of functional reconstitution
which Stearns and Mizruchi introduced (1986) and whereby a firm could re-form a
tie to another firm as long as the function of that fulfils the same strategic purpose.

61Ornstein (1982), p. 229.
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At the last row of Table 8.3 counts the times where directors left and
that a tie between two firms completely would have severed, but instead
was reconstituted by a new directors. Previous research has found cor-
responding reconstitution rates between 6% and 15% of all broken ties.62

The evidence from the underwriting directorates show rather higher num-
bers for the last six benchmark years. Since reconstitution is a means to
tell of the functional importance of an interfirm tie, the rather high share
of ties which would otherwise have been severed is again suggestive of
an increased strategical importance for underwriters to share directors
with each other. Even though the reconstitution rate is high, there is no
guarantee that they all were reconstituted for explicitly strategical reas-
ons. A blunt probabilistic calculation can, however, be used to establish
if the reconstitution rate was higher than it one can expect it to be in
random networks.63

In Spite of the much lower figure for re-established links, these ac-
tually represent a very non-random pattern of re-connecting broken ties
using new directorial assets. New links that reconnect firms who lost an
interlock due to the absence of a board member account for around 7%
of all new ties formed in the network. If ties were formed at random, the
probability of forming even one arch to re-establish a link would be less
than 10% for most benchmark periods. The probability of many such
reconstitutions decline exponentially as probabilities are multiplied, ar-
riving at a yearly mean of around 2.6%, which could be used as a form
of non-random significance level of the re-establishments observed.

On a methodological note, a simple calculation can be based on the
number of new connections between firms created since last benchmark
and the number of firms per year in order to normalise the speed of net-
work growth. In Table 8.4, this probability of how likely reconstitutions
are to appear at random, is used as a significance level. To follow through,
76 property underwriters in 1925 have 2850 possible arches between them

62Westphal et al. (2006), p. 427.
63Note that the comparison with random networks does not imply that directors

would have been recruited at random. It is instead a means to measure the scale of
how unexpected the observed trend in the network is given random tie formation
between firms as a hypothetical scenario where no particularly measurable driving
force existed behind the formation of networks ties.
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(see equation 8.2).64 Since the previous benchmark year, 12 links were
created through interlocks between firms. During the same time, seven
such interfirm links were severed due to individuals departing from at
least one of the two underwriters’ boards. If the new ties that appeared
did so at random, they would have a 2.6% probability to cover up any
of the broken ties. The aggregate probability (see equation 8.1) that the
structure would approach the observed network is around 0.068% for the
years 1922-1925.65

The individuals who represent the only boardroom link between two
firms before disappearing are particularly interesting. If, at their death
or retirement, their function as an interlocking board member is import-
ant enough, the link will be re-established, if not, it disappears. These
cases are counted in the right-most column in Table 8.4 as reconstit-
uted ties. The reconstituted ties are statistically significant. In this case,
significance means that disappearing directors that would have severed
interfirm ties were consistently replaced by other directors. These direct-
ors were unlikely to have appeared at random precisely between the two
firms who just lost their last connecting director.

It is also likely that some interfirm connections did not have the
same importance at the time of death or retirement of an interlocking
board member as it had when the interlock first was created. Board
members are not appointed with their potential to interlock with other
firms as their only merit after all. An interlock that was once structurally
meaningful for firms i and j may linger on even though the network
function of the interlock has lost importance to the firms, thus creating
a force that would increase the number of dissolved interfirm links.

64If new arches were distributed randomly and appeared between any two firms, the
probability of any of these n arches to replace an arch that was dissolved or re-
established (g) can be approximated for year t using:

Pt = 1�
⇣
x� gt

x

⌘n

t

(8.1)

where x is the number of possible arches between k firms at year t

x =
k
2
t � k

2
(8.2)

65This simple random network assumes that links may be formed between two firms
multiple times, which is in line with the experiment above where firms may have
links created between them by multiple board members.
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Table 8.4: Interfirm network change - broken and upheld ties

Time
period

Departed
directors

Changes in interfirm ties Reconsti-
tutionsNew Broken Upheld

1876-1888 1 3 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1***
1888-1895 5 9 4 (80%) 1 (20%) 0

NA

1895-1899 0 3 0 – 0 – 0
NA

1899-1904 5 7 1 (25%) 3 (75%) 1***
1904-1907 13 10 4 (36%) 7 (64%) 2***
1907-1910 12 8 5 (56%) 4 (44%) 1***
1910-1913 12 7 7 (70%) 3 (30%) 0

NA

1913-1916 7 6 1 (17%) 5 (83%) 0
NA

1916-1919 12 19 3 (30%) 7 (70%) 0
NA

1919-1922 13 37 5 (38%) 8 (62%) 0
NA

1922-1925 24 24 12 (63%) 7 (37%) 0
NA

1925-1928 14 6 6 (50%) 6 (50%) 0
NA

1928-1931 28 23 11 (46%) 13 (54%) 0
NA

1931-1934 36 32 14 (50%) 14 (50%) 5***
1934-1937 43 33 22 (55%) 18 (45%) 4***
1937-1940 47 27 15 (42%) 21 (58%) 3***
1940-1943 38 20 9 (29%) 22 (71%) 3***
1943-1946 57 20 12 (32%) 25 (68%) 9***
1946-1949 55 34 12 (27%) 33 (73%) 8***

Source: Own calculations.
Note: the significance-levels of the reconstitution is marked by ***, **, and ** for
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. The levels are calculated using
Equation 8.1, but does not apply to periods with 0 reconstituted ties.
Note that column Departed directors is a director-level measure in the bipartite
network. It is, therefore, possible that the number of departed directors exceeds the
sum of Interfirm network changes of broken and upheld ties.

8.3.2 Insurance men that filled the gap

Following the principle of a statistical overview to create better aim in
choosing subjects for qualitative insight, the Table 8.4 can be used to
find the individuals that replaced each other in carrying the function of
linking firms together. Each departed director that was matched by their
function to an existing person tells us where to look (what people, what
firms, at what time) to gain insight into the reconstitution of interlocks.
This is a matter of singling out 35 cases out of thousands of entries of
board members. Two structurally different variations dominate the 35
observed cases where a broken link due to a leaving board member is
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Figure 8.3: Example of a reconstituted tie
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replaced by a new individual. It could either be someone new to both
firms, or someone who already is known the board of one firm.

Insurance director Carl Ekwall simultaneously sat in the boards of
the reinsurance company Amphion and Allmänna brand (where he also
had served as a clerk Ekwall died, aged 67, on the 6th of march 1942,
so his last apparition in the benchmark data is 1940. By 1943 (the first
benchmark year after 1940) his position has been replaced by insurance
director Åke B. Lyth, a 29 years younger insurance veteran with broad
industry experience. He had worked as a clerk in various insurance com-
panies, including Freja, and Norrland from 1930 to 1936, and as a head of
department at Allmänna Brand from 1938. These companies were part
of a coordinated group of collaborating firms in Gotheburg.66 It was
therefore important for the group to be able to continue the interfirm
coordination through shared directors. When appointed to the board of
Amphion he remains a general board member, while in Allmänna Brand
he immediately assumes the role of simultaneous president of the board
and CEO, which also was the configuration of positions held in the two
companies by his predecessor Carl Ekwall. The case of Carl Ekwall is
thereby an example of a typical functional interlock. If such a connec-
tion was lost, it was in the interest of the firms to re-establish it so
that the connection could continue to serve its shared function to the
concerned companies.

66Englund (1982), pp. 137–138.
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An even more telling example is that of Thullin and Mellin. Consul
general P. G. Thullin already knew director K. V. Mellin in 1928 from
the boardroom of Norrlands Ångfartygs which they both shared. Director
Mellin was an early big linker who held three insurance board-positions
over the benchmark years from 1925 through 1931. These firms were the
marine underwriters Protection och Indemnity, Norrlands Ångfartygs,
and Sveriges Ångfartygs Assuransförening. When director Mellin dies,
Thullin, whose only engagement until then was in the board of Norrlands
Ångfartygs takes on both of the other two positions in 1934, and thus
maintains Norrland’s structural triadic tie to the other two firms.

The structural replacement of severed ties re-appears as filling the
same function they did for the firms before the departure of an interlock-
ing director. Thereby the interlocking directorates played a role for the
firm that is being reenacted by new directors. This indicates firm may
be analysed as a unit, and that its firm-to-firm network connections can
be regarded as a firm characteristic.

8.4 Summary

This chapter has addressed the third research question about network
implications for individual firms. Property insurance was in informa-
tion intensive industry. Interlocking directorates has been established in
the network literature as facilitators of information and organisational
control. Drawing on that literature, the information intensive process
of diversification into potentially uncertain new lines of property insur-
ance has been shown to have network advantages to firms. Both firms
who were coordinated through ownership ties and firms with interlocking
directorates managed to mitigate initial costs of underwriting diversific-
ation.

Costs were typically higher during the few years after entering a new
line. Network simulations have shown that this higher cost could be mit-
igated by networking with other firms (j) if these firms were already
active in the insurance lines into which a firm (i) entered. Interfirm ties
were symptomatic of a transfer of corporate resources which allowed
firms that could benefit from resource transfer to lower their entry costs
into new lines. Swedish underwriters thereby had operational advant-
ages of networking during the period of investigation. Drawing on the
literature on so-called broken ties, the likelihood of a strategic choice of
networking has been investigated. Results show that broken ties found
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that such corporate networks were consciously maintained. This indic-
ates that firms were aware of network advantages to their organisation
and that the underwriters made strategic decisions to network. The null
hypothesis that networks would arise entirely from underlying social or
socio-economic elite formation is thereby rejected. Firms had agency over
their network creation, at least to a certain degree. Firm-ties may also
have arisen without any direct strategic function to firms, for example
through recruitment of directors from narrow socio-economic cliques.

Findings in this chapter do not void results from the investigation
into the Swedish insurance elite in Chapter 6. They should instead be
regarded as evidence for an interplay between social and functional ori-
gins of the insurance network. In spite of causes of many ties being
outside direct relation to information sharing or firm strategy, network
advantages to consciously networking underwriters still shines through.
Evidence presented in this chapter nevertheless suggests that firms did
seek to uphold their directorial ties in what can be interpreted as stra-
tegic decisions to keep sharing directors with specific underwriters. This
supports the argument that underwriters had network agency - at least
to some degree. Property underwriters can thereby be said to have made
informed decisions, not only about such network memberships as cross
ownerships (OW) or cartel membership (OR), but also about their dir-
ectorial networks (ID).

Particularly so during the time of the last few benchmark years of
this study. In the 1930s and 40s, rates of reconstituted ties (statistically
significant) increased. So did the share of interfirm ties which were of
upheld and strengthened rather than weakened or broken when a shared
director left one of two connected firms. Most networking advantages
to firms, however, arose more directly through organised collaboration
between the underwriters, and through shared power over important
contracting and pricing rules. The many cartels, which are the focus
of the following chapter, gave firms, if not competitive, then at least
operational advantages to more efficiently use its corporate resources.
While interlocks, in this chapter, was shown to give firms competitive
advantages on the firm-level, the collaborative organisations were used
primarily to set competition aside.
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Swedish property underwriters did not network merely through directors
(ID) and the formal and direct ownership-ties (OW). Significant resource
sharing was institutionalised within the framework of mediating collab-
orative organisations (OR) which are the focus of this chapter. With
various purposes, scores of such organisations existed during the research
period. These organisations included cartels, social clubs, local discussion
clubs and organisations dedicated to the sharing of one or several spe-
cific corporate resources. All of them have in common, however, that they
were the institutional embodiment of some form of interfirm resource ex-
change. The social clubs were part in forging an industry identity and
cohesion amongst Swedish insurance men. They upheld amicability and
familiarity across firms. Not only insurance directors but also other em-
ployees, actuaries or insurance agents attended meetings and celebrations
organised by these organisations. The cartel organisations, on the other
hand, were highly instrumental organisations to regulate prices share the
power over coordinating market conditions.1

Försäkringsföreningen (the Insurance Organisation) was founded in
1875, as a general industry organisation. In the largely unregulated mar-
ket of the 19th century, the Insurance Organisation strived to harmonise
market practices. It also lobbied for adequate legislations. In its capacity
of negotiating market standards, it filled a sort of self-regulating function
to the firms of the 19th century.2 The most significant insurance organ-
isations in terms of immediate impact on underwriting practices, were,
however, the cartel organisations. Brandtarifföreningen (the Swedish Fire
Insurance Tariff Organisation) was the first of dozens of stable, cartels in
different branches of property insurance whose premium prices and tariff

1Hallendorff (1923), p. 10.
2Grenholm (1935), pp. 48–49.
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systems were legally harmonised.3 Later tariff organisations in marine
insurance and several other lines of insurance followed in 1889 and in
the 1910s and 1920s.4 They remained an organisational backbone to tar-
iffs, premium levels, and underwriting contracting on the Swedish market
throughout the research period of this study. This chapter will look closer
at these organisations and discuss how they functioned as intermediaries
of the underwriter’s resource sharing.

9.1 A multitude of collaborative organisations

The network layer of collaborative organisations (OR) in this study con-
sists of co-affiliations to the same cartel organisations. Cartels were,
however, not the only regulatory, coordinating, and resource exchan-
ging organisations in Swedish insurance. This study has noted 59 such
organisations related to property insurance, only 15 of which were car-
tel organisations.5 Most of the other organisations were also founded to
facilitate underwriting collaboration of one type or another. These or-
ganisations were national, local, specific to certain property insurance
lines or general discussion fora for insurance men. Some of the organisa-
tions overlapped life insurance, like the Insurance Organisation, founded
at the first year of this study in 1875.

9.1.1 An overview of collaborative organisations

A wide range of collaborative organisations in property insurance filled
rather different functions to the underwriters. Around half of the 59, rel-
evant insurance organisations in property insurance up until 1950 can be
categorised as discussion clubs. The development of friendly ties between
insurance men were vital functions of the organisation. They existed on
both national, and local levels, and often with some specialisation. In
order to get an overview of the kind of organisations, they have been
categorised into four categories. The categories are “local” organisations,
national “price cartels”, organisations specialised in interfirm “informa-
tion exchange”, and “other” collaborative organisations.

3Hallendorff (1923).
4Rinman (1943).
5Svensk Försäkrings Årsbok (1940-1950): In terms of organisations that were con-
sistent over time, the number is slightly smaller since several organisations were
reconstructed and reappeared under new names with similar activities.
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Organisations categorised as local were mostly social and discussion
clubs for directors, managers and senior officials at underwriters in a a
particular city or region. The Gothenburg Insurance Club, for example,
was founded in 1912 and stated that its purpose was to:

. . . provide for those with an interest in insurance, in Gothenburg

and its immediate vicinity, the opportunity to convene and delib-

erate general questions relevant to the industry.
6

Organisations categorised as “price cartels” are organisations that de-
termined premium tariffs for its members, even though these cartels often
had other mandates also. Organisations for “Information Exchange” are
organisations where the stated purpose of the organisation was to share
statistical or actuarial know-how between members. Organisations cat-
egorised to focus on “Information Exchange” aimed at either the diffusion
of information to Swedish industry or the public in general or to function
as a vessel for information exchange between underwriters. That func-
tion was also carried to a large extent by the numerous “price cartels”
since cartels regulated not only premium prices but also tariffs systems
of member firms.7

Figure 9.1 shows the increasing number of created organisations in
property insurance categorised by type of resource sharing. Note that
the number of organisations differs from the number of agreements lis-
ted in Lönnborg’s and Larsson’s (2015) study of Swedish insurance.8
Organisations categorised as price cartels and organisations for inform-
ation exchange had underwriting firms as members. Firms were usually
represented at the organisation by a high-level manager or director.

Many of these organisations had yearly gatherings, often accom-
panied by dinner parties, where the ambience was elegant but relaxed.
The attendants had time and opportunity to strike new friendships and
find new acquaintances within their industry.9 In the stated purposes
of these organisations, listed in the Swedish Insurance Yearbook (Svensk

6Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916).
7Hallendorff (1923), pp. 15–17.
8See Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 259. Lönnborg and Larson include life insur-
ance. Their method uses the Cartel Registry, where social clubs would not have been
listed. The number of cartels might still differ since, of the 4777 cartel agreements
in the Cartel Registry, several listings were re-adjustments of previously existing
agreements. See P. Berg (2011), p. 4.

9Gjallarhornet, (1948:3) pp. 55-57.
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Figure 9.1: The creation of collusive organisations
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Försäkrings Årsbok), social networking was a reoccurring purpose of their
activities.10 This study has only mapped the overlapping boardroom affil-
iations between firms, but managers, clerks, agents and actuaries also had
organised contact surfaces to exchange information across firms through
local social clubs, and organisations like the Actuarial Association.

These organisations can also have acted to create a social basis for
other types of operational collaboration. Birgit Karlson has argued that
interwar steel cartels in Sweden were resistant to cheating and cartel
breakdowns thanks to the forging of social norms of fairness within the
cartel.11 The head of the Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation, Gunnar
Holmgren, explained that the organisation was “founded upon the mu-
tual trust of its members”12 In order for companies to be able to operate
within cartel agreements, a minimum of trust is required. Cartelised firms
need to trust that other members will honour the cartel agreements. The
trust may come from some kind of institutionalised policing of cartel rules
or in an informal trust between members.13 If a cartel-member betrayed

10Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1920-1950).
11Karlsson (2016).
12Holmgren (1943), p. 10.
13Karlsson (2016).
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that trust, it could benefit from advantages in industry standardisations
but secretly underbid the agreed price levels and thereby gain a compet-
itive advantage. If all firms were to mistrust the cartel, it would break
down, and price competition would have been re-established. Though
sometimes not without friction, the cartels in Swedish property insur-
ance did not break down during the 75 years of this study.

The trust needed to organising the insurance cartels was facilitated
by the extensive social networking of insurance men. Not only through
the interlocking directorates, whereby a large number of the leading in-
surance men would co-govern companies, but also through the actual
meetings of the numerous collaborative organisations highlighted in this
chapter. The many contact surfaces between insurance men meant that
the human resources of underwriters were often in positions of personal
relations with counterparts in surrounding firms. This in-group fraternity
was fueled at social occasions at companies and social clubs for under-
writers, business contacts through the many coordinative efforts with
other firms within cartels and other collaborative organisations. These
meetings of corporate leaders in the cartels did also foster a conver-
gence of industry interests. Axel Rinman, director in Odeion, Amphion,
and Sveriges Allmänna wrote about the meeting minutes of the marine
underwriter’s cartel that they reflect the likemindedness that the organ-
isation fostered:

All directors present had taken last year’s gathering seriously

because even when grave accusations in matters of competition

were aimed at one or another, the discussion ended in consensus.
14

One can only assume that the socio-economic homogeneity of in-
surance directors demonstrated in Chapter 6, and the growing number
overlapping directorates in the industry during the 20th century facilit-
ated the buildup of necessary trust also in insurance. Insurance does not
contain any good examples of cartel breakdowns on which to perform a
deep study. Instead, the insurance cartels had long lifetimes and dynamic
memberships and fields of collaborative agreements.

9.1.2 Organisations for resource sharing

It is not within the scope of this study to go into details of each organisa-
tion and their functions. Several of the 59 organisations also have little

14Rinman (1943), p. 30.
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Table 9.1: Some organisations of insurance cooperation

Organisation name Start FunctionSwedish English

Försäkrings-

föreningen

The Insurance
Association

1875 Self regulation and industry
organisation. Still active today.

Svenska

aktuarieföreingen

Swedish Society of
Actuaries

1904 Information exchange.

Brandförsäkrings-

kommittén

The fire insurance
committee

1891 Information, publications to
industry.

Försäkrings-

inspektionen

The Insurance
Inspection

1904 Government regulatory body
that upheld practices policed
misconduct and issued permits
to underwrite.

Source: Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1940); Grenholm (1935); Holmgren (1943).

or no secondary source material that accounts for their regular activit-
ies. Instead, it will be meaningful to note the scope of organisations and
the way they would have facilitated the sharing of corporate resources
between underwriters. For this purpose, a categorisation of the organisa-
tions by kind and purpose as declared in their statutes goes a long way.15

In Table 9.1, some major insurance organisations are listed to represent
the kind of organisations on which the industry relied.

The Swedish Society of Actuaries was founded in 1904 and counted
prominent Swedish mathematicians to its founding members.16 Through
mathematicians like Edward Pharagmén and Gösta Mittag-Leffler, the
organisation linked Swedish underwriters with academic networks in
mathematics and statistics. Members counted both academics and actual
actuaries in Swedish underwriters. Its meetings and lectures, therefore,
functioned as a cross-fertilisation of actuarial knowledge between firms.

With its actuaries active in the Society of Actuaries, underwriters
could hope that their kept à jour with the development and practices
in actuarial methods, something that, particularly the largest national
underwriters, relied heavily on in their underwriting practices. The long-
standing director (1908-1930) of the Society of Actuaries was the former

15The declared purpose of as good as all of the 59 organisations are listed in indexes
in Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1940-1950).

16Hagberg (2005), pp. 378–379.
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associate Professor Paul G. Laurin.17 He was the acting actuary of Svea,
and later also the director of the regulatory body of the Insurance Inspection.

The Insurance Inspection was the state regulator, and it was foun-
ded with the passing of the insurance legislation of 1903. This law, how-
ever, was shaped to a large degree, by the insurance industry represent-
atives, channelled through the Insurance Organisation.18 Overlapping
between regulatory competence and industry representatives was com-
mon. Its first director was the above-mentioned mathematician Edward
Pharagmén. Particularly in its early decades, the Insurance Inspection
wielded the industry’s common interests in orderly conduct in the mar-
ket. It pushed for harmonised rules of bookkeeping, which the Insurance
Organisation har worked for decades. The Insurance Inspection was also
charged with collecting and controlling data on the underwriter’s activ-
ities. Much of the public statistics used as sources in this study, for
example, was compiled by the Insurance Inspection. As a regulator, it
tied the requests for the permissions of new underwriters to enter the
insurance market.

With the re-regulation of 1948-49, the Insurance Inspection gained
increased influence over the organisation of the insurance market as it
got to interpret the legislated principal of fairness. That principal stated
that premium pricing ought to represent the costs that underwriting the
risk posed to the underwriter.19 Over the decades following 1950, the
Insurance Inspection was later increasingly used as a tool for the state
to influence pricing and to control the insurance industry.20

The Fire Protection Association was one of several organisations that
channelled the firms’ preemptive work. It was founded in 1909, and op-
erated by defusing information through leaflets and meetings, and in the
press. It pushed for legislation to revise security regulation in buildings.21

It also collaborated with organisations in other industries to prevent fire
accidents in the Swedish industry.22 As a result, safety measures were

17Hagberg (2005), p. 380.
18Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), p. 143.
19SOU 1949:25-1, p. 58.
20Larsson and Lönnborg (2007), p. 89.
21Grenholm (1955), p. 33.
22SOU 1949:25-1, p. 114.
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rolled out in Swedish industry relating to everything from secure install-
ations of chimneys and electricity to the storage of sawdust.23 Sometimes
highly motivated by the underwriter’s knowledge about risk cost, which
was signalled to clients through higher premiums for clients without ap-
propriate safety measures. Underwriters had long been organising and
financing of fire brigades.24 Since these ambitions were shared amongst
property underwriters, common organisational solutions were found to
channel and coordinate them. A committee was founded as a collabor-
ation between the Fire Tariff organisation and multiple mutual firms to
organise and invest in infrastructure for fire fighting.25

The Insurance Organisation was founded in 1875 by leading insur-
ance men of the time including Otto and Eugene Samson of Nordstiernan
and Sverige respectively, and A. I. Edström from Skandia.26 It still ex-
ists as an industry organisation. During the research period, it remained
an important meetingplace for Swedish insurance men and channelled
many of the industry’s collaborative efforts. Several fruitful operational
collaboration schemes already existed between major underwriters like
Skandia and Svea in the 1860s and early 1870s. The reasons to found the
Insurance Organisation was not directly to create a vessel for resource
exchange, but rather to create a self-regulatory body in the absence of
insurance legislation.27

In 1875, Gyldén was one of the five founding members of the Insurance
Organisation and became an advocate for consensus-building through the
Insurance Organisation. The original statutes state that the organisation
should work for “agreement and unity of its companies’ and other in-
surers’ terms and regulation”.28 A curious side-note is that Gyldén came
into public confrontation with August Strindberg, the not-yet world-
famous author who was then the editor of the Swedish Insurance Journal
(Svensk Försäkringstidning). Strindberg strongly and publicly criticised

23Götherström (1941).
24Almquist (1921), p. 359.
25SOU 1940:35, pp. 304–305: The Committee for the Organisation of Fire Fighting

in Swedish Cities and Towns: (Kommittén för Brandsläckningsväsendets Ordnande
i Sveriges Städer och Köpingar). The mutual firms Allmänna Brand and Svithjod
were part of the collaboration even though they were not members of the Fire Tariff
Organisation.

26Grenholm (1935), p. 15.
27Kleverman and Lönnborg (2000), pp. 159–160.
28Grenholm (1935), pp. 10–11.
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the life insurer Thule, its dividends policy and its actuary Hugo Gyldén.
Strindberg soon left the insurance industry, but went on to include two
bitterly dismissive chapters on the general villainy of Swedish insurance
in his 1979 satire The Red Room. Thule eventually dropped their di-
vidends and, began to operate more like a mutual firm.29

The members of the Insurance Organisation were individuals, not
companies, as was the case in the insurance cartel organisations and
some other collaborative organisations. The founders elected a total of
18 members in 1875, but the numbers increased rapidly as the organ-
isation became the primary discussion forum for questions of industry
auto-regulation.30 Its hundreds of members were subdivided into six sec-
tions in 1919 and 1921 where each section had its separate meetings and
presidents.31 Talks about insurance legislation were a reoccurring theme
in the organisations’ meetings during the 19th century.32 Through the
Insurance Organisation, the insurance industry influenced the important
legislation of 1903.

In the 1930s, the Insurance Organisation became increasingly in-
volved in the production and diffusion of manuals and other training ma-
terial. From 1930, it published Svensk Försäkringsmatrikel, the Insurance
Biography with personal biographies of leading insurance men. In 1937
the Insurance Organisation formed a press division charged with the
diffusion of public information material regarding insurance.33 Through
its members, it shared the costs of developing and distributing mater-
ial which was in the underwriters’ interest to spread. Even though the
Insurance Organisation had individual members, the diffusion of inform-
ation material was a common interest of many underwriters. When the
Insurance Organisation assumed the responsibility to produce and dif-
fuse public information, the organisation began functioning as a joint
venture that allocated shared corporate resources to the common use of
participating firms.

29Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson (2015).
30Grenholm (1935), p. 15.
31Kleverman and Lönnborg (2015), p. 161: The sections were personal insurance,

automobile, marine and transport, the non-life group, the general group, and a
group for public relations.

32Grenholm (1935), pp. 48–49.
33Kleverman and Lönnborg (2000), p. 163.
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Several life insurers (and the property underwriter Gothia), how-
ever already had their-own printeries organised within subsidiary print-
ing companies. Property underwriters Gothia, Svithjod, and Städernas
Allmänna also printed in-house company leaflets.34 Their subsidiary print-
ing companies are symptomatic of the important role that informational
outreach played to the underwriters. Informing insurance agents, staff,
and the general public was an important part of the underwriter’s activ-
ities. Underwriters wanted insurance agents to be better educated and
to be more competent and efficient representatives of the firms.35 In a
publication series by the Insurance Organisation, detailed material about
the practicalities of working in the insurance industry was aimed at in-
surance men.36

9.1.3 Implications of collaborative organisations

The above organisations listed in Table 9.1 assisted Swedish property
underwriters with different organisational solutions for coordinating the
market. They allowed firms to outsource shared corporate needs to gain
advantages of scale in selective areas of their operation. George Richardson
argued that organisational advantages of scale and transaction costs de-
termined the areas of collaboration of firms.37 If the allocation of re-
sources by market mechanisms is costly, firms would seek to internalise
them and that would, in turn, change the conditions for advantages of
scale. In areas of collaboration like cartels of premium prices, the cartel
organisations could be argued to be an attempt at interiorising market
costs. Other collaborations, like statistical analysis, or diffusing instruct-
ive informational material, should rather be seen through the lens of se-
lective sharing of corporate resources. Firms would choose such resource
sharing organisational solutions if they were cost-effective.38

34See Gothia’s in-house journal Länken printed from 1923, and Fast och Löst produced
by Städernas Allmänna from 1928.

35Kontakten, 1921 pp. 21-22. For a similar problem in life insurance, see Boksjö and
Lönnborg (1994), p. 143.

36The Study-Books of the Swedish Insurance Organisation (Svenska Försäkrings-
öreningens Studiehandböcker) were printed and re-printed 1936-1943 as books on
topics such as About fire insurance or About reinsurance in property insurance. For
these particular publications see Holmgren and Lindbohm (1939) and Kalderén
(1938).

37G. B. Richardson (1972), pp. 890–891;Williamson (1981).
38Alston and Gillespie (1989), p. 201.
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The underwriters did not stand to gain from merging entirely, only
to be able to gain scale advantages in statistical analysis. The law of
big numbers, however, states that rare events like catastrophic fires can
be better understood with larger sets of input data. Consequently, un-
derwriters had incentives to seek these advantages at low costs of reor-
ganisation and little loss of autonomy.39 There may have been different
levels in the wish to achieve such organisational solutions depending on
the potential gains.40 When the importance of fire statistics grew, for
example, cartel members decided to share further resources to establish
new organisations to collaborate on its treatment.41

The driving forces for resource sharing through collaborative organ-
isations can thus be explained in terms of economy of scale through joint
ventures in areas with aligned strategic interests. Where underwriters
had common interests and faced less cost-effective means of organising
“production” alone, they sought ways to share the costs and coordinate
resources with others.42 Many of the activities of the organisations de-
scribed in the previous section are examples of cost- and resource sharing
in property insurance: the printing of informational material, collaborat-
ing around lobbying, decreasing moral hazard and reducing fire hazard
through organising fire fighting, enabling the exchange of key experts in
actuarial science, etc. The institutionalised shape of this exchange in the
myriad of collaborative organisations is also characteristic for the corpor-
atist style of industry organisation in Sweden at the time. The collabor-
ative spirit, overlapping boards, and social cohesion amongst insurance
men certainly facilitated the smooth operation of such collaborations.

Alfred D. Chandler argues that corporations seek to organise their
activities in production units of optimal size to draw advantages of
scope.43 A comparison with insurance is somewhat halting since Chandler
refers to the size of production units, like factories, and not to the op-
timal size of insurance firms. It is perceivable that different activities had
different optimal sizes of organisation.44 In Swedish property underwrit-
ing, the optimal size of direct underwriting was arguably different from

39Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 164–165.
40Büchel (2002), See.
41Holmgren (1943), pp. 22–23.
42Alston and Gillespie (1989), pp. 200–201.
43Chandler and Hikino (1990), pp. 27–28.
44G. B. Richardson (1972).
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the optimal size the production of instructive industry leaflets, or the
implementation of preemptive measures against property damage. One
could argue that resource sharing in these areas were an organisational
shortcut to gaining scale advantages in selected areas of the corporate
organisation. Certain areas of underwriters’ activities were cheaper to
organise collectively. In other words, the optimal size of these arias was
larger than the underwriters themselves, and consequently, market actors
found means to organise them across multiple firms.

In PR, the education of staff, gathering and treatment of statist-
ical information, human resources of actuarial excellence, and organising
preemptive measures to avoid property damage, Swedish property under-
writers consequently sought forms of collaboration through the above-
mentioned organisations. These areas were generally areas where under-
writers’ strategic interests were aligned. They thereby had low friction in
terms of costs related to interest conflicts. Not all collaborative organisa-
tions had such direct implications for economising on corporate resources.
Many of the collaborative organisations were, namely social clubs, dis-
cussion fora, and platforms for insurance men to fraternise. This kind of
organisation instead of catered a different, and deeply socially embedded
interest of the insurance industry.

9.2 Shared resources within cartels

Resources may be collectively controlled and shared through different
constellations of collaborative organisations. The main type of organisa-
tion for resource sharing tied directly to the underwriting was the cartel
organisations. Peter Sandberg distinguished between trusts and cartels
in his study of the organisation of Swedish 20th century cartels.45 By his
definition, cartels existed between otherwise independent firms which re-
linquish their control over the allocation of some corporate resources to
a collective of firms. In cartels, firms maintain their independent status.
In trusts, on the other hand, firms have lost their independent though
mergers, and corporate resources are coordinated within the trust to a
common goal. Though trusts also pursue the same monopolistic market
structure, cartels are regulative agreements between independent firms,
and may break loose from the cartel and reclaim its right to allocate its
corporate resources if such actions better serve that firm’s strategy.

45Sandberg (2006), pp. 18–19.
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Sandberg’s definition fits the analytical perspective applied in this
study, where firms share various degrees of resource allocation on a scale
between full independence and full merger into a new corporate constel-
lation.46 Cartels were nevertheless not a uniform and easily classifiable
phenomena. In Sweden, where cartels were also legal during the research
period, the various types of agreements between independent firms of
cartels varied greatly. Most cartels, however, regulated prices and tar-
iffs in some form.47 Cartels could, also regulate insurance contracting,
enforce industry standards, divide markets between actors or between
geographic sub-markets, oblige firms to share information or all of the
above. It is not evident to point out the kind of collaborative agreements
which constitute a cartel, nor the shape they take. In insurance, some
agreements were founded in hard-to-research informal understandings,48

while others take diverse formal shapes. They can, for example, exist as
cartel organisations with member firms or as joint ventures.

9.2.1 Swedish cartels and industry organisation

Swedish property insurance was not unique in its high level of car-
tels. Turn-of-the-century Swedish insurance instead inscribes itself in a
broader national historical context in which economic organisation was
both legal, encouraged and thought of as something beneficial. Beginning
in the 19th century, collaborative agreements between industry actors
were conventional. The purpose of these collaborations were often to
regulate the conditions for competition. Until the mid 20th century and
through to 1993, cartels and cartel agreements were neither illegal nor
unusual in Sweden. During the first half of the 20th century, cartels had
become a standard way to organise many Swedish industries including
insurance.49 Even though they are generally perceived today as the “con-
spiracies against the public”50 as Adam Smith once dubbed them, in the
first half of the 20th century, both industry representatives, economists,
and politicians viewed a cartelised market organisation as beneficial.

46See section 1.3.1 on p. 12.
47SOU 1940:35, p. 305.
48Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 256.
49Lönnborg and Larsson (2016).
50Fear (2008), pp. 268–269. Original quote by Adam Smith in (A. Smith [1801],

p. 113).
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On a scale between market allocations on one hand, and an organ-
ised allocation of corporate resources on the other,51 Swedish industry
had showed many non-market tendencies already in the last decades of
the 19th century.52 In some industries, agreements were struck to regu-
late rules for competition without dictating prices and sales quotas. In
terms of sharing corporate resources, a cartel is not needed for compan-
ies to coordinate their resources in a non-market way. Deals were also
struck in cotton production (1880) and breweries (1885).53 The impact of
these agreements was both that corporate resources were shared between
firms, but also that rules of conduct were regulated by market actors.
On, under-regulated markets, like insurance, the actors could step in to
create the regulatory conditions for operation. During the 19th century,
however, these kinds of dealings were not yet a general trend in the
organisation of the Swedish industry overall.54

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, however, co-ordination and
auto-regulation in industries increasingly took the shape of formal cartel
organisations. In the 1920s and 30s a growing number of industries co-
ordinated in market-wide national cartels.55 Instead of looser agreements
between actors in some industries, formal cartels that regulated pricing,
production, standards, and other aspects were successfully created in
many industries.52 In dynamite, an agreement between major producers
limited sales and fixed prices in 1907 and again in 1914 and 1916, even
though the agreement was also frequently violated.56 Other examples
were paper (1930s), diary products (1932), lightbulbs (1937) and wood
manufacturing (1945).57 By the mid 1940s “earth and stone”, “electrical
industries”, and “mining and smelters” were the most highly cartelised in
the governmental investigation of Sweden’s postwar industrial organisa-
tion58 They conclude that numerous important industries were organised
in cartels and that around 50% of sold goods were cartelised in the most
coordinated industries.

51Brunsson and Jutterström (2018), pp. 4–5.
52SOU 1949:42, pp. 73–97.
53SOU 1949:42, p. 93.
54SOU 1940:35, p. 11.
55Karlsson and B. Å. Berg (2014), pp. 20–22.
56Sabo (2017), pp. 106–108, 121.
57SOU 1940:35, pp. 13–14; SOU 1949:42, pp. 84, 86.
58SOU 1949:42, p. 20.
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In contrast to cartels in countries where collusion was illicit, handled
informally, and often unstable and short-lived ventures, Swedish car-
tels were generally dynamic and long-lived. When the Swedish cartel
registry was formed in 1947, numerous cartels were several decades old.
The oldest operational cartel in 1947 was almost three-quarters-of-a-
century old.59 Coincidently, that cartel was the Fire Insurance Tariff
Organisation founded in 1873 to regulate fire insurance premiums.

Each industry had its trajectory of the organisation and its own
needs depending on the number and character of actors and on the dif-
ferent collective challenges faced in the respective industry. The overall
trend, however, is an increase through the 1920s of cartel agreements in
Swedish industry. Following the crisis years in the early 1930s, the or-
ganisation of the Swedish economy is investigated by the legislator. The
State Public Report of 1940 sought to find ways to “encourage the co-
ordinative system’s good sides and seek to counteract the less desirable
ones”.60

9.2.2 Cartels in Swedish insurance

The tendency in insurance generally followed the trend of other indus-
tries, but both pioneered the formation of comprehensive cartels and
went on to be the most cartelised industry of the Swedish economy.61

Looser agreements of the 19th century had preceded the development of
sturdy cartel organisations in the 20th century. The first insurance cartels
were formed in the 19th century.62 Their influence over the market organ-
isation was consistently strong during the period, but the organisation
of the cartels themselves was a dynamic process. Their relatively early
development, in fire and marine insurance particularly, was intertwined
with the creation of domestic, commercial underwriting as the first signi-
ficant collaborations between underwriters develop as soon as they were
founded in the 1850s and 1860s.63 By the early 20th century, they had
evolved into formal organisations with boards and powerful committees
of their own, and several cartels had their own directors and offices.

59Lönnborg and Larsson (2016), p. 257.
60SOU 1940:35, p. 2.
61See own calculations on premium incomes of property insurers in Figure 9.2.
62Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), pp. 141–142.
63Hallendorff (1923), p. 70; Bergander (1967), pp. 63–64.
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The development towards this level of cartelisation can be traced
back to the 1850s. The path towards harmonised premium tariffs was
embarked upon by the insurance agents in Gothenburg.64 The agents of
Skandia and the foreign fire underwriters met in Gothenburg to discuss
the harmonisation of contracting. The earliest forms of resource sharing
between domestic firms followed in the 1860s. The soon-to-be market
leader Svea reached out to the largest Swedish underwriter Skandia.65

Svea requested insight into company bookkeeping, underwriting forms
and regulations, and the contacts that the two firms established brought
about collaboration over fire insurance underwriting between the two
firms. In 1873, the Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation was founded to
regulate prices in fire insurance.

These agreements prior to the Fire Tariff Organisation, and the later
agreements within it emerged largely as a result of the market-actors’
need for market institutions and regulations on an otherwise unregu-
lated market. An example is the harmonisation of the general condi-
tions of the insurance contracts. The Insurance Organisation did not
enforce common conditions between members, but the independent in-
terests of its members were encouraged to adopt similar general condi-
tions in the 1880s.66 Firms generally followed any recommendations from
the Insurance Organisation.

In the absence of other insurance regulation, the fire tariff organisa-
tion also played a monitoring role before the creation of the Insurance
Inspection in 1904. Companies were required to keep, the premium tar-
iffs as well as other practices related to contracting, but also to regu-
late dividends. When Norrland joined the Swedish Fire Insurance Tariff
Organisation, it first proposed company statutes where some surplus
would be given to insurance clients. The tariff organisation deemed this
an unacceptable form of concealed tariff discounts and refused to allow
Norrland as unless its statutes be changed.67 As such, the tariff organ-
isation harmonised the operation of affiliated firms. Norrland, after some
considering, decided to abandon its plans for the client payouts and join
the tariff organisation in fear of otherwise being unable to obtain ad-
equate access to reinsurance.

64Hallendorff (1923), pp. 32–33.
65Bergander (1967), pp. 63–64.
66Hallendorff (1923), p. 77.
67Norrland (1915), pp. 14–15.
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A main function of the Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation was to
negotiate tariffs and premium prices. The negotiations were ongoing, di-
vided geographically and carried out by representatives of the member
firms.68 Non-members were free to set independent premium prices, use
their own tariff systems, and underwrite contracts of their own wording.
Within the cartel, however, this power was transferred by member firms
to a shared decision. The sharing of that decision power is arguably a
sharing of corporate resources in its own right.The cartel organisations
also mandated the sharing of actual corporate resources in terms of stat-
istical knowledge about insured risk. Such information was regarded as
a competitive advantage by firms, and otherwise not readily shared. The
Fire Tariff Organisation, as the institution of in-house sharing of such
critical resources,69 took on the responsibility to protect the vital shared
resources on behalf of its member firms. In 1896, two larger mutual firms,
who were not then admitted to the cartel collaboration, requested insight
into the organisation’s meetings, but were initially denied.70

During the last few years of the 19th century, the Tariff Organisation
nevertheless had several collaborations with mutual firms. While life in-
surance was marked by outright conflicts in the so-called “battle of prin-
cipals” between mutual and investor-owned firms, dealings between the
counterparts in property insurance were more harmonic.71 Mutual firms
were allowed to acquire the tariff regulations of the Tariff Organisation
without resorting to espionage, but mutual underwriters were still not
allowed in the cartel. Mutual underwriters instead had their own collab-
orative organisation (founded 1917).72 In the 1940s, they form a separate
cartel organisation for mutual fire underwriters. The mutual Fire Tariff
Organisation had multiple ties to the main Fire Tariff Organisation.73

Notably through an organisational collaboration of their own. Both fire
insurance cartels also exchanged collectively gathered statistics through
the Central Bureau for Fire Damage Statistics.

Each line of insurance had its own cartel organisation. In marine
insurance, the development of the cartel structure was in some regards

68Holmgren (1943), pp. 8–11.
69Holmgren (1943), p. 13.
70Hallendorff (1923), pp. 164–166.
71Bergander (1967), p. 334.
72Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1934) pp. 282-283.
73Englund (1982), p. 253.
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Figure 9.2: Cartelisation by insurance market 1875-1950
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similar to that of the Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation. It began with
informal dealings between marine underwriters in the 19th century. The
Swedish Association of Marine Underwriters (Sjöassuradörernas Förening)
was formed in 1893. Yet, it was only in the 1930s that the organisation
solidified into a formal organisation with offices and employees. Also in
marine insurance, the mutual underwriters were initially not allowed to
join the Tariff agreements.74 Until the 1930s, nor were the foreign un-
derwriters. As with collaboration between domestic underwriters in the
19th century, a common interest of the Swedish underwriters had been
to push the foreign firms out of the market.75

74Petersson (2011), pp. 126–127.
75Bergander (1967), pp. 52, 62–63.
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Figure 9.2 shows estimations of the percentage of gross direct under-
writing premiums that were traded within the respective cartel agree-
ments in some main lines of insurance.76 Lines are broken where cartel
data is unavailable or for benchmark years where cartel organisations did
not yet exist. The most striking feature is that the share of cartelised
premium incomes in property insurance was high and consistently high
during the 75 years of this study. In the late 1940s, the State public report
on postwar economic planning estimated the most cartelised industries
in Sweden at around 50%.77 The legislator’s concern with negative out-
comes of cartels was largely the fear of inflated consumer prices.78 The
price-levels in insurance was, however, considered as properly monitored
by the Insurance Inspection.79 Consequently, the investigators did not
pay particular interest to the circumstances all major lines of property
insurance had rather higher levels of cartelisation than most other in-
dustries.

The representation of cartels in Figure 9.2 is posterised. In reality,
cartels were not uniform, and no clear border exists for the kind of deals
to limit competition between firms. Even though the share of cartelised
premiums decreased in the last few decades leading up to 1950, this
period was simultaneously one of strengthened cartelised control over
the corporate resources of member firms. In the late 1910s, both fire
and marine cartels reorganised to strengthen the power of the respective
organisations at the cost of its member firms.80 Previously, no organisa-
tional charters had existed. The Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation had
had a dual location with separate offices in Gothenburg and Stockholm,
but reorganised in the 1920s and 1940s both to rationalise and deepen
the mandate of the organisation.81 In Marine insurance, decisions of the
cartel had not been binding. After 1919, member companies agreed to

76Data in Figure 9.2 has been calculated using the gross premium income from given
lines of insurance on a per-company basis. Total premiums of cartel members were
divided by total aggregate premium incomes. Where premium incomes for smal-
ler firms have not been available, their total market share has been deemed not
significant enough to alter the estimations by more than one percentage point.

77SOU 1949:42, p. 20: The investigators made an estimation based on the value of
produced goods for domestic consumption.

78SOU 1940:35, p. 2; SOU 1949:42, pp. 7–8.
79SOU 1949:42, p. 18.
80Petersson (2011), pp. 129–130.
81Hallendorff (1923), p. 199; Holmgren (1943), pp. 22–24.
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bend to majority decisions and to pay fines for cartel disobedience.80

This increasing power of the cartel organisations further the transfer of
entrepreneurial control over corporate resources outside firms. The car-
tels in both marine and fire, however, remained stable. Exiting cartel
organisations was rare.82 Decreasing cartelised share mostly occurs due
to uncartelised entries by new or diversifying established underwriters.
The process of diversification in insurance lines gradually led to a situ-
ation where firms were members of multiple cartel organisations in from
the 1910s and onwards. They thereby found themselves sharing different
sets of resources with different groups of other firms. Tariff agreements in
many of the smaller lines of insurance themselves had considerable star-
tup costs in terms of information costs. The solution was to copy foreign
tariffs and insurance conditions.83 In burglary and accident insurance,
German tariff conditions were imported, while English blueprints were
used to start the automobile tariffs.

9.2.3 A network of cartels

The membership of multiple cartels increased the number of firms with
which underwriters actively shared its resources. In terms of resource
sharing, membership in cartels meant that member firms collectively
ascribed to rules and regulations of market activities and that all firms
can be said to share some corporate resources with all other member
firms. This was different from the interfirm relations of cross-ownership
and interlocking directorates, which were mostly limited to links between
2 or up to 6 firms. The increased strength and multiple memberships of
cartels contributed to an increasingly complex web of resource sharing
in the 20th century.

In Figure 9.3 the increasing number of co-affiliated firms can be seen
as a network between some of the insurance cartel organisations. Cartel
organisations that share affiliated firms are connected by arches. The
arches are weighted (see Equation 2.2 on p. 51) by the number of co-
affiliated underwriters. Between 1931 and 1949, more firms are affiliated
to multiple cartels, and a broader range of cartels are at all connected
by sharing the same member firms. The underlying reason for this devel-
opment is the continued underwriting diversification of insurance com-
panies. During the 1930s and 1940s, companies that branched out and

82Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1959); Herlitz (1925); Rinman (1943).
83SOU 1949:25-1, pp. 95–96.
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Figure 9.3: Co-affiliation of main property insurance cartels
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began direct underwriting of new lines of insurance also joined the cartel
organisation of those new lines. When accident insurer Norden began
underwriting fire risk in 1919, it immediately joined the fire tariff or-
ganisation.84 Simultaneous memberships in multiple cartels had become
common by the 1930s.

The smaller cartels for livestock and mutual underwriters had rel-
atively few, both members and overlapping members. In livestock, for
example, the only overlapping member in 1949 was the mutual fire in-
surer Allmänna Brand. The cartel for Accident insurance has the most
overlapping members in Figure 9.3. This means that underwriters active
in the accident insurance cartel were also frequently active in other sub-
markets and their cartel organisations. A possible explanation is that
the risk profiles in accident insurance made this an attractive branch of
insurance to which to make horizontal expansions. In accident insurance,
the largest few firms converged on tariffs and insurance contracting in
the early 20th century. A steady stream of new and aggressively com-
peting actors, an active state-run institution, and the 1903 and 1916
laws for mandatory accident insurance made the first few decades of the
20th century x very dynamic time in accident insurance.85 Short-lived
firms like Kronan and mutual firms organised along vocational groups,
like the railway workers’ Järnvägsarbetarnas Olycksfall thus joined the

84Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1918, 1919).
85Bergander (1967), pp. 394, 400.
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market alongside large national underwriters like the first domestic ac-
cident joint-stock underwriter Fylgia.86 The overlapping of the accident
insurance cartel was also caused by a strong outward directed diversific-
ation by originally dedicated accident insurers; even Fylgia was no longer
primarily an accident underwriter by 1916.86

9.3 Summary

Belief in the Swedish cartel as a form of organisation was already com-
ing to an end with the legal recognition that it got with the formation
of the Cartel Registry in 1947.87 Sandberg noted that the collaborative
Swedish industry organisation embarked in the 1950s on a transforma-
tion towards Anglo-Saxon free-market ideals. The general shift gradu-
ally played through in corporate organisation as well as legislation. In
the decades following the Second World War, conglomerates and com-
pany mergers became the organisational solution for businesses in many
industries in Sweden rather than cartels and market coordination.

During the research period, Sweden’s cartelised organisation was tak-
ing shape, and property insurance was a market which was early to ad-
opt cartels as regulatory and market harmonising organisations already
in the late 19th century. In subsequent decades, virtually all lines of
insurance became organised through cartels, of which most firms were
members. This chapter has shown that the tariffs of the price cartels
regulated over 60% of the premium volume in important insurance lines
of property insurance. For some lines, that share was consistently even
higher still. Compared to other industries, the cartelisation in property
industry was high.

Insecurity and uncertainty indeed lie at the core of the underwriting
service. By coming together in cartels, underwriters were able to draw
advantages of scale from collectively collected and analysed actuarial
statistics to understand better the risk that they underwrote. Setting
tariffs and risk categories collectively thereby had a double effect of re-
ducing risk in insurance. In other industries, perhaps, firms would only
benefit from the decrease in risk associated with market competition. To
underwriters, cartels also reduced the actuarial risk associated with bad
assessment of insured objects. Important insurance organisations like,

86Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1916-1926).
87Sandberg (2006), pp. 25–27.
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the Insurance Organisation, whose founding marks the beginning of the
investigation period in this study, also played an important role in the
market’s organisation through its regulatory and lobbying function. The
close ties of ownership shared directors, or arms-length distance between
individuals of the socioeconomic elite to which company directors per-
tained, made reaching out to competitors easy.
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10 Market level network implications

Networks between underwriters had implications for the entire struc-
ture of the Swedish insurance market. The resources that firms shared
through these networks changed the concentration of power over corpor-
ate resources of underwriters. On the one hand, interfirm ties meant that
underwriters shared the right to allocate corporate resources with other
firms.1 On the other hand, they altered the power concentration of the
whole market. Through interlocking directorates, power over multiple
firms concentrated in a few influential insurance directors.2 One can ar-
gue that extensive networks thereby increased market concentration in
markets with high levels of interfirm networking.3

Firms namely use the networks to share resources, but at the same
time, they led to the concentration of the power over allocating corpor-
ate resources across firms.4 Regulating institutions have been concerned
with market concentration as a result of corporate networks since the
early 20th century. In the USA, the early 20th century Pujo Commission
was tasked to investigate the connection between corporate networks and
market collusion, a topic of concern for American antitrust legislators.
If the same agents controlled too many actors, the Pujo Committee ar-
gued, consumers would suffer as market concentration led to decreased
competition.5 Swedish legislators, in turn, investigated the desired level
of market concentrations in the 1920s. The Swedish historical context
was more permissive of cartels, which after the investigation became in-
creasingly encouraged.6

1Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 71.
2Englund (1993).
3Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 166.
4Drees and Heugens (2013); Pfeffer and Salancik (1978); Stobart (2013).
5Windolf (2002), pp. 27–28.
6Trustlagstiftningskommitténs betänkande.
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This chapter will focus in the market-level implication of the studied
networks from a competitive aspect. Which were the competitive implic-
ations of the increased networking? The notion of competition market
concentration is closely related to that of a networked market organisa-
tion. In the analytical framework of this thesis, a sliding scale of intensity
in resource sharing is proposed (see p. 1.1). The sharing of some cor-
porate resources deludes the power of Coase’s entrepreneur-coordinator,
but the sharing of the power over all corporate resources with another
firm constitute a corporate merger.7 During the research period, very
few actual mergers took place between underwriters, at least amongst
the national underwriters. Instead, the increased networking developed
as an alternative structure which allowed for partial resource sharing.
The historical process of graduate increased resource sharing of Swedish
underwriters will be described as a historical process towards corpor-
ate mergers. In the 1950s and 1960s however, the actual consolidation of
the market begins. Given that underwriters then merged with each other
along lines that their previous networking had already defined, one could
speak of the markets’ networked organisation as a proto-consolidation.

10.1 Powerful insurance directors

Previous literature and the contemporary insurance press singles out
a handful of central actors on the Swedish insurance market.8 Amongst
Swedish property underwriters, influential directors had the power to dir-
ect resource allocation in multiple firms. Ronald Coase argued that the
entrepreneur-coordinator could allocate corporate resources within the
firm.9 With Coase’s definition, the influential insurance directors were
entrepreneur-coordinators in control over resource allocation in multiple
firms. Through influential positions in leading major insurance compan-
ies or other financial or industrial enterprises, or through coordinative
roles in the most influential insurance organisations, a rather small num-
ber of the total of 1941 directors registered in this study wielded consid-
erable executive power.

7Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 140.
8See, for example, Englund (1993), or biographies in Gjallarhornet (1891-1950), for
example (1901:1) p. 1 on E. B. Holstén, (1912:10) p. 159 on Eugène Samson, (1926:1)
p. 10 on Johan Berg, (1927:3) p. 38 on Ernst Lindahl and other such bibliographie

9Coase (1937).
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10.1.1 Influential entrepreneur coordinators

The first CEO of Svea was Eduard Boye, who had previously been an in-
surance agent to foreign underwriters in Sweden.10 Similar CV:s already
populated the board of Skandia. Beside Boye, Svea’s leading man was
Charles Dickson who oversaw the initial collaborations between the two
firms. With the aid of solutions for reciprocal reinsurance, both with
the domestic partner Skandia, and with foreign firms, Dickson and Boye
steered Svea to a leading position in property insurance which it was to
keep until the end of the 19th century.11 Out of the two marine under-
writers founded in the 1880s (Ocean and Sveriges Allmänna), the first
might have become the bigger firm, but the second became more influen-
tial thanks to its founding leader Engelbrekt Rinman.12 Rinman namely
shared the initiative for talks in 1893, which initiated the marine in-
surer’s cartel collaboration. The chairmen at these meetings, was often
the director of Gauthiod, baron Fleetwood, another influential insurance
founder.13

Insurance men could influence the market formation through the
organisation of the firms that they governed, but also through their par-
ticipation in the various insurance organisations. Amongst the most in-
fluential insurance men of the 19th century were perhaps therefore also
the founders and president of the Insurance Organisation Driving forces
in the organisation, like the Samson’s (brothers Otto and Eugène, were
both property insurance directors too, particularly Eugène Samson had
numerous board appointments in the decades surrounding the turn of the
19th century.14 Founders like F. W. Hultman and Hugo Gyldén, on the
other hand, were mainly active within their respective academic fields of
mathematics and astronomy.14 In terms of affiliation to insurance com-
panies, Gyldén was a life insurance man.

Amongst the most influential industry leaders in Swedish insurance,
some rarely appear in the story of the organisation of non-life insurance.
Still, through the divisional organisation of these two branches of under-
writing in the three leading firms of Skandia, Svea, and Skåne, leading

10Bergander (1967), p. 65.
11Bergander (1967), p. 66; Meddelanden angående försäkringsväsendet i Sverige,

(1891-1900); Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1878-1889).
12Englund (1993), pp. 59–61.
13Gjallarhornet, (1905:10) p. 2.
14Gjallarhornet, (1922:3 pp. 32-33).
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life insurance men also acted as entrepreneur-coordinators in property
insurance. Svea, however, long had the unusual constellation of dual ex-
ecutive directors.15 After its foundation, Max Olbers was in charge of
life insurance and Ernst Bring of the company’s non-life business.

The historiography of the leading men in Swedish insurance men has
been formulated in works by Begnt Bergander, Karl Englund, Gustav
Peterson, and Axel Rinman.16 The latter was himself a powerful in-
surance director and relative to the 19th century founder of Sveriges
Allmänna. Just like with his 19th century relative, Engelbrekt Rinman,
this historiography can illuminate the influential industry men who might
not appear as CEOs of the biggest firms but nevertheless father game-
changing organisational decisions. These entrepreneurs could otherwise
have been a historiographic blind-spot. The network analysis makes it
possible to quantify the influence of the entrepreneur-coordinators in
Swedish property insurance.

10.1.2 Directorial control over market shares

Since many directors belonged to multiple insurance directorates, it is
possible to measure their market influence by aggregating the market
shares of the firms that they directed. As Englund pointed out, it is pos-
sible that firms were more influential in the market than their size let
on.17 Previous literature on Swedish insurance history has often treated
relevant industry profiles, but never performed any quantitative compar-
ison of their power. Since directors sat on multiple boards, they could
influence the actions of multiple firms. A proxy value for their influence
could, therefore, be calculated based on the total size of the firms that
they directed. Likely, the actual influence over the firms’ actions and
strategies were not evenly distributed amongst all directors. CEOs and
board presidents certainly wielded a larger portion of influence over an
underwriters strategic and operational decisions. This measure never-
theless allows for the identification of central insurance men based on
a quantifiable measure of influence. It also gives some insight into the
changing market structure over time.

15Sjöblom (1966), p. 31.
16See Bergander (1967); Englund (1993); Englund (1982); Petersson (2011); Rinman

(1922); Rinman (1943).
17Englund (1993), pp. 59–61.
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This aggregate market-share mx for each director thus reflects the
market share in terms of premium incomes in all the firms which a dir-
ector x governed.18 Table 6.1 shows the number of insurance boards and
the total market share of the leading insurance man of each benchmark
year. The most influential entrepreneur-coordinators oversaw around 30%
of the property insurance market. Consul Carl O. Wijk came from a
long family line of early industrialists from Gothenburg. He was also
the chairman of the municipal government in Gothenburg (1888-1897),
but directed several mechanical industries in addition to the provincial
bank, the Sahlgrenska hospital and several city organisations (the trading
club, school board, and the board of the Gothenburg port).19 Through
his marriage to Caroline Dickson of the powerful Dickson family,20 he
had even more tentacles to the local business life.

Like his acquaintances and co-founders of Svea Mr Harald Stenhagen
and J. Ed. Levisson, Carl O. Wijk was typical for many turn-of-the-
century insurance men with strong local industrial and political connec-
tions. Harald Stenhagen, also a director of Svea, managed a major export
company in the last decades of the 19th century and sat on the board of
several Gothenburgian firms, many of which had maritime connections.
He also participated in lobby groups and was a member of the city coun-
cil.21 Axel H. Ågren (1922) was also connected to Svea and the financial
sector surrounding the Gothenburgian banks and maritime industry but
had strong political affiliations. Theodor Wijkander (most market con-
trol in 1925-1931), on the contrary, was a municipal politician and later
member of parliament, also from Gothenburg.22

18Consider the bipartite network N = G(VF , Vd, E) with nodes being one vector of
firms (VF ) and one vector directors (Vd) connected by arches E conditioned on
linking directors to firms: eij 2 E : i\Vd : j \VF . Every director x 2 Vd belongs to
a set of firms �, and �

subseteqVF . Any director’s combined influence can be calculated as the market
share r of each of the firms he directs like:

xr =

|�|X

i=1

�
r

i (10.1)

where xr is the total market share of the firms � that are governed by director x.
19Fahl (1963), pp. 503, 13–14.
20Fahl (1963), pp. 11–12.
21Fredberg A:son (1977), pp. 157–158; Fahl (1963), pp. 136–137.
22Försäkringsmatrikel (1930), “Wijkander, Theodor” p. 22.
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Table 10.1: Directors ranked by market share 1876-1949

Year Title Director Directorships

Firms Market

1876 Captain C. J. A. Skogman 2 23%
1888 Doctor Eduard Boye 2 35%
1895 Director Ernst Bring 1 25%
1899 Consul Carl O. Wijk 2 31%
1904 No title Harald Sternhagen 3 28%
1907 No title August Lillienau 3 24%
1910 No title August Lillienau 3 25%
1913 Consul Johan E. Ekman 2 20%
1916 No title Johan E. Ekman 2 17%
1919 No title Gunnar Carlsson 3 20%
1922 Shopkeeper Axel H. Ågren 2 16%
1925 Director Theodor Wijkander 4 20%
1928 Director Theodor Wijkander 5 26%
1931 Director Theodor Wijkander 5 30%
1934 Director Iwar Sjögren 3 25%
1937 Director Iwar Sjögren 4 25%
1940 Director Iwar Sjögren 4 27%
1943 Director Iwar Sjögren 4 31%
1946 Director Iwar Sjögren 4 31%
1949 Fil. Lic. Iwar Sjögren 3 27%

Note: The market share is calculated using Equation 10.1. For some benchmark
years, several directors have the same total market share as one or many other
structurally equivalent directors in the network. The most influential has, in those
cases, been chosen from their board-positions with the most influential directors
determined using a simple ranking system that awards 1 point for board-presidency,
and 2 points for executive directors.

Instead of strong industrial connections, he concentrated on his polit-
ical career, and his role as a director was limited to the insurance industry
only. Insurance historian Karl Englund wrote him down as a “bad entre-
preneur” and noted that his time in Svea was marked by several consec-
utive bad years for the firm.23 After the 1930s, the dominance in market
share concentration shifts to Stockholm and the group of firms around
Skandia. Iwar Sjögren (who in addition to Skandia’s subsidiary Freja
also governed Norden and the reinsurer Sverige) becomes the insurance
director associated with firms of the largest market share from 1934.

23Englund (1993), p. 253.
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The insurance industry counted many of the family names of prom-
inent industrial families, like Wallenberg, Schwartz, Wehtje, Malmros,
Sachs, Roos and others.24 Few of the most influential directors in terms
of the market share of the insurance industry, however, came from any of
these families. Instead, influential directors of the 19th century are mem-
bers of a distinctly Gothenburgian elite surrounding the Gotheburgian
firm Svea. Their contacts and positions made them representatives of
both political and economic initiatives in the province. During the Great
War and the following deflation crisis, the market-share of firms that were
simultaniously controlled by influential directors dropped in the suite of
many new firms entering both old and new markets. The concentration
of the market as a whole decreased with new entries, and consequently,
even the directors with multiple board assignments saw their overall in-
fluence xr decrease in the first decades of the 20th century.

The directorial network was then still not as developed as later, and
when the number of connections grew further in the 1930s, the dir-
ectors with board seats of the combined market share of their firms
again start overlooking up around 30% of the market. By then, the
biggest market shares at one director was in Stockholm and by direct-
ors like Wallenberg, Iwar Sjögren, and Pär Ulmgren in the sphere of
Skandia. Due to Skandia’s (and other company conglomerates) formed
towards the 1940s, several large firms had identical or near-identical
boards. Therefore people like Jacob Wallenberg, Gustaf Söderlund, and
Pär Ulmgren do not make the list in Table 10.1, even if they too were
board members of firms covering exactly 26.8 % of the market.

10.2 Network effects on market concentration

Typically, market concentration is measured at the firm-level, and not
through the influence of individual actors. This section will proceed to
compare a more conventional market-level measure of concentration. In
order to adjust the concentration for interfirm networks, a network-
adjusted Herfindahl index is applied to the Swedish property insurance
market.

24O. A. Pettersson (1888); Glete (1987), pp. 94, 133; Hermansson (1979);
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10.2.1 The Herfindahl index and insurance concentration

Several measures of market concentration exist. The use of market
concentration measures is often to determine the limits of market com-
petition. In theory, market concentration leads to a less competitive mar-
ket. To determine the level of market concentration, one must look at the
economic actors of the market in question. A common form is to look at
the market share of the largest few companies in the market. Using the
concentration ratio, a measure, the measure CR4 would give the mar-
ket share of the four biggest firms.25 Concentration ratio measures do
not offer any further insight into the distribution of market shares below
or above the threshold number of firms and are fixed at its n number
of largest firms no matter the population of the market. As such, it is
not suitable for a historic study where the concentration will be calcu-
lated for a firm population that varies over time. A better measure of
market concentration to describe the historical development of Swedish
property insurance would instead take into consideration both the num-
ber of firms in the market and their market share. One such measure
is the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index. It is used by both the European
Commission and the US Department of Justice when evaluating the im-
pact of mergers on market competition.26

The Herfindahl index is the sum of each firms squared marketshare
and renders market concentration in a scale from 0 to 1 (or in points being
multiples of ten thousand of the index value). It is commonly referred to
as HHi and may be calculated for any point in time using:

HH i =
NX

i=1

 
siP
N

j=1 sj

!2

(10.2)

where s is the unit with which to calculate the market share. This study
will use company sales to determine market share. This is a common
practice, even though input values from labour force could make for al-
ternative measures.27 In insurance, sales are equal to premium incomes,
so the premium income of firm i is therefore si, and si/

P
N

j=1 sj within

25The four biggest firms is an often used threshold. The CR4 could, however, be
calculated for any number, n, of largest firms on a market using CRn =

P
n

i=1 si

where si is the market share of firm i.
26European Commission (2004), §16-§20; US Department of Justice.
27Amaral et al. (1997), p. 4.
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brackets in equation 10.2 denotes the market share of that firm. The
market shares in the HHi generated here will be used to understand
the change of the organisation of the market over time. It is noteworthy
that, even though regulatory agencies use the Herfindahl index to de-
termine the level of competitiveness of markets, directly interpreting
HHi as an index of competition is problematic.28 Concentration does
not directly imply competition. Underwriters were also active on separ-
ate sub-markets. Before the diversification process of the 20th century,
marine and fire insurers did not compete for the same contracts.

The use of premium incomes to measure market shares in insur-
ance was complicated by the practice of reinsurance, where parts of the
business volume passed on to reinsurers.The net premium written will,
therefore, be the preferable measure of market share to compute the
HHi. Market shares using gross premiums would have indicated the in-
come that firms could generate from underwriting, while net premiums
written would indicate the share of the whole market’s risk that is insured
by each underwriter.

Any concentration measure must first determine the boundaries of
the market under scrutiny. The collected underwriting data for national
Swedish firms is taken to represent the market and they thus make up
the N in equation 10.2. This has excluded a small share of foreign firms
and assumes that all property writers are competitors in the sense that
they could potentially take market shares from each other. Only with
the underwriting diversification of the early 20th century did that really
happen. Advantages of the scope of insuring multiple lines of insurance
had its breakthrough in the 20th century, by which time the market was
being reorganised as firms with multiple lines, also leading to a larger
number of firms being direct competitors in each insurance line.

Table 10.1 shows the market concentration of Swedish property un-
derwriters. The market concentration does not undergo any dramatic
change during the 75 years. It indicates a slight but stable trend of a
diminishing concentration during the first half of the period coincides
with the entry of many new firms into a market. The largest firms did
not protect their market shares in the face of new actors, despite steady
long-term growth in the insurance industry as a whole. Even at its highest
measured value, the HHi is comfortably below 0.1. This interpretation
is, however, dependent on the use of firms as the unit of analysis, and

28Berger (2014), p. 2.
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Figure 10.1: Market concentration 1875-1950
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Source: Own calculations.
Note: The Herfindahl index is calculated on net premium incomes of property
underwriters as in Equation 10.2.

does not take into any consideration the relationships between firms. The
Herfindahl index could, however, be altered to account for a network ef-
fect by artificially re-defining the firm boundaries.29

10.2.2 Adjusting the Herfindahl index

The Herfindahl index dependent heavily on many assumptions about
the firm as an organisational unit. Various networks have been shown
to affect the market concentration, and previous studies, like those of
Rotundo and d’Arcangelis, have proposed an adjusted Herfindahl index
based on the network relations of firms.30 They use shareholding between
Italian firms to build a network and calculate different Herfindahl indexes
using firm sales as market share. They find that adjusting the Herfindahl
index for network relations alters the market concentration. They also
conclude that the very structure of the network is essential to upholding
the market concentration, and if real-world interfirm links are replaced

29Rotundo and D’Arcangelis (2013).
30Rotundo and D’Arcangelis (2013).
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by random ones, the adjusted HHi quickly drops.31 A later study, by
Bartolomeo and Canofaro, on Italian underwriters, showed a remarkably
strong impact of network relations on market concentration.32 Their net-
works are built using interlocking directorates rather than shareholdings.
Both cross-ownership and interlocking directorates can thus alter mar-
ket concentration measured by a network-adjusted Herfindahl index.
d’Arcangelis, Bartolomeo, Canofaro, and Rotundo primarily considered
the direct interfirm ties. In Swedish insurance, considerable market co-
ordination was also achieved through the co-affiliation to the numerous
cartels.

In this study, three different network layers of interfirm relations
exist as generated interfirm networks of ownership-relations (OW), in-
terlocking directorates (ID), and cartel-membership (OR). All three can
be used to adjust the HHi for network effects. The adjustment meth-
ods disrupt the firm as the unit of analysis and create fictitious firms for
connected underwriters. The concentration index is then calculated after
the contrafact firm mergers have been performed. The cartel network has
the character of one big giant component and will result in all cartelised
firms appearing as one in the cartel compensated index. The most ex-
tensive network, that of the interlocking directorates, however, has been
reduced to links between firms tied to each other by board presidents or
shared CEOs only. Different adjusted Herfindahl indexes are shown in
Figure 10.2

When adjusting the market concentration for network effects, the
network adjusted Herfindahl index tells a completely different story of
the concentration of the Swedish property insurance market. The previ-
ous impression of a low and decreasing index of unconnected firms (as in
Figure 10.1) is reversed. All three networks affect the HHi considerably,
but differently at different times. The cartels’ effect is strong and takes
the market concentration above the threshold values for a highly concen-
trated market already by the mid-1920s.33 Interlocking directorates also
have a strong effect on the index adjustment and can be seen to increase
the concentration form the 1920s. Compared to the un-adjusted HH1 of
Figure 10.1, the index is increased by up to 0.25 by the adjustment for

31Rotundo and D’Arcangelis (2013), p. 1908.
32Bartolomeo and Canofari (2015), pp. 358–360.
33US Department of Justice, Section 5.3: The concerned US agencies categorise “un-

consentrated markets” below 1500 points, and “highly concentrated markets” above
2500 points.
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Figure 10.2: Market concentration as various adjustments of
HHi
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Source: Own calculations.
Note: The Herfindahl index (see Equation 10.2) is calculated on net premium
incomes of cliques of connected property underwriters. Multiple measures are
calculated based on the different network layers.

boardroom networks. When combined with the ownership network, the
effect is even stronger.

The Cumulative effects of several network adjustments bring further
insight even though the interpretation is not trivial. The effect of direct-
orates is similar to that of directorates and ownership together for the
reason that ownership ties for a long period existed only between firms
that also had interlocking directorates. The combined effect on market
concentration by ownerships and boards is powerful. The property insur-
ance industry moved to a massive concentration in the years between the
Great War and the early 1930s. The somewhat shaky but overall market
concentration index of all three network effects shows a market that is
extremely concentrated for the second third of the period.

While the combined market share of the highest-ranked individuals
(using equation 10.1) have roughly the same levels in the 19th century as
in the 1930s and 1940s, the explosion of the firm-level market concentra-
tion is remarkable. A growing number of firms, and to some degree, the
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entry of new firms into new lines of underwriting like automobile insur-
ance, cause the Herfindahl index to drop slowly over the first half of the
20th century. The conclusion is that market concentration in the hands of
an economic elite has remained mostly steady, while the market organ-
isation has changed in character. Influential directors would hold one or
two board seats in the 19th century but still sit on boards covering 30%
of the market. Due to a lower number of firms, the market concentration
seemed higher than during the turn of the century and the tumultuous
years around the Great War. Individual big linkers did not concentrate
market power into their own hands but were instrumental in bringing
about a market structure wherein insurance companies organised into a
highly concentrated market.

10.3 Proto-consolidation through netowrks

During the 1940s, the legislator voiced the concern that the Swedish
insurance market was too fragmented, and that too many companies un-
derwrote aggregate risk at too high costs for the consumers.34 It was the
explicit wish of the legislator that insurance companies should merge.
After the re-regulation that marks the end of this study, the consolida-
tion of the industry began as firms started to merge.35 As seen above,
however, the market structure would already have witnessed a much
more concentrated market if they had been taken into account. Resource
sharing in networks are not actual consolidation.36 Through interfirm
ties, firms choose to share only certain types of corporate resources.

The increased networking leading up to 1950 was part of a long
historical process. It contained both an intensification and continuous
structural change in the kind of interfirm ties that connected the prop-
erty underwriters. When the firms did merge, it was thus after a long
buildup of increased resource sharing between firms. Until 1950, there
were very few mergers amongst national underwriters. Those that did
occur were either the results of a vertical re-integration of subsidiary
reinsurance companies or the consolidation of very small regional firms

34SOU 1946:34, pp. 14, 18.
35Englund (1997).
36Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 124.
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joining national underwriters.37 It was only after the changes that mark
the end of this study period that firms began to consolidate through
mergers. This raises the question of the connection between increased
resource and sharing corporate mergers. Were mergers the final stage
of a long historical process of steadily increasing intensity of corporate
networks?

10.3.1 The end of a networked organisation in the 1950s

Jeffrey Pfeffer and Gerald Salancik argued that mergers that occurr
within the same industry are “significantly related to patterns of resource
exchange”.38 By the late 1940s, the constellations of resource sharing
between Swedish property insurers were already numerous and intense.
Karl Englund has described the process of the ensuing mergers in his
(1982) book. The process outlines saw new large firms form around
Skandia, and Trygg-Hansa. Even though some re-arrangements of the
insurance groups present in 1950 occurred, firms were heading for new
corporate entities based on the groups that were in place in 1950. Most
of the consolidation occurred within these insurance groups.39

In 1953, a dozen companies merged to form RKA which was to under-
writer capital insurance.40 The same year, a composite marine insurance
company, Sjö-Öresund, was formed from the Öresund group containing
Stockholms Sjö, and Öresund. The mutual group around SÅA remained
a deep collaboration during the 1950s. In 1963 Norrlands Ångfartygs
merged into SÅA. The other two insurers in the group were Protection
and Indemnity (which was swallowed by SÅA in 1950). The mutual
marine underwriter for southern Sweden Sydsvenska Ångfartygs did not
merge with SÅA until 1970.Before the firms of each group merged into
new corporate constellations, there were also a consolidation of insurance
groups.

The Trygg-Hansa group devoured Skogsförsäkringsaktiebolaget, Fylgia,
and Städernas. Much of the consolidation, however, occurred in stages.
The companies in the groups around Skandia, Svea, Skåne, and the life
insurer Thule first reformed partially within each respective group. In

37Skandinaviska Kreatursförsäkringsbolaget (1935), no author, pp. 14–15; Adams,
L.-F. Andersson, Hardwick et al. (2014), p. 957; Englund (1982), pp. 347–348.

38Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), p. 124.
39Englund (1982), p. 49.
40Englund (1997), p. 334.
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1963, all except the Thule-companies merged into S-Bolagen and were
later joined by Thule.

In many ways, the consolidation of the 1950s was an extension of
the interfirm ties which had already built up during the preceding dec-
ades. The outlines of the coming mergers, can, for example, be seen
already in the network structures of the interlocking directorates plotted
in the centrefold Figures on p. 156-157 in this study. Interfirm networks
have been proposed to erode the borders between firms.41 Mergers could
thereby be seen as the final stage of a process in which firms increas-
ingly share resources until they finally re-shape around new corporate
constructions. In doing so, the firm (again) makes internal the power
over resource allocation which it previously shared in networks.42 Oliver
Williamsson has referred to this stage of the process as the organisation
finding new “efficient boundaries” of firm.43

The networked form of organisation is thereby a middle way. It is a
trade-off between corporate resource control and the advantage of partial
resource sharing for strategic advantages. In previous chapters, several
strategic advantages of networking to the Swedish property underwriters
have been covered. The need to regulate, exchange actuarial information,
go half on operational costs of contracting, agents, damage inspection
and the like, and most notably, to share the power over premium levels
and tariffs with cartelised underwriters.

All in all, market actors gradually came to share more and more
resources. Their relationships were instrumental to their ability to effi-
ciently underwrite risk, and thereby to the functioning of the market.
The advantages to the network were high, but the disadvantages to out-
right mergers were also high enough not to set off a merging spree. Over
time, the market was allowed to organise according to the increased in-
centives to share resources to overcome organisational challenges, achieve
advantages of scale, or reduce uncertainty. As a counter-weight, institu-
tional, practical and also social reasons hindered firms from merging.
Regulation of the number of agents per firms, for example, contributed
to advantages of a networked organisation.44 Through multiple firms
with aligned strategies, a wider geographical reach was possible than

41Sornn-Friese (1998), p. 6.
42Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 165–166; G. B. Richardson (1972).
43Williamson (1981), p. 549.
44SOU 1946:34, p. 12.
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through horizontal integration, which would have capped the allowed
maximum of agents. Practically, the reorganisation along new corporate
lines come an organisational cost of coordinating the new divisions of
the firm. Negotiating the new strategies of previously independent firms
proved an obstacle in the merging process of the 1950s.

Within firms, there were also historical and social resistance to mer-
gers. The insurance mergers had to overcome corporate cultures, estab-
lished loyalties of directors,45 and historical legacy within firms who
already in the 1960s counted a near-century-long history. There was
also a geographical aspect to maintain the status quo of independent
firms. Still, in the 1940s, underwriters had strong regional ties which
were reflected in their underwriting portfolios. Ocean was inherently
Gothenburgian, Öresund was Scanian, and Stockholms Sjö was based
in the capital.

The sliding scale of increased resource sharing finally turned to cor-
porate mergers as the advantages to scale and scope persisted while the
counter weights that motivated the organisation along individual lines
faded. The 1950s marked a departure from the networked market or-
ganisation. The historical processes that lead a market characterised by
interfirm networks to restructuring through horizontal integration are of
central importance to the understanding of market organisation.46 Those
organisational changes after 1950, nevertheless lie outside the scope of
this study. The following section focuses instead on the long process that
led up to the mergers and the networked market organisation to which
it gave rise.

10.3.2 A half-century of proto-consolidation before 1950

To map the complex changes in corporate structures in Swedish in-
surance during the 1950s is not easy. The consolidation was not unidirec-
tional. Not all collaborations led to a rapprochement and later merger.
Æquitas for example, could have gone towards the fire insurers around
Fenix, but was disentangled from those ownership ties in the early 1950s
and instead brought under the control of the Öresund group.47

Through mergers, underwriters sought advantages of scale, but also a
re-organisation away from resource sharing between firms and reclaiming

45Englund (1982), p. 263.
46Chandler (1977), pp. 315–316.
47Englund (1982), p. 220.
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the internal power over resource allocation. Skandia proposed to merge
several of the insurance groups in the early 1950s. It declared as a signi-
ficant advantage of the merger that a new larger company would be of
sufficient size to independently develop its own premium and insurance
contracting policy.48 The resource sharing with the cartels could thereby
be reduced only if a new larger corporate unit achieved a sufficient eco-
nomy of scale. That statement, made by Skandia’s CEO, highlights how
the previous decades network structures had been an organisational solu-
tion of a trade-off between, on the one hand, scale advantages through
horizontal integration,49 and on the other hand, selective resource shar-
ing through a networked form of organisation.50

In network analysis, different algorithms for detection of cluster-
ings and groups within networks have existed for decades.51 The idea is
to computationally identify the groups with higher in-group connectiv-
ity than other parts of the network. In the centrefold visualisations in
this study of the network of interlocking directorates, for example, sev-
eral groups of connected firms appear visually as such cliques.52 Mark
Newman and Michelle Girvan proposed a model in which community
detected through iterations of network manipulations.53 The Girvan-
Newman algorithm has been applied to the networks between Swedish
property insurers.

In order to identify how quickly the proto-consolidation of the in-
dustry played out, the groups within which the underwriters later merged
have been set as a reference year. That reference network is thus the net-
work layer of ownership ties (OW) for the last benchmark year of 1949.

48Englund (1982), p. 260.
49Chandler and Hikino (1990), pp. 17–18.
50G. B. Richardson (1972).
51Newman (2010), pp. 354–356.
52See Newman’s (2010) chapter on community detection pp. 345-392 for technical

details on algorithmically partitioning of networks for community detection.
53Newman and Girvan (2004): The Girvan-Newman algorithm calculates the arch

betweenness centrality and then iteratively removes arches with high arches
betweenness. Since arch betweenness is low in arches within clusters, links connect-
ing clusters are among the first to be removed by the algorithm until the network
is partitioned into isolated groups.
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It contains 15 insurance groups.54 These groups all have within-group
ownership ties and are thus highly clustered. The Girvan-Newman model
cannot name or identify different groups across time, or between differ-
ent networks.55 It can only divide a network into detected groups, but
not compare group divisions of two different networks. For this purpose
a simple comparison measure of Girvan-Newman modularity, groups is
proposed here.

The proposed measurement � compares how similar the members of
detected groups of a network G is to those of a reference network � . The
comparison is pairwise, that is to say using each pair of firms classified in
each group of the reference network. The similarity of groups of the two
networks is thereby the share of the reference network’s pairs which also
were classified as belonging to the same group when the tested network
G has been subjected to the same Girvan-Newman algorithm.56

The comparison of the Girvan-Newman groups gives two very power-
ful insights into the development of the underwriters’ network structure
over time. Firstly, it can be used to measure a level of convergence to-
wards the groups within which the firms later merged. Secondly, the same
algorithm can be calculated also for random networks which allow for a

54AVH, Göteborg, Hansa, Kooperativa gruppen, Kreatursförsäkringsgruppen,
Sjökaskogruppen, Skandia, Skåne, Skånska brand, Städernas bolag, Svea,
Tryggruppen, Vegete-bolagen, Öresundsgruppen. The two groups around the
life insurer Thule (which contained multiple property underwriters including
Skandianvien and Norrland) had already formed group-level ties with another
insurance group in 1949, namely the group around Fenix.

55Newman and Girvan (2004), pp. 9–10.
56Let’s imagine NG and N� as sets of the communities computed by the Girvan-

Newman model for two different networks: the reference network � and the in-
vestigated network G. The similarity � of the modularity groups can be expressed
as:

� =

|N� ]P
i=1

f(i) \
S

NG

|N� ]P
j=1

|j|
(10.3)

where f(i) is a set of numbered pairs of all combinations of nodes which the Girvan-
Newman model assigned to the same community i. Members in each community
i are numbered pairs. In the numerator their intersection with the union of all
communities in N� will compute as the sum of all node-pairs in communities of �
that were also assigned to the same group in G. In the denominator, the measure
is normalised by the sum of node-pairs in the reference network � .
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Figure 10.3: Proto-consolidation in ID-network structures
1875-1950
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Source: Own calculations.
Note: Similarity of communities is calculated as of Equation 10.3. Random networks
are conditioned on same number of nodes and arches as observed networks.

comparison between observed and random network structure.57 For the
following experiments, 250 random networks per layer and benchmark
year have been computed using random networks conditioned on the
dimensions of the observed networks.

Figures 10.3 through 10.5 thus show the similarity of the three net-
work layers (ID, OW, and OR) with the insurance groups of 1949. Each
figure contains observed group similarity as well as the distribution of
the group similarity of 250 randomly generated networks per benchmark
year. The Girvan-Newman groups are thereby used to compare the con-
vergence towards the groups of 1949. The random networks are used to
determine the significance of the observed similarity of the historic net-
works with what would be the merging patterns of the underwriters. For
each benchmark year, a sort of statistical significance can be calculated
using a t-test on the difference between the observed similarity and the
randomly generated one.

In Figure 10.3 the similarity is at first low. No, or few interlocking

57Butts (2008), p. 29.
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directorates gave rise to Girvan-Newman groupings that were similar
to the underwriter’s later merging patterns. The network structure of
underwriters interlocking directorates started to converge on the later
merger patterns in the first decade after 1905. By 1916, interlocking dir-
ectorates have significantly diverged from random group structures, and
begin a slow but steady convergence towards the insurance groups of
1949. At 1949, around half of the firms were assigned to their future
merger partners. Three aspects of these results are particularly remark-
able.

Firstly, the convergence towards market consolidation begins almost
half-a-century before the actual merger takes place. The interfirm rela-
tions show, already in the 1920s, significant signs of clustering along the
same lines that would convert into interiorised resource allocation within
merged firms 50 years later. Secondly, the network layer in Figure 10.3
is that of interlocking directorates, which is correlated with, but not ex-
plicitly represent any ownership ties. Interlocks, in fact, start to connect
firms that would later merge before the insurance groups started to form
in the 1930s. Thirdly, the network structure is significantly non-random.
The divergence from the random network should be interpreted as the
beginning of a measurable structural convergence towards merger. Before
the early 1920s, the network of interlocking directorates was already com-
prehensive. Network structures, however, were other than those which
would lead to mergers after 1950. All in all, these results suggest that
interlocking directorates between Swedish property underwriters mani-
fested a corporate rapprochement. The shared directors can be assumed
to have coincided with converging corporate strategies and increasingly
shared corporate resources between firms.

The theoretical implication of these findings is also noteworthy. In
the analytical framework of this study, the resource sharing of firms,
presented by Pfeffer and Salancik,58 are described as developing along
a sliding scale towards corporate mergers. Interlocking directorates were
indeed an expression of interfirm resource sharing, and already 50 years
before underwriters merged, the structure of the underwriters’ shared
directors indicate that Swedish property underwriters were already slid-
ing on that scale in the late 1910s.

Figure 10.4 shows the similarity of Girvan-Newman groupings of the
ownership network layer (OW). It demonstrates largely similar but partly

58Pfeffer and Salancik (1978).
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Figure 10.4: Proto-consolidation in OW-network structures
1875-1950
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Source: Own calculations.
Note: Similarity of communities is calculated as of Equation 10.3. Random networks
are conditioned on same number of nodes and arches as observed networks.

different trends that that of the proto-consolidation as seen through in-
terlocking directorates above. The groups of firms in 1949 is the reference
network. In Figure 10.4 the similarity �, therefore converges on 1 in 1949
since the tested network G and the reference network are the same � in
that benchmark year. The groups in 1949 were, however, shaped during
the preceding decade only. Before the early 1940s, firms grouped by in-
terlocking directorates slightly better predicted how underwriters would
later merge. Still, ownership ties, too, were forged by later merging firms
as early as the 1910s. A slight increase can be seen in the 1930s when
ownership ties change from being predominantly vertical between direct
underwriters and subsidiary re-insurers to include the first steps in cre-
ating the insurance groups. Despite changes in the constellation of those
groups in the 1930s and 1940s, they were still being forged along the
merging lines of later decades.

Again, these results indicate that resource sharing ties between prop-
erty underwriters long preceded the actual consolidation of the market
through mergers. Coase, stated that the firm demarked the limits of the
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Figure 10.5: Proto-consolidation in OR-network structures
1875-1950
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Note: Similarity of communities is calculated as of Equation 10.3. Random networks
are conditioned on same number of nodes and arches as observed networks.

power of the entrepreneur-coordinator to allocate corporate resources.59

If resources were nevertheless shared outside the firm, that border be-
came header to identify. With a merger, a firm expands its borders and
internalises the control over resources that it previously had to share
with affiliated firms. The historical process of rapprochement between
the Swedish property underwriters indicates that there was a long period
of resource sharing that preceded the merger of the firms. Before the mar-
ket consolidated, there was an identifiable near-50-year period of proto-
consolidation. During this proto-consolidation, firms increasingly shared
corporate resources. Not only did the intensity of the resource sharing
increase, but the interfirm ties that underwriters struck, significantly re-
sembled the future firm borders of larger merged corporate entities.

Figure 10.5 shows the detected groups in the co-affiliation to car-
tel organisations. Cartels appeared not to have determined the patterns

59Coase (1937).
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through which Swedish underwriters merged. Detected groups from ob-
served cartel memberships are not significantly different from those gen-
erated by random networks. A small significant difference existed for
a few years in the late 1930s, and for the last benchmark year, where
just under 40% of insurance group members also were members of the
same cartels. These results have numerous noteworthy implications. The
history of Swedish industrial organisation was highly cartelised,60 and
cartels did bring firms closer to each other through resource-sharing.

In different industries, there are examples of cartels that worked as
both catalysts and counterforces for mergers.61 In the case of cartels in
Swedish property insurance, they seem not to have preceded mergers in
any notable fashion. The Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation was founded
in the 1870s, and some of its founding did not merge until 90 years later.
The long stability of the cartels instead indicates that they functioned
as a balanced form of negotiated resource sharing between underwriters.
Cartel members did give up some of its legal autonomy.62 Yet, they re-
mained independent. They were not devoured by horizontal integration.
Cartel members could draw advantages from resource sharing with other
firms and gain some selected advantages of scope limited to the fields of
cooperation of the cartel in question.

10.4 Summary

This chapter has quantified the market concentration in Swedish
property insurance and, studied the historical trajectory of that concen-
tration as a sliding scale of resource sharing, which would eventually
lead to corporate mergers. The three network layers of this study had
different roles in the organisation of insurance companies. Their collec-
ted effect of resource sharing can be interpreted to have had a strongly
concentrating effect in the insurance market. On the directorial level,
high market shares were concentrated in the hands of firms governed by
particularly influential insurance directors. Director-level market concen-
tration, however, remained stable during the 75 years of this study. A
network corrected firm-level measure of concentration, on the other hand,
indicated that the networks of property underwriters strongly increased

60Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1950)
61Sandberg (2014), p. 103.
62Windolf (2009), p. 446.
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market concentration in property insurance, particularly from the 1920
onwards. Underwriting directors thereby helped form networks that led
to higher market concentration but did not, themselves, grow to have
corporate influence over larger market portions in the process.

Over time, the market concentration brought about by networks
showed increasing signs of clustering the market actors that would later
merge. Already in the 1910s interfirm networks of directors and cross-
ownership bore a significant resemblance to the groups in which firms
would later merge. Cartels, which were essential instruments to the or-
ganisation of property insurance, did not make out a good predictor for
corporate mergers. Yet, the network-corrected Herfindahl index gener-
ated a hypothetical market concentration where cartels were the strongest
contributing force to a high market concentration.

Resource-sharing thereby altered the market concentration of the
industry. Particularly in the later decades, where the network-corrected
concentration is highest, the highly coordinated insurance groups could
arguably be treated as already merged firms in terms of market shares
and competitive actions in the market. It also becomes a measure of the
level to which the market itself was coordinated across intricate webs of
interfirm ties, already during the late 19th century.
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11 Conclusions

This thesis has studied the interfirm networks between Swedish property
underwriters 1875-1950. The aim of the study has been to understand the
dynamics and implications of the interfirm networks of the property in-
surance industry in Sweden. In doing so, several aspects of firms’ evolving
organisation in connection with other firms have been investigated. From
1875, Swedish property underwriters were involved in increasingly dense,
in the last decades leading up to 1950, strongly clustered networks of re-
source sharing.

The networked organisation shaped the conditions for competition
and collaboration on the property insurance market. This study has
shown that these networks were socially embedded, based in underlying
socio-economic structures, and facilitated communication between un-
derwriters. Networks were used to transfer information, which proved to
give individual firms measurable competitive advantages, but networks
also allowed firms to organise the conditions of competition to lower
uncertainty. This, in turn, increased the market concentration as under-
writers increasingly aligned their operational strategies to each other and
coordinated their activities between firms.

These findings stem from a series of specific investigations into three
different “layers” of network ties. For 20 benchmark years, all major
property underwriters and their interlocking directorates (ID), ownership
ties (OW), and affiliations to collaborative industry organisations (OW)
have been examined. New insights into the organisation of the property
insurance market traverse several fields. Notably, that of the history of
Swedish insurance, but also of broader questions of the changing or-
ganisations of markets. In the wake of the firm-level and market-level
interplay of networked organisations, an empirically grounded reasoning
about the role of the networked firm and its historical trajectories make
out a theoretical contribution of this study.
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The history of Swedish insurance is well investigated. The past cen-
tury has seen dozens of studies of both the business histories of insurance
companies,1 and economic and institutional analyses of underwriters and
their role in Swedish economic history.2 Topics of competition and col-
laboration in the insurance market have been the explicit study sub-
ject in both these bodies of literature. Swedish insurance, property in-
surance in particular, has been found to operate along lines of both
competition and collaboration.3 Econometric analyses of the history of
this market, including a (2014) publication within the framework of this
thesis,4 have departed with the underlying assumption that the prop-
erty insurance market was made up by competing firms and that mar-
ket principals governed the competitive advantages of underwriters. The
highly participative insurance legislation and corporative environment of
early 20th century Sweden, however, implies that the rules of the game
were rather more collaborative. Multiple cartel organisation regulated
the premium prices, tariffs categorisations and contracting practices.5
The Swedish Fire Insurance Tariff Organisation, in fact, the oldest or-
ganisation in the Swedish cartel registry, and price fixing in Swedish in-
surance was a consistent organisational feature of the market throughout
the era of its networked organisation. The exchange between member-
firms included corporate resources like actuarial information, but also co-
ordinated strategies and social capital across underwriters. Networking
fostered an in-group sense of belonging and loyalty within a relatively
small world of insurance men.

In sharing information and co-aligning strategies, underwriters were
effectively sharing corporate resources. This is also the common feature of
the types of netowrks investigated in this study. They are also examples
of what Edit Penrose called “fuzzy” boundaries of firms. The firm, as an
organisational unit of economic activity, exists, Ronald Coase argued, to
shield resource allocation from the transaction costs of an outside market.

1Englund (1982); Berghman and Jervenius (1939); Grenholm (1935); Kuuse and
Olsson (1997). See also a full list of company monographs in Chapter 2 on p. 46.

2Hägg (1998); Larsson, Lönnborg and Svärd (2005); Lindmark and L.-F. Andersson
(2010); Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Jia et al. (2011); Petersson (2011), .

3Boksjö and Lönnborg (1994), p. 139;Bergander (1967), p. 325.
4Lilljegren and L.-F. Andersson (2014).
5Lönnborg and Larsson (2016); Hallendorff (1923).
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Within the boundaries of firms, the “entrepreneur-coordinator” may in-
stead allocate resources without market costs. When firms network, how-
ever, that entrepreneur-coordinator no longer act strictly within the firm.
With interlocking directorates, for example, the entrepreneur-coordinator
could literally be a director of another firm. These were the deep implic-
ations of networked organisations of markets.

The individual companies do not lose their ‘independent’ iden-

tity but the administrative boundaries of the linked firms become

increasingly fuzzy.
6

Between, on one extreme, markets organised as individual compan-
ies and, on the other extreme, markets where resources of other firms
have been wholly interiorised by mergers, exists a sliding scale of partial
resource sharing of a networked market organisation.7 Swedish property
underwriters followed a historical trajectory along this sliding scale as
their resource sharing increased and their corporate networks came to
grow increasingly dense.

The seminal work in corporate networks by Jeffrey Pfeffer and Gerald
Salancik outlines the principals for The external control of organisations.
They argue that firms are dependent on outside actors, and that re-
source sharing between firms embodies the reliance by firms on external
resources.8 The shared control over corporate resources across firms are
thereby an inherent part of the organisational channeling of economic
activities into firms.

In Swedish property insurance, resource sharing was an essential
aspect of the market organisation. This study has found an intricate
complexity inherent in the network structures between the firms that
underwrote Swedish property risk 1875-1950. In the 1870s, firms made
efforts to regulate conditions for competition in collaborative organisa-
tions. At the turn of the century, new structures in networking were
taking shape as the industrialising society put underwriters under pres-
sure to underwrite risk of the ever-changing industrial demand. Networks
were increasingly seen as an organisational solution to accommodate the
changing demand in underwriting, as network density increased during
the first half of the 20th century. Firms gained a variety of advantages
from resource sharing.

6Penrose (1959), p. 242.
7G. B. Richardson (1972).
8Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), pp. 19, 71.
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The selective sharing of resources were a “cheap” way for individual
firms to overcome organisational challenges like obtaining actuarial in-
formation, lobbying legislators, or taking preemptive actions by pushing
for industry safety. This study has found that underwriters could use
their connections to lower entry costs to new lines of insurance during
the extensive diversification of underwriters’ risk portfolio that began in
the 1910s. Networks also had market-level implications like the reliance
on cartelised prices. Swedish insurance was consistently more cartelised
than other Swedish industries. Taking networks into consideration, as
is done in this study using a network-corrected Herfindahl index, the
market also saw a steep increase in concentration as network density in-
creased in the early 20th century. By 1950, a new structure of the market
had arisen in which firms had aligned themselves in groups of highly
coordinated, but still independent firms.

During the era of the market’s networked organisation, mergers were
rare, but a strong consolidation began after 1950. This study has found
that those mergers occurred along lines that were distinguishable in the
interfirm network structures early as in the 1910s. This supports the pro-
position that the networked organisation can be seen as a sliding scale
towards mergers. The sharing of corporate resource sharing was the de-
fining feature with which one can measure the graduate path to mergers.
Results in this study and the network perspective on market organisa-
tion shed new light on the historical trajectory of the organisation of the
Swedish property insurance.

At the same time, it opens new questions of the history of net-
worked organisations of other industries, at other times, and in other
coordinated markets. Competition and collaboration have different con-
notations today when cartels are outlawed, but new network structures
exist between Swedish firms today.9 The regulatory body that oversees
European competition relies on measures of market concentration to rule
on potentially oligopolistic mergers.10 How would their analyses change
if such measures were network-adjusted? From a historical perspective,
the development of market structures is a mainstream issue in business
and economic history. Networked histories, similar to this case study of
Swedish insurance, could open interesting fields of comparisons to other
processes of consolidation and dynamics of competition in other markets.

9Koskinen and Edling (2012); Bohman (2012).
10European Commission (2004), §16-§20.
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The remainder of this concluding chapter will revisit the results of
the empirical investigations in this study. In turn, attention will be given
to the findings relevant to 1) Swedish underwriters, 2) the organisation
of markets, and 3) driving forces for network change.

11.1 Network implications to underwriters

A wide range of types of companies underwrote Swedish risk. Local and
regional firms coexisted in the hundreds with large national underwriters
organised as both mutual and investor-owned firms. Exploring the dif-
ferent operational fashions of mutual and investor-owner forms of in-
surance has been a reoccurring topic in insurance history.11 Especially
with regards to reinsurance-practices, levels of reserves and willingness
to participate in cartel organisations, 19th century mutual firms operated
differently than their investor-owned counterparts. In the 20th century,
however, differences diminished. Mutuals joined in collaborations with
investor-owned firms, and highly differentiated their tariff systems, They
diversified less aggressively than stock companies, but were part of both
the underwriting diversification process and the buildup of a national in-
surance network. The advantages of resource sharing existed in mutual
and investor-owned firms alike.

A different category of local, smaller, numerous, and radically differ-
ently organised micro-insurers, however, rarely networked with national
firms. They operated on limited markets with homogenous risk without
actuarial principals but instead capitalised on the social reputation of
local elites. They had little organisational need for the standardised risk
categories, collectively agreed-upon premium tariffs, and interfirm trust
built up in networks between the nationally organised firms. Local firms
were uninterested in sharing actuarial data, since they operated with few
tariffs and both homogenous. They relied, instead, on socially enforced
obligations to help fellow insurance-club neighbours than on the law of
big numbers which national firms applied to correctly value risk.

In terms of operational strategies, the divide in organisational forms
ran between national and local underwriters, not between mutual and
investor-owned ones. Both in the type of insurance men, and in the
corporate networks of underwriters are these differences striking. The

11Lindmark, L.-F. Andersson and Adams (2006); Adams, L.-F. Andersson, Jia et al.
(2011); Pearson (2002)b.
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administrators of local firms belonged to local, often rural elites. They
were not connected in the same spheres of urban industrial socioeco-
nomic elites that populated the boards of national firms. Their oper-
ational strategies did not have the same use for interfirm partnerships
as national firms, and therefore, their participation in all layers of the
insurance networks of this study was minimal.

The inherently social aspect of interfirm networks have been taken by
Michael Useem and others to be the principal driving force in corporate
networks.12 As vessels of upholding the economic power of elites, firms,
he argued, come to be governed by the same type of people. Indeed, the
insurance men of the national network mostly pertained to a national
socio-economic elite, though a dynamic one. The share of noblemen on
the boards of Swedish underwriters, for example, diminished during the
period. Underwriting directors nevertheless actively maintained arms-
length distances to each other as new elite groups making their way into
Swedish industry. Numerous insurance organisation existed for the very
purpose of fraternisation between insurance men. Certainly, the insur-
ance men recruited each other for directorships of new firms, but net-
works in the shape of interlocking directorates also arose from functional
reasons. Networks filled strategic purposes to firms, and they acted to
maintain strategic links to other firms.

This study has investigated both broken ties and firm-level network
effects on administrative costs of market entries into new underwriting
sub-markets. It found that firms actively renewed interlocking director-
ates to connected firms. That suggests that Swedish underwriters valued
their boardroom ties to other firms. Shared directorships played an im-
portant role to align the strategies of collaborating firms. When such
a coordinating director died, for example, he was generally replaced by
another individual who could take up the departed director’s function
to the firm. Underwriters were also shown to have lower entry costs to
new lines of insurance if the firm with which they networked already had
experience in that sub-market. This suggests, in line with the previous
finding from other industries, that interlocking directorates could act
as channels for information transmission between firms. Together, these
findings support that interlocking directorates between forms were gov-
erned both by changing and underlying social structures and by strategic
and functional driving forces.

12Useem (1984).
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11.2 Network implications to insurance markets

Networks, like markets, are made up by the interaction between their
actors. As Swedish property underwriters shared resources, one market-
level outcome was notably that the Swedish insurance market assumed
a highly coordinated structure. The first cartels were in fire and marine
insurance. Other sub-markets soon cartelised too as property insurance
crystallised into new risk-types in the early 20th century. In cartels, un-
derwriters shared the power to set their premium prices. Cartel organisa-
tions also functioned as regulatory organisations that harmonised con-
tracting and exchanged actuarial information. Property insurance was
more cartelised than other industries in the Swedish economy during
the first half of the 20th century. The Swedish insurance cartels fit Paul
Windolf’s description of networks as “quasi-institutions that transcend
the boundaries of individual companies, and that filter and communicate
the interests of large companies.” ”.13

During the 19th century, Swedish insurance was sparsely regulated. A
re-occurring theme in the activities of the Insurance Organisation (foun-
ded in 1875) was to seek and uphold standard practices on the domestic
insurance market. Networking often aimed at limiting competition. The
underwriters adjusted their Organisational strategies to this reality. They
chose what networks to participate in, when to join cartels, and how to
coordinate resources between firms of the insurance groups which formed
from the 1920s as networking density accelerated. During the 20th cen-
tury, network density increased.

Going ahead of events, and regarding evidence of interfirm resource
sharing as a form of interiorised resource allocation, this study has ap-
plied a network-adjusted concentration measure to the development of
the property insurance industry. Instead of actual insurance firms, coun-
terfactual mergers were performed between networking firms. Following
these artificial boundaries of firms, a network-adjusted Herfindahl-index
indicates that the market became extremely concentrated as a result of
the increased networking from the 1920s and onwards.

The mergers in the Swedish insurance industry occurred after 1950
and the re-regulation in the late 1940s. Only then did the long buildup
of interfirm network procede to mergers. The analytical framework of
this study has proposed a “sliding scale” of internalisation of resource

13Windolf (2002), p. 26.
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allocation in networking firms. Drawing on an investigation that com-
pares network structures over time with groups of future mergers, if was
found that networks that resembled the post-1950 merger patterns ap-
peared already in the 1910s. The organisation of the insurance market
was thereby engaged in a long historical process of a proto-consolidation
through the graduate increase of shared corporate resources. The first
half of the 20th century thereby stands out as an era of networked or-
ganisation in Swedish property insurance - between the more sporadic
interfirm contacts of the 19th century, and before the consolidation that
started in the 1950s.

Far towards full-out merger on the scale of shared power over re-
source allocation lie the organisational constellation into business groups.
Swedish property insurers formed their first horizontal partnership of
ownership ties in the 1920s. In the ensuing decades, groups of under-
writers found intricate forms of cross-ownership. Within these groups,
underwriting activities were coordinated. In many regards, some groups
acted as single firms already before they went on to merge in the 1950s,
but in other regards, they maintained their independence. Grouped firms
had separate accounting, logos, sometimes kept separate head offices,
participated with their-own representatives and votes in the cartel or-
ganisations and maintained their own (though sometimes overlapping)
network of insurance agents.

11.3 Driving forces for network change

Mark Granovetter argued that business groups are a higher level
of organisational form compared to the lower-level firm proposed by
Coase.14 Groups of firms can, Granovetter argued, join to shield them-
selves from transaction costs by facilitating in-group resource exchange.
Coase and Granovetter reasoned along the same lines. The two levels
of organisation seem to differ in scale but share the organisational ad-
vantage of frictionless resource allocation. The coordination between the
cliques of intensely resource sharing Swedish property underwriters in
the last decades leading up to 1950 fit Granovetter’s description. Why
these higher-level forms of organisations emerged, seem to include, but
not be limited to the transaction costs. This study has attempted to
capture different driving forces for network change, but the historical

14Granovetter (1995).
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driving forces to these organisational changes were complex. Evidence in
this study nevertheless give some useful indications.

There seems to have been a push and pull effect which motivated
or discouraged the extensiveness of a networked organisation. Certain
conditions pushed firms to network more, while other forces hindered
the development and kept firms from merging. To enjoy a steady state of
a networked organisation, the advantages must have had an inverted u-
shape relation to the level of resource sharing. Increased resource sharing
would have been an advantageous organisational solution up to a point.
After that point, further steps towards mergers would be undesirable. In
other words, at any point in time, there needed to have been incentives for
networks both to form, but also for resource sharing not to accelerate to
mergers. Findings from the three layers of networks in Swedish property
insurance indicate that multiple such driving forces at work.

Several circumstances incentivised the maintenance of a networked
organisation rather than mergers. There were threshold costs of full-out
mergers affiliated having to reorganise the new firm unit. The regulated
per-firm cap of insurance agents was an incentive against merger since
two otherwise completely coordinated firms would lose market reach
when allotted a lower number of agents after a merger. Institutional
obstacles, like the ban of joint-stock companies to underwriter mandat-
ory accident insurance after 1916, and that regulators sometimes refused
firms’ demands to diversify, would both also have given organisational
advantages to maintaining separate firm entities. The very level of net-
working itself could also have inhibited further networking. Coordinated
firms in the insurance groups could have had more influence through the
collaborative organisations if they were represented more numerously in
them. In the first half of the 20th century, these counterforces to mergers
pulls the market organisation back towards a networked organisation
rather than mergers.

The proto-consolidation of the market was thereby a slow process.
The buildup to mergers took not years or decades but can be followed in
the trajectories of the underwriting networks through quarters of centur-
ies. Many relational ties, also between boards of underwriters that would
later merge, outlive the carriers and life-times of directors that first mani-
fested the ties. The organisational change of the insurance market was
slow, and its driving forces acted with multiple factors that gradually
shifted the pros and contras of further networking.
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Amongst the many circumstances that pushed underwriters to fur-
ther their resource sharing, some acted principally on the firm-level.
Advantages to firms, like information diffusion and lower entry costs
have been mentioned above, so have the socioeconomic factors based in
the composition of a small economic elite of insurance men. Underwriters
were mortally dependent on accurate actuarial information to correctly
assess and price risk. The law of big numbers thereby incentivised na-
tional underwriters to exchange claims statistics. The more complex and
diverse the new types of industrial risk were, the higher was the un-
derwriters’ incentives to gain collaborative advantages from sharing ac-
tuarial information. An institutional environment that allowed and en-
couraged such exchange in the form of cartels made cartel organisations
natural fora for resource sharing in new lines of insurance when they
were created in the early 20th century.

Throughout this study, it has been implicit reasoning that tech-
nical and structural change embedded in the industrial transformation
has been an underlying driving force for the organisational changes in
the insurance market. With new technologies, like steamships, electri-
fied industries, and automobiles, underwriters were faced with new chal-
lenges. These challenges were primarily actuarial, since firms needed to
understand the new risk to value it appropriately. Through efforts to
overcome that challenge, the market underwent organisational change.
Organisational solutions like efficient access to reinsurance (needed to
share large industrial risk objects efficiently) and underwriting diversi-
fication also had network implications. Parent companies retained closed
ties to their reinsurance companies, and the organisation of the firms’
diversification triggered new needs to coordinate underwriting activ-
ities between firms. This need became particularly apparent after the
1920s when most firms had already diversified their underwriting port-
folios but now sought horizontal collaborations for scale advantages.
Collaborating firs needed to align their activities to avoid competing
with other group members. The interaction between network layers it-
self thereby acted as an internal driving force to interfirm networks as
new strategical ownership ties required directorial ties to effectuate inter-
firm coordination. There was a strong interdependence between network
layers. Underwriters were found to reciprocate cross-ownership with in-
terlocking directorats, though fewer directorial ties were reciprocated as
ownership-ties since independent social and firm-level factors contributed
to interlocking directorates too.
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11.4 Final remarks

To summarise, the organisation of Swedish property insurance matured
into a distinctively networked structure. The use of networks for shared
resource allocation were many. Through them, underwriters regulated
prices, exchanged information, decreased competition, achieved market
standardisations, and implemented underwriting strategies like diversific-
ation. Underwriters also used their networks to go half on costs associated
with shared corporate interests like statistical processing, political lobby-
ing, and propagating for safer standards. As a result, Swedish underwrit-
ing became organised along lines of heavily circumscribed competition as
networks increasingly decentralised the corporate control over resource
allocation. With increased networking market concentration increased.
Strategic and organisational decisions became increasingly intertwined
with those of competing firms.

Networks mattered to the market organisation on many levels. The
overall market organisation was in part the aggregate outcome of indi-
vidual firms’ internal businesses’ organisation. Individual firms gained
competitive advantages from networks, but mostly used increased re-
source sharing with competitors to set competition aside. The market
level outcomes were therefore decreased competition, and increased co-
ordination and market concentration. A full-out merger would instantly
have internalised the coasian enterpreneur-coordinator’s control over the
resources of an acquired firm. With corporate networks of different kinds,
the resource exchange could instead be selective. The merger of corpor-
ate resources could be performed partially, and firms underwriters could
merge gradually. In Swedish property insurance, mergers were preceded
by a lengthy process of proto-consolidation in the shape of gradually
comprehensive networking. It resulted in a market that was increasingly
coordinated, especially during the first half of the 20th century, and where
organisational decisions of underwriters increasingly dependent and in-
corporated those of its surrounding competitors. The networks organised
the competition of the market, and intertwined the organisational aspir-
ations of firms with those of their competitors. No firm was an island
entire to itself.
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This appendix describe some relevant technical details in the treatment
of the source material. The process of getting the source material of this
study into workable databases for network analyses has posed substantial
technical challenges. Challenges include data-cleaning, linking different
sources, and coding of individuals and firms. These challenges would be
similar in many applications of network analysis using historic source-
material. Methodological considerations in tackling these problems are
thereby of broader interest than merely demonstrating the data treat-
ment in this thesis.

In extracting data from the various printed sources, the goal has been
to establish a multiplex network of three layers and twenty benchmark
years. In addition to three kinds of ties between firms (ID, OW , and OR),
firm-level data also includes financial and underwriting variables. The
greatest challenge has been to extract sufficiently complete data from dif-
ferent sources, while coding firms and directors consistently across time.
Compared to, for example, a regular panel-data setup, network-data is
exponentially more sensitive to some kinds of missing data.1

The complete dataset is rather large. The interfirm relational data
alone constitutes more than 170000 data entries over 20 benchmark years.
Even though the combined data sources give extensive and adequate
coverage and good opportunities for triangulation, the source material
is not perfect. It has, therefore, been necessary to balance the reality
of incomplete historical data with the vulnerability of network analysis
methods to various conditions of missing data. On the one hand, data
availability is generally reliable. On the other hand, collection methods,
uneven network layer overlaps, missing data biases, source-triangulation,
and the linking of different databases, all need special attention with
regards to the network analysis.

1Kossinets (2006); Sharma et al. (2016).
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A.1 Data extraction and coding

In the data-treatment, 20 years, 284 underwriters, 1941 individual dir-
ectors, 59 insurance-organisations and 17 insurance lines have all been
coded with unique identifier numbers.2 Identifying numbers are constant
across data-levels and all databases. Different sources have been linked
in the construction of consistent databases over time. See Table 2.2 p. 44
for an overview of the main sources. Overall, the overlapping of firms
and individuals between the sources is adequate since the Swedish pub-
lic statistics has been consistently inclusive in their firm-level data since
the 1890s. A particular effort has been made by triangulation to keep as
complete overlapping of all databases so that, for example, underwriting
information is not missing for a firm that has governance data.

A.1.1 Network data and coding in each network layer

Three major problems of missing data can severely affect network data.
Through the boundry specification problem, results of the network ana-
lysis may differ wildly from the inclusion and exclusion of new nodes.
Firstly, specifying the boundaries of the network, that is to say, which
nodes or firms to include, is a crucial methodological question.3 In this
study, the network boundaries have been set by the underwriting activ-
ities of firms: property underwriters are included, and all other firms
are not. Only where data availability is falling short has the bound-
ary specification problem plagued the collection of data in this study.
Secondly, survey non-responses would give missing arches for known
nodes.4 Thirdly, data collection designs may in themselves alter the ac-
quired network data. These three problems apply differently to the col-
lection of data for the three network layers in this study.

Interlocking directorates (ID), have been collected from data sources
which list the full boards of active underwriters. In the raw collected data,

2A unique id is a number that unambiguously refers to one occurrence of a data-point
on its level. As an example, marine insurance director August Werner always appears
as id=1831 in the created datasets. He appears at 4 benchmark years where his
presence on the board of marine underwriter Sveriges Allmänna was extracted from
three different sources. Despite the different sources, he retains the same coded id
across benchmark-years and data levels so that he can be computationally recognised
if he were to appear affiliated to other firms, or at a different point in time.

3Kossinets (2006), pp. 249–250.
4labelfn: missingprobKossinets (2006), pp. 250–254.
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individuals belong to one or many firms on each benchmark year. Data
on each individual ideally comprises full name, title(s), and function
(president, CEO, vice president, etc.) for each individual that governs
a firm during a given year. No individuals are evaluated to be missing
where firm-data exists, and all individuals appear with a minimum of one
initial (if not full first name), family name, and position in the board.

The source-data thus appears as bipartite networks like G(V F , V D, E)
for each benchmark year, where V F is a set of firms and V D is a set of in-
dividual directors and arches, eij 2 E, are conditioned on i 2 V D; j 2 V F

so that directors are affiliated to firms. Since the source material always
name all directors of a firm, missing data in the firm-projection of this
network layer resembles a boundary specification problem. Some few na-
tional firms for some benchmark years are missing, but then, so are all
of their directors.

Ownership data (OW ), is a firm-year level data that reflects ownership-
ties and subsidiary formations, listing all firms that own each other or
have cross-ownership to each other at each benchmark year. This data
has been gathered from Englund (1982) as well as the respective qual-
itative sources indicated in Table 2.3 (page 46) as well as lists in State
Public Reports,5 and other encyclopaedic sources listing firm statistisc.6

The sources on ownership in the industry are problematic. No source
systematically lists ownership relations. Through the works of Englund
and in company monographs, ownership of many firms can be obtained
for many, but not all firms. The accuracy of these sources has been
deemed questionable,7 and certainly diminishes in precession since own-
ership can take many direct and indirect forms. Larsson and Lönnborg
say that Norrland and Fenix were both acquired by the Thule-group in
the 1930s,8 while no mention of Fenix’ relations to Thule is mentioned
in the company’s monograph.9 Some historical ownership-ties are simply
not clear. In lack of hard facts, even in the extensive primary source ma-
terial of Petterson’s thesis, he arrives at no greater certainty than that

5SOU 1940:35; SOU 1949:42; SOU 1949:25-1.
6Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876-1920); Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda
banker, (1900-1933); Aktieägrens uppslagsbok, (1928-1947).

7Petersson (2011), p. 32.
8Larsson and Lönnborg (2014), p. 64.
9Berghman and Jervenius (1939).
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“Europa was probably a subsidiary of Mälaren”.10 The use of undirected
ownership networks is contra-intuitive as ownership is by nature direc-
ted. The subsidiary is owned by a parent company that owns it. The
ideal data structure would be unipartite weighted and directed network
G(V,E), but both weight and direction are often missing in the historical
data. All ownership data has, for the purpose of harmonising the data
before analysis in this study been reduced to undirected and unweighted
unipartite ownership ties.

Collaborative organisations (OR) and cartels have been collected
from The Yearbook of the Insurance Organisation (until 1916) and from
the roll in the Swedish Insurance Yearbook (after 1916),11 as well as
from business histories of cartel-organisations.12 The data structure is an
affiliation network G(V F , V O, E) where arches eij 2 E run from firms
to organisations.

A.1.2 Superimposing and comparing network layers

After building the relational database of interlocks, ownership ties, and
collaborative organisations, the creation of a multiplex network for each
benchmark year poses a particular problem. Superimposing network lay-
ers might be problematic if two network layers do not have precisely the
same set of nodes.13 Due to the nature of historical data from different
sources, this is often the case. How should networks be compared if, for
example, data on boards exist for some firms for which ownership-ties
are missing? There are several alternatives for choosing the node set to
use in the multilayered network.

Joining two graphs G(V [1], E[1]) and G(V [2], E[2]) into the multiplex
network G(�, E[1], E[2]) will have to be made by deciding one set of nodes,
� , that is identical for both layers. Ideally, the nodes of the two network
layers are already identical: V [1] = V [2] = � , like in the example in
Figure A.1. In Figure A.1, the same V appear in Figures A.1a and A.1b

10Petersson (2011), pp. 112–113.
11Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift; Svenska försäkrings årsbok, (1916-1950).
12Hallendorff (1923) and Holmgren (1943) account for the Fire Insurance Tariff

Organisation and Rinman (1943) contains data for memberships in the Swedish
Association of Marine Underwriters that effectively functioned as the cartel organ-
isation in marine insurance.

13Bródka et al. (2018), pp. 2–3.
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Figure A.1: Example of a multiplex network graph

(a) G(V,E[1]) (b) G(V,E[2]) (c) G(�, E[1], E[2])

as in the superimposed layers in Figure A.1c. If V [1] 6= V [2], however, su-
perimposing network layers is a methodological choice between different
result-altering approaches.

Faced with the choice of removing nodes (V [1] \ V [2]), and having
different node sets in the layers (V [1] 6= V [2]), a union node-set has
generally been deemed the least of many evils. In this study, the node
set of the multiplex network is therefore always a union, � , of the node
sets of all layers like:

� =
1[

i=1

V [i] (A.1)

or more specifically:

� = V [ID] [ V [OW ] [ V [OG] (A.2)

When collecting multilayered historical network data, these consid-
erations should be made with great caution, since network metrics, and
consequently, analysis results can be altered in the process. Due to the
structure of the network data in the sources to this study, there are
some particular ways around the problem of altering the layer node sets.
These solutions will be elaborated below. In a world of perfect data
availability, all firms would be perfectly accounted for in the sources,
and consequently, the node set of all network layers would be identical
like V [ID] = V [OW ] = V [OG]. As seen in Table A.1, this has not been the
case for the data in this study.

Table A.1 shows that up to five nodes differ between the network
layers for some benchmark years. In column ID, up to a hundred firms
have boardroom data form interlocking directorates on each benchmark
year. Since every company does not have boardroom data, particularly
in the earliest benchmark years, some firms have known ownership-ties
even though data on their boards is missing.
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Table A.1: Number of nodes in multiplex network layers

Year Number of Firm-nodes Nodes not in ID

ID OW OR All (� ) in OW in OR

1876 18 7 4 22 3 1
1888 27 9 5 29 2 0
1895 35 11 6 41 5 1
1899 33 11 6 37 3 1
1904 47 13 6 50 3 0
1907 48 15 6 51 3 0
1910 48 13 6 50 2 0
1913 47 14 6 50 3 0
1916 70 15 10 73 3 0
1919 84 25 12 85 1 0
1922 78 25 22 80 2 0
1925 77 22 20 78 1 0
1928 80 22 22 81 1 0
1931 90 24 29 90 0 0
1934 94 29 31 94 0 0
1937 96 31 37 98 0 2
1940 100 36 37 102 0 2
1943 100 39 39 101 0 1
1946 99 59 39 104 3 2
1949 100 56 43 105 3 2

Source: Own calculations.
Note: The column “All” is calculated as � in the equation A.1 above. The two
rightmost columns show the cardinality of sets expressing the symmetric difference
between node sets of ownership-ties and interlocks, and organisational affiliation and
interlocks respectively. That is to say: |V [OW ]�V

[ID]| and |V [OR]�V
[ID]|.

Ownership ties are gathered from sources in such a way that any
unregistered ties are assumed to be absent, and that any firm without
ownership ties, therefore, is an isolate in the ownership network layer. A
problem that is difficult to appreciate is the unknown number of missing
data in E[OW ]. It is possible that ownership ties existed that have not
been registered during the data collection in the available sources. The
more tannable problem is that nodes that exist in V [OW ] but are absent
in V [ID], highlight missing data in V [ID]. These also increase the dis-
turbance of applying equation A.1 to superimpose network-layers with
a union node-set. During the lengthy project of building the databases
in this study, the output from Table A.1 has guided the efforts to reiter-
ate data-gathering and to search alternative sources to compensate the
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available network data. This has mostly meant a more labour-intensive
gathering of boardroom data from bibliographies and company mono-
graphs.14 Ideally, both columns that count firm-nodes “nodes not in ID”
should be 0 for every year in A.1. Every firm which has registered
ownership-ties for benchmark years where the boardroom data has been
unavailable, constitute a disturbance to some of the multiplex analysis.

In the OR-layer, the organisation memberships are complete lists
of firms participating in individual organisations, and the absence of a
firm simply means the absence of a firm affiliation to an organisation.
Any firm missing from the lists of collaborative organisations are indeed
non-members. Therefore, any supplementary non-member nodes are not
as disruptive. In a firm-to-firm projection of the collaborative network
adding new firms to V [OR] will alter some network metrics, but not add
any missing data.

The same logic is somewhat true for the ownership network. Any
firm missing ownership ties to another is due to no such ties being found
in the sources. An unknown number of ownership-ties might have gone
undetected during data-collection. All firms without discovered owner-
ship ties could nevertheless be regarded as unconnected firms. Expanding
V [OW ] with new firms therefore always add firms for which no ownership
ties have been found since any firms with ownership ties to any others
appearing in the sources, already would be part of V [OR]. Consequently,
a great deal of flexibility is allowed when adding nodes to network layers
of ownerships and collaborative organisations.

The layer of interlocking directorates, however, does not work this
way. Adding a firm-node would also mean adding missing director-nodes
since all firms have boards. As is, the data has no missing directors for
existing firms since all collected firms have full lists of its board members.
Consequently, networks of interlocking directorates cannot have their
node set altered. The true problem of superimposing the network layers,
thus appear for firms where V [ID]4

�
V [OW ] [ V [OR]

�
, that is to say where

interlocking directorates are missing for nodes with known ownership or
co-affiliation ties to organisations. These two cases make out the two
rightmost columns in Table A.1.

14Zachrisson (1917); Berghman and Jervenius (1939); Åmark and Forssell (1928);
Englund (1993); Englund (1993); Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker; Vem ar
det?; Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift.
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A.1.3 Fitting other variables to the networks

Financial and underwriting data for each firm on each year is collected
from public statistics.15 Samples of the data have been confirmed in other
secondary sources.16 These sources contain aggregates of company books
indicating variables such as total assets, cash-flow, premium and other
incomes, the costs of claims and other costs on firm-level.

For most benchmark years, premium incomes can be subdivided into
brut and net incomes, so that total values of seeded reinsurance can be
calculated. Premiums, claims, and administrative costs of the underwrit-
ing activities are also subdivided by insurance line.17 In total, 30 or so,
financial and underwriting variables are covered for most firms with any
kind of network data for most benchmark years. These can thereby be
attached to firm-nodes in the networks as node-covariates, and used in
the network analysis.

15Försäkringsföreningens tidskrift, (1876-1890)); Meddelanden angående försäkrings-
väsendet i Sverige, (1891-1915)); Enskilda försäkringsanstalter, (1912-1950)).

16Notably:Svenska aktiebolag och enskilda banker, (1900-1933); Aktieägrens
uppslagsbok, (1928-1947).

17 The insurance lines appear in the sources as 46 different lines. The Insurance
Organisation developed and maintained these groups of lines, but standards change
over time. For the purpose of this study, lines have been aggregated (most notably
so that all lines of reinsurance has been made into one summed category) into a
total of 17 lines.
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The titles of insurance directors were primarily analysed in Chapter 6.
They were captured from the different sources of directorial affiliation,
and have been classified into three spheres (political-administrative, eco-
nomic, and other) with a total of 12 socio-vocational sub-groups to indic-
ate social and cultural capital of directors as well as vocational affiliation.
The list below, contains all parsed titles by their respective categorisation
used in the analysis of directorial titels in Chapter 6. The number within
brackets represent the frequency of each titles belonging to a property
insurance director. The frequency is calculated across companies and
benchmark years.1

Political / Administrative

Administrative
vice Rural Mayor (93)
County Governor (75)
Chamberlain (51)
Rural Mayor (31)
Mayor (27)
Cabinet Clerk (21)
Marshal of the Realm (21)
Commercial Counsellor (14)
Federation Chairman (14)
Royal Court Forester (13)
former med. Councillor (12)
former County Governor (11)
Assessor (8)

Government Office Secretary (8)
Government Office Clerk (7)
Undersecretary (7)
med. Councillor (7)
Curator (6)
Marshal of the court (6)
Secretary of the Magistrate (6)
National Debt Office Councilman (5)
Royal Court Curator (5)
Royal Stableman (5)
former Mayor (5)
Chairman (4)
Municipal Land Marshal (4)
Secretary of Regional Adm. (4)
Administrational Manager for Trade (3)

1Note that an accumulated frequency of a title summarised across companies will
count twice the title of any director that is present on two boards at the same time.
Similarly, the title of the same individual will be counted multiple times if its holder
appears as a director at multiple benchmark years.
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City Inspector (3)
Government Office Manager (3)
Inspector (3)
Royalr Forester (3)
former Rural Mayor (3)
Over-Governor or Stockholm (2)
former Fire marshal (2)
former Marshal of the Realm (2)
former Undersecretary (2)
Diplomatic foreign affairs advisor (1)
Financial Administrational Manager (1)
Infrastructural Board Chairman (1)
Policeman (1)
Regional Assessor (1)
former Archivist (1)
former Union Chairman (1)
vice Royal Court Forester (1)

Juridical
Juryman (97)
Lawyer (75)
District Court primary Juryman (38)
District court judge (33)
Judge of Appeal (25)
Court Secretary (22)
Ombudsman (20)
Judge of adm. Appeal (15)
former Court of Appeals justice (14)
Supreme Justice (9)
Recording Clerk (6)
Court Assessor (4)
former Court Secretary (4)
former Police Marshal (4)
former County Fiscal Marshall (3)
Court Servant (appeal) (2)
Prosecutor (2)
former District court judge (2)
Country Fiscal Marshall (1)
Court Representative (1)

Juridical Military Ombudsman (1)
Notary public (1)
former Bank inspector (1)
vice Juridical Military Ombudsman (1)

Military
Captain (197)
Major (87)
Rittmeister (52)
Colonel (35)
Lieutenant Colonel (34)
Lieutenant (25)
General Lieutenant (20)
General Major (16)
Rear Admiral (14)
Admiral (9)
Commander (military) (6)
Military Councilman (5)
Fanjunkare (4)
General (3)
former Colonel (3)
former Rittmeister (3)
Military doctor (2)

Political
Consul (389)
MP (69)
City council (46)
Rural Municipality Chairman (22)
Cabinet Minister (19)
former Cabinet Minister (17)
former MP (14)
Undersecretary of State (5)
Cabinet Secretary (4)
vice Speaker of Parliament (3)
vice Spokesman (3)
Prime minister (2)
His Excellency (1)
Spokesman (1)
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Networks to Organise Insurance

Economic

Business World
Wholesaler (389)
Managing Director (at mill) (174)
Factory owner (71)
Shopkeeper (52)
Factory owner (mill) (49)
Managing director (40)
Merchant (34)
Bureau Manager (25)
Technician Manager (18)
Secretary (17)
Cab-owner (16)
Director of funds (16)
Trustee (15)
Cashier (10)
Craftsman (10)
Office Manager (10)
Banker (9)
Mill trustee (9)
Jeweller (8)
Paint master (8)
Auctioneer (6)
Hotel Owner (6)
former Managing director (at mill) (6)
Clerk (5)
Hardware store holder (5)
Bookkeeper (4)
Broker (4)
Editor (4)
Car-owner (3)
Division Manager (3)
Sommelier (3)
Bureau Secretary (2)
Transport Provider (2)
Transporter (2)
former Clerk (2)
former Managing Director (2)
former Shopkeeper (2)

former Trustee (2)
Agent (1)
Assistant (1)
Bank Manager (1)
Bank inspector (1)
Clockmaker (1)
Dock manager (1)
Machine worker (1)
Publisher (1)
Real Estate Owner (1)
Repairman (1)
former Auditor (1)
former Salesman (1)

Directorial
Director (1878)
Bank Director (267)
Insurance Director (238)
Director general (37)
former Director general (21)
Machine Director (8)
Savings Bank Director (3)
former Director (3)
Concert Hall Manager (2)
vice Director (1)

Other spheres

Accademic
Senior Professor (123)
PhD (53)
Bachelors Degree of Law (39)
S.J.D. (32)
Licentiate Degree (20)
Curator (16)
University Professor (6)
Librarian (5)
Academic sheriff (4)
former University Professor (4)
School Teacher (3)
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Appendix B. Titles

Bachelors Degree of Medicine (2)
Doctor of Technology (2)
Master (1)

Agricultural
Land Tenure (330)
Farmer (262)
Domain Curator (32)
Agronomist (20)
Forester (13)
Forest Trustee (10)
Land Owner (9)
Farm inspector (7)
Farm Trustee (6)
Mill Owner (5)
former Farmer (5)
Land Tenure & Engineer (4)
Farm Owner (2)
Peasant (2)
Veterinarian (2)
Land-surveyor (1)
Ranger (1)

Engineeral
Civil Engineer (115)
Engineer (78)
Senior Accountant (53)
Carpenter (16)
Claims Adjuster (16)
Building Constructor (14)
Accountant (10)
Locomotive Master (7)
Mining Engineer (7)

Architect (5)
Postal Marshal (4)
Rail Clerk (3)
Train Driver (3)
former Locomotive Master (3)
Building Engineer (2)
Fire-brigade Manager (2)
Postal Clerk (1)
former Train Driver (1)

Marine
Shipowner (102)
Commander (marine) (20)
former Captain (9)
Skipper (5)
Dock manager (4)
Pilot Boat Captain (4)
former Shipowner (3)
Ship broker (1)
Steamship commissioner (1)

Noble
Baron (69)
Count (47)
Nobleman (26)

Other
Doctor (212)
Church Usher (30)
Pharmacist (20)
Senior Physician (5)
Cantor (3)
former Doctor (2)
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Sammanfattning på svenska - Swedish summary

Under den svenska industrialiseringen och fram till 1900-talets mitt
utvecklades mellan svenska sakförsäkringsbolag ett omfattande och sam-
mansatt företagsnätverk. Detta nätverk var en viktig del av strukturen
i svensk försäkring, och i hur försäkringsindustrin kunde organisera sig
för att tillgodose industrisamhällets dynamiska efterfrågan på sakförsäk-
ring. Sakförsäkringsbolag kunde utbyta information och andra viktiga
företagsresurser genom nätverkets olika sorters mellanföretagsliga kon-
takter. Den här avhandlingen framlägger en ny studievinkel för organi-
sationen av svensk sakförsäkring. Den innefattar en systematisk bearbet-
ning av de tidigare kända men föga undersökta banden mellan företag
på försäkringsmarknaden. Nätverksanalysen blottlägger både nätverkens
konkurrensfördelar och samarbetsmöjligheter.

Denna studie undersöker sammanlagt tre olika typer av företagsre-
lationer, nämligen delade styrelseledamöter, äganderelationer och med-
lemskap i försäkringsrelaterade samarbetsorganisationer. Studien utförs
för perioden mellan 1875 då Svenska Försäkringsföreningen bildas till
1950 då genomslaget av efterkrigstidens omreglering utlöser en övergång
från en nätverksbaserad marknadsorganistaion till konsolidering genom
företagssammanslagningar. Under 1800-talet är nätverkens densitet rela-
tivt låg. Försäkringsbolag samarbetar ändå genom att etablera karteller,
men mellanföretagsliga relationer är begränsade till dem mellan direk-
ta försäkringsbolag och deras återförsäkringsdotterbolag. Under tidigt
1900-tal börjar nätverket att expandera. 1920-talet ser en övergång mot
mer komplexa nätverksstrukturer och under 1930-talet utkristalliseras
grupper av samarbetande försäkringsbolag. Genom att analysera före-
tagens relationer med metoder lånade från nätverksanalys framträder
strukturella mönster i företagens nätverkande. Företag kunde med hjälp
av rätt sorts kontakter, till exempel, minska sina tröskelkostnader för
att komma in på nya marknader. Drivkrafterna för utvecklingen med ett
tilltagande företagsnätverk är däremot mycket sammansatta. De omfat-
tar både företagsstrategiska och underliggande sociala och institutionella
faktorer.

Å ena sidan utgjorde den begränsade sociala sfären av företagsleda-
re och försäkringsmän en grogrund för kontakter mellan försäkringsbo-
lagen. Å andra sidan kunde företagen också själva söka sig till nätverk
av strategiska skäl. Nätverkandet hade nämligen kännbara fördelar för
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företagen genom delandet av olika typer av resurser. På 1920-talet bi-
drog företagsnätverk redan till en ökad marknadskoncentration. Under
de årtiondena inleds också ett strukturellt skifte i nätverksrelationerna
som föranleder bildandet av grupper av försäkringsbolag. Mot slutet av
undersökningsperioden hade dessa grupper stelnat. Under 1950- och 60-
talen konsolideras försäkringsmarknaden och många av försäkringsgrup-
perna slås samman. Det visar sig ske efter mönster som går att mäta
i nätverksstrukturen redan under 1910-talet, vilket föranleder synen på
försäkringsbolagens nätverkande som en utdragen historisk process av
gradvist närmande försäkringsbolagen emellan.

Det huvudsakliga bidraget i denna avhandling är den nya förståelse
för organisationen i svensk försäkring som ges genom ett företagshisto-
riskt nätverksperspektiv. Nya företagsorganisatoriska detaljer och struk-
turella förändringar i marknadens organisation kan därigenom skönjas
när marknadens nätverksstrukturer undersöks systematiskt.
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